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P. R C t , D ILL G: S.  

CliAIRIA JriiSCLI: Please come to order.  

Ths jiroctec'i.i g i an. Avdantaiary nearing iz,. ti-e 

mat er c.f Consolidated Ldi sr Cc7:a.:.' of :-: Y' -k, inc., in 

reference to .its Indian J... G- t -n" a a a" I ." 

Jr cuaitigs. are- r f- td irn Dock-..t..c. ,.-. 247, of 

eucL.a. V'-.-guiatory 

Ti.ia evicen t-iry nearinr, - la de a ruezt 

A. .col L,"ii u XU - L r ")" al ' t:e-t.-Sion 

uf oUpracio:, of once-tiroug'L cooling. eit videntiary 

inu was conveneu in accordanIAL wit . a.-i orur issued Ijy ze 

set tiis time anu place for tile colveningj of L.iL aearir, 

TiiaL oruer was giveii, jnera, . puwlic uistriutior.. vh-c. ri-

cluud puification in tile FFej-ral Re"ILF'to-r ol.. ..... ,, 

!976, and reflec"--d by pac7 49898 of Vclv=n 41 oC tI LL;..  

Register

This -viuentiary iieari.' -as cov1 o" .  

dete pursuant to a discussion' Win 1. k; zrn t ". s at . 1,': 

ing conference which was held on Octoier A. , .  

Thn scoLie of tlve proceejin,4 will b' outlined i'.  

furriler uetail. L.y tile parties: who will ze a 
'e q 

, -. ... t., to -.  

an initial opening statement- after trio state.aent ol a!:ijear

aAiJes.  

Is tl~ere an appearance on behall of Consolidated



Ult 1 L 1dison, Company of d~ew York,; Inc., which will be sometimes 

2 referred to as eitaer the Applicant or the Licensee? 

3' MR. TROST-ii: Yes, Mr.. Ci&airman.  

4 My name is Leonard M. Trosten. I'm a member of 

51 tae firm of ,.ebeouf, Lamb, Leiby and M-cRae. Our address, is 

6 1757 W Street, i . W., Washington, D. C. 20036.  

7 I'm appearing here today on behalf of Con 
.8 .dison. A4earing with me. today Ls my associate, Mr. Eugenee R.  

9: Fidell, F-i-d-e-1l-, -and Mr. Edward J. Sack of Con Edison' s 

10 Law Department acui I.iss Jovce P. Davis of Con k'dison's Law 

.1 Dedartment.

12 Mr. Sack. and Miss Davis's office address is 

13 4 Irving Place, dew York, New York.  

14 CkLIRXA. Jk"dSCi: Thank you, sir.  

15 Is there an appearance-on behalf of the Regulatory 

i15 
16 Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission? 

17 MR. LEW IS: Mr. Cairman, my name is Stephen H.  

18 Lewis, appearing on behalf of the. Staff of the U. S. Nuclear 

19 Regulatory Commission, Washington,, D. C. 20555.  

Seated immediately across from me is Marsha 201 

21 Mulkey, whose present status is that she has passed the D. C.  

2 ar and is merely awaiting. the. formality of her admission 

Q thereto' 1, suspect that you will be seeing more of, her Very 

24. shortly..  

Seated next to ner is Dr. Robert Geckler, and, 
25
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next to- him, Dr. Webster Van, Winkle, who are the Staff wit

nesses in this- proceeding.  

CiARwA JE14SCli: Thank you, sir.  

Is there an appearance on behalf of tiie State 

of New York? 

MR. i. WG: On behalf of the dew York State 

Energy Office, Mr. Chairman, my name is Richard C. King.  

Our address is Swan Street building, Court . !, Empire 

State Plaza, Albany, Jew York.  

CHAIRMAi4 JEWSCH: Tiank you, sir.  

Is there an appearance on behalf of tez. Attorney 

General of the State of New York? 

(So response.) 

€iAIRMAN JEL4SC : Is there an appearance on behalf 

of the tudson River Fishermen-s Association? 

(xo response.) 

CHAIRMAN JE14SC: I am sure that the absence of 

response from those two parties does not indicate a lack of 

interest. I belive they must be delayed by the incle.ient 

weather we are now naving, so .we may indeed receive "n appear

ance from tiem later.  

Thef Village of Buchanan was admitted as a party 

to the proceeding. Are they represented in this proceeding? 

MAYOR D'ALVIA: Our attorney is not here yet, 

Mr. Chairman. He's on his way.
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CHAIRMA JEkNSCH: Would you give, your name,

please?

MAYOR D'ALVIA:, Mayor Carl R. D'Alvia, Mayor of

blt3
1 
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5.  
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19 
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21 

22 

23 

24

25

I have iMr.. Gregory here, our Consulting Enrineer, 

Hugh S. Gregory from Scarsdale, Lew York, Village consultant.  

CHAIRMAN JE4SCH: Thank you, sir.  

When your attorney comes, would you ask him to 

let us know so that his appearance may be entered? 

MAYOR D'ALVIA: Yes, sir.  

CUAIRMAZ JEA'SCU: Is there any other party here 

wnose name has not been called? 

(No response.) 

I do not believe there are any other parties.  

We have indicated in previous correspondence and 

also in response to an oral request given to my secretary, 

Mrs. Doris Moran, that we would receive some statements by 

way c limited appearance at the outset of the proceedings.  

I think there was a gentleman who came up this 

morning. Will you come forward, please, and give your name 

and address, and give us your statement, please., 

LIMITD APPEARAM4CE STATEMXNT OF ELMER

MALONEY OU BEHALF OF EDWARD M. GIBBS, 

WESTCAESTER COU4TY LEGISLATOR, 1ST 

DISTRICT, STATE OF NEW YO(.

.Buc'ianan.

4
'I
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MR. MALONEY: I have, a little laryngitis, so I 

will come very close.  

My name is Elmer Maloney. I'm the Clerk of tue 

Westchester County Board Of Legisiators, and I have .a 1"page 

letter that I woul I like to read from Coun-ty Legislator 

Edwardt Gibbs, re;cesenting the lsU LegislatiA- District of-.  

•Westcnester County.  

CIAIRM4& JEAiSCUI: And what city does' that.  

embrace?.  

MR. MALOwEY: de represents the City of 

Peekskill and the Town of Cortlandt.  

CHAMI4AN JENSCHi: Thank you, sir.  

If your laryngitis is somewhat of a limitation, 

you may just have your letter incorporated as though orally 

given and perhaps give a few items of sunmary.  

MR. MALONEY: I'd like to just read it. It's 

only one page, sir.  

CHAIRMA~N JExSCHU: Proceed.  

MR. MALOaEY: "The We'stchester County Board of 

Legislators over the past two years by various resolutions 

has opposed construction of the proposed cooling towers at 

tie: Indian Point Auclear Plant site in Bucann, Mew York.  

The Westchester County Board f- Legislators.  

by resolution Mo. 164-1976 supported a-Aalay of such con

struction until 1981 so that other alternatives may be found.

II
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OThe rationale for opposing the construction of 

the tooling towers at Indian Point has not changed. For 

tae record, they are listed once again.  

R1,l) Cost., The direct cost of construction and 

operation projected at one billion dollars over the life of 

the towers will be passed on to the consumers in the -" 

CHA.IRMAd ,LNSCH: What was that figure? 

MR. MALONEY: The Legislator has $1 billion.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Do you know where he got that

figure?

MR. MALOKEY: I'm only reading it, sir. I don't 

nave the background on it.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: You're the Clerk of the Board? 

MR. MALOdEY: Yes, sir.  

CHAIRmu Jk1S€ii: Will. you try to becoma info-:nad 

of the figures that are presented here so that if there is 

a difference you can report it back to not only Mr. Gibbs 

but to the full Board? 

My understanding is that there is a little dif

ferent figure involved in different areas, and if there is 

you would probably like-to refer that bac to the Board.  

Sometimes when we hear a figure we are inclined to believe 

it., and it may not be accurate. They might want to do some

thing about it.  

MR.: MALMIEY: I will, sir.
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CHAIRMAN JENSCU - Proceed.  

MR. MALOEY: " ... over the life of tne towers 

will be passed on'to the consumers in the Coasolidated Edison 

rate region, a staggering addition to tihe Con -d electricity 

bills, already the highest in the nation. Ccnstruction of the 

cooling towers in populated areas of the City of Peekskill and 

the Town of Cortlandt is projected to reduce property values 

from 25 percent to 50 percent in a 5-mile radius, delndanr 

on proximity. The saline mist will have a deleterious effect 

on homes,- automobiles and other personal property of the area 

residents and businesses.  

"(2) Health. Persons with respiratur% - dis-as.ea" 

emphysema, chronic bronchitis, asthma, et cet.-z-1, will be.  

affected by the saline mist emitted from the towers.  

(3). Esthetics. Costr-ction of: the Ma .-ive 

cooling Iowers will forever scar the magnifice:t Hucon ?.ive r 

shoreline.  

"(4), .Available cooling tcwer alternat ves The

basic reason given for constructing the coolinr tces is to 

reduce the fisn kill in the Hudson. Consoiidated Li.2so--n. has 

proposed building a-fish hatchery to replace the 1c,sses o 

bass n Othdi fish.  

"Naturally, we recognize ,tat certain government 

• agencies do not favor simple, common sense, inexpensive 

solutions to poblems.. Nevertheless, based on the foregoing.

I
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bit 8 reasons,. I ask that any order to construct the cooling towers 

2 be delayed until every reasonable alternative is considered 

an analyzed.  

4 Very truly yours, 

Edward M. Gibbs, Legislator, 1st District of 

6 Westchester County." 

-And I thank you.  7 

8 CHAIRMAL4 J1&JSCH: Thank you, Mr. Maloney.  

If you can ascertain and perhaps if you would 9

10 like to supplement that statement concerning a 25 to 50 per
10.  

cent reduction in property values within a radius of 5 miles, 

we would like to have it. I think there are sone indications 

13 in some of the-material that has been filed by the Staff 

1.13 
14 that might give you a little different impression.  

I think a recital of a billion dollars cost and is 

a 50 percent reduction in property value is quite alarming, 16 

and that letter indicated that maybe the County doesn't like
17'• 

the answer because the costs-are high. Maybe you'll like the 

answers if the costs are less and the reduction 'irk prope rty 

values is very minimum, or some such -- whatever the evidence 

shows.  21 

MR'. MALONtY: Yes,. sir.  
22" 

Q ChAIRMALI JE4SCH: I. think one of the problems 

which the Board has is that there are several Indian Point 
24 

19 proceedings-which have been going on for some time. People
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bit. 9 1 have been coming in and giving us' a recital of some ho-rifying 

2 figures, and then they leave; and the..record doesn't seem to 

3 match up with what the. statements are. Evcrything gets 

4 pedalled around by the statements that were or.gina1X.: gven.  

5 I think it leads to a lot of confusion and misappzehension 

:6 and perhaps dismay. Perhaps the evidence has been subjected 

7: to cross-examination and given a little different impression..  

8 If you can become informed of wha t.his-record 

9 shows, I think it would be helpful to the West-h;'-ster Board 

10 of Legislators and Mr. Gibbs.  

11 MR.- MALONEY: I'll bring that message back to 

12 him, sir.  

knd 1 13 CWAIRMA 'JNSCH: Thank you.  

14 

15.  

~16, 

•"' • •17 

• .. 19 

20: 

21_ 

22.  

24 

Ok 25 

"I __ __ __ __
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MR. ROFAY: Mr. Chairman? I'm Andrew Rofay, 

2 representing the Westchester County executive. Can I make 11 

3 -brief statement? 

4 C1AIRMAiN JENSCII: Yes. Would you speak a little

5 louder? 1e can't hear you too well. I'm sorry we don't have 

6 loudspeakers here. We may be able to get thema little later 

I 7 when we get some microphones. But if you would give your name 

81 and address -

9 LV. ITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF ANDREW ROFAY, 

10 DIRECTOR OF INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS FOR 

it WESTCHESTER COUNTY EXECUTIVE 

12 !4R. ROFAY: 74y name is Andrew Rofay. I'm the direc.  

13 tor of intergovernmental relations for the Westchester County 

14 executive, Alfred. De Villa,and. chairman of the Westchester 

Power and Energy Resource Task Force.  

16 On August 9, 1976, the Westchester County Board of 

17 Legislators estadlished our county's policy concerning the 

18 proposed cooling tower at Indian Point nuclear iolant site,by 

adopting Resolution number 164-1976.. This administration has; i 19, 

i contacted leading regulatory agencies in the field, as well as 

21 our governor's office, tfurther discuss the matter. And appa

ii rently, some questions exist among professionals as to the 

23K. proper course of action withregard to the cooling towers' con

24 struction.  

In no way wouldowe want to see the Consolidated 
I2 

_______'
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Edison Company ;expend any funds unnecesa-.

are in concurrence with the August F; re. - - . r--3': u.  
3 '.  

callinqfor the delay of construci . &,- s '*...  

4 ( until the experts can recornend an app% :a-:_ oa a-

tion., 

6 
Thank you, sir.  

CHAIRTC N JENSCI: Wil: yc ,, :zz' .-.  

stay through the hearing? 

MR. ROFAY: I most certainly '.-l.  

10 'CHAIRMAN JE1;SCH: You i...d-- " ' 

| been Indian Point proceed-ings qoin on ;..r .

NIR. ROFA-Y: Yes, sir.  

13 CIIAIRMA" JENS.1H: •or sc"..y.-a :..  

any of you.folks when the issue wi: _eal" " " ,, 

MS closed-site cooling. And thapt 1= E.. •: 

your statements,or even evidence.  

17 '4,R.. ROPAY: I don't know --- vo '- v- ,-: 

18 would have been better not to oimse to lv? 

19 CH~AIRMAN JBNSC:. No, yc-: . cot.. .- - " 

20 And we're glad tohave your stats -.- r..  

21 just hopeful that you folks will h"-vs a t.  

22. the record of the evidence; so. etimes si:atemnts -- .  

23 'AR. ROFAY: That's. what- we'i 2ike t 3 do. That 

24 what we're here fdr,is to learn o--.,_: about it.  

25 CHAIRMAN J&SCHI: yez. T.:ar- YOU. .:for comi..
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Is there any other person who desires to present a 

.2 statement? I do not yet see any representative of the Hudson 

River Fisherman-s Association, or the Attorney General of the 

State of New York. I hestitate to proceed without them. Has 

anybody been in contact with them to know what their plans ar 

VOICE: Yes. The Hudson River Fisherman's Associa6 

tion is going to be here today.  7 

CHAIRMN JENSCH: Are you connected with. 'the Hudson 

River Fisherman's Association? 
9 

v VOICE: I've been in contact with them.  
10 

CHAIR.AN JENSCH: Are you an official of the orga

nization? 
12 

VOICE: No, I' m- not.  
13 

CHAIV4N JENSCH: Well, as I say, I hesitate to 14 

proceed.  • 15 

M.R.. TROSTEN:. Mr. Chairman, prehaps a reprosentativ, -. 16!

of the staff could contact the office of the. Attorney General 
17 

and of HRFA to ascertain where, they -are. Or perhaps somebod, 

else could do that.  
19, 

CHAIRP.M. JENSCH: Yes, I think that's a good idea.  
20 

If we could get some word about their coming maybe they-2e 
21 

driving1, and 'the weather is bad, a heavy downpour and .a dri
22 

ving rain.  
K 23: 

Ietake it the.New York State Atomic Energy doesn't 

0have. any word-from -the Attorney General? 
25

I [I I
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MR, KING: We didn't get any word 114 jr 
'wordfro ttorney' 

2 General.  

3 MR. LEWIS: Mr. Chairman, fx.m my discussion with c 4 him, I have every reason. -to believe that they'll e here. I 

-"a .ev tht f 1b e. I 

5 assure it's a matter of timing.  
6 CHAIX.AN JENSCH: Shall we take': a 15-minute recess 

and see ifc we Can get some contact with them? Maybe they vil 

S arrive in that time.  

Let's take a recess. That clock in the back -- the 

10 problem is, it's about 15 minutes fast. So, forthe time.  

being, let's run on that clock. By that clock.', let us recess 

to reconvene in ";this room at 9:50.  

13 (A brief recess was taken.) 

14 CAIJ14AN JENSCH: Please comi'e tc ordr.  

Before we -proceed, we noticed du-ing the intermis

16 sion that we just completed that there have arrived personnel 

17 representing the' Attorney General of. the State of Ne-, York and 
the Hudson River Fisherman's Associatioi.. I beiiew-e ",; ve a 

appearance on behalf of the Hudson River- Pishermans Aszocia-
• 20 t i o n ...  

MS. CHASIS: My name is Sarah Chasis. I m appearin 

on behalf of. the Hudson River Fisherman's Associato . My ad
22.  

dress is the N4atural Resources Defense Council, 15 Wes't 44th 

Street, New York, New Yorkr 10036.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Thank you. .  
25
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An appearance on behalf of the Attorney General of 
the State of New York? 

2• 

3MR. SHEMIN: My name isPaul H. Shemin, S-h-e-m-i-n, 

department of law, World Trade Center,New York, New York, 

.4 :10047.  
5 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Before we proceed, I notice-the 

6 
arrival also of Senator Gordon, who has asked to make a state

7 ment by way of limited appearance. Senator lordon has appearE 

in many of these proceedings on behalf of his constituents, 

and before he proceeds, if one of his constituents happens to 

10 
be the county courthouse, or, something like this, you might 
take a look at the leak of water coming into the building, and 

maybe you could use your evacuation power or something and 

13 propose some immediate solution to some of the problems that. w 

14 have with this case.  

15 Will youcome forward, please, Senator Gordon,and 

16 give us your statement on behalf of your constituents? Right 

17 where you are there, sir; and if you'll speak in a loud voice, 

18 because we don't have microphones. We hope to have some in the I19 19 course of these proceedings.  

L12ITED APPEARANCE STATE4ENT OF STATE SENATOR 

21 BERNARD GORDON, 37th SENATORIAL DISTRICT, STATE 

22, OF NEW YORK 
If 

23 MR* GORDON: All right, sir. Thank you very much.  

24 Of course,. this, is not the first time I've taken an 

25 opportunity to express my opposition to the schedule of the
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* proposed.construction of the cooling towers at Indian Point.  

2 FrOm the very first mention ofthe possibility that cooling 
3 towers might be erected on the banks of the Hudson in Westches

4: ter County, I have strenuously urged you that no irrevocable 

steps be taken in that direction without a complete, careful 

6 evaluation of the environmental and economic impact of such a 

7 project, and all feasible alternatives, 

8: As, a, matter of interest to the Board, I bring to :,' 
9 attention that in both the, 1975 and 1976 sessions of the state 

0 legislature, I had in-roduced a bill that wouldfil a gap in.  
. existing legislation by vesting control in state agencies over 

12 the evaluation and licensing of cooling toWers in this state; 

2; 13 the same agencies'that, since 1972, have hed jurisdiction over 

the siting of the power generating facilites which re'ttire the 14 r 
use of cooling systems.  

I did this because of my firm belief that state 
16 

agencies would give more thorough sconsideration -, and 
1' 
18 realistically, be more responsive to -- all the local concerns 

of the residents of this state, and .par-icularly to. the residen ~19 

of the Hudson River Valley in the case of the Indian Point plan 

In. both sessions of the legislature-,. the bill was passed.I by the 2 
legislature, but was vetoed each time by the qovernor for rea-• 

sons which, in my vieware woefuiy inadequate.  

24 I have also urged.,over a period of time now, indepen.  • 24 .  

dent .environmental and economic stadies to be made by the 
25.  

_ _ _ _ _ _•__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _:
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1 Atmospheric Sciences Research Center of the state university, 

2 and the northeastern legislative energy staff, which have been 

3 provided to you. These studies, gentlemen, have confirmed my 

4, View that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff has been 

5 deficient in assessing the need for cooling towers at Indian 

6 Point, and their total impact on the constuers, the general 

7 public, and the enivronment of Westchester and its neighboring 

8 counties.  

9; Your hearings to date, which have thus far focused 

to- on Indian Point. alone, should in my, opinion be expanded in

their scope. I say this because a decision on closed-cycle 

12 systems for Indian Point should not be limited to that plant 

13 alone. With a new administration about to take office in 

14 Washington, a national approach to the problem of waste heat 

15 from power plants should be undertaken; a national policy which.  

16 can consider the environmental and economic impact oEf cooling 

17 systems and waste heat in a generic manner could provide a 

consistent, environmentally sound,. and economically feasible 

solution to this problem.  i19, 

Such a national program would have resources available 

to, seek,. practical uses of the waste heat from our power plant;, 

and it would serve to encourage technological advances which 

i could turn what is. na admittedly an environmental threat int 

24 an asset; in achieving energy independence for the United State;.  

I therefore urge the adoption of a moratorium on mandating 25
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I closed-cycle systems until such a coordinated approach to the 

2 needs for such systems, and the technology required to meet 

31 these needs, has been thoroughly. studied and approved.  

( 4 My fundamental objetction- to the approach taken by: 

5 the NRC staff thus far in analysis of the- Indian Point case 

6 is the narrow tunnel vision with which they focus solely on 

7 fish protection, while giving, in my opinion, short shrift to 

98 the potential adverse economic, enviromtental, and esthetic 

91 impact of the proposed towers on the: people. who live and work 

10 in the area, and also completely ignoring potential beneficial 

uses of waste heat.  

• 12, This approach, gentlemen,, offends the basic require

13 ments of sound environmental regulation; narmely, that ample 

14 timebe allowed for the assembly and consideration of the most 

15 complete data that, can be obtained, that all important ques

16 tions be answered,. " and that all impact be weighed and balanced 

17 in the context of a thorough cost/benefit analysis. Even if 

one- were, to look at fish protection alone, the NRC staff ap

Sproach is totally unsound. It is estimated that the total cost 

-of constructing a cooling. tower at Indian Point Unit -No. 2 .11 

21 approximate $100 million, and that- this will result in an 

22. annual financing and operating cost of about $30 million.  

The .staff of the NRC has presented no valid justifi

cation ofor these enormous costs. Thus, without any substan

25 tiation of a cgmpensating nature or benefit, the staff is in
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effect seeking to. impose on the electric customers of Con Edisc 

2 an increase in their electric bills,at a time when high costs 

3 have produced rates which are already a burden on many consumers 

and businesses in Westchester and New York City.  

And what about tiae other burdens that cooling towers 5 

will impose upon the public? I have on numerous occasions 6 

pointed out that these structures are over 550 feet high, with 

a top diameter of about 450 feet; that they are capable of 8 

emitting a vapor cloud that could hover over a considerable 

area of Westchester and neighboring counties, possibly obscurin 
10 

the sun for extended periods of- time, and causing salt damage 

to plant life and property.  12 

In view of all of these potential impacts -- and I 

don't say that they're absolute; they are potential, but they 
14 

are , there -- we must make certain that no commitment to cooling 

towers at Indian Point should be made before all the questions 1.16 
that need to be answered are answered completely, and answered 

17 
on the basis of sound datanot supported assumptions.  18 

On the issue of whether cooling towers are needed tc 

protect aquatic life in the Hudson River, a comprehensive $15 
20 

million ecological study has been initiated by Con Edison, and 
21 

that cost isnow shared in by the New York State Power Authori .  

And I understand the study is going to be completed some rtime i 
January of 1976. When the report of that study is filed with 

the NRC,the entire record should. be subjected to thorough 
25
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public hearings again, to eetermine whether 'satisfactory an

swers are provided to tbhe following basic questions.  

First, if cooling towers are not built, what will 

be the total reduction in the poplation of striped bass and 

other species in the Hudson River? 

Two, to what extent will -natural compensatory 

processes, such as the higher level of food supply available 

for the remaining fishmitigate fish losses? 

Thirdly,. to whrt extent can Con Edison' s proposed 

hatchery program replace the fish that are lost through plant 

operattion with once-through cooling?
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~121 I With respect to the environmental impact of cooling 

towers the Indian Point Unit No. 2 hearing should develop, as 

I hope they will, complete data to provide answers to serious 

questions which have previously been raised concerning the 

visible vapor plume emitted from the topi of the cooling, 

towers, ground fogging, and icing, the extent of the deposit 

of salt on plant life, and property, in the surrounding area; 

and the aesthetic impacts of such monstrous structures., 

In addition, the hearing should consider the 

complete cost-benefit-_analysis, as I indicated earlier, of 

the cooling towers as compared with once-through cooling, 

including the financial impact on the electric customers and 

the state of the economy in the utility service area.  

In view of the most crucial nature of these 

inquiries, it would be grossly improvident, in my opinion 

and, indeed, a severe blow to the integrity and usefulness 

of our system of administrative regulation if ample time were 

not allowed in the hearing process for the development of 

full and complete answers.  

No irreversible environmental harm can be 

expected to occur during the time requir§;d for development 

Ji 
of a coordinated national policy, and fo full he4;i ,3 on 

the specifics of the Indian Point case.  

In conclusion, I therefore urge as a minimum 

and as an initial step to the proper direction that the
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MR.  

It was my impr 

name: of the ag 

CHA

GORDON: Yes, there were, on the Rockland- side.  

ession, it was my understandin- -- t-hat't the 

ancyT. Orange and Rockland.  

IRMAN JENSCH: Did you appear over thereland

protest? 

MR. CORDON: No, I have- not. I uAderstand others 

in the. legislature have.
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Nuclear Regulatory Commission grant at the very least a 

two-year extension of the date 0riginally fixed for the 

termination of operations at India. Point Unit No. 2, with 

once through cooling.  

If time- is of the essence, gentlemen. it is of 

the essence of providing great relief to the Con Edison 

consumer, not in spending hundreds of millions of dollars 

from the consumers' pockets to solve one enviro-.mental 

problem by creating another.  

A s rt-s ighted approach in this direction is 

currently evidenced by the NRC Staff reports, and that, 'in 

turn, threatens nothing less than economic and. social 

tragedy for Westchester and its adjourning counties.  

Thahk you very much for your patience.  

CTIAIRmN JENSCH:. Senator, you have appeared 

before; it seems tb me there was some statenment that til rz 

was going to be some cooling towers on the western side of, 

the Hudson.
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH: You mentioned. about local 

agencies being more responsive? 

MR- GORDON:,. Well, yes' 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: To local concerns? 

MR., GORDON: Yes.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: It seems to me I read something.  

in The New York Times-about the PCBs, there's some conflict, 

wasn't there, between a couple of agencies there?. How was 

that resolved? 

MR. GORDON: That's true.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Don'tyou have that problem 

when you've got pressures of local legislators and so forth? 

MR. GORDON:. Oh, yes, as-a .matter of fact you've 

raised several interesting questions, if you'll give me a 

moment to respond: 

On the PCBs, that problem, that spector .was: 

raised fairly recently by studies that there were at the 

base of and in the sediment of the :,river PCB deposits which 

although not dangerous- in the sense of the word today, could, 

become so in the future, if allowed to develop; and one of 

the observationst I made at that time was that- I think the 

cooling tower concept, as proposed, could lend -itself to 

the distribution of PCBs in the air by the process by which 

the water would be cooled and the vapor throvn into the r 

atmosphere itself.
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is that the solutiohn or the 

degree that it's stopped in. emission to the Hudson? 

MR. GORDON: To me-it would pose a problem that.  

I think should be considered before the erection of "these.  

towers.  

And you refer-- and rightly so,-. sir -'you refer 

to the concern and the reaction being stronger on. a local 

level than perhaps.out of Washingto; and I cannot help but 

think, and I do this in all respect, sir, that the response• 

would be different in New York State if you gentlemen-, 

perhaps, were residents of New York State.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: .lell, we'd love to be, b..ut we 

just can't be everywhere.  

I understand Governor Carey was in on the .PCB 

controversyr, wasn't he?.  

DR. GORDON-:. I don't know how deeply he 

got involved. We asked him to get involved.  

But, you see, you cannot help become more 

personally involved the closer you are-to the problem.  

CHAIRMAN %ENSCH: I guess there was quite a. lot af 

local interest in the PCBs, and pressures, I guess, of one 

side- and another; and' they are getting a little strong, Aayb~o 

MR.. GORDON:. Well, I thinkw hat.we are trying to 

do in our concerted: effort here is to. iipresg"upon the, 

regulatory powers in.: Washington who-..as I.said before, are
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MR. GORDON: One of the problems I think that we 

are having,- despite the request you have made, is really 

getting: advice as to all the hearings that are being held; 

and they are numerous; and I commend you for those hearings.  

I say to- you, though, on the impact of what may 

happen-here is: so great upon the economics of an area 

let along the environmental problems, an area that is trying 

to pull itself up by its own bootstraps and struggling to 

maintain an economic level that what will happen here with 

the cooling towers is: only going to put another nail in the

far distant from our problem -- to impress upon them how 

sincerely motivated we are and how concerned we are- about the 

future of: our area.  

And, sir, if I can only enlarge upon that for 

just one moment 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Let me just assure you-. I hope 

we can impress upon you that we are concerned in each case 

of all of the matters that are presented; and I think the 

last time you were here, I exprdssed the hope and I again 

express it, that you would be able to attend the hearings on 

the evidence sometime.  

Sometimes the evidence doesn't quite match some of 

the early statements about the proceeding, and when a person 

has been on the stand and cross-examined, his views can change 

a little.

I 
a 

I 

I'
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I coffin. It is resisting the area from. coming back to 

2 economic realities. And it leaves a serious- situation.  

3 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Secretary Sinion is working 

4 on these things; and we have a .new Administration.  

5 MR. GORDON: I hope the new Administration can help 

6 us solve the problems in New York City. There are problems 

7 all over, but I am addressing myself to a purely local 

one.  

9- CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Would you like to hear some of 

10 ours? 

1 I (Laughter.) 

12 MR. GORDON: I would imagine you have some; and 

13 that's why we're here, sir, to let you know that your proble

14 are ours and ours are yours.  

15 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Right. I assume mutually.  

16. MR. GORDON: This is what we hope fc.  

17 CHAIR14AN JENSCH: Thank you for coming, Senator.  

18 MR. GORDON: Okay.  

19 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is there an appearance by 

20 the attorney for the Village of Buchanan? 

21: MR. D'ALVIA: Yes, sir, Carl R. D'Alvia, 390 

22 South Riverside Avenue.  

23 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Thank you, sir.  

24 MR. D'ALVIA: With your kind permission the 

25 Mayor of the Village would like to address the Commission.
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CHAIRMAN JENSCU: When a party has appeared through 

its attorney we would like to have them speak through the 

attorney, and have them present evidence.  

Now we are going to ask ConEdision and the 

Reg Staff to give an outline of some of the factors they 

see involved in this proceeding; and you can perhaps give a 

sumuary statement for the Village at that time.  

All parties having appeared, may we have a 

statement from Con Edison Company as to the scope of the 

presentation they intend to make here, and what their views 

are about this, and what theA wish to do.  

MR. TROSTEN: .Tbank you, Mr. Chairman.  

Eighteen months ago Con Edison filed an 

application with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission asking 

for authority to continue operating Indian Point 2 until 

May 1, 1981 with its presently designed once-through 

cooling. As originally presented, this application would 

have allowed Con Edison to 'pperate with once through 

cooling for two more striped bass spawning seasons, that is, 

from May 1, 1979 to May 1, 1981.  

However, because of failure to, receive all 

necessary governmental approvals for an alternative closed 

cycle system, the date for operating the once through system 

has automatically been extended at least to May 1, 1980.  

Moreover, the Indian Point 2 plant, did not operate
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during the 1976 striped bass spawning season. Accordingly, 

Con Edison's application, in effect, requests permission to 

operate Indian Point 2 with once through cooling for only 

one additional striped bass spawning season.  

Now, the purpose of Con Edi:sion' s application 

is very simple: It is to allow time first for completion 

of Con Edison's ecological study program applicable to the 

-indian Point 2 plant, and, second, for consideration of the 

results of that program and the accompanying benefit-cost 

analysis that the cOmpany is preparing by the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission.  

Now, of course, when I refer to the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission, I do not mean just the Regulatory 

Staff of the NRC, I mean the duly constituted Boards of 

the Commission, specificaLly this. Board.  

The Con, EdiaOn study program ,which wa, mandated 

by the terms of the environmental technical specifications 

for. the plant began in 1969. It is designed5 -e-cifically 

to evaluate the effect of once through cooling systems on 

the ecosystem. A crucial part of this program has al1-ays 

been the evaluation of data from two years of actual operation 

of Indian Point 2, that is, the years 1974 and i1575, together 

with actual operating data from other Hudson River power 

plants.
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several years of preoperational data. I might add, inciden

tally, that it is: a: complete misconception to ,refer to 

the report on Con Edision's study program as merely one more 

.data point; rather, this report came as a result of a seven

year program, which results have never before been presented 

to the Commission.  

Now, Con Edison testified in the. Indian Point 

2 operating license hearings that the report on the results 

of this study would be completed in January 1977. Now that 

testimony was offered in February of 1973 and,. indeed, the 

report will be ready in January; and I think that that is 

a good performance on a program that started as many years 

ago as it did.  

Of course, the crucial data that will be presented 

in this study were. not available to the old Atomic Energy 

Commission when. the Indian Point 2 operating license condition; 

were imposed. The Indian Point 2 operating license clearly 

provides that Con Edison will be provided an opportunity 

to submit the results of its.-ecological study program before 

irretrievable economic and-enviromental commitments are 

made, toward.the construction of a closed cycle cooling 

system.  

- And I think that some of the expressionis of 

public concern justify the conditions in the license which 

allow that type of a presentation to be made before these
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commitments must be;'ade.  

After stating. that operation of t o:- : ou..  

cooling system will be permitt-ed dn-B p 

and. I quote,, "the reasonable te rinatioa oz te f,-- r .' nc

appears to be May 1 1979",. the Iicens'- 0 ii to "

and I quote further, "if t e Applicant e z t h a 

emperical data collected during this interin:i aoe ' ic Y.  

an extension of the interim operational pzi-iod c - h t.r 

relief as may be appropriate, the Applicant raa maa t.cly 

application to the Nuclear Regulatory Co ± mssin. Te fiiig 

of such application shall not wa 1ant an e-_" t. L :-_,-z

is the end of the quotaticn from thn li.en.  

The present license, then, or n-.0tifiatin f:

this: provisional requirement was made in t& *.........  

when Con Edison submitted its application to ex.: 0 ..  

through cooling to May 1981; not only was t-. data. ---... . . . . . .....  

phase of the seven-year ecological study proc-ra -i . .  

but work on the final report, of the results o &h: 

gathering effort, had not even begun.  

Accordingly, Con Edison submitted al r Lh -.  

that were then available, together with a o 

benefit-cost analysis which demonstrates that th-.a jo-.' 

Costs to the fishery of granting the reque s fr exensien 

are inconsequential and is far ouiweighed by the benefits 

of granting the extension.

___ U. _______
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We submitted, this application at this early data: 

to allow timely Staff review and, if necessary, a hearing 

on the extension request. Con Edison urged that the 

Commission should grant the application primarily on the 

ground that a substantial possibility exists that analysis 

of the improved data base can become available to the NRC 

in January 1977, that would demonstrate that a closed cycle 

cooling system should not be required for Indian Point 2.  

What was then a substantial possibility, gentlemen, 

has now become much more likely as a result of the completion 

of the study program for Indian Point 2. In short, we now 

believe the imperical data collected in Con Edison's 

study program and the accompanying analyses demonstrate that 

the impact of once through cooling on the crucial Atlantic 

coastal fishery is vastly lower than what was postulated 

by the Staff in the, Indian Point 2 operating license hearing.  

Moreover, we believe these data demonstrate 

that this impact is trivial from an economic and enviro-men

tal point of view.  

The issues presented to the Board in this 

proceeding are very narrow. No one quarrels with Con 

Edison' s, positiow that the fisheries will not be significantl, 

harmed if the-requested amendment were granted; nor does 

any party contend that. the Board -must now: decide the.  

question of whether once, through versus closed ycle
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" rbl2 I cooling should be required for this plant. There was also 

2.- general agreement: 'that it will take substantial tire, to 

3/ evaluate the results of Con Edison's ecological study program.  

4 What,. then, is before this BOard? We see 

S two basic issues: 

6 First, is Con tdison's ecologidal study program.  
S.1 

7 developed a more reliable data base for new analytical tools: 

8 that were not available to the Cornmissio0n at tha time of the 

Indian Point 2 operating license hearing; 

0 Second, if so, is there a substantial poss-5bility 

that after evaluation of the results of Con Ediscn'.s 

12 ecological study program the Nuclear Regulatory Comri ssion 

might conclude on the basis of a NEPA cost-henefit.. analysis 

14 that closed cycle cooling is not required for -the I idia 

15 Point 2 plant.  

I" 16 Should this Board decide affirmatively on both 

17 these issues, and. I should emphasize the Board's decision.  

18 should rest not just on new data. that are available, but 

19 also new-analysis. and other relevant information, that 

Con Edison's application to extend once through cocain to 

May 1,"1981 .should be granted in-order that adequate tme.  

22 be available for an administrative ahd adjudicatory review 

of this matter before irretrievable conmitments are made to 

24 a closed cycle system.  

And I would emphasize again, Mr. Chairman,. that
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I that review is going to take time from. everything we have 

2, seen.  

3 se Now, were it not for the fact that spurious 

4 issues have been injected into this proceeding by other 

5 parties, there would be nothing further I need say now.  

6 Unfortunately, the confusion implicit in certain positions 

7 taken by other parties on key points makes it necessary for 

8 me to comment briefly on it.  

9 The first concerns the timing of Con Edison's 

10, application, the timing of the Staff's review, and the timing 

of this hearing.  

12 Had the Regulatory Staff fulfilled its obligation 

13 and expressed commitment to conduct an expeditious 
review 

14 of our application, there would have been no'need to 
update 

15' our environmental report in this hearing, with the 
additional 

16 data and analyses performed since June of 
1975...  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: May, I interrupt there? 17 

'MR. TROSTEN: Yes, sir.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I think when you say Staff has 19 

not fullfilled its commitment, I don't know that we have 

seen any indication yet or that is proposed to be introduced 21 

that would support that..  

As you know, Staff is loaded down with jobs and 
23

problems all over the nation; and to say it didn't rush to 

25, Con Edison's application, rather than taking it in sequence
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I think raises some other spurious issues: -- if i may use 

the same time.  

..This castigating of Staff for not, you k-ow, 

dropping everything else, is just-- it gets into_ a name- .  

cailing cont~st that I don't: think helps this proceedIng 

very much.

Well, while I have interrupted, woud you also 

in your statement give us your analysis of this rezent case, 

Appalachian Power versus Train; I'm sure you're familiar with 

it.  

As I recall, Con Edison was a party to that 

proceeding with the Fourth Circuit Court of A- -ag. - .  

invalidated the EPA thermal effluent situation; what dccs 

that do under New York State law, to the situation 

today? I think that is a question we may w:ant to cisi8: 

in this proceeding, if you could give us some r-vie;:.

the matter as you see it now? W4e'll ask the other p1-z-tiU:

to do: likewise.

MR. TROSTEN: Yes, may we address that ,t an 
appropriate time during the hearing, rather tha -0i nrz.w? 

CE=RMAN .TENSCH*: All- right.  

MR., TROSTEN: Mr.. Chairman, let me address the 

point you made: I wish to assure you 

- MR. D'ALVIA: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman,. w. have 

an emergency here, could we move the table back? The water-

I *1j ______ _______

134
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jrbl5 I has come in.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is Senator Gordon still here? 

3 On behalf of his constituents he might send in a boat or 

1- 4 two.  

(Pause.) 

N 6, Are you all right now? 

7 MR. DALVIA: We have at least ten minutes, sir.  

8 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to 

9: emphasize in noting the Staff review, the delays in the 

10 Staff review, I am not attempting to castigate the Staff 

11 for the purpose of castigating the Staff. I recognize Staff 

12 has many responsibilities and that this is a burden.  

13 Indeed, there was a commitment which is reflected 

14 in the minutes of the meeting which Con Edison had with the 

15 Staff at the outset of this proceeding to conduct an 

16 expeditious review.  

17 The problem here, Mr. Chairman, is that an 

18 expeditious review is necessary here because of these 

19 special provisions of the Indian Point operating license.  
I..  

20 We have always taken the position that the Staff has 

21 inadequately estimated: the amount of time that review would 

22 take. The Chairman may recall in the Indian Point 2 

23. operating. license proceeding at one- point the Staff estimated 
24 an environmental review of this subject could take perhaps 

25 a year., Con Edison has always, said that the time is 

A ______ ______ __________ ___ ___
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Vjrbl6 inadequate; that is the reason why. We are not just talking 

2 about beating on the Staff for the sake of doing that. It 

3. has to do with a fundamental point abouat t; -tim needed to 

4- conduct reviews. and that is the reason fac it.  

5 Just to go; on, Mr.Chairman, had 'this -view taken 
6 place in the time we hoped it v.u!'d, our application would 

7 have been adjudicated by now, and it would have been 

8 possible to proceed to review the January 77 report without 

9 the necessity of any review which is Ur.cit i this hearing.  

to CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Early in January of 77? What, 

11 do you mean? 

MR. TROSTEN: For rascns I a, a t to staie, 

p 13 Mr. Chairman, the demands of this hearing have int =efurr.d 

14 with the process of comrtpleting the final reot. We certa "nl-; 

15' hope to have it available in January, ard i ;,;e cL. it WiiLl 
16 be available in January. I don't think it will bei aail&l 

17 in any circumstance, Mr. Chairman, before t2a enai of 

18 January..  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:. I think it may be possible it 

ZD 0 won't come out til February? 

2! MR. TROSTEN: That: is possibls. I hope that that 

22', ill not happem' 
ll not CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Likewise Marz.h? 

23 CAI.A 

LMR. TROSTEN: No, that will not happen, 

Mr., Chairman.. It is possible we might hav to slip inito 

25 • 0
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February; although at this point I expect that .it will be 

..available in January,. , 

CHAIRMAN' JENSCE: Thank YOU.  

MR-* TROSTEN: In addition to introducing the 

f'inal -Environmental Statement, which I-submit, is, unfortunat-e" 

of little value to the Board in its attempt to deal with 

the real issues in this case, the Staff's inaction has 

placed Con Edison in a very difficult position, Mr. Chairm=an, 

because of the requirements of the current operating license.  

And it has also, as I have indicated, interferred with the 

preparation of our final report on the program.  

The Staff's inaction must not, ho-ver, result 

either in a delay in the Board's consideration of Con Edion' s° 

application, or in a broad-ranging inquiry in this hea;:in" 

into the ultimate issue of once through versus closed cyc2.I 

cooling. To attempt the latter inquiry now is premature 

and pointless. It should take place in an orderly fachioa 

after al the parties have an adequate- opportunity to stud-." 

Con Edi4On' a report an the ecological study program, the 

accompanying environmental report, .and the enviroiiental 

statement whicb the Staff certainly.will have to prepare.  

Secondr, it has been suggested that the Staff' s 

Final Envo tal Statement in Indian Point 3 proceeding 

bears a achet ! here. This is, of course, plainly wrong.  

The Indian Point 3 .Final snvironental Statement was a

_______ 11 ____________ _________
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b document prepared about two years ago utilizing a ' 

( 2 -substantially inferior data base and analytical capability 

3 relative to what would be available to the NRC beginning 

C 4 next year. This Final Environmental Statement was an 

improvement in some respects over the Staff's 

S6. efforts in the Indian Point 2 operating license hearing 

7 to postulate the impacts of operations of Hudson River power 

a- plants; however, the Indian Point 3 FES, although adequate 

,[- 9 from a NEPA standpoint due to these special circumstances of 

t 0 the Indian Point 3 stipulation, was never subjected to the 

11 critical evaluation in a contested hearing, and it contained 

12 simply the untested conclusions of the Regulatory Staff 

13 as of February 1975.  

14 Indeed, it was accepted by stipulation as
15 sufficient to support a license condition to permit several 

16 years. of once through operation, and also provided an 

.17 automatic extension for failure to operate during the spavming 

18, season,, which is exactly what happened with Indian Point 2 

19 during the 1976 spawning season.  

20 Because it is outdated and untested in a hearing, 

21 we. do not-- and the Board may not -- accept the ndian Point 

3 Final.. Environmental Statement as binding.  

C 23The third distractioni introduced into this 

24 .proceeding is the Staff' •assertion that although the Staff 

25 doesnot expect to change its mind when it- reviews the
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[f B And I am referring here to page 4-! of the 

10 Final Environmental Statement.  

1. Now, gentlemen, if the .staterrvent means a.nayt-hing;, 

12 it appears to be an admission that the Staff does not believe 

13 that only one year of -post-operational data is adequate to 

t4 form a reasoned decision on the issue of once through aersus 

15 closed cycle cooling.  

16. Of course, the suggestion that Con Edisod slculd 

17 commence construction before a reasoned decison has been 

. made -- not -just by the Staff but by the. Other reS*onsibiLez 

19 bodies -- is patently unacceptable.  

Another issue which has .erroneously been injected 

21 into this proceeding concerns a relationshi. of the • 

'22 Environmental Protection Agency and the Nuclear Regulatory• 

23 .Commission pr6ceedings. Con Edison has maintained t4roughbt 

that the NRC has a responsibility under NZPA to ccdnsider 

" L and act upon Con :Edison' s application apart from the Oend.ing 
o.25 

'I •._________ • ...__ ________ _________._________________ _____________

1 3.9, 

results of Con Edison' s ecological study program,. to be

available in January, somehow the automatic extension of 

oxice through cooling at least to Ma.y 1, 1990, .w:hich has 

already occurred, "will allow the Staff and other governmental 

agencies and interested parties to. finish ongoing studies.  

in providing a more complete and sound, scientific basiis 

for a reasoned decision than was availablc at the end of 

1974..
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application before the EPA. The Staff first sought to 

justify its recommendation that Con Edison's application 

be granted byr eference to the pending EPA hearing. However, 

in the Final Environmental Statement the Staff largely because 

of the unsupported comments of .the EPA modified its, 

recommendation.  

We submit that the Staff has misoonceived the 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission's responsiblities under NEPA._ 

My final point relates to the scope of the 

testimony Con Edison will offer in this hearing. As-requested 

by Mr. Briggs, we are presenting a comprehensive discussion 

of the results to date of Con Edison's research program; 

Con Edison submits that the totality of this testimony 

and all the other evidence-we will-offer clearly .supports 

the granting of our application.  

Moreover, should the Board conclude there is a 

substantial possibility Con Edison' s position is correct on 

even, one. of the issues toward which our testimony is 

directed, the Board should decide in our favor.  

Specifically, for example, should the Board 

decide.Con Edison' a witnesses might be right with respect 

to their testimony on compensation,. or with respect to their 

testimony on the' contribution of the Hudson to the Atlanitic 

striped-bass fishery, or with respect to their testimony 

on the mortality induced by passage of young fish throUgh

- i,, "m . ... ... . . i -
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25,

MR. BRIGGS: And there will be 

amendment to. the operating, license, also? 

."MR. TROSTENi: Yes, sir.. There.  

amendent to the operating, license.  

MR. BRIGS': Have you made. any 

Oi projected a schedule that you think. is

a request for. the 

will be a 1eCqUested 

kind of a schedule 

reasonable

141 

the power plant's cooling system, then the Board': should grant 

Con Edison's application.  

Thank you, Mr.- Chairman.  

CIRMAN JXNSCH: Very well.  

MR. BRIGGS: Mr. Trosten,. you indicated you think 

it's going to take a substantial amount of time to review 

the report that Con Ed will, submit to the Regulatory CommiS

sion in January or February; is there anything that is going.  

to go to the Commission besides that report?, 

MR. TROSTEN: Yes, sir. We will submit ths 

comprehensive report, the seven years' study program, and 

-the environmental report as required-by Part 51 of the 

Commission's-regulations, Uhich will include a comprehensive " 

benefit-cost analysis using methodologies that we have 

developed over the past several year, and which we believe 

are a substantial improvement over the cost-beuef it 

methodology previously derived, to determine whether closed 

cycle cooling system is required for the Indian Point 2 

plant.
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for carrying out procedures that-would follow that submital 

to the Commission! 

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Briggs,, one would hope that 

this type of a procedure could .be completed' in a year...I 

am very pessimistic that that will take place.  

I would say this, Mr. Briggs, I believe it Will 

take not lessthan a year. I think -- I hope:-- if I am not 

correct in that estimate, we certainly hope it will take 

place in a very few months more than a year.  

MR. BRIGGS: Thank you.  

MR. DAIBLER: This environmental report you say 

you are going to submit, is this an amendment to or a 

rewrite of your earlier environmental report thfat you 

submitted a. Couple of years ago? 

MR. TROSTEN: It is a new environmental report.  

It is not an amendment, nor a rewrite. It is a new 

environmental report, based on the information that is 

currently available to us.  

CMAIRZ4N JENSCE: Thank you.  

May we have a statement on behalf of the 

RegulatoryL Staff? 

MR. LEWS: Mr. Chairman, before moving into my 

e Ika, ' would like to oomment on one or two points raised 

by fr. Trosten.  

I was glad to see that the Board did come
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Jrb23 | to the defense of the Staff with regard to timing matters.  

2 I do know Mr.. Trosten is -- and his firm -- is extensively 

3 involved in numerous .Nuclear Regulatory Proceedings 
; and 

4, I would have hoped that. he would understand that when the 

5Staff undertakes a review, in its early stages it may well 

6 express a certain time hope or hopes, paameters, 
as to when 

7 it can complete that review.  

B But, unfortunately, very often the completion of 

these reviews does take longer than originally expected; and, 

10 frankly, I am a- little bit surprised to hear hLm raise this 

point at this time. Certainly we believe that th thorough

12 ness of our review justifies the tLe takcn for it.  

03 Secondly, I would point out t.t-s a reMut 

(13 .  
I would attempt to allay his fears that as a result of -the 

time this review has taken, I* want to indicate to h. t'uc 

the Staff does not on this: basis oppose othez thft th. s 

~16 

17 hearing be delayed or that the scope of this proceedin._ 17 

be broadened.  

Mr. Chairman, what I would like to do is briefly 
outline the context in which Staff vie'.s this present 

~~~20 ". .  

amendment proceedings. In ALAB 188, 1974, the Appeal Board 

of this Commission established a date of M ay 1,.979 as a 

reasonable date for termination of operation of Indian Point 

Unit 2* with once through cooling. Although the Appeal Board 

* 24 

in that opinion agreed with some of the licensee's 
technical 

25r
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argument with respect to the aquatic ecosystem, the Appeal 

Board, nevertheless, found that the environmental risks 

Sof once through cooling for the life of the Indian Point 2 

plant were unacceptable; for that for this reason, closed

cycle cooling was required.

_._
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In- the- Commission's decis ion in 19750 S pecific aly 

December 2, 1975, in the Indian Point 3 pro -edi-Lr-, the 

Commission itself found. that. the review undertakena by the 

Staff in connection with the Indian Poi.r 3 prceeling., in I 
which a requirement to convert the once-through coolinrg 

system-for the Indian Point 3 plant wac rcquir.3 to be,- .- d 

to closed-cycle cooling, the Commission fouLnd the_-e the 

Staff's review had been thoroughly respc:.-.ivs to tL Ar

Board's concerns raised in ALAB 188.  

The Final Environmental Statemsnt prepared by the 

Staff in this proceeding, with respect to ..- 

interim operation of 3 and 2, bears heavily a , 

contained in Indian Point 3 Final Environwr- tal1 

an analysis which we believe has been sp:cific .>' .  

by the Commission.  

I. would point out that or. a ntri . o .

the Li.:ensee has argued that, because thi: indian iont 2 

YES was in: the Indian Poiht 3 docket, th1at th -r..  

not have applicability to this proceedi.ng. ( ?ou L,:-L:IJV4 

oppose this theory. Obviously, we're talking a&ca-t tt;c

very similar units with exactly the same cycle; ad, eCually 

obviously, the Staff is attempting to imprcve its. metho-.  

and ways which would be responsive to th. Appeal Board"s 

comments-in A 1 RA 188.  

We believe that there is a substatial oerlap



bit 2 t between these, two proceedings in the sense that the improve

2 zents in methodology reportsd in the Indian Point 3 FES are 

3 very, very applicable to th-3 analysis of the same fact 

4- situation for Indian Point 2.  

In this context, Mr. Chairman, we believe that, 

the issue in this proceeding is a limited one. It is whether 

7 or not a 2-year extension of operation of once-through cooling 

8 is justified by the record to be developed in this proceeding.

This does r.3t require a reconsideration of the determination: 

T made by the Appeal Board male in ALAB 18&- that a conversion 

| to closed-cycle cooling is -equired.  

' jIndeed, as Mr. Trosten has indicated, the 
13 Licensee intends to avail himself of the opportunity Provided 

14 under the- Indian Point 2 op3rating license to seek an amnd-

ment to totally remove the closed-cycle cooiing requirement.  

We believe that a consider&:'ion,, a reconsideration, of the 16 

factors determined in ALAB 188 would be appropriate as part 17 

of the consideration of tha-'Z amendment,, but not in this pro

19 ceeding., 

Mr. Chairman, in this light we have attempted to 

limit the scope of our consideration in our Final Environutental 
21 

Statement to a consideration of strictly the merits.of the 

proposed 2-year extension.  

.Thank you, Mr.. Chairman.  
C MAI RMAN JEtSSCH: Just let me say at the- outset 

25
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that the Board is not defending the Staff or any other, party 

in. this proceeding. The Staff is just another pzxty to te 

proceeding, 

The. only comment I made in reference to the 

criticism of the Staff is to limit the issues in this pro-.  

ceeding. The Staff can take care of itself. The Board is 

not coming to the aid and comfort of any party to this pro

ceeding.  

Is there any other statement that can be made 

before we turn to other matters? 

Hudson River Fishermens Association, do you have 

a statement? 

MS. CkASIS: Thank you, Mr. Chairmiat.  

OPENLNG STATEMENT OF SP !RA CkLASIS C,-E .F 

OF THE ILNTERVMWOR HUDSON RTIVP. FIS Li-1Et 

ASSOCIATION.  

M&. CHASIS: The position that we have set fzrth 

in our: comments in the Impact Statement in this proceeding 

and in our contentions truly reflects our' view that the 

license amendment which Con Edison seeks and the ma;uier in 

which it should be addressed by the parties and by the Board 

.and the Commission,

CHAIRMAN JEISCH; May I interrupt? 

X should address this to the Staff', but perhaps" 

you're? familiar with this situation. Whatever happened to



bIt 4 the endeavor towards stipulation? Wasn't there some effort

2 to get a stipulation for. a date on this thing? I thought 

there was a May 1980 date:.  

4- MR., LEWIS: Would you like me to address that? 

5 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Yes, if we may interrupt just 

6' a moment.  

7 MR. LEWIS: Those efforts have been undertaken.  

8 I had hoped to use the time that the Board had initially 

reserved for a conference of counsel tomorrow afternoon.  

10 Originally it had been reserved with respect 
to the due 

11: jdiligence question.  

12 In any event, I would hope that the Board would 

13 maintain the reservation of that time to address the matter 

14 you have: just raised with regard to the selection proceeding, 

and we will be prepared to give you further information at is 

that time on the stipulation. But that is in the selection.  16 

proceeding.  • 17 

cHAiRmANJENSCH: I think the Board has given 

19 further consideration to this matter of a possible session 

Wednesday afternoon, especially after consideration of the 

transcript of the hearing was held before the Board of Zoning 

22 Appeals.  2Z, 

Unless the parties raise some specific request, 

it is my thought that, since, an order has gone out for a 
* 24 

conference, we would meet -- unless any party raised a point-
-25,
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blt 5 f we would meet at: a recess and can' bacak to this p.. o- i.sa ..  

i -t would be a matter of a, 15- or 20-m.-.ute recess.  

Excuse me for the .nt-rrup-.o, --u. yc- i.a'. -' 
3 

ceed? 

MS . CHASIq: Thankr you.  

6 The position that Con Edison nr t-e3 wit- .  

7 respect to the completion of its research p_'ozra.. is exactly 

8 parallel to. the position that it tccz.N in the cc.-_ te::t of t 

Indian Point 2 licensing proceeding, nazneiy, t.t it should 

10 be allowed to conclude that program befar,: -eini rei.d to 10 

initiate construction of the closed-cycle s , It, 

After extensive hearings on t h Cri-.- i - -I 12Atrets 

respecting the impact of. the present onc .e :- s, Z.,1 D:.a D 13' 

the Hudson River fishery and of the valz- o' i 
14 

which was foreseen as forthcoming frcr th"s A; "c ' 
.15 

search program, this Board decided that ": , -.  

17 system must proceed before construction of -- muzt _-o a 

before the completion of the Applicant's r - z.-.lA ' 

The Appeal. Board set a date, which .:--:i a visr 
19 

subsequent to what this Board set, but wh-!_2c*;i2n . ,-

allow for the, completion of the research pro--a; an, ir& 
21 

was no- omerturning of the basic. fimding tha; r arc.  
* 2Z 

-program should not be awaited,. the results of t-hat rescn 

23 
pkogram should not be awaitel.  

24.  
So what we have is a situation wh-re 't-he samv..  

t " 25 . .. •
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I issue was extensively litigated and specific findings were mad.  

21 Furthermore, in the Indian Point 3 proceedin., to which the 

31 other parties have had reference, the full Commission indi-.  

4 cated that no further consideration of the once-through 

versus closed-cycle questicn is necessary for either of the 

6, units.  

7 Since the issue of the appropriate cessation.  

8: date has been fully litigated, it is the Hudson River 

9 Fishermen- Association's position that, in order to obtain 

10 the requested extension it now seeks, that it must make a, 

11 showing o!' simply that there is a possibility that on 1, 2 

12 or even 3, the critical issues, Con Edison may be right, but 

13- 1that the empirical data -- and I emphasize "data," not 

14 merely analyses of all data but. the empirical data . ich 

1 the- have collected to date and which they have in substa.n t.II 

16 part. already presented to the Comission, plus the e,.tirical 

17 data which they intend to present, the new data they intend.  

18 to present,. and their t75 data which they intend to present 

19 in their full study report,, must demonstrate that the find

ings are different than the findings that were mada in the 

context of the Indian Point 2 licensing proceeding and that 
21, 

they are different from the conclusions which were reached 

in the context by the Staff--.in the context of the Indian 
23 

Point 3 proceeding which were approved and found as adequate 
24 

and constituted a. fresh look which the ALAB had required in 
25

i . . .. . N H W mw ,



blt 7 188. Not only that, but the finding 

quired a different conclusion, so th 

I with Mr. Trosten's description of th 3 

be applied to the data which Con Edi 

We feel that the Applica 5 
requested extension merely on a sho 

6 

data base would be substantially imp 
7I 

issue. It has made that argument b 

by the license did not permit them t 

data. And Con Edison had full oppor 10 

'79 date at that time, and it did no 

The Board well knows tha 

tensive studies undertaken on the Hu 
13 

10 years and that what Con Edison is 
14 

an opportunity to come in and presen 
15 

data. But there is no showing, and 
16 

finding in the licensing proceeding 
17 

existed at that time was sufficient 
18 

We do not see that Con E 
19 

stration that this additional data i 
20 

cision.  
21 

S..Finally, we believe that 
22 

Con Edison has already come forward 

cates it is prepared to come forward 

report do not justify the requested 

25

151~ ~

s, being different, re

,at we would take issue 

,e standard which should 

son puts forward now.  

nrt may not obtain the 

wing that the biological 

'roved. This is not the 

efore: The '79 date set 

ime tc come in with that 

tunity to appeal the 

)t.  

.t there have been ex

.dson River over the last 

,-we believe, seeking is 

.t just a few more years' 

there was a specific 

that the data which 

for a decision.  

disor. has made a demon

,s necessary to a de

the empirical data which 

with and which it indi

with in its January 1977 

2-year extension. We

IF 

I:
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blt8 base this on the analysis x udert,.U.-,n by the Staff in their 

0 impact statement, 1iv t:-:L: aa).-'i$ of teI. St:f in t7,.Z i-"4hr L 

3 staten.e:-- in Indian Pci-' toc: . s of State 

a.nd 'edexal agecis 
4 

5 

such as the UniteZ: States D , ar_ ,t-e ".t'-e of -. T ,-. of 
6 

i4 t ion al -" se v c.Z a a ....... d'" 

againszu h g e '.i C- f t -: -e--- ... n _.:" -!CC. 0-...  

8 
, a a I vsis o the E-avirnmzn.al z.-.. - s i&- 0o.. z. s9 

10 

12 

t~~ ~~~ion, o r- the.. hudso ,.- -" c - . ...._ 
13, 

I ... -t - , 

14 
usatifv dife:e ".: L - .:;. *D

c l o s e 6 -c y c l e C o o1 in a, a t In di a n P Coi n-- n t d e n t7 . .= m ._. ._ .=_-- 

data whiclh Con Edisn has indicated it ,Indto '-

17 

18 

19 
collection. was com.@ete ir i-" ...  

20 .i had adequate o.pot : ~ ,n a ..,,:_::.: c:: _ -., . -, 

21 
maie.-e its apo ;lcat.or f ii- -1 

22 for once-through cooling. Ard, -  r: -. ...  

time within which to ma3e tha: ap 2.. i,-., it should hav7 

done so and could have do. s a-a
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Finally, we are concerned and feel that before 

any kind of extension is granted there must be a shcwing 

and there must be consideration of potetia. L-;nc.ct on 

the termination date for Indian Point 3.  

Now, the Staff has indicated tahat -t hej beli.eve 

there wil. not be an impact, but we feel that the Applicant 

must addrcss this issue specifically in addition to the 

ozher env:.ronmental impacts which it has addc.:essed in it 

submissioi, to date.  

That is a summary of our position, aAd it wi!! 

be reflected in the questioning which we n.-r-as e of b 

the Con Edison witnesses and the Staff wiunesSeo 

CHAIRMAN JENSCR: May we hear from. the e 'cur 

Atomic Energy Council? 

MR. KING: Yes, Mr. Chairman.  

The office is now called the iet York Statr, 

Energy Office. The New York State Energyv Off ice haz P.rt : 

a position at this time on the fundaentU ce-;tc:.. L.  

the 2-year extension should be granted or net. Wae itn 

to interrogate the Licensee 's witnesses and t---- .a URC Staf.f 

witnesses with respect to the general issue identified ix 

our statement of contentions, namely, tha entrainmeznt 

mortality, compensation, f factors, and the .- ,.n-t-ibu-lz 

to the mid-Atlantic fishery.  

Upon consideration of the testimony given in
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thi" proceeding, we intend to mma.e aprpropriater-c.'..c.. 

Net;,, York State Energy Offic...ho yo u - . c 

a promotional ac',c, of this xo-ern-snt? 

MR, KE , 1. -Hh i _a l ,G o i:.._<.. ::.c 
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resources for '"-"-- n.---i -, t.:--r-a 

the heai1i and w0lfa . of --, .  

lati'e intent as to h-, i . . S.-..  

Offioe should b&. More ical2y: th St&" En~rrz .
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has assumed the functions and responsibilities of the 

Atomic Energy Council to which you have referred, as well 

as the Emergency Fuel Office. This is contained in Article 

VII, entitled "Transfer of Functions.," 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Thank you very much.  

May we hear now from the Attorney General of 

the State of New York? 

OPENING STATEMENT OF PAUL H. SHEMIN, 

DEPARTMENT OF LAW, OFI..Z'M 0F ' fE ATTOrLEY 

GENERAL, STATE OF NEW YORK.  

MR. SHEMIN: The Attorney General agrees with 

many of the things stated by counsel for Hudson River.  

Fishermens Association and will not repeat them at this point.  

We would.like to emphasize one thing. Our basic 

problem with the Applicant's presentation in June of '75, 

when they submitted their first report, and running through 

their comments and criticisms of the Draft Environmental 

Statement, has been that they considered the research pro

gram as a single unit, something that could not be indi

vidually examined and analyzed. They did not distinguish 

between analysis of new data, analysis of old data, and new 

and old data.  

it seems to me that it's clear that the, license, 

which is very specific, does not state that the company can 

come in on the basis of this research program and apply for
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blt 12 I a change in the license. It very scifically says that 

2 they can come in on empirical data gathered during interim 

3 operations. It's a very clear term.  

4 The question is not whether or not they can take 

the data that existed from 1965 to 1973 and thereafter and 

* analyze it all over again, doing some of the analysis along V the lines of that which they had done before for the origina! 

8 hearings here and doLig more analysis based oi new experts 

and additional thoughts that they may haves.  

to While we don't feel that research and suggested r 11 solutions should be stifled, they have a burden in tilis 

particular amendment proceeding and in tl-e over.li proceed

ing to establish something over and above that which vre 
13 | could have established inthe first proc.eedin .  

14 

When the first proceeding was conpleted, the 

16 company placed great emphasis on the research progray.1 as 

providing data during actual operation. Thel, claim -d i-hat | 
17 

modeling just on the basis of past data and rprediLctii" pient 
18 

9 effects r-ally wasn't the way to do it. What y u should do 

is compare the before and the after. Mr. Trosten has 

21 reiterated that to a certain extent.  

.- .The problem the Staff had in the oriinal pro

ceeding, that we had in the original proceeding, 
and that"I 

* believe all the In=*..vir1orBs did, and they took the position, 

24 
was that it was the belief of theStaffand the Attorney 

--- --- --- ------------

---- --------------
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bit 13 General and HRFA, and I belLeve subsequently of the Board, 

2 that the natural variations of the ecosystem in this estuary 

3 were so great that the company could not, and certainly could 

not in the space of two years of actual interim operation, w 4 

factor out all of the independent variables sufficiently to 5i 

use the data --and there are limitations on that data itself-

to use the data to produce a result which would be quali7 

8 tatively better than the result reached by the Staff and by 

the Board and by Con Ed based on the existingc data at the 9 
time.  

10 

We still believe that's the casa, but the emphasis 
12 of the company on the empirical data to be gathered which 

12 

was to improve the overall, just riverwide data., can1-vi1t i 

14 foregone in the context of this proceeding or in a future 

13 

proceeding.  is 

The reports, the many volumes that have come in, 16 

have basically gone over the whole thing, reanalyzing the 
17 

whole data, combined it with new data, and contained therein :1 18 : 

. ' .ny a small portion devoted to the effects of interim 
19 

operation and the analysis that they have done. There are 20 
additional comments on that in the recently submitted testi

21 
mony, and I have some questions as to why the projected 

22 
-analysis that is mentioned in this December 2nd submission 

was not discussed at all or in sufficient detail in the 

original' submission., They discussed it in terms of factoring 
25
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out the variables. They've mentioned a number of variables: 

fresh water flow, temperature, wind variable, or two separate 

variables. We're not clear exactly how they justify on the 

basis of two years of actual .operation factoring out four 

or five independent variables unrelated to mortality'for the 

purposes of determining the effects of .power operation And for 

the purpose of deriving whether or not compensation has been 
taking place during this period. I think theyve mentio-ed 

both at various points..  

Until they show us that the empirical data 

gathered during-operation can be compared to the preopera

tional data to give us a qualitative result different from 

that'which was offered by them in the first proceeding, we 

don't think they have any right to an extension; because 

it seems to me unless they show a qualitative improvement 

based on operational .data, then we're back where we started 

in the first proceeding. And that proceeding told them to 

build a cooling tower.  

So that in a nutshell, with various and sundry 

matters which I won't reiterate and which were submitted in 

our papers which are already filed, is our position..  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Thank you•, sir.  

The Village of Buchanan.  

OPENING STATEMENT .OF MAYOR CARL R. D'ALVIA, 

AYOR, VXJLAGE OF BUCH1AMAN, NEW YORK(.
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MAYOR A 'LVIA: Mr. Chairman, gentlemen: 

This morning you heard a statement by a repre-.  

sentative of the Office of the County Executive of Westchester 

County, at which time, I believe, the Chair evoked the ques

tion as to where they had been until now. The Village of 

Buchanan feels that this is indicative of the actual time 

lag and the ability of local authorities to fully comprehend 

the effects of projects of the magnitude and nature of the 

cooling towers on our area.  

The Village of Buchanan fully supports the appli

cation of Con Edison for the extension that they request. We 

feel that, while we're concerned with the fish life in the 

river, the Village of Buchanan is also concerned with the 

inhabitants and the economic values of the Village of Buchanan 

and surrounding areas.  

We also feel that Con Edison should be granted 

this application to complete their ecological study and to 

evaluate same, because it may be that after they have 

evaluated it and brought it before the Commission here, it 

could be that these cooling towers may aot be needed. And, 

if so, that's the way the Village of Buchanan feels: We 

don't want the cooling towers if they're not necessary, and 

it could be that this statement, this report, that they're 

.going to evaluate may demonstrate to the Board that feeling.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Thank you, sir.
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I guess that completes our statements. We might take 

a few minutes' recess before we call the first witnesses.  

Applicant, are you ready to proceed after th-i_ recess? 

MR. TROSTEN: Yea. May we have 10 minutes, Mr.  

Chairman?.  I.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH; Yes. Let's go by that clock backi 

there.  

At this time let's recess, to reconvene in this room 

at 11:10 by the clock back there in the back of the room.  

(Recess.) 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I
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i CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Please come to order.  

2 Just before coming to order, the Applicant, in the 

3 general discussion with most of the attorneys -hich are presen 

4 indicating difficulty in getting chairs and a table for his 

5 witnesses, requested an additional ten minutes. At this time, 

6 let's recess to reconvene in this room at 11:20.  

7 (A brief recess was taken.) 

C3AIRIAN JENSCH: Please come to order.  

9 Is the Licensee ready to proceed? 

10 MR. TROSTEN: Yes, Mr. Chairman.  

| | (Pause.)} 

12 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Will you proceed? 

13 MR. TROSTEN: Yes, Mr. 'Chairman.  

14 MR. FIDELL: Mr. Chairman, my name is Eugene Fidell.  

I will be submitting the qualifications and other documents.  
* 15 

16 (Pause.) 

17 OLr panel consists of four witnesses. I'll ask that 
'17 

18 each of them indicate their names, office address,and titles.  

Gentlemen? Dr. Marcellus? 

DR. MARCELLUS: My name is Kenneth L. Marcellus.  

I'm the chief biologist at Con Edison, and my address is at 4 21 

~ Irving Place, New.York City.  

vieMR* JANNARO My name is John R. Jannarone. I'm 

vice president for environmental affairs, Con Edison, same 

address as Dr. Marcellus.  

25
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MR. NEVV4AN: My name is:*Carl L. Newman. I'm vice 

president responsible for technical engineering at Con Zdison.  

My office address is 4 Irving Place, New York City..

DR. SZELIGOWSKI: My name is John SzeIlgowski. I'rm 

emissions licensing engineer at Con Edison.. .-My office' addresE 

is 4 Irving Place, New York City., 

MR. FIDELL: Gentlemen, has each of you pr pazed a 

statement of your professional qualifica "ns for your submdis

sion to this proceeding? 

DR, MARELLUS: Yes.  

MR. JANNARONE: Yes.  

MR.. NEWMAN: Yes.  

DR. SZELIGOWSKI: 'Yes.  

MR.-I* FDELL: I have in my .i a document of two 

pages entitled., Statement of Qualifications of Kenneth L.  

Marcellus, and I request that the Reporter mark the e.'hibit as 

Con Edison's ;OExhibit A for identification.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: We generally put the . qualificati Oi 

in as part of the transcript. Do Iou have 30 copies? 

MR. FIDELL: Yes.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, if you give them to the 

Reporter, they can physically incorporate them into the record 

as if read.  

MR. PIDELL: Yes, sir. And I also have 'onies whic' 

I'm distributing to the parties and the Board.
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1 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Good enough. Proceed.  

2 MR.FIDELL: Dr. Marcellus, I show you a document 

3 entitled, Statement of Qualifications of Kenneth L. Marcellus, 

4 and ask you if it is a true and correct statement of "your 

5 professional qualifications.  

6 DR. MARCELLUS: Yes, it is.  

7 MR. FIDELL: Are there any changes you would wish tc 
]7 

8 make? 

9 DR. MARCELLUS: Not at this time.  
9i 

10 MR. FIDELL: Thank you very much.  

11 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Does that complete your interro

12 gation of the witness? 

MR. FIDELL: With respect to his qualifications, yes 
13 

14 sir; it does.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is there any objection to having 

the statement of qualifications of Kenneth Marcellus physicall r 16 

17 incorporated into the transcript as if orally presented? ~17 

Regulatory stTaff? 

MR. LEWIS: No objection.  ~19 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Hudson River Fishermans Associa20 

tion? 21 

MS. CHASIS: No objection.  22 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: New York State Energy Office? 

MR. KING: No objection.  24 
CHAIRMAN JENSCE: The Attorney General of the State 

'25
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of New York? 

MR. SHEMIN: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: And the village of Buchanan? 

MR. D'ALVIA: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: There being no objection, the 

request of Licensee's counsel is granted. The two-page state

meat ofe qualifications of Kenneth Marcellus may be physically 

incorporated into the transcript as if orally presented,-as 

requested by the Licensee, and shall constitute evidence on 

behalf of the. Licensee.  

MR. FIDELL: Thank you, sir.  

(Document follo,.,s:) 

4..o

ec 

'I 

ec



W'Statement of Qualifications 
of 

Kenneth L. Marcellus 

My name is Kenneth L. Marcellus. Since August 197, I 
have served as the Chief Biologist in the Biology Depart
ment, Office of Environmental Affairs of Consolidated 
Edison Company of New York, Inc. My responsibilities 
include: technical planning of ecological studies, the 
review of study reports, coordination and guidance of 
contractors and consultants relative to environmental 
hearings, and the preparation of reports, testimony, and 
responses to regulatory agency communications.  

My education and experience in aquatic ecology has been 
as follows: 3 hold a Bachelor of Science Degree in 
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology from Iowa State University, 
Ames. (1966) and a Doctor of Philosophy degree in Aquatic 
Biology from Rutgers - the State University, New Brunswick, 
New Jersey (1972). I also have an Associate of Arts degree 
(1963) from Fort Dodge Community College, Fort Dodge, Iowa.  

During the summers, 1961 through 1965, I worked at state 
and national fish hatcheries and developed a knowledge of 
rearing techniques for channel catfish and other species 
of fishes. During 1966 through 1970, I conducted my dis
sertation research consisting of a survey of seasonal 
changes in relative abundance and distribution of f es ;' 
in Barnegat Bay, New Jersey. 

This study provided pre-operational and post-operational 
data to evaluate the influence of thermal discharges from 
the Oyster Creek Nuclear Power Generating Station, Forked 
River, New Jersey, on Barnegat Bay fishes. During this 
period, I was a research assistant in the Department of 

Environmental Sciences at Rutgers -the State-University.
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C From January 1971 to August 1973, I was an Associate 
Marine Scientist at the Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science, Gloucester Point, Virginia, and was responsible 

I; for wetlands management, inventory and research programs.  
Concurre-atly, I was an instructor and later an assistant 
professor at the University of Virginia, C4iarlottesville, 
and the College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, 
Virginia.  

I am a member of the American Fisheries Society,* the 
American Society of Limnology and Oceanography, and the 
American Assoziation for the Advancement of Science.
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MR. FIDELL: Mr. Chairman, I have before .me a copy 
of a document of two pages, typewritten entit!, :Profsiona] 

Qualifications of John R. Jannarone, vice pr3zddnt, I ha; a 

copy to the Reporter, and I have previously .distributed cop iea 

to the Board and parties.  

Mr. Jannarone, I give you 'this cony- of the document 

I've just described, and ask you if it iC true and, correct.  

MR. JANNIA-RONE: Yes, it is.  

MR. FIDELL: Are there any chanes yo- w,_s.h to zaahe' 

MR. JANNARONE: No.  

MR. FIDELL: Thank you very MUCA, 

Mr. Chairman, we request that ti" s bz* tr -a :e.i i71 th 

same fashion as you treated Dr. Marcellust.  

CH-AIRtUNi JENSCH: Any objecti.± to av:' it 

cally incorporated? Regulatory staff? 

MR. LEWIS: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Hudson River Fisherimn!:Os Associa

tion? 

MS. CHASIS: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: New York State Enercj Office? 

MR. KING: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Attorney General of th/e State ox

New York?

MR. SHEMIN: .1o objection.  

CHAIRMAn JENSCH: The;. .village of Buchanan?

I 
1 ~ 
I 
I I.  
j 

I 
Ii
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MR. D'ALVIA: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: If there be no objection, the 

request of Licensee's counsel that the two-page statement of 

qualifications of John Jannarone be physically incorporated 

into the transcript as if orally presented, as requested by 

the Licensee, is granted, and shall constitute evidence on behz 

of the Licensee. Proceed.  

MR. FIDELL: Thank you very much, sir.  

(Docament follows:)

l
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I .

WOFESS zOnz QUALIFCATiOS 

JOIE RE JAINARONE 

VICE PIRES TrD ENT

My name is John R. Jannarone. Since August 1974 I have 

been Vice President for Environmental Affairs for Consolidated 

Edison Company of New York. My business address is 4 Irving 

Place, New York, N. Y. 10003.  

I graduated from the United States Military Academy in 1938 

with a B.S. degree, and was commissioned in the Corps of Engineers, 

U.S. Army. Prior to World War II, I served in several command 

and staff assignments with Engineer combat units as well as in a 

research and development assignment. During the war I served as 

Assistant Engineer of the Eighth Army in New Guinea, The Philippines, 

and Japan. My principal activities after the war included service 

as Raw Materials Officer for the Manhattan Project (and for a 

shcrt time for the Atomic Energy Commission); Deputy District 

Engineer of the Los Angeles District; Assistant Division Engineer 

of the Southwestern Division, where I was in charge of the Corps 

of Engineers activities in the Arkansas - White - Red River Basins 

Interagency Study (long-range plans for the development of land
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andwater resources) .-and as head of the program review and.  

., analysis office of the Chief of Staff, a.U.S. Army.  

I was assigned to the faculty of the Military Academy in 

1957, and was appointed Academic Dean in 1965, and continued to 

serve in that capacity until I left to join Con Edison in January 

1974.  

I have an MS frcm California Institute of Technology, and 

a professional C.E. degree fran Columbia University.  

r I am a member of the American Society for Engineering Education 

and of the Society of American Military Engineers; I havd been a 

Fellow of the American Society of Civil Engineers since 1959.
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MR. FIDELL: Mr. Chairman, I have in my hand a copy 

of a typewritten document consisting of five pages which I 

give to the Court Reporter,and is entitled, Professional Quali 

fications, Carl L. Newman, Vice President.  

Mr. Newman,. I hand you a copy of the document I've 

just described, and ask you if it is true and correct.  

MR. NEWMAN: It is.  

MR. FIDELL: Are there any changes you wish to make

MR. NEWMAN: No, sir.  

MR. FIDELL: Mr. Chairman, I reiterate my request 

with respect to this document.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is there any objection to having 

this be physically incorporated? Regulatory staff? 

MR. LEWIS: No.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Hudson River Fisherman's Aszoci:.a-

tion?

MS. CHASIS: No.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: New York State Energy Office? 

MR. KING: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Attorney General of the State of

New York?

MR. SHEMIN: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Thevvillage of Buchanan? 

MR. D'ALVIA: No.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: . If there be no objection, the
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the five-page statement of the professional qualifications of 

.Carl Newman may be physically incorporated into the transcript, 

as if orally presented, as- requested by the Licensee, and shal 

constitute evidence on behalf of the Licensee.  

MR. FIDELL: Thank you, sir.  

(Document follows:)

-------------------
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Subject to Change

Curriculum Vita

Mallory S. May, III

Biographical Information

26 January 1935, Quincy, Florida 

Aileen Prine May 
Mallory Sanford May, Jr.

Betty Sue Gravitte May 

William Sanford May 
Jonathon Thomas May

14 June 1958 (Married)

27 March 1968 
8 August 1969

Education

Washington County High School

Emory University Atl 

University of Minteralla

Chipley, Florida

anta, Georgia BA 1959

Minteralla, Alabama

Southern Baptist Theological Seminary Louisville, Kentucky

Emory University Atlanta, Georgia PhD 1972

Employment 

Thornwood School for Girls Rome, Georgia, 1959-1961 
Louisville Country Day School Louisville, Kentucky 1961-1964 

First Baptist Church Brunswick, Georgia 1964-1967 
Brunswick Junior College Brunswick, Georgia 1967-1974 
Texas Instruments Incorporated, Dallas, Texas 1974-Present 

Papers Presented 

An evaluation of the use of X-ray to determine infestation of Crassostis 
virginica by Polyclora websterii. Atlantic Estuarine Research Society (1972) 

Density and Seasonal Variations of Species Occurrence of Benthic and 
Nektonic organisms in an urbanized, Georgia Estuary. Annual meeting of 
the American Society of Limnology and Oceanography (1972)

services group

Birth: 

Parents:

Wife:

Children:

1953

MAT 1963

MD 1964

t.

q
O A Subject 

to Change



rl 0'DRAFT 
Subject to Change 

Probable Agents for the formation of detritus from the halophyte, 
Spartina aZternifZora. Annual Meeting of the Ecological Society of 
America. (1973) 

Nesting patterns of loggerhead sea turtles on a developed beach, 
Jekyll Island Georgia presented at the Atlantic Estuarine Society, 
St. Michaels, Maryland.  

The Degredation of Spartiana alternifZora by an isopod Cleantis pZanicauda 
presented at the Atlantic Estuarine Research Society, St. Michaels, Maryland.  

A single-time frame study of the effects of kraft-millpaper production on 
a Georgia Estuary. Atlantic Estuarine Research Society (1975) 

Papers Published 

Probable agents for the formation of detritus from the halophyte, 
Spartina alterniflora. In Ecology of Halophytes edited by 
Reimold and Queen, Academic Press, Inc.  

Review of Cornwall-Pumped Storage Project (in press) 

Reports 

Environmental Inventory of the Altamaha River Basin, Georgia. Published 
by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Savannah, Georgia.  

Environmental Inventory of the Lower Coastal Plain Drainage Area between 
the Ogeechee and Altamaha Rivers, Georgia published by U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers, Savannah, Georgia 

EIS for dredging the Altamaha River, Georgia 

EIS for Construction of a dike and dam for the Brusnwick Harbor 

Technical report written for the Environmental Protection Division of 

the*Department of Natural Resources of the State of Georgia Coastal 
Estuarine Montoring Program (1974) 

Technical report written for the Environmental Protection Division of the 

Department of Natural Resources of the State of Georgia Coastal 

Estuarine Montoring -Program (1975) 

As Technical Director, Dr. May is responsible for the technical excellence 
of the activities of the Con Edison Program, including proposal and report 

preparation, hearing and testimony preparation and presentation, and 

project quality assurance. Dr. May will confer with current and potential 
clients and program managers regarding technical dimensions of the scope of work.  

services group
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Subject to Change 

Dr. May is an estuarine ecologist with research experience 
in primary 

productivity, estuarine water quality, 
fish and invertebrate bioassay 

and productivity, estuarine benthic, nektonic, and planktonic 
communities 

study, and the nesting patterns of loggerhead sea turtles. 
Prior to 

joining TI, Dr. May was president of Southern Environmental 
Consultants, 

Inc., and Assistant Professor of Biology at Brunswick Junior 
College, 

Georgia. Dr. May was the principal investigator for the Estuarine 

Monitoring Program funded by the Environmental Protection 
Division of the 

Department of Natural Resources of the State of Georgia at Brunswick 

Junior College. He was supported by the Department of Natural Resources 

*. of the University of Georgia and The Game and Fish Division 
of the 

Department of Natural Resources of the State of Georgia 
in a 3-yr study 

of the nesting patterns of loggerhead sea turtles 
on Jekyll Island, Georgia.  

Dr. May is a NAUI and YMCA certified SCUBA Diver. 
During Dr. May's university 

career, he held NSF grants for Radiation Science 
Institute, Summer 

Research Program, Summer Institutes, and Chautauqua-Type 
courses and NIH 

Traineeship for his doctoral studies. Since completion of his Ph.D. he 

has received research support from the GE Estuarine 
Research Foundation, 

Governor's Intern Program of the State of Georgia, 
and the EPD of the 

State of Georgia. As a consultant, Dr. May has prepared Environmental 

Impact Statements for dredge and fill operations, 
selected snagging and 

clearing, and land development, including canal 
construction; prepared 

baseline estuarine inventories of salt-marsh, aquatic, 
and benthic 

communities and terrestrial habitats; critiqued 
hearing testimony for 

W Soil Conservation Service Waterhsed Project and SPA 
316a variance permit 

requests; and participated in research and study design and 
presentation of 

information regarding the coastal area of the 
Southeastern United States.  

His dissertation was entitled "A contribution 
to the ecology of an oyster 

bed community in the MacKay River, Georgia." 

services group
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0 Campbell, K. Perry 

Biographical Information 

Birth: December 29, 1947 

Education 

Ph.D. in Zoology, The Pennsylvania State University, 
B.S. in Zoology, The Pennsylvania State University, 

Employment 

Laboratory Assistant, Department of Entomology, Penn 
Teaching Assistant, Biology Department, Penn State Ux 
Fisheries Population Ecologist, Texas Instruments, 1

1973 
1968

State University 
iiversity, 1971-2 
973-present

Papers Presented 

Campbell, K. Perry*. 1974. The mark-recapture program on Hudson River 
striped bass and white perch. Spring Meeting of the Hudson River 
Environmental Society.  

Campbell, K. Perry* with Ronald J. Klauda and Daniel McKenzie. 1975.  
Movements of striped bass tagged in the Hudson River. Annual 
meeting of the Atlantic Estuarine Research Society (May 3).  

Campbell, K. Perry*. 1975. The effect of predators and competitors on 
wild trout populations. Annual meeting of the Eastern Pennsylvania 
Chapter of Trout Unlimited (May 13).  

Campbell, K. Perry*, Ronald J. Klauda, and William E. Cooper, Jr. 1975.  
The commercial striped bass fishery of the Hudson River. Spring 
meeting of the Hudson River Environmental Society (June 11).  

Campbell, K. Perry, Ronald J. Klauda* and Daniel McKenzie. 1975. Move
ments of striped bass tagged in the Hudson River. Annual Meeting 
of the American Fisheries Society (September 13).  

Klauda, Ronald J., K. Perry Campbell*, and William E. Cooper, Jr. 1975.  
The striped bass commercial fishery of the Hudson River. Annual 
Meeting of the American Fisheries Society (September 13).  

Campbell, K. Perry with Thomas H. Peck*, James B. McLaren, Irvin R. Savidge, 
and Marcia Nittel. 1975. Biology of the Atlantic tomcod (Microgadus 
tomcod) in the Hudson River. Annual meeting of the American Fisheries 
Society (September 13).  

Campbell, K. Perry, Thomas H. Peck* and James B. McLaren. 1976. Population 
Dynamics of the Atlantic tomcod (Microgadus tomcod) in the Hudson River.  
Northeast Fish and Wildlife Conference (April 28).

* indicates individual who delivered paper.



Campbell, K. Perry and Ronald J. Klauda*. 1976. The commercial fishery 
for striped bass in the Hudson River, 1931-1974. Northeast Fish and 
Wildlife Conference (April 28).  

Campbell K. Perry*, Ronald J. Klauda, and Daniel McKenzie. 1976. Move
ments of striped bass tagged in the Hudson River. Northeast Fish and 

Wildlife Conference (April 28).  

Papers Published 

Campbell, K. Perry. 1971. Influence of light and dark periods on spatial 
distribution and activity of the white sucker, Catostomus commersoni.  
Trans. Amer. Fish. Soc. 100: 353-355.  

Campbell, K. Perry. 1973. The white sucker: a trout competitor? Trout 

14 (1):20.  

Professional Organizations 

Member: Phi Sigma, Phi Kappa Phi, Sigma Xi, 
American Association forthe Advancement of Science, 
American Institute of Biological Sciences, 
American Fisheries Society, 
American Society of Limnology and Oceanography, Inc.  
Ecological Society of America 

Dr. Campbell is currently employed by Texas Instruments Incorporated 
as analytical director of the Hudson River Ecological Survey. In this position, 
Dr. Campbell directs the efforts of a team of biologists analyzing the ecological 

data collected by Texas Instruments and others in the Hudson River.  

Dr. Campbell came to Texas Instruments in June of 1973 as a task leader 

in fish population ecology on the Hudson River Ecological Survey. In November 

of 1973 Dr. Campbell was promoted to population ecology group leader, and in June 

of 1974 he was again promoted to population ecology project manager. Dr. Campbell 

attained his present position in December of 1975.  

Prior to coming to Texas Instruments in 1973 Dr. Campbell was a graduate 
student at the Pennsylvania State University where he held an N.D.E.A. fellowship 

and served as a teaching assistant and a research assistant. He received both the 

B.S. and Ph.D. degrees in zoology from the Pennsylvania State University. During 

his academic years, Dr. Campbell was elected to membership in Phi Sigma, Phi Kappa 
Phi, and Sigma Xi honor societies.  

Dr. Campbell has been active professionally since shortly after his 

entry into graduate school. Dr. Campbell is a member of the American Association 

for the Advancement of Science, the American Institute of Biological Sciences, 

the American Fisheries Society, the American Society of Limnology and Oceanography, 

and the Ecological Society of America. He has been certified by the American 

Fisheries Society as a professional fishery scientist. Dr. Campbell has authored 

many scientific papers which have been presented at the following meetings:

* indicates individual who delivered paper.



American Fisheries Society Annual Meeting, Northeast Fish and Wildlife Conference, 

Atlantic Estuarine Research Society, Hudson River Environmental Society; 
and 

Dr. Campbell has published in the Transactions of the American Fisheries 
Society 

and Trout. Dr. Campbell currently has several manuscripts in preparation for 

presentation at symposia during the coming months and for publication. 
Dr. Campbell 

has authored sections of several Texas Instruments technical reports 
and has also 

served as editor on several reports. A complete list of Dr. Campbell's scientific 

reports has been attached to this document.



PROF _SSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS 
CARL L. NEWMAN 
VICE PRESIDENT 

CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.  

My name is Carl L. Newman. My business address is 4 Irving 

Place, New York, New York 10003.  

I majored in Liberal Arts at the University of Pennsylvania 

from 1939 to 1942 when I entered the United States Army Air Corps.  

In 1945 I returned to the University of Pennsylvania. I graduated 

with a Bachelor of Science degree in Mechanical Engineering in 

1948 and earned a Master of Science degree in Mechanical Engineer

ing in 1952. While working towards the Master of Science degree, 

• \ I was employLd by United Engineers & Constructors, Inc., as a 

designer of steel mill power facilities and heavy industrial 

facilities.  

In 1952 I was promoted to Power Engineer at United Engineers.  

Assignments included economic studies of optimum methods for meeting 

steam and power requirements and heat balance studies of steam 

electric gen :rating units in the 30,000 to 75,000 kilowatt range.  

In 1952 I was promoted to Consulting Engineer. In this posi

tion, among other assignments, I consulted on the design and 

construction of the primary system for the SSN 575 "Sea Wolf" 

atomic-powered submarine and its land base prototype.
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In 1954 my title was changed to Mechanical Engineer. Between 

1954 and 1958 I had various assignments, all associated with fossil 

and nuclear power plants. I was responsible for all mechanical 

engineering design work performed by United Engineers on the boiling 

water reactor facility (ARBOR) for the Argonne National Laboratory; 

for the design and erection of a 10,000 kilowatt power station and 

black liquor recovery unit for Bowaters Carolina Corporation, 

Catawba, South Carolina, and a 25,000 kilowatt power plant for 

Bowaters Southern Papr Company at Calhoon, Tennessee. In 1959 I 

E erved on the fluid fuel task force which reviewed aqueous homo

c eneous, liquid metal fueled, and molten salt reactor concepts 

for the Reactor Development Branch of the Atomic Energy Commission.  

.During 1959 through 1963 as an Assistant Supervising Engineer, 

later Supervising Engineer, and then Project Manager, I was respon

sible for all work by United Engineers for the first major thermal 

power development in the Province of Quebec. I prepared the 

initial economic justifications, site studies and coordinated 

mechanical, structural, and electrical design and construction of 

two 150 megawatt generating units for Shawinigan Water and Power 

Company, Montreal, Canada; and recruited and instructed the 

principal memb.rs of the thermal operating department. During 

this period I was also responsible as Project Manager for the
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design of a polyvinyl chloride extrusion facility at Borden Chemical 

Company, North Andover, Massachusetts; for preparing specifications 

and coordinating-the construction of two polyvinyl chloride plants 

and a butadiene styrene plant for Borden Chemical Company, Illiopolis, 

Illinois; and for supervising the design of a melamine plant for 

Brook Park, Inc., San Juan, Puerto Rico.  

Between 1963 and 1968 in various capacities as Project Manager, 

Consultiag Engineer, and Power Consultant, I studied the. feasi

bility of a 2000 megawatt mine mouth power plant for Middle 

Atlantic Power Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; conventional 

and sodium heated steam generating equipment for a fast breeder 

reactor for Argonne National Laboratory; and two light water 

reactor plants, each containing two 900 megawatt units for Joint 

Generation Task Force, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. I participated 

in the design and construction of three 600 megawatt units for a 

new generating station for Allegheny Power Service Company, 

Masontown, Pennsylvania, and preliminary design of the proposed 

800 megawatt boiling water nuclear unit at Bell Station, New York 

State Electric and Gas Corporation. I participated in an 

architect-engineering assignment by Westinghouse Electric Corporation, 

for the engineering and design of Indian Point Generating Station 

Units Nos. 2 and :. I participated in the architect-engineering
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services for a 1000 megawatt fast-breeder reactor follow-on study 

for the Atomic Energy Commission.  

I was Power Consultant for the design and construction of 

two nominally rated 800 megawatt nuclear units at Brunswick Steam 

Electric Plant for Carolina Power and Light Company. I was Project 

Manager for the design of Units 3 and 4 of Tracy Generating Station 

for the Shawinigan Engineering Company. I provided consulting 

services in connection with the design and construction of Unit 

No. 3, a 150 MR addition to the Indian River Poyer Station for 

Delmarva Pow(.r and Light Company of Delaware. C provided engi

neering serv-ces for a study of a fossil fuel plant for Quebec 

Hydro-Electric Commission consisting of two 550 megawatt units 

and with an ultimate site capacity of 2,000 megawatts. I was 

Consulting Engineer for Delmarva Power and Light Company in 

connection w-.th the design and construction of Unit No. 4 at 

Edge Moor Station. I also provided consulting services for the 

design of UnLts No. 1 and 2 of the Sioux Power Plant for Union 

Electric Company, St. Louis, Missouri. These units were rated 

500 megawatts. I served as project manager of a team of 

Westinghouse licensees preparing a proposal for the fourth .nuclear 

power plant for ENEL. This. work was carried out in Italy and 

Switzerland.
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S Prom 1968 to L970, I was Chief Engineer of United Engineers 

Power.Divi sion., I:a- this capacity, I directed preliminary engi

neerLng for proposals and for consulting assignments, and developed 

standards of engineering practice. I left United Engineers in 1970 

to join Consolidated Edison Company of New York as an-Assistant 

Vice Pr esident. In this capacity I was ;responsible to the Vice 

President for mechanical, civil, and nuclear engineering functions.  

I was responsible for the design of the Narrows Generating Station, 

and I developed a nitrogen oxide control program for use in the 

Con Edison System. In 1971.1 was promoted to my present position 

of Vice President, Engineering. I am responsible for the engi

neering functions of general, civil, mechanical, 
nuclear and 

emissions control, and electrical engineering. 
I am a licensed 

professional engineer in the States of Massachusetts, 
Nebraska, 

North Dakota, Pennsylvania, Utah and New York. 
I am a member of 

the American Nuclear Society, the National Society 
of Professional 

Engineers, a fellow of the American Society 
of Mechanical Engineers.  

a senior member of the Institute of Electrical 
and Electronics 

Engineers, Inc., and a fellow of the American Society of Civil 

Engineers.
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tion?

MR. SZELIGOWSKI: Yes, it is.  

MR. FIDELL: Are there any changes you wish to make? 

MR. SZELIGOWSKI: No, there are not.  

MR. FIDELL: Mr. Chairman, I reiterate my request 

fourth resume.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is there any objection? Reguiatoirr

MR. LEWIS: No.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: 

MR. KING: No.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: 

MR. SHEMIN: No.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: 

MS. CHASIS: No.  

CHAIRMANJENSCHE 

MR. D'ALVIA: No.

New York State Energy Offica? 

Attorney General? 

Hudson River Fisherman's Associa-

Village of Buchanan?

MR. FIDELL: Mr. Chairman, I have in my hand a one

page typewritten statement entitled, Statement of Qua!ifica

tions, that begins with the words, "My name is John Szeligowsk 

I have handed a copy to .the Court Reporter, and to the Board, 

and all parties, and I'm making a similar request.  

I'm going to now give a copy to iN'.Szaligowski, and 

I ask you, Mr. Szeligowski, if that statement is true and cor

rect.
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH: If there be no objections, the 
" 2 request of Licensee's counsel is g-eted. Th& one-pags state

3 ment of the professional qualifications of Jch Szeligowski mal 

be physically incorporated into the transcript as if orally 

presented, as requested by the Licensee, and shall contitute 

6 evidence on behalf of the Licensee.  

7 MR. PIDELL: . Thank you very' much, sir.  

8(Document follows.) 

9 

10 
to 

12 

~13 

14 

15 

12 

17 

18 

19 

20 

; 23 

2A 

25-



Statement of Qualifications 

My name is..John Szeligowski and I reside at 468 Howard 
Ave., Staten 

Island, New York. I have been employed by Con Edison since June, 

1967. in the Mechanical Engineering Department and 
the Nuclear and 

Emissions Control Engineering Department. In my current position 

as Emissions Licensing Engineer I am responsible for 
managing the 

Emissions Licensing Sub-Section.  

I received a Bachelor's Degree in Electrical Engineering 
from 

Manhattan College (1964) and a Master of Science Degree in Nuclear 

Engineering from the University of Arizona (1966). I am currently 

enrolled in St. John's University where I am seeking 
a degree in 

Business Administration.  

During the period January 1965 to May 1967 I was 
employed by the 

University of Arizona as a graduate assistant and 
had summer 

employment at Argonne National Laboratory and Jet 
Propulsion 

Laboratory. From June 1967 to April 1972, as a member of the Con 

Edison Mechanical Engineering Department, I performed 
licensing 

duties related to the Indian Point facility and the 
proposed units 

at Verplanck.  

Since May 1972 I have served as Emissions Licensing 
Sub-Section 

Engineer managing environmental analysis related 
to air and water 

quality, performing site analysis, participating in 
acquisition 

of environmentally related permits and acquiring 
environmental 

field data in support of Company operations.  

During the Fall Semester of 1975 I taught the course 
"Pollution 

Dynamics" at Columbia University and I have given 
seminars at local 

colleges on environmental analysis related to power 
generation.  

Professionally I am a member of the American Nuclear 
Society and 

the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science.  

Publications I have co-authored are: 

1) "Environmental Evaluation of Closed Cycle Cooling" 
(1975), 

with Moy, Cohen, and Ku.  

2) "Dissipation of Non-recoverable Heat from Steam-electric 
Power 

Plants" (1974) with Moy, Sanghani, Paretsky and Gutti.  

3) "Evaluation of Thermal Discharges from Steam-electric 
Generating 

Stations" (1974), with Paretsky, Moy, Gutti, and Galya.  

4) "A comparison of Some Numerical Methods for 
Solving the Equations 

of Reactor Dynamics" (1966), with Hetrick.
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MR. FIDELL: Excuse me for one rrizeat.  

i 2 (Pause.).  

S3 Mr.. Chir a , may' I suggest that thi----mi4 be ani 

4 A appropriate time to put the witnesses undaer oath.  

5 CHA.IMAN JENSCH: Would each of yo._ get.emen p'ea 

6 stand and raise your right-arm? 

7 (Witnesses sworn.) 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: .... You may be Seatd.  

9 Whereupon, 

10 KENNTFH L. MA.RELUS, 

12 CAPL L,'. N Z -- .-E 

13 a-Ld 

t4 JOHN SZLG~.1 
were called as witnessae on tehlf of the Licei',s:.. -, '--' 

.1 es.e o. al:. r 

first been 'duly sworn, were examined and e s - .-. '.  

17 DIRECT EXAMINATION. . .  

18 BY MR. FIDELL: 

19 OL entlemen, may I ask each of you to Zic in ~ 

2. ' to reaffirm the statements you prev1ous1 'V tx.. .J .  

the Board?. Dr. Marcellus? 

CHA1:41 J7ZSf'H: Your .. -ere •rlf C-ld 

2 tact 'that- vre given-.ithreference to your qu. f ications? 

WITNESS MARCELLUS: That's correct.  

WITNESS JANNARONE: Yes.  
2 ... " 

-- ----- --- -----
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WITNESS NEWMAN: Yes.  

WITNESS SZELIGOWSKI: Yes.  

MR. FIDELL: Thank you very much, sir.  

Mr. Chairman, I have before me a rather massive 

documentconsisting of three volumes, entitled Environmental 

Report to Accompany Application for Facility License Amendment 

for Extension of Operation with Once-Through Cooling for INdiar 

Point Unit No. 2, copies of which have previously been provided 

to all parties and to the Board. This incorporates supplement4 

1 and 2.  

I ask that this report be marked as an Exhibit. It' 

too large to incorporate physically into the transcript.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Perhaps it would be well to start 

with a new identification system I was going to try to use 

some EXT-OTB. But there's something going on in New York now, 

and I don't think that we 

MR. FIDELL: We certainly don't want to have the 

proceeding confused with OTB; no, sir.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, let's call it Licensee's 

Once-Through, OT. Is that all right; Licensee's OT-1, three

volume compilation to which Licensee's counsel has just referre 

be marked for identification as Licensee's Exhibit OT-1.  

MR. BRIGGS: Excuse me.  

This document, or these documents, are identical to 

the ones we received in white notebooks. Is that correct?
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I . . FIDELL: Yes* sir, thatrs correct.  
(The docufnent reterred t was 

v3 marked Licensee's Exhibit OT-i 
! 4 for identification. ) 

S•BY M.FIDELL: 

6 Q. Gentlemn, you havebfore you a copy of Licensee's 

7 OT-l for identification. I ask you whether this was prepared 

8 under your general direction and supervision.  

9 A (Witness Marcellus). Yes, it was.  

10 j (Witness Jannarone). Yes.  

A (Witness Newman). Yes.  

12 A. (Witness Szeligoavski). es ,it was.  

13 Q Are the contents of Licensee's Exh4ibit OT-1 for id 

14 tification true and correct, to the best of your informatij 

15 and belief? 

16 A. (Witness Marcellus). Yes.  

17 A. (Witness Jannarone). Yes.  

18 A. (Witness Neieman). Yes.  

19 &  (Witness Szeligowski.) Yes.  

20 A. (Witness Jannarone). Yes. I understand th-.. e'l be 

some final corrections set forth in an errata sh.eet Wf ich wil 

be set forth shortly.  

(23 A. (Witness Newman). I would like to call atte.tion to 

one error, a typographical error on page 4-23, in the penulti

25 mate paragraph on that page.
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1 (Pause.) 

In the last sentence of that paragraph, 2 P How does that paragraph begin, Mr. Newman? 3 
A.E "Thus, assuming arbitrarily a low probability..." 4 

the last sentence -

5; 
MR. SHEMIN: What page? 

6 
WITNESS NEWMAN: 4-32.  

7 
BY MR. FIDELL: 

Q Yes, sir? 
9 

A. (Witness Newman). The word "not" should be stricken 
10 

from that sentence.  

So, as corrected, it should read, "...a net benefit 
; 12 

would be expected from a decision to grant the requested exten
13 

sion?" 
14 

A. That is correct.  
' 15 

MR. BRIGGS: Mr. Fidell, do you have an extra copy 

16 
of that that the Board could use during this session? 

17 
MR. FIDELL: Yes, sir. We will provide a copy for 

is 
the Board. We will-provide that momentarily, Mr. Briggs.  

9 Mr. Chairman, at this point, the Licensee moves that 

20 
Licensee's OT-l for identification be admitted into evidence, 

21 and that the words,4for identification,." be stricken.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I'd like to lay a little more C• 

foundation. How was it prepared, and what did each person do 

in the formulatio. of the document? Where did you get the dati, 

P 25
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without going into too much detail.; but .giea Ala J..-.--'..,._:,,,.  

MR. FIDELL: Yes, sir.  • I 
Mr. Ja-narone, would you cn:,&s tc ri- -,.:. ; CoA... ..  

Jensch s question? 

W7TTNESS JA11TAROE: Wez1, 1 ±_.L S' 

merit, which is a multi -- ett .wa te re i- o- a sh-x: .-. ' o-

ducted by contracts to Con Ed by the Te:as it. c _ :' :,:3x i a o-01. k 

tion, And it was done -- the contract was a: 7.n z- ;.e .  

my supervision.  

CHAIRMAN JENTSCH: You said soze t ir, a , ,., - .;, 

ment. i.Is that part of the three voluaerz? 

;MR. FIDELL: Yes, sir. Th'ze --- . .  

labeled, Supplement to Volume 1..of 2, and Volia--m 2 c -

physically incorporate- " believe this is -k i".  

Texas Instruments study entitled, First Az .. Q. " 

Multi-Pla4t Impact Study of the udson 9-iv-: Int 

Mr. Chairman, does that resno~a i you.-"..r 

did you want 

CHAfRKAN JENSCH: Did these . - ... .

pate in this three-volmne preparation? 1.t d'.- : .  

Vhat did you do, Xr. Newman? 

WITNESS NEWMAN: These vO1iU-.e,, .-" ' 1 .

prepared in my department, ulnder tha s-pae-.rsicn. m-f ry sta ff.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: What did these three vu1.s
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MR.' TROSTEN: Yes, may I respond to this, Mr. Chair 

man? 

2 
What these three volumes purport to portray are the 

environmental impact of granting the extension that Con Edison i 4 
has requested, What has been offered in evidence is the envi

ronmental report, and Supplement 2 to the environmental report.  
6 

This is a comprehensive evaluation of the costs and benefits 

of granting the extension of once-through cooling to M4ay 1, 
8 1981,. It contains the normal matters that are required to be 

9 
included in the report by 10 CFR part.51; Vrecific~1:-, the 

10 effects on the aquatic ecology of granting the two-year exten

11 sion -- which at that time was the two-year extension - the 

12 cost, fro. the monetary standpoint, of granting the .tuyo-year 

13 extension, the benefits from a monetary and other standpoint of 

14 granting the two-year extension, and so on.  

15 This is intended to. be a comprehensive evaluateion 

16 of the biological, and other environmental and economic costs 

17 and benefits, of granting 

18 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: All right.  

19 Now, what did Marcellus do? 

20 'WITNESS MARCELLUS: Okay.  

21 In preparation of the environmental report, I was 

22 responsible for the supervision and gathering of technical in

C 23 formation for sections pertaining to the biological aspects of 

24 the impact of the two-year extension. In this respect, we 

25.1 reviewed the information gathered by various researchers who
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worked for Con Edison, and prepared sumruary statenLants to the 

effect of their findings. This ir±mona-:iion _cop~.t._ 

into what constitutes the invionmenta! report.  

CHAIRMA JENSC : . It - . r" -- . p-rt of this 

is being. done under contract. 14hat were your instructionls to 

your contractor; go out and pick an:i selet, or iao'e a ccmplet 

kind of study -- I mean, v-iat were they supposad to. do? Did 

they have to examine all phases of it; sumaer, winterfallr a 

so forth? 

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Jannaronm would able 'o respnl 

to that, Mr. Chairman.  

WITNESS JANNIARONE: Mr. Chairmn---.n. 1ractica . l-'vry 

facet of the study that has been undertaken during this period 

was ordered specifically bv the Nuclear Regulatory o, iSS...on 

in tha form of technical spacificatiocns. 7zi this p:ticul.: 

one addresses the multi-plant report, the resuits of hat 

call the long river study; which is a samxpling prograr the 

length of the river, and the influence OK ai!1J cf t::e .  

these.: organisms as they go down, the fish as they becoemi 

fish.  

And, it was put together to tzy- - to .v" v aa assess1 

ment ci this multi-plant. impact, W-icb the N ci r.cuittcz7 

Commission had directed us to do.  

CHAIRM! JENSCH: " cd over what peio of ti*e is 

this related to the Seven-year study that' s Qi-49 on, or what
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is it? 

WITNESS JANNARONE: Yes, sir. This is mostly 1974 

data, '73 and '74.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Now, Mr. Newman said it was done 

under the supervision and direction - what supervision and 

direction did you give, and what direction did you give it? 

WITNESS NEWMAN: The direction I gave was to -

first, upon advice of Mr.Jannarone's staff that there was suf

ficient data to warrant a request for a change to our license; 

and in coordination with our counsel, with our licensing engi' 

neers, and with our construction department, with our project 

people on the coolinS tower program, we prepared a request 

for modification' to the license.  

Now, specifically, the supervision and direction thaL 

I gave was to assure ourselves, number one, that this action 

was consistent with the provisions of our current license, whic 

opens the .door to this action. Secondly, to. receive assuranc 

from our environmental department that ne¢ dat- was available.  

Thirdly, to prepare schedules and c6st data consistent with the 

impact of the granting of this action. We had a cost/benefit 

study made of the action, and to prepare a submittal to the 

director of licensing, Mr. Ben Rushey (phonetic), requesting a 

two-year extension in the determination of the date of once

through cooling.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: The problem I have is this. You g
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s . data. I need a little something more than that. Who had 

d.'. .rC supervision over Texas Instrumnts? 

WITNESS NEWMAN: Mr. Jannarone's department, and 

ul ion! advice from Mr. Jannarone that such data. existet, we 

p: e-pared the licensing.  

WITNESS JANNARONE: We prepared a precise statement 

c illed the scopes of work. And these reflect directly the 

t .s!s that are assigned to us by the NRC and the technical 

s eciications.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH- Is that something that is a fairly 

sunmmary form? Do we know what they ask you to do, and we can 

mLasure what you did, as -against their specifications anr 

r : quirements? 

WITNESS JANNARONE: They're about 30 mages long, 

s.,.r -- I m~ean, the tech specs are that relate to this umcrk. ] 
CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is it part of the whole 1iceriznq

WITNESS JANNARONE: That's right.  

CHAIRMAN JNSCH: -- of this arrangement; is that 

correct? The tech specs for this study are a part of the 

license? 

MR. TROSTEN: Yes, sirMr. Chairman. They are inclu 

ded in the operating license for the Indian Point 2 facility.  

MR. FIDELL: However, Mr. Chairman, it should be 

made clear that this document, while it draws on information 

that is contemplated, and indeed required by, the technical
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specifications, is addressed to the question of the two-year 

2 extension, the extension to May 1, 190!. -And it is t-1lor-d 

to tie proposed action in this case.  

4 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: And what did 1r. Szeligowski do? 

WITNESS SZELIGOWSKJI I dT ; the coordinating. eni

6 neering input with biological input data a!zo acquired from ou 

systems planning department, and aisc w s _Izge2.v responsible 

for coordin.ating those varinous aspects op a2f repor-" inudi.  

cost/beneaflt analysis, 
9 

:HAIRMAN JENSC : W4hat doe. that mean . t at you 10 

coordinate that data? 11 
WITNESS .ZELif .!..I: .-- -" ie.a . " of 

12 
engineering data that we had to go into. including the cool iL 

13 
tower cost, c-ratings on cooling towers, . io-w. a.:-.o,.a-,-. ,-"..  

14 
such parameters. Those were Supplies il thru." " t , 

departen There are other parts of the st11dy " a Cd - f'O.  
16 

the biological department of the coimpany, and from other orga

ni zations.  
is 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well. Zh,:voic ve!-Z' !.,:cil.  
19 

'DR. DAIBER: You indicated that thIs 1.report that 

was made for this particular hearit.g -

21 
MR. FIDELL: Yes, sir.  

22 
DR..DAIBER: -- this is bioloaicai, as vwell as oths" 

23 
kinds of data? 
..  

-DMR. FIELL: Well,. the report i- in fact,*. an 
.25
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a' s stiment of the methods and 

pl :Jd.F ction.  

DR. DAIBBR: But i 

ir fc rn aticn?

MR. FIDELL: Oh, yes, sir.  

DR. DAIBER: What were the criteria that you eam

p" oled to select certain kinds of information to-meet the par

t: ci lar needs of this hearing, in view of the fact that you've 

h.d a program that's been ongoing for a number of years? 

MR. FIDELL: Well, first let me answer, and then I 

t -irk I1. turn your question to the panel.  

We have,as Mr.Trosten indicated in his opening state..  

mt-nt, soucht to keep the question before the Board in this 

p:toc3e(dinS within an appropriate conceptual framework. That J 

VII!, is nct a try-out of the issue that we expect to place 

o~kc~ce tht Commission next year. It is a limited action-, an 

arses~s-ent of how our program is going, and an assessment of 

tle biological and economic aspects of the particular actio.  

we're requesting.  

Now, as far as the criteria are concerned,your ques

tion can be concerned in several ways. Obviously, there are 

some legal judgments as to identification of the proposed ac

tion. There are some judgments as to how you structure the 

biological inquiry, and the economic costs associated with it.  

I'm not sure what else I can add to that.

L
181 

costs associated with the 

t does include some biological
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|CHAIRMAN JENSCH: He's merely asking. for something 
2 from an. aquatic biology -.  

3 DR. DAIBER: Well, more than that. My question was 

4 little broader than that.. But I'm wondering how you decided 

i what to include, and how you decided what not to include in' 

6 your evaluations. Because this could have an influence on the! 

kinds of results that one might get.  

MR. FIDELL: That's true, although it is our positii 

9 that the document speaks for itself. And what's included,and 

i0 what isn't included, in any case, is a matter of judgment.  

11 I will ask Mr. Jannarone to respon.  
WITNESS JANNARONE: I would like to .clarify this.  

In our program.,we arranged for Texas Instruments to 
make this study, and prepared a multi-plant impact report, whi2 

* 141 
51is what this is. Now, that report would have been prepared ~15

16 whether we filed this application or not. Alt the time we file-5 

17 the application, I understand we were required to submit an en

vironmental report, which later formed the bAsis for the enlLi

ronmental statement prepared by the NRC. That was their back

ground document, and in order.'to reflect the extent to which ws 20 

had progressed in our biological study pro4ra-., we saw fit at 

that time to include that same multi-plant report as an appen22 

dix or supplement to the enviroamental report, which was submit 

24 ted with our application.  

MR. TROSTEN: May I also supplement what has been
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stated by Dr. Daiber by saying this.  

There were certain important issues that were raise 

at Indian Point 2 operating license proceedings. Generally, 

what we did in preparing the environmental report was to focus 

attention, out of the data that.. .had been collected, 
on a 

variety of issues on what we considered to be the key issues 

in th-e proceeding. And so, in presenting the environmental 

report, we simply took all of the data which were available, 

which addressed the key issues and the issues which were more 

peripheral, and we focused on such matters as the progress 
on 

defining the f-factors, the progress on including the entrain 

nw-nt mortality, the contribution of the Hudson to the 
mid-Atla

tic, and so forth. That's basically the process that we went 

through.  

Does that help to respond to your question? 

DR. DAIBER: Yes.  

WITNESS JANNARONE: You might also add, sir, that it 

wasn't only the biological information in that report 
which 

we're making available, but also a number of others, 
which 

we also prepared in the due course of the prosecution 
of our 

studies.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: The request has been made by 

Licensee's counsel for admission of the Licensee 
OT-l into 

evidence. Any objection by the regulatory staff? 

MR. LEWIS: Mr. Chairman, I'd like one clarification
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DAV 241 This apparently includes Supplement 2 but not Supplement 1.. I 
2 that correct? 

3. MR. TROSTER: Supplement 1 is boK'/., r. Leis, in 

C4 volume 1 of three volumes.  

5 MR. LEWIS: So that in totality, this environm enta!i 

6 report includes Supplements 1 and 2? 

7 MR. FIDELL: Yes, sir.  

8 MR. LEWIS: I have no objections.  

9 tio? CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Hudsona Riv.er Fishcz:-n s Asria-.  

11 MS. CHASIS: I have a question. I .dczj* 1r.7 i

12. ther it's more appropriate to ask now o-.f the decison on 

13 the admission, but it goes to Mr. Jannarone, a n it fo1o1:z vp 

14 on the.question-.that; Mr. Daib: asked.  

15 How and wuo made the decisioiW thai: s -" " S *

S16 dence existed with which to support the appic": .a a :-

17 maderin June of 1975? 

18 i MR. JANNARON : I2d say it was maw.e2 jointiy by 1,1r.  

' Neman, myself, and Mr. Trosten.  

MS. CHASIS: And -ho made the ev ,it-i-. :Yo_- 

a biologist, are you? 
* 

22. MR. JANNARONE: No. .Who made what evaluation? 

( MR. FIDELL: Let me interject here, Mr. Chairman.  
24 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Let the questioa go aad, ".  

Fidell, and we' 11 vet smo answers.  25F
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been forthcoming which is relevant to the agencies at handor 
2' 

w . it some other kind of standard that you used? 

weIbe ESSleve ta er a ing the Indian Point 2 proce 4,.  
iing, we believe that there was.-not' sufficient information at 

! that time to bass a decision on the need ..for a closed-cycle 

cooling system.. we continued our studies, as required by our 
7.  

operating license, and'we -felt that the infarmation being 

gathered here was supportive of our position that we had 
9 

&eFrlier teken. Ile did not find information that did not 
10 

sv pport our earlier contention or earlier beliefs.  

As to the sufficiency, we .collected more informa

! tie., on the key information, the key factors involved in the 

403 
Indian Point 2 proceeding; information on the entrainment of 

.14 
organisms, information on the abundance and distribution and 

15 
16 susceptibility to power plants. This information, we believe, 

16 
! was of better quality, more extensive, than what was available 

17 earlier. And on this basis, we believe we had sufficient justi 

18 fication to request additional time to complete our work and 

19 present this information back to the licensing board for recon

20 
sideration.  

21 
21 MS. CHASIS: At the time that the initial environmen 

2 tal report was submitted, and from the dates, and from my 

recollection of the supplements, 2 was provided two or three 

months later, I think. The date was July '75. But at the time 

the initial environmental report was, prepared, and the
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and executives within Con Edison, that sufficient information 

did warrant reconsideration, and to obtain that reconeideatio, 

it was necessary to c'olete the studies. to provide time for 

review of all the data that have been collected. I 
MS. CHASIS: -Now let me ask y6u two things. .One 

is, how did you -- and I gather.-:rom your a-.nswr that you 

played a critical role, at least within the company, because: 

you are the chief biologist -- what does sufficient mean to 

you, and how did you.apply it 'to the data base in this. instanc ? 

MR. FIDELL: Mr. Chairmra, may I respactfully sugg.- t 

that this goes beyond the immediate questioz, which is the 

admission or not of this document.  

MS. CHASIS: I can hold off these questions.  

CHAIRm!AN JENSCH: I think it's founiational materizi.  

I don't think we're getting into the merits of what he 'did 

consider, but she's asking a foundation question here.  

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I'd ILke to have the 

question repeated.  

MS. CHASIS: The question really is, what is your 

standard of sufficieay? What did you maan when you said that 

you considered -- you and others-- that the data were sLfficie' 

to support this application? What standard of sufficiency were 

you applying to that data? 

(Pause.) 

Let me Just expand on that. Was it that new data haz
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beer forthcoming which is relevant to the agencies at hand,or 

was it some other kind of standard that you used? 

WITNESS MARCELLWSt During the Indian Point 2 procew 

ing, we believe that there was not' sufficient information at 

that time to base a decision on the need .for a closed-cycle 

cooling system. We continued our studies, as required by our 

operating license, and we -felt that the information being 

gathered here was supportive of our position that we had 

earlier taken. We did not find information that did not 

support our earlier contention or earlier beliefs..  

As to the sufficiency, we, .collected more informa

ticn on the key information, the key factors involved in the 

Indian Point 2 proceeding; information on the entrainment of 

organisms, information on the abundance and distribution and 

susceptibility to power plants. This information, we believe, 

was of better quality, more extensive, than 
what was availablI 

earlier. And on this basis, we believe we had sufficient justi 

fication to request additional time to complete our work and 

present this information back to the licensing board for recon

sideration.

HS. CHASIS: At the time that 'the initial enviromen 

tal report was submitted, and from the dates, and from my 

recollection of the supplements, 2 was. provided two-or three 

months later, I think. The date was July '75. But at the time 

the initial environmental report was, prepared, and the

187
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WITNESS MARCELLUS: In a qualifed menner, sir;. it 

takes a considerable period .of time to work up this standard.  

And lyyes, we did have some of the '74 data available. No, vn 

did not have all of the data that had been collected in '74.  

MS. CHASIS: -When was the decision made to prepare 

that document, and file that environmental report support 

supporting the. ':amendment? 

WITNESS MARCELLUS: That decision would have been 

made i late winter, spring of 1975.  

MS. CHASIS: Now, from what I. understand of your 

data collectoin processes, the analysis of the previous year's 

data is not usually available until well after that time. So 

I don't understand how the 174 data could have come into

• . 1 8 8 

decision to prepare that report was maade,did Con Edison have 

.available to it the 1974 data? 

MR. TROSTEN: Would you repeat the question, please.  

Would you repeat that?.  

MS. CHASIS: At the time the decision was made to 

prepare the environmental reportwhich was filed in June of 

1975, did Con Edison have available to it, and was the basis fc 

.its decision to go forward, based at all on the 1974 data,that 

which is contained in Supplement 2? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: A yes or no answer, if you can.  

Were the data for '74 available when you filed in '175; yes or

no?

* a 
ii 

I: 

I.  

r 

I I
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WITNESS NEWMAN: Ms. Chasis, may I answer that

question?

MS. CHASIS: Yes.  

WITNESS NEWMAN: You're as king questions about dec1

sions to prepare a report, as opposed to decisions to submit 

them, and I want to disting-ish between the two.  

We started to prepare the report early in March of 

1975.  

MS. CHASIS: We being your department? 

WITNESS NEWMAN: My department physically gathered 

up the information and put it together. And that was based 

-upon a review, not only with Mr. Jannarone's staff, but with 

my staff,as to the possibility of having something worthwhile 

to submit in July of 1975.  

Now, the merits of that report, just as a matter of 

course,are examined. If we had no support that had sufficient 

merit, in our opinion, to submit, we would not have submitted 

it. So you have to distinguish between a decision to start a 

report and a decision to submit a report.

189
L89
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Q .Can you answer my ques tion as to whether at ti | I 

time-- and the question is direZted tc *th tLe o -dec iic'n I 
tO prepare that report? 

A Well, a decision to prapari th. rp C ?  

Q Did you have the 74 data available Co form tie I 
basis for the decision to initiate reparation? 

A The decision to prepare a r. ort wa& made very 

early in 1973 when it became obvious that we Would have tob 

have an extension of the data that is being 9zther.. in the 

environLnentl program reviswed, and we ht hop1 to have these 

extension in our .original license.  

Now, we always intende7 to file a con a 

of the data, and have an extension to the licnc a. it I 

came out. The decision to actually start prer.  

report physically was as I recall in early .a rch i 

It became apparent we would then 'hysic;i'" -a' ".... -.  

hands for review at the time-that report was _eay fo2" 

submittal. The next step was to get the ,'':. c. ..  

to our various Staff people. This was done in the ser.sn,5 , 

quarter of 1975.. The data came -in. It r-..z- . .  

revort which was reviewed by various peopla on my .st Z, 

Including by me, personally, finally.' 

And on July 31st, 1973 we .subritt .his repor, 

and really, an application for a change in icefte for vhich 

this report formed a part to the Nuclear Licensirg.
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MR. TROSTEN: 1975? 

WITNESS NEWMLAN: 1975.  

BY MS. CHASIS: 

Q I am not satisfied I've gotten an answer to a 

var:y si!p..e question.  

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairnan, I think it's approp

r.ate we ask counsel to connect up this line of questioning.  

CHAIRMAN"JENSCH: Let her get her statement at 

least o*at.  

Mr. Newman has told us about a process that is 

no different from what Marcellus says. AMarcellus says they 

had some 74 data, but they didn't have all of it; Ns',w.an 

S3ys we w3re going to go for this back in 73 as soon as the 

data were available; so we are headed in the direction thzy 

did.i't haie all the data but they filed in ,. I thinl- w1a 

ar-e almost to the point where we begin to aonder bout wha.t 

would be selected out of what was available and what uas not 

available -- then we'd probably get to the dross.  

I think the foundation for the question has 

logically been shown by Marcellus. Ne-;rnan says in 73 we 

were going to go, for this, and go out and find the data, and 

fit it in, and here we go. I think that is about as far 

as the foundation question showed.  

MR. TROSTEN: Yes, I think certainly, Mr. Chairman, 

that counsel is entitled to cross-examine with respect to the
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jrb3 I data that are contained in these documents, but I simply feel 

2 that the thought process associated with why Con Edison 

3 wanted to present the documrent is not at issue her-B. Its 

4 what's in the doument.  

5 MS. CHASIS: I am exploring, I beliive, the 

6 positions of those who are responsible for the preparation 

7 and submission of this document, and the basis for that 

s decision; and they are related to the documents sought to be 

put in evidence.  

10 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I would just submit 

that, again, the thought process and the motivations of 

12 Con Edison in preparing this application are rot the is sue 

13 in this proceeding...  

14 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I donIt think. s*--. e raIEing.  

that. I think she's raising: hot-T could you al. a report 

16 if you didn't have enough data to }now what you .nere pcing 

17 to put in? She is apparently indicating you were .goinj -to 

go for an extension regardless of whether the data we 

complete or not. Whether that is true or not I dor't . -now 

20 Thatrs the cross as I interpret her positin.  

21 You were in such a rush to get these things f:_i -- a l 

said you had some data, but didn't have it. all; we .cnt with 

( what we did have.  

24 She is not trying to find the thought processes, 

but, rather, how-much data was available for the report.. That 
25 ,o
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Jrb4 i is as far as we can gor foundation.  

2 MS. CHASIS: I did want to get an answer from 

3 Mr. Newman on the same point, because he has indicated 

4 he had a better sense of that than Marcellus on the same 

5 question.  

6 Could I simply have an answer: 

7 BY MS. CHASIS: 

8 Q When preparation was initiated of the report, 

9 was 74 da:a available, and did that form part of the basis 

10 for the dacision to prepare? 

i1 MR. TROSTEN: That question has been asked and 

12 ans-7ered.  

13 CHAIRMAN JENSCK: Overruled.  

14 WITNESS NE7W4MAN: I don't know if Dr. Wessel 

15 (,?h-nctic spelling) had the 74 data at the time of the 

16 reprt. I know he had the 73 data; that was not an area of 

17 my decision-making.  

18 My decision-making was based upon the schedule 

19 that was given to me as to when we would have sufficient 

20 information to substantiate the intent of the submittal; and 

in March of 1973 1 was advised by the Environmental Department 

22 their programs would lead to sufficient data being available 

for a submittal.  

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Newman, you said March of 73? 

WITNESS EWMAN : '75.
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of New York? 

MR. SHEMIN : I have some questions. I am not 

clear as to who prepared the document. That seems to me.  

the first basis for introduction.  

BY MR. SHEMIN: 

0 Who exactly is it, is it Con Ed itself, Con Ed 

staff, who has produced Volume 1 of the 3 volumes we are 

talking about? 

MR. TROSTEN: I think Mr. Newman will respond to

mecha 

havir 

in Ju 

in t! 

by wt 

to gC 

avail
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75 is the date when we determined to start the 

inics of preparing the report, with the intention of 

ig sufficient data available to substantiate the report; 

ily of 1975 I was advised that the' data was incorporated 

e report was sufficient; and i released the report.  

Does that clarify in your mind the mechanisms 

iich these types of decisions are made? 

BY MS. CHASIS: 

Q Yes, it does.  

MS. CHASIS: Would it be appropriate, Mr. Chairmnan, 

further and ask specifically what 74 data was 

able; or should I reserve that? 

CHAIR&IAN JENSCH: I think that's cross-examination.  

Do you have any further questions? 

MS. CRASIS: No.  

CHAIRMA4! JENSCH: Attorney Gene-ral foft the. State

I ,
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jrb6 I tla.  

2 WITNESS NEWMAN: I prefer Mr. Szeligowski; he had 

3 tAe mecaiics. I don't recall if the document was printed 

4 b-, outsid - contractors.  

5 rhe Staff of Con Ed wrote it, and incorporated 

6 m triaj ie received from certain of the environmental 

7 c)ntrac s.  

8 BY MS. SHEMIN: 

9 0 Was this written within different departments in 

10 Con Ed. o-: all in one department? 

SA Mr. Newman.) Different departments. It is a 

12 Con Ed document.  

31' understand that.  
13 

4 U1ow, as to the multi-plant report which is 

15 ii effect Volumes 2 and 3, of the 3 volume subriission,.  
15 

1 t-i:' i, I take it -- with the blue cover -- the submission 

I wa are talking about, this was the report that was written 17 

by Texas Instruments, under contract to Con Ed; is that 

19 correct? 19 

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Jannarone will respond to that 20 

question.  21 

WITN'ESS JANARONE: Yes, it 'was done by Texas 
22 

Instruments; it's volume 1 and 2 of the multi-plant report 
23 

which in this introduction to evidence is Supplement 2 to 
24 

the Environmental Report.  
25
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BY -MR. SHEMIN: 

Q Right.  

Now, -do you have any familiarity with rho 

wrote the different sections in this report? 

A (Mr. Jannarone) This report was entirely writt-en 

by Texas Instruments, 

Q I am aware of that, I iyas inquiring as to whether 

anyone in Con *Edison had sufficient f [iz"- -- th 

Texas Instrument's operation to know who within Texas 

Instruments wrote which sections of this report, which 

in the main volume has eight substantive sections.  

Do you know whether there . one viu., 

for instance, writing all of this, or wheth3r they had 

different experts in different areas? 

A A number of people in Texas Instruments participc tr 

0 The question is do you know which ones did it? 

A I would prefer to have that answered by Texas 

Instruments.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I think t-t? ' sh.t h& S tryi:-g 

to get you to do, bring up somebcdy from Te.as I-strtsnts 

on who wrote the report.  

MR. "T1RSTEN: Mr. Chairm:an, the-re will be two 

witnesses here from Texas Instruments, Dr. MalloryI May 

and Dr. Perry Campbell, who are available to answer 

questions with regard to that report.

I.  
~ Ii 

I

lSG C
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jrb8 | CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I think that is what he is 

2 ' s.ehing.  

3 MR. SHEMIN: y estion is that until such 

4 time as that individual is presented to testify to basically 

5: a_.ything beyond the front cover and the back cover, 

6 t*,at, 'really, there is no proper foundation for its 

7 p: -odaction.  

8 MR. TROSTEN: Let me suggest this, Mr. Chairman, 

9 w: .have a number of documents that have to be offered in 

10 e'iedence. As I just said, we have two witnesses from Texas 

1| I- struments who are prepared -

12 - CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Yes, are they are? 

13 MR. TROSTEN: Yes, they are here.  

14 May I just ask this: the question is whether for 

15 purposes of foundation, for introduction of these documents 

16 into evidence, we have to have the witnesses here; or can 

17 we just allow the cross-examination to take place of the 

18 documents at that time? 

19 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I think the persons who 

20 prepared the report should be identified, and at 

21 least describe the portions themsdves or others as Texas 

Instruments prepared it.  

C MR. TROSTEN: Will Dr. May and Dr. Campbell 

24 come forward here please? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Will you stand so you may be 25e
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sworn.  

Whereupon, 

K PERRY CAMBELL 

and 

MALLORY S. MAY, III 

were called as witnesses on behalf of Applicant and, having 

been first duly sworn, were examined and testified as follows: 

MR. FIDELL: .1 have two typewritten documents, 

one entitled uCampbell, K. Perry, Biographical Information,." 

copies of which have been distributed to the Board and 

all parties and the court reporter; and one entitled 

"Curricul-um Vita, Mallory S. May, InI,", copies of which 

have simlarly been distributed. I request that these be 

marked as appropriate, and I ask: 

DIRECT EXAMINIATION 

BY MR. FIDELL: 

Q First, you, Dr. May, whether you prepared this 

Curriculum Vita? 

A (Dr. May.) Yes, I did.  

Q •Is it true and correct? 

A Does that include typographical errors? 

I notice the Crassostis is spelled incorrectly.  

and the Polyclora in the first paper presented; but other 

than that it appears to be in good shape.  

Q Very well.
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH: You just make the corrections 

on the copies given to the reporter that will go into the 

record.  

WITNESS MAY: All right.  

BY MR. FIDELL: 

Q Dr. Campbell, do you have a copy of the document 

I have described? 

A (Dr. Campbell) Yes.  

Q Is it true-and correct? 

A I see two possible additions under "employment", 

I also served as research assistant at the Penn State 

University after 1972, and prior to that time from 1968 

until 1971 I served as National Defense Education Act 

Fellow.  

Q Thank you very much.  

MR. FIDELL: Mr. Chairman, I respectfully request 

these be made a part of the record.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: The two gentlemen, both of 

these statements are true and correct to the best of your 

knowledge? 

A (Chorus of "Yes".)

Regulatory

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is there any objection by 

Staff? 

MR. LEWIMS: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN 3ENSCH: Hudson River?

199

fit
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MS., CHASIS: No objection.  

CRAIRMAN JENSCH: Attorney G an-sal? 

MR. SHEMIN: No objectiOn.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Enerc" 7ministration? 

MR. KING: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Village o0 Buchanan? 

MR. D'ALVIA: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCK: At the request of counsl the 

statements of professional qualifications mf DctOrs ?ay 

and Campbell may be physica'ly incorporated in t_'e transcript 

as if orally presented and will constitute evidence on 

behalf of the Applicant.  

-(The documents follow:)
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Now, having heard the q tions 

propoundei by the Attorney General, State of New 
York, can 

these witnesses answer what parts did yon wr.te 
in both 

documents? 

MR. FIDELL: Let the' record reflect I am providing 

cop36es of Supplement 1 and 2 tcP OT-i.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: The record .ill o reflect.  

(Mr. Fidell handing docurne: t. witnszs.Y 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Can you answ.: the cm -io n ? 

WITNESS MAY: At the ti"e this '-.z. written, 1 

was Technical Director for the Program. i .  

in charge of preparation of this dcu-2t. anc. .- i ... ry 

aspect we should be able to provide, i think, 
arioers t:o 

the questions.  

CHAIRIAN JENSCH: Answer it.  

WITNESS MAY: Restate the c's- ir.  

VOIR DIRE EXAI.IN T

BY MR. KING: 

There are eight chapters, eight s 

in this volume; did different people . these 

chapters? 

(Dr. Campbell) Yes, sir.  

Would you identify for me whd wrote the.different 

Shall we start with-- what are the chapters 
you9

chapters, 

different 

A 

Q 

chapters? 

A

-4,~
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are interested in? -- shall I start on Chapter 2? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is there something wrong with 

Chapter 1? 

(Laughter.) 

WITNESS MAY: Chapter 1 is simply the introduction 

to the report.  

WITNESS CAMPBELL: I don't recall who wrote the 

introduction. I believe I did.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Do you have any notes you can 

use to refresh your recollection? 

WITNESS CAMPBELL: No, I don't. I had not expected 

this line of questions.  

I believe I wrote the introduction, okay? 

Section 2, was prepared -- is a summary and 

conclusions of the individual sections -- and each of these 

sections was -- there's a subsection A, General Introduction, 

which I believe I also prepared.  

There is a Section B, an analysis of the historical 

data base which-was prepared by Dr. William E. Cooper, Jr., 

who was on Texas Instruments staff at that time.  

Part C, Vulnerability Assessment was prepared by 

Dr. Ronald J. Klauda.  

The Part D, Impact Assessment, wasprepared by 

Dr. Irvin Savidge..  

Part E. Compensation, was prepared by
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203.  

Dr. William E. Cooper, Jr.  

And Part F, Implications of Impact on Stripqd 

Bass, was prepared jointly by myself and Dr. Cooper; that's 

Dr. William E. Cooper.  

The Field and Laboratory, Procedures, Section 3, 

.was prepared -- there are three parts, ichthyoplankton, 

fisheries, water quality methids -- the ichthyopiankton 

section was prepared by Mr. Michael Tavery; the fisheries 

section was prepared by, as I recall, Mr. Lynn Foster; 

the water quality methods section was prepared by Dr. Gene 

Newton.  

The description of the study area was prepared by 

Dr. Gene Newton, and I believe with assistance from 

Dr. Dale Caidwell.  

The entire historical -- we are on to Chnpter V, 

Roman Numeral V, the entire histo!ical base was prepared 

by, I believe this entire section was prepared by Dr.  

William E-. Cooper..  

Chapter VI, Vulnerability Assesea.nt,. was 

prepared by Dr. Ronald Klaudar, vith the possible exception 

baere on-part 8 of Section V1. dealing with the-moveiments of 

marked fish; and I believe that was prepared. by Mr. James 

keLaren.  

The Section VII, Direct Impact Assessment, was 

prepared by Dr. Irvin Savidge..
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The Section VIII, Compensation, was prepared by 

Dr. William E. Cooper.  

Are these the primary areas of interest? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Do you have any further 

questions? 

MR. SHEMIN: Not of these witnesses.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Village of Buchanan? 

MR. D'AVILIA: No.  

WITNESS CAMPBELL: I would point out, Mr. Chairman, 

the document was prepared under my editorial supervision.  

MR. SHEMIN: There is some ambiguity here -- I 

have no mcre questions of Texas Instruments; I have one or 

two, maybe, for the others.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Go ahead.  

MR. TROSTEN. May these witnesses be excused for 

the tim being? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH- Well, let's see; something may 

come up -- if they don't mind sitting there. Gentlemen, are 

you comfortable? 

(Laughter.) 

BY MR. SHEMIN: 

Q Did Con Edison have any outside consultants or 

contractors participate in the preparation and writing 

of the Environmental Report of June of 75 by anyone? 

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Newman will respond.

204
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WITNESS NEWMAN: The text was prepared in"ouse; 

typing was done inhous.e; the only work that was done outside 

.was after the plates were typed, they were printed outside.  

BY MR. SHEMIN: 

Q Now, as I gather from your testimony, you suggested 

that the decision was made that this report would be prepared 

prior tc a decision that an amendment would be filed, -in fact 

based on this report; is that right? -- a surmuary of what 

you stated? 

A. (Mr. Newman.) Mr. Shemin, I believe.that-you 

have followed the total environmental and radidlgical 

hearings on this case, We have always contended we did nct 

believe cooling towers were necessary for Indian Point.  

We, therefore,• engaged in a very extensive enviroranental 

study; obviously, if we're engaged in an environmental 

study, it was our intention.to use that study to demonstrate 

our ideas .that cooling towers are not required.

I In order to have that study considered it became 

necessary very early-, and I think we testified to this 

under-Mr. Brigg'-s cross-examination back in t.he environmental 

hearing, prior .to the issuing of the license -- that we would 

need two years, approximately, beyond just the construction 

time to have these studies considered.  

. Therefore, it was always our intention .to apply 

for the extension :should the data so warrant; to that extent.,

205
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we had very early decided to prepare this report, contingent 

upon having available data that would substantiate a 

submittal.

Q I understand that; I wasn't criticizing that.  

I was trying to establish that the determination that the 

data that had been gathered after the conclusion of the 

original hearing warranted applying for an amendment, for 

an extension, so you could finish your research program, so 

you could present that in order to avoid having to put up 

cooling towers;.the determination that the material that was 

put into this environmental report actually provided the 

data to warrant that amendment was made after the 

report was prepared by someone who, presumably, read the 

report and examined it, and made the decision to go ahead? 

Is that correct? 

A I would prefer to state it was made while the 

report was in preparation.  

Q In other words, you are saying that the individuals 

who were preparing this report were the same individuals 

who would make the determination, and were making the deter

mination as they prepared the report? 

A No, I did not say that.  

0 Well, who made the determination to go ahead while 

this report was being prepared? 

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I would ask counsel to
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connect up this line. of inquiry. We are back agaia to Con 

Edisor. s thought processes associ- t.2 ' ' r.  

submitting this report..  

What in the world do2s ttr-t tC! -ih this 

hearing? 

MR. SHEMIN: I am ';r i . to .-t..r"' Mr. ir.

whether this, the determination, the ba-is for-. thveteri.a

tion to file the amendment, whactaZ- the data contained 

in the report, and data not contained .n the rep!rt,- was the 

basis for going ahead. I have beeni trvinc in order to do that 

to figure out exactly when the da:r=iti j. n., 

wh made it? 

WITNESS NEWi7N:. Determivination of what? 

BY MR. SHE.IN 

To go ahead and file. tde det--:ti.c 

was sufficient data to justify that filing'? 

A That's several questions.  

O Well, I thought I asked them, oni- at. a tiL 

originally.  

A Let's take the.. one at a ti., if cu 

please? 

O Yes.  

Presumably, Con Edison would not have gone ahead 

and filed this amen ment if they did not bel!iva that data 

warranted it; is that correct? 

A 

I .  

I
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A That is correct.  

Q Somebody in the company must have made a decision, 

a determination, at some point in time that the data so 

warranted the filing of the amendment; is that correct? 

MR. FIDELL: Objection, Mr. Chairman, that question 

has been asked and answered, and it's irrelevant.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I try not to be fornnal in these 

proceeding, but we sometimes get whip-sawed back and forth 

here.  

Ordinarily one attorney handles a witness. We 

use a panal situation; perhaps you and Mr. Trosten can get 

together -- only one of you should handle the panel..  

And I think it will proceed a little faster if we don't get 

voices ju.ping around here.  

The objection is overruled. Go ahead.  

WITNESS NEWMAN: I think what you're getting at, 

Mr. Shemi a, is what is the corporate decision, policy-making 

procedure of Con Ed? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Who made the decision, you know, 

Jones, Smith or Brown? Who did it? Name one.  

WITNESS NEWMAN: Individuals don't make these 

types of decisions, obviously; this type of decision is 

discussed at the corporate policy committee level.  

BY MR. SHEMIN: 

o Let me trace this step-by-step. When we go into
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.generalities tha'tls when we get lost.  

A That's: not a generality. We have a committee 

specifically in our. company, the corporate poiicy conimittee.  

the Chairman of the Board, the President, a nuaber of. Senior 

Vice Presidents and Executive Vice Presidents of our .company.  

0 How many of those executive vice presidents, 

senior vice presidents and -- including the Chairman of the 

Board-- how many of them have degrees in techn ical fields 

sufficient to enable them to analyze the data and .reach a 

determination the data warrants filing of anything? 

A I would not like to pass on the qualifications 

of our Chairman of the Board, President, Senicr Vice 

Presidents.  

I nevertheless -- they do hold those ofices, 

and as such they pass with' prudence.  

0 That wasn't mY question.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I don't want an argument here.  

Newman was asked a specific question to identify a person; 

all right, whether you argue that they shouldn't have made 

the decision -- I think that's a matter of argument, not 

part of a question.  

BY MR. SHEMIN: 

Q I assume since the individuals you referred to 

on the corporate policy comnittee --. correct m- if I am wrong 

-- I am assuming that since they donot have the training

I:

209
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and technical experience to make technical decisions based 

on advanced biological and sophisticated modeling concepts, 

that they base their decisions on recommendations that people 

who are within the company, perhaps people outside the 

company, who are technically qualified to analyze the data 

to determine that it warrants the filing of an amendment; 

is that correct? 

Is that how the policy of the company would work? 

A (Mr. Newman.) The recommendations are made by 

the line officers, who have responsibility foroperation 

of the cornpany. Now, a license amendment is a legal procedure 

and, therefore, we also have advice of counsel as to the 

merits of that submittal of a licensing amendment.  

Then as the officer responsible for licensing 

activities of these cooling towers, I ultimately sign 

the affidavit and the license amendment request.  

-And, so, if you wish to, the ultimate decision to 

sign or not sign was mine.  

I am not asking who exercised the formal authority.  

or who had the responsibility.  

I am asking who in the company in fact with the 

technical capability, who in the company, in fact, examined 

the data in this report, or the report itself at whatever 

stage it Was done, who examined this and decided this data 

warrants going for that amendment application, because the

210
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)rb22 I data indicates that this study i s s~owing w h & we expeqted it 

2 t show?4 

3 MR. T~oSTIEN I ob-i fazt tc thzi, M4r. Chairmt An; 

4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r~v its rct2entstvioits .a -u s; 

5 it is irrelevant.-J 

6 CHAI1RMAN JEN.1SCH I t aln. itsrz'tiiu 

7 Ithink Mr. Newman hasjust ind icated 'the corprcrate policy4 

s committee has considered recoyrciandt ions- fror,. a pzr=sos 

9,I no one o f which woula take final riesponslubilitv.  

*10 As I understand., Campbe'iJ. i2- he-rco an~i F. 3 

they may have contributed to th1-1e input? 1-: r1lu s -

* 12 ~~have contributed to it, and-2 other etm&;vc r-4 

,13 and so forth; and it's a consensus result.  

* 4MR.. SHEMIN: I'm not o bj-ct Ing -Oa nxser±'u 

15 result; I am saying if it was a consensus re;s:" vilich 

16 technical people participat'Ied in arivit.,, a t i c L.

* 7CHAIRZ4AN JENSC1f: .1 think they have ide rt if ie 

Campbell, May, Marcellus, Newman.  

19MR. SHEMIN: I an~ not, clear thzt, t1_ho--.-; Q [aiC 
.4the company participated in adiigthe qca.a to c lad 

*Ijust asked fo tcfc people, and m', vytt-ing S- crp;orattl 

polic'y colmwittee. I'jtwt want to knzim: isz ther-z anyone? 

C WITNESS NEWA1I: Mr hei, pcicalli inrA 

response to Ms. Chasis' quiestion I st, ited tha t the decision 

25
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jrb23 It wz:s based upon advice of Mr. Jannarone and his department 

2- a:; to the technical merits of that portion of the work that 

3 was prepared by his people and his contractors. Beyond that, 

4 I had prepared a cost-benefit study which I personally 

5 reviewed to see that it was properly put together; we had 

6 i puts from my system planning department, which I 

7 I; p.rsonally reviewed to see that they had merits, and discussed 
Ii 

ii tilese with the systems department; and ultimately 

9 Mz. Jannarone and I, with the advice of counsel, decided 

10 a i-at this was an action that was worth taking.  

11 !; To drop other names of people who .ere Invoved 

12 iai this, iMr. Cagel, I am sure you are familiar with, he acts 

13 a.3 our nuclear licensing policy man for the company; and I 

14 i!consulted with him as to the merits of -this license 

15 a-ftendment request.  

And I don't know who eise you are interested in.  

17 b Mr. Jannarone has discussed with you the chain by which he 
18 q obtained the data that he based his advice on. I don't know 

9 how else we can answer you.  19 11 

20 BY MR. SHEMIN: 

Q You stated Mr. Jannarone recommended you prepare 

22- this report in March 73; I'm not talking about that.  

3 A (Mr. Newman.) 75.  

Q March of 75? 

Did you not at one point suggest the recomiandation
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to prepare the'report was made well before the data that was, 

to be put in the report was actually gathered, that -ou 

needed lead time? 

A That was March of 75, as Mr. Trosten corrected 

me in my slip of the tongue; I did say 73, and immediately 

he corrected it on the record.  

Q I tend to block out what attorneys say in these 

hearings.  

All I am asking for, really, is very simple: 

I'll state it and you can answer.  

Other .than Mr. Marcellus and the tech-nical 

people from Texas Instruments, whc by name with degrees in V 

technical fields related to this report, recoiende& to 

non-technical policy people-in the company that the data 

in this report justified the filing of an amen da. nt?  

A I'll give you some names-of technical people 

'ihose counsel I sought within my own staff; tha-it '-%culd I

Mr. Bremmer, Mr. Szeligowski, Mr. Danver,. Mi. Black, Mr.. Cohen' 

-- should I go on? 

wQ o many people do you have on your staff? 

How long a list will that be? 

A I have at this time on my staff 

approximately 830 people.  

.(Laughter.) 

Q. Iam aware of:your staff; it .,is quite large.
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jrb25 I A I think that's an extraneous comment, if I may 

2 s.y so.  

3 Q I am aware you have a very large staff. But I 

4 meant relited to this report?, 

5 A You specifically asked me what the number of my 

6 staff was. and I answered you.  

7 0 Are there any others who worked on this report 

a o, your staff? 

9 A (Dr. Szeligowski) That covered largely those that 

10 were involved. There may have been one or two others who 

11 participat.ed in one or two phases.  

12 A (Mr. Newman.) Primarily the work was done by 

13 the system planning department, those aspects of the system 

14 iripact.  

15 Q There were individuals also in Mr. Jannarone's 

16 siop who prepared this report also, is that true? -- that 

17 would hav been involved in the decision; or is that 

Mr. Marcellus? 

19 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, is he speaking of 

the environmental report? 

21 WITNESS JANNARONE: Speaking of the environmental 

22 report, Dr. Marcellus was the lead man in my department who 

C was coordinating with engineering in preparation of that; 

and he has several of our people, and I suspect some of our 

contractors' personnel contributed to the operation of that.
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Irb26 They were summaries in fact of what is in the multi-plant 

2 report.  

13f BY MR. SHEMIN:V 

4 Q That is what I was asking you originally.  

S CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Do you have any further 

6 questions? 

7 MR. SHEMIN: No, that's all I wanted, was who 

8 prepared he report.  

9 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Do you have any questions, 

10 Energy Council? 

! | MR. KING: No.  

12 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: All persons having been heard, 

13 the request of counsel is granted, and Licensee's Exhibit 

14 OT-1 is accepted in evidence.  

|5 (The document referred to, 

16 previously marked Exhibit OT-I 

17 for identification, was received 

is in evidence.) 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is this as far as we can go 

20 before recessing for lunch? It's bad outside; would crackers 

21 and milk just take care of us for lunch -- 30 minutes? 

22 Or do you have something you want to catch up? 

C2 MR. TROSTEN: No, I think it would be best to take 

24 a recess now.  

CHAIRMAN jENSCH: Is there any other matter we can
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take up before we do recess? 

(No response.) 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: How long do you really want, 

45 minutes; is anybody really going to out in this-weather? 

Everybody is far from the door, so we're very even on this.  

MR. TROSTEN: We'd like to go on as quickly 

as we can, Mr. Chairman.  

MR. LEWIS: One hour? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: At this time -- we' 11 have to 

go by some regular time; that clock on the wall is a little 

off. Somehow or other we will return at 1:30 to resume.  

(Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., Tuesday, 7 December 

1976, the hearing was recessed, to reconvene at 

1:30 p.m., this same day at the same place.)
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T4ORFk/ APTFkIOON SESSION4 
bit I.  
Begin 7 2 (1:30 p.m.), 

CHAIRM4A JENSC : Please cor' to order.  

Will the witnesses resume the st- -.- please? 

5 S WhereuPon, 

6EWT L. MARCELLUS1, 

~7 

aCARL ii. NEWAN, 

aria 
9 

JOHN SZELIGOWSKI 
10 

resumed the stand on behalf of the Applica-t and, having 

been previously duly sworn, were examined ar-4 testified 
12 

further as follows: 
13 

CHAZRMAN JENSCH: Dr. Campbell and Dr. May, are 
.14 

they here? 
25 

Whereupon , 
16 

"MALLORY S. MAY 
17 

and.  
1s 

K. PERRY CA -ZPELL 
19 

resumed the stand on behalf of the Applicant and hav.in been 
20 

previously duly sworn, were examined and testi.fied further 

as follows: 
.2.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Exhibi- blo. OT-l having been 

received into evidence, do the parties desire to .cross
4 

examine in referenoe to this exhibit? 

25
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bIt 2 Hudson River? 

MS. CHASIS: I think Mr. Shemin may have ques
2 t2.ons. We may have questions to follow.7.  

3 
CHAIRMAN JENSCH: The Attorney General, will 4; 

C you proceed? 

6! CROSS-EXAMISATIO4 

I BY MR. SHEMIN: 

Would you turn to Volume 1 of Supplement 2, 8 

E:iii:bit OT-l, also known as the First Annual. Report for? the 
9 

Multiplant Impact Study, Volume 1, page 11-28 and -29, 
T0 

rumning through the end of that chapter, the last five pagzs 
11 

t iChapter II.  
12 

Am I correct in my understanding that a tr.  

,, Cooper produced this, Dr. William A.-Cooper, Jr.? 
14 

A. (Witness Campbell) That's correct, in conjunction 
15 : with myself.  i 16 

i I take it that, to the extent you worked with 
17~ 

him, he was the person with particular expertise in this 

area, having prepared Chapters V and VIII dealing with the 
19 

subject of compensation and the commercial fishery data? 
20 

MR. TROSTEN: What do you mean by "particular 
21 

expertise," Mr. Shemin? 

22 
MR. SHEMIN: I was making the assumption that C 23 

if someone didn't have the expertise which was the basis 
24 6" for his assignment to the particular chapters they wer
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.asisgned to, by the time they got.through those chaptrs 

.they had the expertise.  

If it could be said that kir. Cooper torked on 

or wrote Chapter V, dealing with the commercial fishery 

trends, and Chapter VIII, dealing with the comensationt 

which together form the basis for the materiai on the last 

five pages of Chapter II, I was assuming that- he was the onG 

with the particular expertise as to the subject-matter.  

That was what my assumption was.  

WITNhESS CAMPBELL: Okay, I can answer that.  

Mr. Cooper does indeed have particular expertise in the 

general area of biomathematics and population ecology. My 

particular background is also in the area of population 

ecology.  

BY MR. SHEMIN: 

Who made the determination that the' 'from, 

the conercial fishery analysis in ChaD tr V c o 1 ba ur!d 

for the pur.ose of developing specific nmubers for ta- :.xi

mum sustainable yield and equilibrium levels as set forth 

in these pages I've referred to? 

L. (Witxess Campbell) Could you repeat the ques

tion, please? 

Surely.  

Chapter V sets forth commercial fishery data, 

.isn't that correct, or it-'s analyzed in Chapter V?

.--T. ...........

i! C
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A. That's correct.  

Table V-I on page V-6 lists all this da.a, the 

cat:h per unit effort and so forth? 

A. Yes.  

And from this, in Chapter VIII, you go into 

a detailed explanation of a proposed Ricker type compensation 

cu2-V, is that correct? 

A. That's correct.  

'Now, that's in Chapter VIII. In Chapter VIII 

compeasatic-n does not include any specific numbers based on 

& 'narticular Ricker curve relating to maximum sustainable 

yi-ld. hzt's only in Chapter II, isn't that so? 

P. Z believe that's correct.  

Q What I'm wondering iS, who made the determina

;ion to go beyond just this in effect freehand approximation, 

or wniat they refer to it as? Who utz-.&d the determ.ination tc 

go bayond the freehand approximation based on the data and 

to actually start calculattng numerical yields and equilibrium 

rates based on this data? 

A. I did.  

g You did? Not Mr. Cooper? 

. I did.  

Q6 Is Mr. Cooper still with the Company? 

A. No, be's not.  

MR. SHEMIN: Mr. Chairman, to the extent that

C
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this report serves as the basis for further testimony to 

be introduced by Con Edison., I wouli Like to reserve my right 

to examine on this report to the extenkt that it comes up 

in the testimony of .1_r. Campbell, Dr. Lawler, Dr. Marcell.s, 

Dr. McFadden ,and Dr. May.  

They are -planning to introduce some additional 

testimony which will incorporate the information in this 

report and which will include Dr. Campbell and Dr. May as 

witnesses.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCU: Do they have sane additional 

testimony based on the present preseatatio-, 'of the two of 

them? 

MR. SHEMIN: I prefer not to pursue it at this 

point, because the other has not been introduced.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: To avoid duplica o*_r, that ' s 

fine.  

Do-you have any additional questions at this 

time, Hudson River? 

MS. CHASIS: I would like to direct some questions 

to the witnesses. I don't know specifically which ones would 

-answer-- maybe more than one.  

BY MS. CHASIS: 

Q. The question is: Upon what basis-did you judge 

the 2-year extension would be sufficient time for submission 

of the January '77 report and for a full and complete analysis
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blt 6 of that report? 

2 MR. TROSTEN : Your question to the panel is: 

( Or- what ba3is did you judge that a 2-year extension was 

4 se-ff.cient? 

5 MS. CASIS: Yes'-- was proper.  
! h ':J:II 

6 MR. TROSTENi: i think that th-e most appropiriate 6 

7, pxrsons tc answer this question, Ms. Chasis, woud ".e a combi7 
Sn-ion of Mr. Nbewman and Mr. Jannarone. Actually, it , i tino r i  l,2 

9 largely a legal question, but they could attempt that.  9 
CHAIRMAN JENSCH: If you want to pass it ovor 

10~ 

to mr. Jarnarona, he's the last one in line. 

12 (Laughter.) 

WITVSS NEWMAN: I'll start.  ip 13 
14 j The question assumes that we have det.an.

two years is sufficient. We had hoped that two ya.rs :-' 15 

be sufficient. Our conclusions based on the timing of 

recent Staff actions lead us to believe that perhaps two 17, 

years is Lot sufficient; however, at the t.ne we _.-,i._c, 

-this report, and based on what we thought were proper ..... sk-" 
19 

times for Staff action, two years would have allowed approxi
20 

mately one year for review and decision.  21 

That's what was basically behind the one year.  
221 

BY 14S. CHASIS2 (1 23 
g. Am I vnmdrstanding you correctly that the origi-, 

24 
nal assumption that two years was sufficient has been 

25*
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reconsidered by yourself and at this point you are not & a.nd-.  

ing by that? 

L. (Witness Newman) When it toc 16 u .. t.l. to get 

this far -- we are rendering judg .rn ae to ha.t the future 

actions of the Staff would be. Itrs not a factia2, statem--nt.  

It's a judgment on. my part.  

If you recall, I've rendered previous judgments 

on the ti s required to take Staff acticns, and in one case 

I recall I predicted 18 months for allpermits thnat were re

quired. It turned out to be 2 years, so thee ara matters 

for judgment.  

Based on your preseaft judgment, Siver; vn 

the performance of the Staff in addressing th 2--y.i, exten

sion request, yo,. assess that 2 years would be ad'eu.te? 

MR. TROSTEN: Would you pZ:asa re--Z" -} t:s 

question? I'm not sure I heard what you said.  

CHAIRMAN JERSC ; I t2i¢k we kind oF got away 

from the question. i thought you wer.e just g:*vig a ki: . cf 

preliminary and you were coming t: tha queztio •c 

Can you answer? .1 

WITNESS NEWYA1:- The queston ZS T understor4 it 

was what caused us to select the 2-year period aas opposed to 

some other period.  

CHAIPAN JENSCH: I think the question still 

remains: How did you come to it in the first place?

I t 

I I 

I I
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BY MS. CHASIS: 

L My question really is that, in view of the fact 

that you indicate your judgment since the initial application 

was made has been affected by the Staff's performance on 

this application and that has affected your projection, your 

judgment as to the time that would be needed in the future

224 

WITNESS NEWMAN: We exercised a judgment at that 

time, based on our meeting with the Staff, that they would 

give expeditious treatment.t.i this request. I don't have 

the exact date in mind, but I recall meeting in Washington 

with the Director of Licensing. I guess it must have been 

about a year ago now.  

MR. TROSTEN: June.  

WITNESS NEWMAN: In June of '75. It was more 

than a year ago, and we got indications that this matter would 

be expeditiously handled.  

On that basis, we had very sincere hopes that 

two years would be exactly the proper amount of time that 

would be required, knowing that we had a date of January of 

'77 always in mind for the submittal of the data. That 

allowead one year for review.  

This is the same amount of time that we put in 

the initial schedule for the cooling tower program for the 

review of those actions by the Staff. Those times have been 

extended now.
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to assess the January '77 repOrt, I draw from that and 

Please tell me whether or not I am correct - t Con 

Edison will lays to come in and seek an additiO- nal extension 

because there will not have been time to co1p le t the re

views which are necessary of your January 1977 rport.  

AL (Witness kNewmafl) I think that's anineec 

from my 0 o1 ment in that you have interpreted th-at as saying 

that is the time thatis necessary.  

• I was simply commenting on what our experience 

has been, and I canit-comment on what is necaszary since 

I'm not privy to the Staff's 
assignments of menpower, supply 

and so on.  

on would thin" that if one were to take the 

actual materials submitted 
and say how long is required 

to 

analyze it that it certainly 
should not take a year. 

If 

one doesn't apply the 
manpower to carry out this type work, 

it can take an indefinite amount of time.  

I can't prejudge that, and so I can't say what 

is required. I can only take a guess based on pasC experi

ence, and hopefullY we won't repeat that experience• 

Lot me ask you this: Is it likly that i in 

fact Your reviews will not 
have been completed within-the 

3 acteod tat Con rdisoo will s -k an 

8 dditional extnsionl of time? 

A .MR. TRoSTEN: Ir. chair3an, i object to that on 

MR 
.RSTN , • 

.an

V
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tue grounds that it's so highly speculative.  

If Ms. Chasis will tell us the amount of time 

tha : the Judson River Fishermens Association will require 

in contesting the application, how much time the Staff will 

take to raview it, then we would be in a position to perhaps 

a3sess an answer to her question. It's highly speculative.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCU: You want her to give an answer 

b.Zure yoi give an answer, is that it? 

MS. CUASIS: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Newman has indi

cated that his present judgment is that two years may well 

be '.nsufficient to address the research results which Con 

E dison intends to submit in January 1977.  

I think in light of that fact we need to know 

whether ia fact we're really dealing here with more than 

a 2-year extension request.  

CHAIRmAd4 JENSCH: I thought Mr. Newm.an indic.-tzd 

that was a fair inference, perhaps, from his statement, 

but the amount of time in that regard he couldn t project.  

WITNESS NEWMAN: I think that's a question that 

can possibly be addressed to the Staff. If they tell you 

indeed it's going to take longer than a year, we'll have 

to face up to what our next recourse is.  

Certainly the intention of the license was to 

allow us recourse, as I understand it, to an extension suf

ficient to have review of the data. If the Staff chooses

C 

'Co
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for one reason or another -- not to cast aspersions on the 

Staff, but getting back to their workload -- if their wrk

load is such that they cannot'meer the requireensts of their 

function, then we'll have to seek remedies and we'1I. face 

that when the time comes.  

BY MS. CHASIS: 

Do we have an answer? Mr. Jannarone, d> you 

want to say anything further? 

I. (Witness Jannarone) I subscribe generally to 

what Mr. Newman saik. We're Ln the poiticn here o trying 

to guess what the other people who are i.nvolv-d in this are 

going to require and the time that's going to bt required to 

do it. We don't have any control over it.  

I have a question with respect tO -th Jauary 

1977 date and the reason that everything is really b-cing held 

up until that time. I can address that to the second panel, 

if that would be more appropriate.  

MR. TR9ST B:" I think, Me. Chasis; that In te-ms 

of the schedule for why did we pick January '77 and. ao forth, 

it would be beat to address that to the second pa-el.  

MS. CHASIS: I believe that most of my question

ing will be directed to that second panel.  

As Mr. Shemin indicated, questions related to 

the Multiplant Report, which constitutes the supplement t& 

the Environmental Report, will be the subject of questioning
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of tse second panel.  

MR. TROSTEN: We are agreeable to that, Mr.  

Ciairman., There are a number of documents and reports that 

underlie the testimony, and it's perfectly appropriate, we 

feel, that the testimony be held for that.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I think for the sake of dupli

ce.tion we'll do that.  

Have you completed, Hudson River? 

MS. CHASIS: Yes.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: How about the Energy Office? 

MR. KING: I have no questions af this panel. We 

will have of the second panel.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Village of Buchanan? 

MAYOR D'ALVIA: No questions; 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Regulatory Staff? 

MR. LEWIS: No questions.  

EXAMINATION BY THE BOARD 

BY MR. BRIGGS: 

• . I think I would like to address a question or 

two to MR. Newman.  

As I understand it, your schedules and proposals 

have all been directed toward having the report of the 

study presented to the Commission in January of 1977, is 

that correct? 

• (Witness Newman) That is correct.

X
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And you have expected that the evaluation of that 

report and the proceedings that would follow that, or you 

had hoped that that could be completed .by the end of 1977.  

Is that generally right? 

That was our initial expectation. .  

ALL So that leaves you with having all the necessary 

requirements to go ahead with construction of the cooling 

tower on December of 1977? Does that fit into your schedule? 

L Well, it's my understanding on the advice of 

counsel that we probably do not have all of our necessary j 
permits at this time.  

U Excuse me. I'm taking this hypo-etical case 

that you put your study in in January of '77.  

MR. TROSTEN: Yes, we have a schedule that 

addresses that.  

WITNESS NEWMAN: The--schedule in the report is 

tied to the January '177 date as having all approvals and t6 

mobilize and go forward.  

BY MR. BRIGGS: 

And the decision made, then, if there is to be 

a cooling tower, that decision would be made in December.  

of 1977? 

R. TROSTEN : Mr. Briggst' if we might consult 

for just a moment with our schedule, it would help us, I 

think, in answering the question.

is
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(Pause.) 

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Briggs, may I ask for a clari

fication? 

The regulatory approvals that you refer to, sir, 

are you referring to the regulatory approvals for the closed

cycle cooling system or the regulatory review of the January 

1977 report? That's what I'm having some difficulty with.  

MR. BRIGGS: The regulatory review of the 1977 

report and the decision that results from that.  

MR. TROSTEN: That is shown in our schedule.  

WITNESS TROSTES: That decision is required in 

our schedule by 5/1/78.  

BY MR. BRIGGS: 

Q. Well, the schedule that you're talki.g about 

is Schedule 1-2, the proposed schedule to your ents.is ion, 

is it not? 

A. (Witness Newman) Yes, sir, it is.  

Q. As I look at that schedule, itis very sirM.iiar 

to the one on the page before that in that we come to the 

evaluation of this for site preparation and award of the 

contract, or whatever it is, Item 1642 occurs cn 3/1/78.  

Isn't that roughly a starting date? 

L That's the starting date for the evaluation.  

This is an ACPM form, so that the activity starts in 1642 

and finishes at 1647, which is a 5/1/78 node, and then you

(0 

p 
I.
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bit 15 mobilize. And at that point, 5/1/78, you start excavation, 

and preparation of the site at 6/i.785 o- the asszptior of 

an Unfavorable .consideration of the January *77 repcrLt.  

• i 3 
: . That's righ. So ar> I look at t i r,-chadule it's 

4 

similar to the schedule on-Figure a -1, beginning rGughly at 

- 5/i O 6/1/76, except the numbers have al! been transposed 
6 

by two years.  
7 

A That is correct.  

• Over the past several years I'vve gotten the 
9 

impression that the schedule, beginning witl, the preparation 

10 
of the site, 6/l/78, or 6/1/77, or 6/1/76, hater dar it 

-turned out to bei is cast in concrete, that vc.: could -et it 

at 6/1 in any year and the s hedule would go on from that 

13 
AL point and would end c 12/1 three years later. Is that 

14 
essentially correct? 

A. That is essentially correct, yes,sir.  

Q. Then somehow my impression got changed wheii I 

came across the statement that, if there were g-anted a 

19 2-year extension in time from May 1979 to May 1981, that 19 

somehow C= Ed would accelerate the schedule and would have 

20 
the shut//,own during the winter months and would have. the 

plai rt - back in operation again'by about May , 19 i.  

22 . P 
How does this core about? .  

23.  
A. our problem has alwaYS beer. that the initial 

24j 
2, schedule took us to. a uwmer shutdowf, an ehv eiwd 

.... .. ------ -
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what extraordinary measures might be warranted if a winter 

shutdown were more advantageous to our customers. And, while 

it's not an optimum schedule and it does require the expendi

ture of some more construction monies, we would consider that 

as a possibility if necessary.  

9 Would that not also be a possibility if the 

time were extended, not to 1981 but to just 1980? 

L Well, no, that would take a full year out of 

the schedule. We could still, of course, by extraordinary 

measures go from a summer to a winter shutdown, if that's 

your question, yes.  

The same considerations, of course, would obtain.  

All right.  

If it's possible to, by spending additional money, 

to avoid i December shutdown, why is it that in your cost

benefit analysis you don't take that -- I'll call it a bene

fit here -- by accelerating the schedule? Let' s say you'd 

start next year, and three years later.  

. (Witness Szeligowski) I'm not sure the benefit 

you speak of, Mr. Brigga, is clear.  

Q. You show a difference of some $200 million be

tween having a winter shutdown and having a summer shutdown.  

And in one case, the case of the NRC imposed schedule, you 

show -- I don't recall what page it's on, but $200- to $300 

million for, as I wnderstand it, replacement of power during
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the summer months..  

Now, if you were to accelerate that schedule 

so that you shut down in the wintertime, it wouldn' t be 

nec*essey to spend that $200- or $300 million, wQuld it? 

I. In the case of the winter outage, that expendi

ture is not shown. It's only shown in the sFumer outage.* 

I realize that. It was shown on the basis of 

the 1981 shutdown date. Why couldn't it also be shown for 

the 1980 shutdown date? 

AE I believe it was shown only for the May '79 

shutdown date. I don't think a May '8. date appaared here.  

And May '80 did not. It was showm for the '79 

shutdown, but why could that not have been included at the 

time that you wrote this report for the Play "79 shutdown 

date? 

. Well, the analysis utilized that schedule, which 

was. a complying schedule.  

How much would it cost -- ho much would it have 

boat to accelerate that schedule? 

L. I don't know.  

-. (Witness Newman) We have not estimated that 

number* We have just looked at the mechanics of doing it.  

Obviously, it's not $200 million, and therefore, as the:.  

schedule goes forward, if we find ourselves in the position 

that that is possible, we would then evaluate the desirability
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Q. But at the time this report was written you 

could have accelerated either schedule, could you not? 

A. Yes, that's quite true. But bear in mind that 

this request was for two years, primarily to allow time for 

examination of the data to determine if we need a cooling 

tower at all.' Therefore, the two years is independent of 

tliat consideration.
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Yes. MY only concern here is the diffekence of, 

more than $200 million-'that you show: as a benef it in ekte~iding 

the schedule .two years. And that benefit is related to having 

the winter shut-down in one" schedule, and the summer shut -dowa! 

the other'schedule? 

I. (Witness Szeligowski). You hav~e to also recall that 

the winter outage, which was shown here, is not on the complia, 

schedule; besides approaching it from the standpoint of acce

lerating the schedule, we also approached it from the viewpoint 

of flexibility in the initial time period taken. And. think 

that was a factor that. -was shown in the schedule.  

For instance, the capital costs for the power systez.  

itself did not reflect an acceleration of any of the events., 

They reflected a translation of compliance sch.dules into the 

future by the.".appropriate amount.  

Well, this is another point. In the case of the 197 

termina tion dateyou show that several hundred million dollars, 

or more than $200 million, difference. But, you don't reflect 

the additional cost for acceleration in your 1981 termination 

date schedule* 

L We don't have an '81 termination date schedule here.  

0 Yes, I think 

L As -far as evaluating costs, excuse me. I think:the 

schedule does show 81, but the costs were evaluated 0 a'basis 

of two termination datesi May 079, and I believe it was Octobel

(
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remember'.  

A. It's in Chapter 4.  

0 -Chapter 4? Okay.  

(Pause.) 

L There is a table 4-4 that has the 1nay 179 and Decem

ber '79 periods.

236 

'80.  

But if the-schedule were ac,.lrt.te t1:! .... t.::".  

nation .date were \,ccelerated, -then th.. d,- f ad.tiona1 

cOStS to that acceleration. Is that riah.
pI Yes. If ther-e were construc1ion azztivities that 

required acceleration, that should be Lo:, .  

So, you've not put that acceierction c~st in, but 

you have taken credit for tha fact that ycW wo-1- -ot, in your 

economic analysis -- you have taere credit fc" -Za' t tio 

that you will make the winter shut-dowm rather2,n t sr ..  

shut-down.  

To the extent that the sh~td on th- sz-. sch-

dule is a winter shut-down, the analysis usad d-. .

for that period, and included -he factor- yoa talingr c..  

And let's see if we can, get i-z zi 

record.

(Pause.) 

Does anyone recall what table th-z in? " .'o-nim
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.y-DR. DAIBER" ," - ...  

What page is that on? 

A. It Comes after page 4-12.  

BY MR. BRIGGS: 

0. Z see th difference here. The difference is in 

item G, the cost of capital for replacement capacity for plant 

down-time to out in cooling towers. Table 4-4 shows the numbez 

$248,581,000, and that's for 

L Are we reading the same table? Excuse me. Item G 

exc se me, yes, 

Q. And that's for out-in between May 1, lg79 and Decem 

ber 1, 1979? 

A. Yes.  

.Table .4-5, showing cut-in between October 1, '80, as: 

..ay 1, t81,. shows zero for that. Now, if for some reason you 

are .not able to achieve a winter shut-down, because that means 

shortening the schedule, then one would have to put a number 

like .248 million in line with item G from table 4-5. Is that 

right?

.  

A.  

L.  

L.

Analogous to but not Identical to.  

Probably larger? 

I'd have to- think about that, Zr.Briggs.  

Well, maybe not very- azb larger,but roughly? 

Thates. the order of magnitude, yes.  

(Pause.)
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CHAIrmAN JENSCH: Are there any more questions of 

these witnesses? 

(No response.) 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I hear no such request, so you arc 

temporarily excused. What is the nexct order of witnesses? 

MR.TROSTEN: Yes, we will be proceeding with our 

next panel now-Mr. Chairman.  

May I ask you a question? If Nesrs. Jannarone, 

Newman, and Szeligowski may be excused from the hearing room 

now -- as you say, subject to possible later recall 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, are we likely to have any 

questions of these witnesses whose names have just been listed, 

so that they may be temporarily excused from the hearing room? 

(No response.) 

CHAZRMAN JENSCH: I hear no such request. The 

-three named witnesses may be excused temporarily from the hear

In room* 

(WiMtesses named tep.rarily 

excused.) 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: If there are questions that are 

intended or desired to be propounded for these witnesses, we 

can hopefully arrange a mutually convenient schedule for their 
returil. •II
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I MR. FIDELL: Mr. Chairman, we have Dr.: Lawler and 

2 Dr. McFadden, 

3 CHIRMAN JENSCH: Would those gentlemen com for

4 wvrd, please? Will they please. stand, and raise their right 

6 (Witneses sorn.) 

MR. FIDELL: Mr. Chairman, I have here an exhibit o, 

8 jj six typewritten pages that simply says, Lawler, John P. ,at the 

9 tcp. And I have provided a copy to the Court Reporter,to each 

10 member of the Board, and to all counsel.* 

1 !; hereupon, 

12 JOHN P. LAWLER 

1311 and, 

JAMES T. MC PADDEN 

Vwe callel as witnesses an behalf of the Licensee, and having 15 
16 been ffrst duly siorn, were examined and testified as follows: 

DIRECT XAIATIOK 17d 

18 BY MR. PZDELL: 

19 0 Dr. Lawler, I show yom the document Isve just des

Sribed, and ask you if Its aontents are. true and correct.  

2. (Wltness Lawler). Yes, they. are.  21 

22 ' f Thank you*. vex? Anch.. •-. .e.  
22 

I have similarly distz.r ionta a docunt entitled# 

Professional Resme of Dr. Jams .T. NoaddenF and I show a copy 24 

of this dooment to Dr.MWadde. And ask you, Dr. Mc'adden, 
25

II
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if the contents are true and correct.  

A. (Witness McFadden). Yes.  

i3 MR. FIDELL: Mr. Chairman, at this point, request 

4 that these two curricula vitae be made part of the record..  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is there any objection by the 

6. regulatory staff? 

7 MR. LEWIS: No.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: !lew York State Atomic Energy Of fV #e 

9 MR. KnG: No.  

10 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: State Attorney General? 

11 MR. SEEMN: No.  

12 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Hudson River Fisherman? 

13 MS, CHASIS: so.  

( 14 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Village of Buchanan? 

15 MR, D'ALVIAt No.  

10 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Hearing no objection, the request 

17 of Licensee's counsel is granted, and the statements of profes

10 sional qualifications of McFadden and Lawler may be physically 

10 incorporated int the txanscript as if orally prosented, and 

20 sha1 constitute evidence on behalf of the Licensee.  

S21 :MR. FIDELs Thank you -very much. --.  

*2 (Documents follow.) 

iX.3 
24 

25.0
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Education:

Registration

Membership

Honors

Bachelor of Civil Engineering 
Manhattan College, 1955

Master of Civil Engineering 
New York University, 1958 

Doctor of Philosophy in Sanitary Engineering 
University of Wisconsin, 1960 

Registered Professional Engineer in the states 
of Connecticut, Michigan, New Jersey, New York 
Virginia, and Mississippi 

Registered Land Surveyor in the states of 
New Jersey and New York 

Registered Sewage Treatment Plant Operator 
in the States of New Jersey and New York 

American Society of Civil Engineers 
Water Pollution Control Federation 
American Academy of Environmental Engineers 
The Scientific Research Society of North America 

Board of Trustees of St. Thomas Aquinas College 
Sparkill, N.Y.

Chi-Epsilon - Civil Engineering 
Sigma Xi- Research

Experience

1965 - Present 

1963 - 1965 

1960 - 1965

Lawler, Matusky and Skelly Engineers 
Partner 

Manhattan College; Graduate School of Sanitary 
Engineering 
Visiting Professor of Civil Engineering 

Research and instruction in applied mathematics 

and stream and estuarine analysis 

Rutgerts University 
Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering 

Process and engineering consultant for waste 

disposal and treatment projects in petrochemical, 

food processing, metal finishing, textile and 

pulp and paper industries. Process consultant 
for evaluati-.n and design of aeration systems.
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Papers and Publications 

1) "The Kinetics of the Removal of Glucose by Activated Sludge," Fifteenth 

Industrial Waste Conference, Purdue University,. Lafayette, Ind.  

(1960) 

2) "The Activated Sludge Process," Central States Sewage and Industrial 

Wastes Association Meeting, Madison, Wisconsin (1960) 

3) "Kinetics and Mechanisms in the Removal of Glucose by activated Sludge," 

Thesis written in partial fulfillment of the requirements for Ph.D.  

degree. University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin (1960) 

4) "Results from Analytical Studies of Droplet Formation," Proceedings, 

American Petroleum Institute Research Conference on Distillate Fuel 

Combustion, Chicago, Illinois (1962) [with R.L. Peskinl 

5) "Theoretical Studies of Mechanisms in Atomization of Liquids," 
'Transactions, ASHRAE (1963) [with R.L. Peskin] 

6) "Evaluation and Development of a Rational Theory for Design of Sewage 

Stabilization Ponds," Final Technical Report, U.S. Army Medical 

Research and Development Command, Washington, D.C. (1963) 

[with M.L. Granstrom] 

7) "Application of Systems Engineering Techniques in Civil Engineering 

Design," Tercentennial Seminars, College of Engineering, Rutgers 

University, New Brunswick, New Jersey (1964) 

8) "Prediction of BOD and Dissolved Oxygen Profiles in an Estuary," 

Fourth Summer Institute in Water Pollution Control, Clemson 

University, Clemson, S.C. (1965) 

9) "Rates of Bacterial Inactivation by Chloride Dioxide and Chlorine 
in 

Water and Waste Water," Bio-Engineering Laboratory, Rutgers 

University, New Brunswick, New Jersey 
(1965) [with M.L. Granstrom, 

M.E. Benardel 

10) "Differential Equations: Steam and Estuarine Analysis 'Manual," 

Tenth Summer Institute in Water Pollution Control Manhattan 

College, N.Y. (1965) 

LI) "Preliminary Process Design and Treatability Studies 
of Fish Processing 

Wastes," Proceedings, 20th Industrial Waste Conference, Purdue 

University, Lafayette, Ind. (with F. Matusky, T. Quirk, 

E. Genetelli)
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Papers and Publications (continued) 

12) "Mathematics of Estuarine Pollution," American Institute of Chemical 
Engineers, Annual Meeting, Houston, Texas (with D.J. O'Connor) 
(1965) 

13) "Mathematical Analysis of Estuarine Pollution: Engineering Aspects.  
of Marine Waste Disposal," Environmental Health Science and 
Engineering Training Course Manual, H.A. Taft Sanitary 
Engin.!ering Center, Cincinnati, Ohio (1965) 

14) "A Modern Approach to Evaluate Yield.Improvement Schemes for Surface 

Water Systems," Connecticut Section, AWWA (12/67) 

15) "Influence of Conservative and Non-Conservative Contaminants on Hud

son R-.ver Water Quality," Seminars in Environmental Health, De
partment of Environmental Sciences & Engineering,, University of 
North Carolina, (5/68) 

16) "Receiving Water Temperature Distributions from Power Plant Thermal 
Discharges: A Lake Model," Proceedings, Fifth Annual Environ
mental Health Research Symposium, Thermal Discharge, 
Sponsored by New York State Department of Health/New York Water 
Pollution Control Association, Albany, New York (5/16/68) 

17) "Receiving Water Temperature Distributions from Power Plant Thermal 
Discharges: An Estuarine Model," Proceedings, 17th Southern 
Water Resources & Pollution Control Conference, Chapel Hill, 
N.C. (4/68) 

18) "Methods of Estimating Thermal Pollution in Receiving Waterways," 
Fall Colloquium on Waste Energy Releases to the Environment 
from.Electric Generating Facilities, Cornell University, Ithaca, 
N.Y. (11/68) 

19) "Receiving Water Temperature Distributions from Power Plant Thermal 
Discharges," American Society of Civil Engineering, Sanitary 
Engineering Division, Second National Symposium on Sanitary 
Engineering Research, Development & Design, Cornell University, 
Ithaca, N.Y. (7/69) 

20) "Cosideratiots in Constructing River & Estuiarine Models," 24th Annual 
Technical Meeting & Exposition, American Institute of Chemical 
Engineers, Houston, Texas (11/69)
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Papers and Publications (continued) 

21) "Thermal State of the Hudson River & Potential Changes," Pro
ceedings, Second Symposium on Hudson River Eco1opy, Sterling 

Forest Conference Center, Tuxedo, N.Y. (10/69) 

22) "Technology & Pollution," Elizabeth Set6n College Environmental 

Teach-in, (4/22/70) 

23) "Evaluation of Estuarine Thermal Discharges Using Mathematical, 

Hydraulic and Ecological odels," Proceedings, fourth Mid

Atlantic Industrial Waste Conference, University of Delaware, 

Newark, Delaware (with K. Abood) (11/70).  

24) "The Role of Fluid Mechanics in Stream Pollution and Control," 

Rutgers University, College of Engineering, Department of Civil 

and Environmental Engineering Seminar (1/8/71) 

25) "Technology Employed in Evaluating the Ability of Potential Gener

ating Sites in New York State to Meet Thermal Discharge Criteria," 

New York State Water Pollution Control Association, Winter Meet

ing, New York City (1/71) 

26) "Evaluation of. Environmental Effects of the Oswego Steam Station 

on Lake Ontario," Proceedings of the Third National Symposium 

on Radio-ecology, Oak Ridge, Tennessee (with M.J. Skelly) (5/71) 

27) "Hydraulic Model Analysis of Theral Discharges," Proceedings of 

the 5th Mid-Atlantic Industrial Waste Conference, Drexel Univer

sity, Philadelphia, Pa., November 17-19, 1971 (with R.T. Keegan 

and K.A. Abood) 

28) "Design of a Submerged Jet Thermal Discharge and Its Effect on Lake 

Ontario," Proceedings of the International Wast.! Conference of 

the Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania, 12nd Annual Meeting 

(with M. Skelly, R. Keegan) (11/71) 

.29) "Matching Treatment Requirements and Water Quality Needs 
in Selected 

River S:stems," ASCE National Water Resourc-es Conference, Atlanta, 

Georgia (1/72) 

30) "Generalized Simulation Models for Massachuset :s Streams," 45th 

Annual (onference of Water Pollution Contrl Federation, Atianta, 

AGeorgia (with H. Yeh, M. Skolly) (i10/72)
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Papers and Pulications (continued) 

31) "Nuclear Plant Siting on Rivers, "Proceedijigs of the Atomic 

Indu. trial Forum, Topical Conference oi Water Quality Con

side: ations, Siting and Operating of Nuclear Power Plants, 

The layflower Hotel, Washington, D.C. (with K. Abood, 

K. Kcnrad) (10/72) 

32) "Hudson liver Striped Bass Life Cycle Model," Proceedings, Second 

Entrainment and Intake Screening Workshop, The Johns Hopkins 

Univrsity, Baltimore, Maryland (February 5-9, 1973), In 

Repoit No. 15 Electric Power Research Institute Publication 

No. .4-049-00-5, December 1974 [with R. Norris, C. Goldwyn, 

K. Abood and T. Englert] 

33) "The Role of Mathematical Modeling in Ecological Studies," Third 

Hudson River Symposium, Assessment and Interpretation of the 

Water Quality in The Hudson Basin, sponsored by the Hudson River 

Environmental Society, Inc., Bear Mountain Inn, New York (with 

K. Abood, R. Norris, G. Goldwin, M. Westerfield) (3/73) 

34) "Utilities; & the Environment," Niagara Mohawk Exe:utive Conference, 

Saratoga Springs, New York (6/73) 

35) "Industrial Wastewater Management," 50th Session of the Executive 

Program in Business Administration, sponsored by Columbia 

University in the City of New York, Graduate School of Business, 

Arden House, Harriman, N.Y. (with F. Matusky. J. Meisler) (6/73) 

36) "Design Considerations in Minimizing the Environmental Impact 
of 

Power Plant Intakes and Outfalls on Natural Bodies of Water," 

Annual and National Environmental Engineering Meeting of the 

American Society o4 Civil Engineers (Metropolitan Section), 

(October 29, 1973) 

37) "Interconnections as a Means of Increasing Water Supply in New 

Jersey," New Jersey Section of American Water Resources Associa

tion Annual Meeting at Rutgers University, (March 20,. 
1974) 

38) "Impact' of Power Plant Cooling Water Systems on the Aquatic Biology 

of Receiving Water Courses," University of Massachusetts/ 

Amherst Civil Engineering Department, Environmental 
Engineer

ing Progrrn Seminar, (November 1974) 

39) "Water Supply Studies Concerning the Adirondack Reservoir System, 

Hudson Ri er Environmental Society Spring Meeting at Saratoga, 

N.Y., (wi:h K. Konrad) (June 12, 1975)
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Papers and Publications (continued) 

40) "Physical Measurements -- Their Significance in the Prediction of 
Entrainment Effects," Third National Workshop on Entrainment 
and Impingement, American Hotel NYC (February 2, 1976).  
[Sponsored by Ecological Analysts, Inc., New York Power Pool 
and Electric Power Research Institute] 

41) "Theimal Pollution: A Question of Priorities," Environmental Research 
End Development Administration sponsored Workshop on Energy and 
the Environment, Manhattan College, NYC (July 26 to 30, 1976)



Pr:ofessional Resume of Dr. James T. McFadden

0EPERIENCE IN FISHERIES 

In 1954 I began 23 years of experiinal, theoretical 
and manageriaL work on the population dynamics of fishes with 
emphasis upon factors which determine abundance and numerical 
variations in populations. My personal research, direction 

of other scientists, and consulting have . dealt in significant 
detail with phytoplankton, zooplankton, benthos, flour beetles, 
a research program including 18 species of African fishes, and 

the following species of NorthAmerican fish:

brook trout 
brown trout 
rainbow trout 
whitefish 
steelhead trout 
coho salmon 
sockeye salmon

bluegill 
smallmouth bass 
sea lamprey 
sculpin 
yellow perch 
walleye 
Atlantic salmon 

U

menhaden 
striped bass 
white perch 
tomcod

A large number of additional species of fish have been dealt 
with in lesser detail. Marly studies dealt with brook trout 

lopulations which were intensively studied under closely 
Wcontrolled experimental conditions for a period of approximately 

ten years. Statistics of extraordinary precis-=:n for wild fish 

populations were obtained and provide extremel- useful insights 

into population processes of fish in general. Zhe populations 

studied were subjected to varying rates of removal and the 

consequences of these removals were studied over extensive 

periods of time.  

This field research was then broadened to other species 

and to the question of variations in different environments and 

their effects on abundance in fish. populations. Field work 

was complemented by a year's theoretical study and work with 

laboratory animal populations at the University of Chicago under 

the direction of the eminent ecologist, Thomas Park.  

In 1967 an intensive demographic analysis of thirteen 

years data on numerical changes and regulation in a fish population 

was completed and published. Another major review and theoretical 

treatment of dynamics and regulation of fish populations which 

spend a portion of their lives in freshwater rivers and migrate 

for the remainder of their life cycle to the oceans was completed 

in 1969. Additional work which included fish population dynamics 

Oand marfagement of fishery resources has covered examination 

of long range trends in sport fishing in North America, with

I I
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Since September 1971 I have been associated with the 
field research on Hudson'River fish populations. In 1971 I was 
first retained by ConsolidatedEdison of New York to examine their' 
research program dealing with Hudson River fish-s and to recommend.  
an expanded effort to be implemented in the fu=are. At :this point 
I began a study of the published work on striped bass sbpawning at 
the Cornwall site, the research carried out under contract by 
the Northeast Biologis:s and Raytheon Corporat. n for Consolidated 
Edison., study of environmental reports producec y Consolidated 
Edison and published by various independent au :ors in the 
Scientific Literature, and existing data on comvercial fishing 
in the Hudson River. I designed a detailed set of specifications 
for expanded stud? of fish populations in the -icinity of 
Indian Point on tae Hudson River and in 1972 be-an active 
advising of Consolidated Edison and their contractor, Texas 
Instruments, on the Indian Point Ecological Study. I continue 
to be actively involved with design of the research, analysis 
of data, development of scientific conclusions, and hearing 
presentation. My. responsibilities include regular onsight 
visits and constant interchange with research personnel and 
Con Edison management. I have been charged with coordinating 
the final report on ecological studies relating to Indian Point 
Unit #2, to be completed in January 1977.

development cf a rationale for management; :comprehensive ecological 
planning for Great'Lakes marine resources; the impact of hydro-...  
electric power generation facilities on fish populations of 
African rivers; and development of freshwater and marine resources 
in:Indonesia and Malaysia.  

;From 1961 to 1964 I was responsible for statistical design 
and ecological interpretation of major fishery studies conducted 
by the Michigan Department of Natural Resources, which then 
operated one of the largest state fishery research programs 
in the country. The projects dealt with the ecology and management 
of warm-water and cold-water species of fish and aquatic invertebrates 
in both lakes and rivers. In 1964, as Chief of the Fish Division 
for the state of Michigan I developed a comprehensive plan for 
complete over haul of the state's fishery program, which was 
subsequently adapted and implemented.

I,
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(a) Dates: September 1974-Present 
Positior.: Professor of Natural Resources 
EMMlove.: School. of Natural Resources,. University of 

Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 
Description of Work: Teach- undergraduate courses in 

development, use, and protection of 
natural resources; teach graduate: 
courses in advanced *fishery 
management; supervise graduate 
students in .thesis research; conduct 
research in fish population ecology, 
fishery management, and environmental 
impact assessment.  

(b) Dates: July 1970-September 1974 
Position: Dean, School-of .Natural Resources 
Employer: School of Natural Resources, University of Michigan, 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 
Description of Work: Executive responsibility for an 

educational and research program 
supported by. some 4 0 'f.c-ult.
serving over 800 students at the 
undergraduate,. masters, and doctoral.  
levels. Long range pianning for 
enrollment growth and curricular 
development; stimula-ion of 
programmatic researcn; professional 
development of facui:-y; liaison with 
central administration of the 
University.. The School of Natural 
Resources is an applied, problem
solving. school dealing with management 
of environmental resources; basic 
and applied research; and broad 
scale planning for optimal utilization 
of natural resources by society.  
Its programs are highly interdisciplinary-
emphasizing integration of natural 
and social sciences in resource problem 
solving.  

(c) Dates: July 1969-July 1970 
Position: Professor and Chairman, Department of Wildlife 

and Fisheries 
Eurlover: School of Natural Resources, University of 

Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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Description of Work: Provide administrative direction for 
department faculty; facilitate " 
curricular innovation and :development 

. .of student and faculty research 
. programs; teach courses in Fishery* 

Management and in Dynamics of 
Exploited Animal Population; supervise 
graduate students in thesis researcht 
conduct researd in fish population ecology.  

- (d) Dates: April 1969-July 1970 
Position: Director, Water Resources & Marine Science Program 
Employer: University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 

. Description of Work: Plan and direct am interdisciplinary 
program of research, teaching., and 
public service initially focused on 
development of the marine resources 
of the Great Lakes, but expanding 
to include all interdisciplinary 
aspects of water -sources and marine 
science. The proczam integrates 
inputs from the b/=logical and 
physical sciences. -ioi.neering0 
economics, public -ealth, law, social 9 sciences, etc., as "Iese relate to 
optimal utilizati- of environmental 
resources for the benefit of man.  

(e) Dates: September 1966-July. 1969 

Position: Associate Professor 

Employer: Department of Wildlife '& Fisheries, School of 

Natural Resources, University of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor, Michigan.  

* Description of Work: Teach courses in Fishery Management 
and in Dynamics of Exploited Animal 

* Population; supervise graduate 
students in thesis research; conduct 
research in fish population ecology.  

(f) Dates: July 1964-September 1966 
Position: Assistant Professor to July 1966; Associate 

Professor July 1966 
Employer: Department -of Zoology and Institute of. Fisheries, 

University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada.  

Description of Work: Teach courses in biometrics and 
population ecolo; supervise graduate.  
students in thesis research; conduct P iresearch in fish population ecology.
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(g) Dates: March 1964-July 1964 -.. '" .  

Position: Chief, Fish Division.
Employer: Michigan Conservation Department, 
Description of Work: Develop comprehensive, 

program for management 
fisheries of Michigan.

(h) Date: August 1961-February 1964 
Position: Biometrician 
:Employer: Institute for Fisheries 'Research, Michigan Conservation 

Department, Ann Arbor, Michigan.  
Description of Work: Assist approximately twenty research 

biologists in problems of experimental 
design, analysis of data, ecological 
and managerial interpretation, etc; 
carry on personal research in. fish 
population dynamics and application 
of statistical methods to fishery 
problems.  

(i) Dates: September 1957-June 1958 
Position: Graduate Assistant 
Employer: Department of Zoology, The Penr :!'i Ste 

University University Park, ?.  

Description of Work: Carry on ecological -search on 
laboratory animal pc~ulations; 
pursue studies in statistics and 
animal ecology.  

(j) Dates: September 1957-June 1958 
Position: Graduate Assistant 
Employer: Department of Zoology, The Pennsylvania State 

University University Park,. Pa.  
Description of Work: Assist students and occasionally 

lecture in laboratory phase of 
general zoology courses.  

(k) Dates: April1955-August 1957 
Position: -Fishery Research Project Leader 
Employer: Wisconsin Conservation Department, Madison, Wisconsin.  

Description of Work: Conduct intensive research on ecology 
and management of brook trout in.a 
permanenc study stream; supervise 
station personnel; prepare administrative 
and research reports; carry on 
related public relations and 
educational work.

Ann Arbor, Michigan.  
long-range 
of the
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"  (1) Dates: August 1954-April 1955 
.Position: Fishery Management Biologist.'..  

( .Emplover: Wisconsin Conservation Department, Madison, Wisconsin.  

.Description of Work: Biological inventories of lakes and 
streams; fish population control 

-(m) Dates:. with toxicants; disease treatment 
in fish cultural ponds; lake and 
stream mapping.; public relations; 
etc.  

(m) Dates: June 1953-June 1954 
Position: Graduate Assistant 
Employer: Department of Botany, The Ohio State University., 

Columbus, Ohio.  
Description of Work: Prepare laboratory teaching facilities 

and demonstrate on exp-eriments for 
general botany courses.  

PUBLICATIONS: 

1954 Phytoplankton photosynthesis in Sanctua.v Lake, 
Pymatuning Reservoir. Ecology 35(I):l-?.  
(with D. F. Jaccson) 

1956 Answer book for brook trout. Wisconsin tonservation 
~Bull. 21 (6) :26-28.  

1957 Characteristics of trout angling at Lav.-ance Creek, 

Wisconsin, Trans. Wisc. Academy Sci., A:-s, and Lett.  

56: 21-29.  

1958 The eastern brook trout: its life history, ecology, 
and management. Publ. 226, Wisc. Cons. Dept., 1i pp.  
(with J. Brasch and S. KIiotek).  

1959 Brook trout: Facts and Figures. Forty-five minute, 

color, sound movie based on ecological, studies (with 

P.P.H. DeBruyn and W.T. Kabisch).  

1959 Relationship of size and age to time of annulus formation 

in brook trout. Trans. Am. Fish. Soc., Vol. 88:176-177.  

.1961 A population study of the brook trout, :Salvelinus 

fontinalis. Wildlife Monographs. No. 7, 73 pp.  

1962 ESex ratio in wild populations of brown trout. Trans.  

Am. Fish. Soc., 91:94-95. (with E. L. Cooper and.  

J. K. Anderson).



1962 

1962.  

1963 

1963

An ecological comparison. of six.populations of brown..

trout (Salmo trutta). Trans. Am. Fish. Soc. 91:53-62.  
(with E.L. Cooper).  

-Effects of angling regulations on a wild brown trout 

fishery. Wisc..Cons. Dept., Tech. Bull. No. 26, 58 p .  

(with. R. L. Hunt and 0 M. Bynildson). .  

Wildlife conservation: fresh-water fish section, 

* p."605, Encyclopaedia Britannica.  

An example of inaccuracies inherent in interpretation.  

of ecological field data.. American Naturalist 97.

1964 A Survey of some opinions of Michigan sport fishermen..  
.. • Trans. Am. Fish. Soc. 93:183-193.  

1964 Population dynamics of brown trout in different environments.  
Physiol. Zocl. 37:355-363. (with E. L. Cooper).  

1964 A management program for Michigan's fisheries. Mich. Cons.  

Dept. 71 pp. (with M. DeBoer, J. Wilki-son, W. Tody and 
R. Wicklund).  

1965 Some effects of environment on egg producetion in brown 

trout, Salmc trutta. Lim. & Oc., ;0:8 - 5. (with.  
E.L. Cooper and J. K. Andersen).  

1966 Graduate edt.cation and resource manpower. Transactions 

of B.C. Nat.- Res. Conf., 16:35-38.  

1966 Locomotion, animal. Encyclopaedia Britannica.  

1967 Review of Estuaries, by G. H. Lauff (Ed.), 1967.  

Science: 157 (3789): 672-673, 

1967 Numerical changes and population regulation in brook 

trout (Salvelinus frontinalis. J. Fish. Res. Bd.  

Canada 24:1425-1459. (with G.R. Alexander and 

D.S. Shetter).  

1967 Moderators comments: Panel on Great Lakes Fishery 

Potential. Mich. Nat. Resources Coun. Ann. Conf.  

12:14-15, 19-21.



1969 Dynamics and Regulation of Salmonid Poulations 
in 

Streams. In: H.R. MacMillan Lectures 
in Fisheries.  

Symposium on Salmon and Trout in Streams. 
The 

University of British Columbia. 313-329.  

1969 Trends in freshwater sport fisheries 
of North America.  

Trans. Am. Fish. Soc. 98:136-150..  

1971 Ecological and Systematic Planning for the Great Lakes.  

journal of Water Pollution Control Federation..  

Vol. 43, No. 12, Dec. 1971. 2402-2413.  

1972 A Systems Study of the Great Lakes. 
In: RECYCLE THI' 

BOOK - Ecology, society and Man. Wadsworth Publishing 

Co., Inc. 183-195. (with John Armstrong'.  

1976 The Biological Significance 
of Environmental Impacts.  

Editor with R.K. Sharma and 
J.D. Buffil

-- fln  proceedings of 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Workshop. USNRC Office 

of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. 
327 pp.  

1976 Environmental Impact Assessment 
for Fi--. Populations.  

pp. 89-137 In: The Biological Signi 
f .ce-of 

Environmental Impacts. 
Sharma, R.K., .5ffington, 

J.D., 

and McFadden, J.T. (Editors). Proceedin,:.S o' Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission Workshop. 
USNRC office of 

Nuclear Reactor Regulation. 
327 pp.  

1976 Th-e Trout and the Trophy 
Fly Fisherman M'.,agazine 

8tl): 19-23.
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241 

MR. FIDELL: Mr. Chairman, I now have before me a 

number of copies of the testimony of Dr. Campbell, Dr. Lawler,l 

Dr. Marcellus, Dr. May, and Dr. McFadden, which was previouslyI 

distributed to the Board and all parties. Does the Board need 

additional copies of this? 

CHAIRMAN JEnSCH: I don't think so.  

MR. FIDELL: I've given a copy to the Reporter, and 

I ask, sir, that this marked as Licensee's OT-2 for identifi

cation.  

Let me make the record clear on this. Although this 

is a single document, it happens to be in two segments. The 

first is labeled as I indicated before. The second is labeled, 

Appendix A, Compuational Procedures for f-Factors, And An 

Example Model Run of the Hudson River Striped Bass Life CYcle 

Modal, October 19741 Quirk, Lawler and Matusky, Engineers.  

CHAIRMAN .ENSCE: Do you have enough copies to give 

to the Reporter? 

iM, VIDZPA Yw, .ir* 

L M 31 SA: The reasn I say that is that. in 

may instanoes people who reviev a record aren't able to turn 

directly to the ebXhbits. But if they have the transcripts, 

they.om. I think Itt' better to have. If you will, furnish 

30 oopies.  

MR FVDny= Yes. in that event, shall we not make 

this an exibit, but simply bnd it in?
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CHAI4N JENSCH: Yes, 

BY MR. FIDELL: 

I address the following question to the panel of 

witnoses 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Who now consist of.-- would you 

list them again, pliase, so that it will relate to this 

testimony? 

MR. PZDEBL: Yes, sir.  

BY MR. FIDELL: 

QL I add ess this question to Dr.Campbell, Dr. Lawler, 

Dr. Marcellus, Dr. Kay, and Dr.McFadden, with respect to the 

document that has previously been distributed. Is this your 

testimony in this case? 

I. (Chorus of ayes.) 

Are there any additions or corrections that should 

be made at this tim ? 

A. (Witness Campbell). Yes, sir.  

9Dr. Campbell? 

o, n page 13, ines 13 and. 14, delete .:and analysis 

of oovariame." 

96 Very Wil.  

CHAIRMAN JxCI: Is that all? 

VITNES CU SEM t Maeo. I have several other minor
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BY MR. FIDELLs 

Thank you very much. Do any other me-mbers of the 

to make any corrections? 

(Witness Marcellus). Yes. I have sore-.  

(npause.) 

On page 29, delete the reference numbered as number

243 

WITNESS CAMPBELL: Page 20, line 10, on the line 

that reads, "A equals total mortality rate,' the subscript of 

the letter m should be capital T,rather than lower-case t "as 

.,presented.  

On page 21, line 5, the equation "R equals alplta Pa 

to the minus beta p,1 that should be a capital P, and it is noj 

a subscript. It is to be multiplied by the parameter beta.  

Page 49, on line 11, towards the end of the santence, 

the words *live in" should have read *leave the." 

DR..DAIBER: That does not make. a whole lot of sense.  

Leave be? 

WITNESS CAMPBELL: "Leave the,2 t-h-e. uThose fish 

which leave the nursery areas.' 

Page 57, line 11 delete the word, "seru," and 

insert the word 'liver. The same page, line 11, yn T The .v 

are no known...", delete the word "known" and insert "major.' 

Those are all the corrections and additions which I 

have.

.g0 

panel Wfish 

A.
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CZAX MAN JENSCHE Delete the entire reference? 

2 WITNESS MA1MELS: Yes.  

3 Number. 4 n that same page, in the first line, it 

41 should be 1975. On the second line, it should read 1974.  

5 " Page-47, four lines up from the bottom, and in. the 

6 parenthatical, changes "equals' to-'less than" 0,05. That 

should be 'P equals 0.05' changed to 'P is less than 0.05.1 

8 Page 58, under Section C, Study Results, the second 

9 l ±ne; delete the words "from two years of study,w and capitalise 

0 "10 of the wd*"it.' 

DR. DAIBERs Pardon me. Wherels this? 

WITNESS MARCELW8: On page 58, under Section C, 12 

13 Study R.1sults, in the second liner delete the words 'frm t.wo 13 

14 years of study, capitalize the vord 'I" of 'it', and insert 
I4 

after *concluded* the following words: "from subsequent refine
15 

C IRMAH JENSCH: Subsequent refinements? 
17 

WITNESS NARCELWSs Yes.  

CHAIUM J=SCH%'Wh atSC3 a does that mean? 
19 

WITNESS MARCELWS: Refinements of analyses of data.  20 
2 CHAIRMAN JUNSCHt How do you refine it? 

21 

MR. SHMWx That's refinement of the studies, the 
22 

way it reads: nov.  
13 

CHXUIRM JENSC~I U6at. do you mean by refining it? 
24 

Do you use different figures, x lot of different. figes, or 
25
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what? 

WITNESS CAMPBELLt It's a bias-correction pr.Q; -'.ure, 

sir; a statistical procedure to renve bias from the estimate.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCE: I see. And those are reflected 

in this testimony that you're adding here? 

WINRSS CMAPBELL: Yes, sir.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:. All right.  

WITNESS MARCELLUS: Page 59. in the first ull para

.graph, delete the words as follows: "In the special report.* 

BY MR. TROSTEN

Which line, Dr. Marcellus? 

A (Witness Marcellus). Thefi.rt line of the first 

full paragraph.  

CHAIRMAN 3ENSCH: Where are the data from that show 

that? 

WITNESS MARCELLbS: We're talking abou', th:i Texas 

Instruments report. It follows 

CHAIRMAN JPNSdX2 You want to correci it to, "The 

data in the Texas Instruments report shows that..."? Or didn't 

you want to -testify to the source 6f the dataz? 

MR. TROSTEN: We're referring here, Mr.Chairmau, to 

the report that will be presented in January. That is the 

intent of this sentence as it reads.  

CM.RMAN JENSCH: Oh* 

MR. TROSTELI; That is the Intent of this sentence.
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If there questions about this,, Dr. May and Dr. Campbell can 

respond to them.  

CHAIRNM JENSCH: Well, the problem, 1I have 19# the 

report has used this already for this proceeding, Did we have 

any problem about foundation or -

MR. TROSTEN: Well, Mr. Chairman, we are prepared 

in this proceeding to discuss.  

CHRKM JENSC: The Texas Instrumant report?.  

MR. TROSTEN: We're prepared to discuss the data th 

we have collected. Dr. May and DrCampbell are here to discuss 

that. We haven't presented the databut they will be presented 

Jr- the January report.  

CHAIM JENSCH: Upon the aasumptio n that it 'wil 

be tied in, you're talking about? 

MR. TROSTEN:. Yes.  

dH&IRN;& JENSCH: All right. Proceed.  

WITNESS MARCELLUS: Page 82, line 8, change :the 

ygar.ur1877" to the odt "finaL.  

CHAIRMN JUSC: It means the sne th.zW,does 

it that the Texas Ing-st -m report wilX be comilig -,eut? 

WITNESS MhFCRLS, No, the a en error ii.ithis 

, and that hould have been the word *final," erring 

to a specific report.  

CMUI• M 331CR: Mdol was entitled, final? 

WITNESS )IARCBLWSt Yes, sir. it was entitled,
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SCHAXRMAN JENSCH: All right. Thank you.  

3. (Pause.) 

4 - e ' WITNESS MARCELLUS: Page 85 in the refeence sectio: 

" in reference -to the deletion on page 29, reference number 6, 

6 deleted from the list of references. And it's "'the fifth 

7 reference down on the page.  

8 CHAIRMAN JENSCE: Why was t.4at deleted? 

WITNESS MARCELLUS: That report has not been cc

pleted at, this time.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is it couplete now? 

WITNESS MARCELLUS: That particular study was not 

3 completed.  

S14 CIRMAN JENSC: Is not, is that what you're ta in 

about? Or was not? I didn'"t understand.  

WITNESS MARCELLUS: The study was not completed.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: -When you'. prepared this, right? 17 

WITNESS MARCELLUS: Right.  As 
CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Does that mean you've -- mpleted 

it now?.  
it-ow? WITNESS MARCELLUS- 110, it does nkot.  

20 

CZAIRMAN JENSCH: When will it be completed? 

WITNESS HARCELWS: That is a report being copleted Q 23 
for another utility, and I do; not know the completion date of 

24 
that.  ( 23,
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CHAIRMAN JENSCE. Mr.. Laler, could you happen to 
give us any

WITNESS LAWLER: I'd have to check the 'time. It's 
, .3 

aliiost dona.  
l4 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: What I thought was, you folks hay" 
3 1 

worked on something that perhaps is interrelated. Should that 

J1 be a part of our consideration? What do you think. Mr Lawler' 7q 
I WITNESS LAWLER: Should it be a part of the 

considerat ions? 
9 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Yes. Is there soue interrelatio..  
10 

- ship? 

12WITNESS LAWLER: In this report? Theres nothing 

I in this particular report that's being deleted here, that I 
13~ 

( 14 know of, that's used in this testimony.  

15 CHAIRMAN 3ENSCH: I appreciate that. But is there 

16 Inevertheless gone interrelationship that might be helpful* on 

17 the basis of any studies that are going on, thit would be help

ful to the consideration about the Hudson River? I take it 
i8 

this is n the other sideof the Hudson, and water is still in 
19 

Sthe same general flow, up and doan, sluicing back and forth.  
20 1 

You don't have any inconsistent conclusions in this report fro 
21 

what this one is? 
22 

WITNESS LAWLE: None whatsoever.  
23 

MR. TROSTEN: I think, Mr. Chairman, the point here 
24 

is really very sibple. and that L, we're .listing only thos 
,25
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i reports that are-finished. Dr. Lawler can Certainly answer 

2 your question, as to whether there's anything different or 

.3 peculiar or strange about this report relative to what wet've 

4 already said. I guess he' s already anzswe.red.  

5 CEAIRMAN JENSCH: I appreciate your conclusion.  

o We'd like to see the figures. So if you have something els

that's related, perhaps maybe you could bri.ng it along when 

8 -you get around to the January '77 report, too. Could you do 

that? 

WETNESS LAWLER: Sure.  to 

CHAIMAN JENSCH: All right.  

We had Senator Gordon in here this morning, and he 

13 doesn't like the cooling towers on the east side of the river.  

(. I take it he has no objection about the west: side. 1 guns thp, 

water's available on both sides; it's all right.  
15 

Proceed. Do you have another .correction? 16 

WITNESS MARCELLUS: No other corcti~ns.  

CHAIM W .JESCH. Any other corrections? 

BY MR. FTDELL: 

19 

Q6 Dr. Lawle? 

A (Witniess Lawler). Turn back to page 31. Zi-1! 
21 

have to count. down from the top. Bear with me, please.  

(Pause.) 
Q 23 

The first full paragraph, the fourth line down in 

* 24 

between the eiprssion, -entraient mortality, insert the wort 
( 25
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! initial. " 

MR. BRIGGS: What was that word again? 

3 WITNESS LAWLIR: "Initial." The expression then 

4 reads, 01974-1975 data on eggs show the entrainment mortality 

5 .a-tO....ae, and I'm saying, make that ... *the entrainment ii

6 tial mortality factor is approximately 0.5.0 

7 CHAIRMAN JZNSCH: I wonder-if you'd help me under

8 stand that. Entrainment initial over what period of the Wi

9 tial character? 

10 WITNESS LAWLER: Mr. Jensch, in this section on the 

cropping factor, there are two expresssions used for mortality.  

12 One is the initial mortality, that relates to the mortality thal 

13 you observa immediately upon taking a sample. And the second 

is the latent mortality, which is the result you observe after 14 

15 some days of allowing the sample to stand. And what I'm sayin 

16 here is that .we're referring here to the initial mortality fac 

' tor., Those are the factors that are given in table Z-1.  
17 

18w, to acuplete the explanation, since I'm on the 18 

19 topic, there is another correction that is relevant to this 

20 particular cocrection, an paye 32. And this is five lines down 

The sentence begins saying, "Statistical analysis, contlngency 
21 

:table analysis, shown no significant difference in the *latent 

mortality between Intake and discharge at all three plants.* 

And after the word. 0ifferencem, on the sirth line, the expres

slic. swifth the ec ton of eggs at Indian Point'ahould be 25
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inserted.  

SNo,what I'm referring to there-

E ExCHAIRIcn ,.TSC3 Euse me just a minute.  

4" MR._ SH EIN: Six lines, down.. inthe second paragrap? 

5 WITZESS IMLER: That' s correct.  

6 CHAIFMN JENSCH; Add "with the exception of eggs 

7 at Indian Pointr 

8 WITN33SS LALER: That's correct,.  

.9 And to complete the explanation, what were saying 

10 is that the hatching studies on the eggs, that report-any egg 

discharge at any point, which lasted over - well, until they 

. hatch, which is somewhere between one and three days --. showed 

S 13 some differences between the intake and the discharge mnrtalit, 

14 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Thank you very much.  

WITNESS LAWLER: In facteit would result in an overt I 

1 mortality factor of .6 rather than .5:.  

17 CHMA JENSCH: Thank you.  17 

WITNESS IAWLER: Now, at the bottom of page 31, in 

the -last line, the value "0"5 at Indian Point" should read, 

"0.4"at Indian Point." 

(Pause.) 

And turning now tothe table on page 33, in the clm 

headed "Yolk-Sac Larvae," in the row headed IMU, 1974,0 the 
Q 231 

values which currently read '.es, andg(l.,IY, should be changed 

to read, 0.790 and "(0.67).0 And inediately to the right of.  

.. . . .2. . . . .. ... .. ......._5. - . .. ........ "



:hat, the value that reads* '.51", with the footnote Nb" 

Lt, 0 orres=nding to post yolk-Sac larvae at WM in 1974, 

read 0,38."
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MS. CHASIS: DoeS.that ahange the footno~ teD

The uncorratde value is 0.73? 

WI.ESS LALER: Nor it 'does not change footnote"b 

but I'm glad you brought that out. The number immediately 

below the new value of . 38, which nov reads (.71), should read 

(.73). That' s simply pointing out that the uncorrected values 

for those two methodologies were the same.  

That's all the corrections I have at this time.  

BY MR. FZDELLs 

g Any other corrections from the panel? 

MR. BRIGGS: Excuse me.  

This isn't a very profound correction, 
but the pages.  

in my copy, pages 25 and 26, axe reversed and misnumbered.  

MR. FIDELL: Yes, sir.  

MR. BRIGGSS Is that true of the other copies? 

MR. DLLs Sir,, we had tw press rmns of this, and 

the initial press run -page 25 was inadvertently labeled 26, 

and vice versa.  

1R. TROSTM' e" will correct this.  

R4R. MIGGS# All right.  

BY X. ,IDBLLs 

aeat2A.with the additions and corrections that

I

4-
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MR., LEWS: No, 

CWLA;M N hCH: New York State Atom~ic 3.merqy Of f i., 

MR. KING: t1No.  

CIRMAN JFZTSC~g Hudean*River Fishenme-n? 

MS. CHEASIS: Mr. Chairman, we'wC Like an ideatifiamtiji 

of 'which witness prepared which portion, of thai :. report~v, so %.*e'f 

can have that beftwe us.  

MR. TROSTE1~: Yes, Mr. Cha irman; Ityas prcepar _ to 

gi-this now an the understanding that thiswsag1u fp 

Nevertheless, there awe cert.ain indiviadals who, w-. r . A4rily 

responsible, and auth~ored certain sections.  

Getting beyond the introductio&n whic was 2awruely 

ant .hored by the lawyers, the estimate of plant impact~d on~ stipe I 

bas's population, Section I; Subsection. A, Data Biass., the: primar, 

vitnes. is' Dr., Marcellus. Subsection B, Con Edison Research.  

*434raml quesfdons ca. this subject should be directed tot one C 

th~eperson;,peig up=n the 4qsAti: Dr. H!arcelusDr

253 

have been mad, is this testimony true and correct to the best 

of your ktnowledge? And is it ymr testimony? 

L. (Chorus of'? sit ii;.') 

MR. FIDELL: Mr. Chairman, Con Edison moves that 

this be admitted into evidenc as if read, and physicallybon 

in the record.  

CHAIRMAN. JB1NSCH x, Is there any objection? Regulatoxy 

staff?

p
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McFadden, and Dr. May.  

C, Ithe equilibrium reduction equation method for 

Impact assessment, Drs. Campbell and May. D., .athmati cal 

models, Dr. Lawier. Z., entrainment mortality of striped bass 

Dr. Lawler -- excuse me. With respect to C., I should have 

also added Dr. McFadden as well.  

F., that is, f-factors other than f . Dr. Lwler.  

G., compensation, Drs. Campbell and MKcadden.  

Section II, contribution of the Hudson River' -to the 

middle Atlantic striped bass fishery - this section was auth ed 

by Dr. May and Dr. -Campbell. Section III, impingement, ques on 

should be directed to Dr. May. Section IV, other fish species, 

questions an this section should be directed to Dr.Carpbel.  

Excuse me a moment.  

(Pause.).  

Mr. Chairman, I'd like to offer a correction. I= thi 

section; Drs. May and Capbell.

CHAIRMAN JENSC: Is that Iv? 

MR. TROST=*i Section IV, that's right.  

Other aquatic biotal questions on this sect! shon.  

be addressed to Dr.marellus. Section V1, mitigation measures; 

section A, rearing and stocking striped bass, Dr. May. Lou 

vats and angled screens and intakes, Dr. Narcellus. ar cur

tains -

(Pause.)
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Any other questions?

from Hudson River Fishermen? 

MS. CHASIS: -No.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Attorney General? 

MR. S NEM3: . No.  

CHAnOW JENSCH: Village of Buchanan? 

M. D'ALVIA: No.  

CIRMAN JENSCH Is it your request that this tes

incorporated in the transcript? Is that correct? 

MR. PZDML: Yea, sir.

CHAIMNW 3KNSCHS Very well. The zequect of Licen-

see's counsel is granted, and the two-part presentatiOn Of evi

dence by this panel of witnesses may be physicaf-y incoporated.  

into the trans= ipt, as ifoorally presented, and will constitute 

evidence on. behalf of the : c'n.ee.  
C, ocum.-. follzows..)..-

I I.

0

CHAIRMN JENSCH.-
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Ism sorry, Mr. Chairman. I was on the subject 

the last one I read, I believe, was louvers and angled sareens 

and /intakes. That should be directed to Dr. Narcellus. Air 

curtains, Subsection C, should be directed to Dr.- .arcellus anz 

Dr. May.. Future mitigation research should be directed to Dr.  

Marcellus;.  

I would also like to acrrect my statement about 

Subsection A, rearing and stocking striped bszs, to suggest tha 

Drs. May and Campbell would take questions on that section.  

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Va lidation
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Introduction 

.1t the prehearing conference held on October 27, 1976, 

the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board requested that Con Edison 

submit, in support of its application to extend the period of 

interim operation at Indian Point 2 until May 1, 1981, a compre

hensive discussion of information that has been developed since 

submitt xi of the Environmental Report on June 6, 1975. Mr. Briggs 

further stated that Uthe Board would like to know how the data 

that have been obtained prior to that report and since the time 

of that report lend support to the position that the Applicant 

took in the Indian Point (2) hearing that operation of the plant 

0 with an open cycle system would not cause undue mortality to 

the fish population in the Hudson River." Tr. 66. Mr. Briggs 

cautioned, however, that "(it) is not a situation where the 

Board intends to decide whether cooling towers are necessary 

or not necessary; but the Board is interested in what has changed 

since the time of the Indian Point 2 hearings, and also how 

any additional data or analysis that will take place from now 

through the next year or two--through the next year, I should 

say--will help to support the Applicant's position that was 

taken in the Indian Point 2 proceeding.." Tr. 66-67, Mr. Briggs 

also ask-id to be advised as to any "additional measures that
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( might be taken during the next year or two, or prior to the time 

that a clo:;ed cycle cooling system would be constructed, to 

, compensate for fish mortality.0 Tr. 67.  

The present testimony is offered in response to these 

inquiries. In essence, this testimony reports on the progress 

made in the period since conclusion of the Indian Point 2 

operating license hearing in 1973, including an update of the 

information provided in the Environmental Report submitted with 

the application for a license amendment in June 1975. In keep

ing with the Board's guidance, we have not attempted here to 

provide the data to support a complete vacation of the license 

condition hat provisionally requires termination of operation 

of the once-through cooling system, but rather have limited 

ourselves to a presentation of the types of research efforts 

that have been undertaken and a preliminary indication of areas 

in which substantial progress has been made. An Environmental 

Report specifically addressed to the ultimate question whether 

closed-cycle cooling is justifiable at Indian Point 2 will be 

submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. At that time 

the merits of the issues may be fully addressed.  

In the following sections of this testimony, updated 

informatior highlighting the work done since the 1973 hearings 

concluded is presented on the following matters: mathematical
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I 
modeling, entrainment and impingement impacts, compensation 

in the striped bass population, contribution of the Hudson 

River striped bass stock to the Atlantic coastal fishery, power 

plant impacts on striped bass, other fish species and other 

aquatic biota, and available mitigation measures (including 

the feasibility of stocking striped bass). A general dis

cussion of the research program is also provided.  

Based on this update of the data and analyses pre

sented at the Indian.Point 2 hearing, Con Edison continues to 

believe that the requested extension will not have a signifi

cant adver,;e impact on Hudson River biota. The Commission 

should not require that steps be taken leading to construction 

of a closed-cycle cooling system until a complete review of 

the 1977 report on the Hudson River research program can be 

effected. Data presented to the Commission and smuarized in 

this testimony are sufficient to put the Commission on notice 

that a substantial question exists as to the correctness of 

the balance provisionally struck with respect to cooling systems 

in the original operating license proceeding. For the reasons 

previously stated, favorable action on the present application 

will preserve the Commission's ability to render a reasoned 

decisio-i on this ultimate issue, and will insure against a 

massive expenditure of -funds for what may be no valid reason.



I, Estimate of Plant Impact on Striped Bass Populations 

A. Data Base 

The primary issue in the Indian Point 2 licensing 

hearing was the assessment of the level of reduction in fish 

populations as a result of entrainment of eggs, larvae, and 

early juveniles through the cooling system and the impingement 

of latlr juveniles on the intake screens. The major concern 

centered around the question of whether the entrainment and 

impingement of fish would cause substantial and irreversible 

impacts on the populations, especially of striped bass, the 

only species of economic or social significance potentially 

( subject to plant impacts for which any substantive data were 

available.  

The available data with which the assessment of impact 

of once-thcough cooling at Indian Point Units 1 and 2 was being 

made, were primarily those collected by Rathjen and Miller 

(1957), Carlson and McCann (1969), and the Raytheon Corporation 

(1971). Their data were, of course, preoperational not only 

as to Indian Point 2, but also for the Bowline Point and Roseton 

Generating Stations.  

The data from these three studies provided information 

on the temporal and spatial distribution and abundance of
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several species of fish in the Hudson River. The work of 

Rathjen and Miller (1957), and that of Carlson and McCann (1969) 

centered primarily around sttiped bass. Sampling had been 

conducted generally rci Haverstraw Bay (MP-32) northward to 

Coxsackie (MP-125). The data collected included relative 

abundance and distribution of early life history stages of 

striped bass throughout the study area. The Raytheon study was 

conducted in a more localized section of the Hudson River: from 

Haverstraw Bay to the Bear Mountain Bridge (MP-47). This study 

produced information on the general relative abundance and 

distribu:ion of several species of fish including striped bass.  

Effort was concentrated on juveniles and older life stages.  

Although these data had been useful in the develop

ment of a preliminary understanding of power plant-induced 

impacts on striped bass, they were considered too limited for 

use as the basis for making the decision on the need for a 

closed-cycle cooling system at Indian Point 2.  

These data were never intended for use in the type of 

mathematical models discussed in the Indian Point 2 hearing.  

In particiular, these data did not permit accurate judgments 

as to the following:
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C (1) duration of the planktonic life stage and hence 

duration of passive movement by river hydraulics

(2) distribution laterally, longitudinally and 

vtrtically throughout the river of planktonic 

stages; 

(3) entrainment mortality; 

(4) fraction of the annual striped bass production 

susceptible to Indian Point 1 and 2, and. the 

percent reduction in that production due to plant 

operation; 

(5) reduction in contribution to the Mid-Atlantic 

fishery.  

The information deemed necessary for the basis for 

the decision on the fundamental question is considered to be 

as follows: (1) a determination,of the numbers of each life 

stage that are entrained, (2) the survival of the life stages 

upon passage through the cooling system, (3) the transport 

and behavior of individuals in each life stage susceptible 

to plane impacts, (4) size of the population being impacted, 

and (5) to a lesser extent, an understanding of the year-to-year 

variability in distribution and abundance of the various life
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stages of striped bass, particularly as they might be influ

enced by such conditions as fresh water flow.  

Con Edison initiated a seven-year study program 

in 1969 designed to evaluate the effects of the Indian Point 

plants' once-through cooling systems on the ecosystem. The 

concept of the study is to obtain base line data on key factors 

of the physical and biological conditions in the river prior to 

plant s'.art up, and to compare these with post-operational data.  

Data woild be collected for Indian Point 2 and 3 for two years 

in order to make a classical before-and-after study to assess 

plant-induced impacts on Hudson River biota. Con Edison argued 

that the results of this effort would provide empirical data 

and would form a more sound basis for evaluating the need for 

closed-cycle cooling than what could be provided through the 

use of mathematical models based on the then available data 

which wer( limited in value. Con Edison presented its detailed 

research Irogram on February 5, 1973 (McFadden-Woodbury 1973) 

and indicated that substantive data would be collected on all 

the major issues which had arisen during the Indian Point Unit 

2 licensing hearings. Specific areas of investigation have 

included: (1) further determination of entrainment numbers 

by life stage and refinement of entrainment survival estimates,

L
ii 

I
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(2) assessment of impingement, its causes and ways. to: mitigate 

losses, (3)determination of the spatial and tempral dis

tribution and abundance (including yearly variation) of the 

Various-life stages of striped bass, throughout the Hudson River 

from Haverstraw Bay to Coxsackie [Note: the study area was 

subsequently expanded to extend from the George Washington 

Bridge (MP-12) to the Troy Dam (MP-153)], (4) investigate the 

nature and .extent of compensatory responses of striped bass, 

(5) determine the contribution of the Hudson River striped bass 

to the Mid-Atlantic fishery, (6) evaluate the feasibility of 

rearing striped bass in hatcheries and stocking them in the 

Hudson Rive r as a measure to offset power plant-induced losses 

to the population, and (7) to a lesser extent, investigate the 

efficiency and comparability of various sampling gears used 

in the study.  

Con Edison indicated in its February 1973 testimony 

that this effort would culminate in a comprehensive report to 

be completed in January 1977. This report would provide the 

basis for the determination of impact of Indian Point Units 1 

and 2 on Hudson River striped bass, and if it were concluded 

that the level of impact was significant and adverse, a closed

cycle cooling system could be installed by September 1981.
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(Con Edison is pleased to advise that it is on schedule 

with the preparation of the 1977 report and intends to submit 

it to the commission in January 1977. Con Edison also wishes 

to indicate that it has diligently kept the.Comuission and 

parties to this proceeding advised of the progress of its studies 

through the distribution of interim progress reports, the most 

comprehensive and most significant of which was Supplement 1No. 2 

to the Environmental Report (filed on August 8, 1975) support

ing the request for the extension of once-through cooling 

operation at Indian Point Unit 2 to May 1, 1981.  

important new data have been obtained on almost all 

of the issues discussed in the Indian Point 2 hearing for 

which therc was inadequate information upon which to base a 

decision oz, the need for closed-cycle cooling at Indian Point.  

The sections to follow in this testimony present summaries of 

these data and information already reported and in several 

areas will describe what additional information will be in the 

1977 report. Much of the information to follow was identified 

in the letter dated November 10. 1976 to the Chairman, Atomic 

Safety and Licensing Board by counsel for Con Edison.
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C B. Con Edison Research Program 

'Effects of entrainment and impingement have been 

studied by Texas Instruments (TI), New York University (NYU).  

and Lawler, Matusky and Skelly Engineers (LMS), beginning in 

1971 for Indian Point facilities, following preliminary studies 

by Raytheon Company (Raytheon 1971). These studies have followed 

two major lines of _nvestigation:_ 

- Describe the life history, behavior, and 
population dynamics of key fish species in 
the Hudson River from Troy Dam downstream 
to the western part of Long Island Sound 
and the lower bays.  

- Analyze and interpret both past and current 
ecological data to indicate significant 
changes that may be related to the addition 
(if power generation capacity on the Hudson 
Liver.  

3in addition to evaluating the impact of Indian Point 2 

alone, a multiplant approach has been adopted for-these studies 

so that the combined effects of all operating and proposed 

plants on -.he Hudson River are considered. Studies similar to 

those conducted at Indian Point are being conducted for Rose

ton, Danskammer, Lovett, and Bowline Point generating facilities 1 

and for the proposed Cornwall Pumped Storage Project.  

1 

Lovett, Danskammer and Indian Point 1 have been considered as 
background power plant operation, and have not been included 
in estimates of impact.
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Field sampling since the end of the Indian Point 2 

hearing has encompassed the tidal portion of the Hudson River 

for nearly its entirety, and has been continuous for all seasons, 

weather permitting, In the process, more data have been col

lected on the Hudson River ecosystem than in any previous 

investigations to make the Hudson River one of the most inten

sively studied river systems in history. We are now better 

able to describe the population dynamics of fish species, par

ticularly striped bass, considered as key to evaluation of 

impact of the power plant operation. The basic approach to 

impact evaluation has been the estimation of abundance of fish 

of different life stages, their survival, growth, and reproductive 

rates, and the changes in population parameters under (1) the 

influence of natural environmental conditions and (2) impacts 

caused by entrainment, impingement, and thermal and chemical 

effluents.  

Analysis of multiplant impact on key fish species has 

been divided into four general categories: an examination of 

the historical data base, a-description of the compensatory 

reserve of the Hudson River populations, an assessment of the 

vulnerability of individual life stages to entrainmentand 

impingement,- and an estimation of impacts through two different
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approaches: 1) the equilibrium reduction equation, and 2) the 

life cycle simulation model.  

. The historical data base for fish populations of the 

Hudson Riv.r consists of four components: ecological surveys, 

conercial fishery landings, water-quality monitoring, and 

powerplant operating data. Data from these components have been 

compiled and selected subsets analyzed to describe fluctuations 

in the estuary's biological, chemical, and physical systems.  

Among the findings of the initial investigation (Environmental 

Report, Supp. 2) was that the abundance of adult striped bass, 

as characterized by the yield per fishing effort of the comnercial 

fishery in the river, has fluctuated irregularly since 1931, 

particularly during the last 20 years (1955-1975) when data are 

most comparable. Abundance peaks have occurred as recently as 

1973. Comparison of years during which ecological surveys have 

been conducted has revealed the variable nature of the abundance 

of larval and juvenile fish as well. Indices of abundance 

developed from riverwide beach seine collections, considered 
the 

most reliable-indicators of juvenile abundance, have shown 
wide 

fluctuations of year class strength for juvenile striped 
bass 

for the ten most recent years. of comparable data. 
Tests of 

statistical significance by analysis of variance on 
beach seine 

data from standard stations have shown the differences 
in
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juvenile abundance to be real. During the past 10 years, 

strong year classes have occurred in 1969 and 1973.  

Differences in year class strength have formed the 

basis for a :atistical analysis of the sources of vatiation in 

juvenile striped bass abundance. The objective his been to 

segregate those factors most influential in causing differences 

in year classes, with special emphasis on the effect of a changing 

regime of water withdrawal by power plant operation. Besides 

power plant operation, various environmental factors have been 

investigated, including abundance of striped bass spawning stock, 

predation, temperature, freshwater flow and cannibalism. Pre

liminary analysis (Environmental Report, Supp. 2) employed 

graphical presentation, and simple linear regression, and ana

lysis of covariance. These analyses suggested that juvenile 

abundance was positively associated with freshwater flow during 

April. AbLndance was found to be unrelated to combined power 

plant water withdrawal from 1965 through 1974.  

Vtore recently, analytical methods have been improved 

by applying latent root multiple linear regression and once again, 

abundance was not related to power plant water withdrawal. Three 

variables in this preliminary analysis were found to account for 

79% of the variation in abundance of juvenile (July-August)
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- striped bass during 1965-1975 (excluding 1971): predation by 

bluefish and yearling and older striped bass, egg production, 

( and rate of temperature increase between 16° and 200C during 

the spring. Abundance of predators was negatively associated 

with striped bass abundance, while egg production and rate of 

temperature increase had a positive relationship. Some of 

these factors may affect juvenile striped bass abundance by 

more than one mechanism. Large bluefish populations probably 

reduce juvenile striped bass abundance through predation. A 

large spawning stock and greater egg production may increase the 

absolute number of larvae surviving to the juvenile stage or may 

help to synchronize young-of-the-year with a food organism cycle 

through an expanded spawning season. A rapid increase in tem

perature frm 160 to 200C increases larval growth rates, shortens 

the duratioi of the yolk-sac larval stage, and probably shortens 

exposure time to certain types of predation.  

The latent root procedure performs a stepwise backward 

elimination of independent variables, from least to most impor

tant, using the least squares method, Among the independent 

variables found to contribute little to variation in the depen

dent variable (juvenile striped bass abundance) was power plant 

cooling water withdrawal. Withdrawal volumes were used as an
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indicator of potential entrainment and impingement. Volumes 

used were maximum combined daily water withdrawal by all 

( operating units at Bowline Point, Lovett, Indian Point, Dana

kammer, and Roseton.  

The historical data base has been utilized to derive 

information on the compensatory reserve of the Hudson 
River 

striped bass population. Compensation is the ability of a 

population to offset losses such as those incurred through 

entrainment and impingement by increased growth and 
survival 

rates. Evidence for compensatory processes and a detailed 

discussion are presented in the section of this testimony 

entitled Compensation.  

Knowledge of the distributions and movement of the 

early life stages of striped bass in space and time; 
the relation

ships betwean distribution and water temperature, 
salinity, 

and dissolved oxygen- and local distributions near 
power plant 

sites are important in the empirical assessment 
of vulnerability 

to power plants and the actual prediction of 
reduction in 

abundance of the striped bass population from once-through 

cooling by power plants., Riverwide distribution 
data to accom

plish thes-3 assessments have been collected 
since 1973. General 

descriptions and movements of the early life 
stages of striped
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c bass and their vulnerability to the five existing power plants 

(Bowline Point, Lovett, Indian Point, Roseton, and Danskammer) 

(7 based upon analyses of data collected during 1974 and 1975 

will be contained in the 1977 report.  

River transect studies subsequent to the Indian Point 2 

hearing and measurements of total length of striped bass post 

yolk-sac larvae and juveniles have filled several gaps in the 

knowledge of distribution and movements. These studies pro

vided data on diel patterns in the vertical and lateral dis

tributions of eggs and larvae and confirmed the mobility of 

yolk-sac larvae which was seen only as a possibility in earlier 

studies. The yolk-sac larvae, which tend to be homogeneously 

distributed at night, move downward in the water column during 

the day and hence their vulnerability to entrainment by power 

plants is reduced.  

Techniques have been developed which incorporate 

compensation and express impact in terms of percentage reduction 

in the equilibrium stock size of adult striped bass. The use 

of the "equilibrium reduction method" is an important approach 

to impaot assessment, complementary to the life cycle simulation 

method. Both methods utilize the same empirical data. This 

will be discussed in detail in the 1977 report, but a short 

sumnary is presented in the following section,
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C. The Equilibrium Reduction Equation Method for Impact 
Assessment 

c Estimation of impact involves several steps and is

somewhat different for the entrainment and impingement considerations.  

Entrainment impact estimation consists of three steps: 

(1) Estimation of the conditional mortality rate 
(probability of death) due to entrainment 
at one or more power plants; 

(2) Estimation of the exploitation rate due to 
entrainment, using as input data the condi
tional mortality rate due to entrainment 
and the conditional natural morality rate; 

(3) Estimation of the percentage reduction in 
equilibrium stock size due to entrainment, 
on the basis of the compensatory relation
ship between spawning stock and recruitment.  

Many of the equations used in estimating impact are 

given in Texas Instruments (Environmental Report, Supp. 2, 

pp. VII-5 to VII-14), and a brief synopisis is given here.  

For entrainment impact: 

k mT = - (-m i } 

where mT = conditional mortality rate due to entrainment 

mi = probability of death from entrainment during the ith 
interval 

k = number of intervals (usually weeks) during the 0period of entrainment.
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The probability of death from entrainment in an interval is 

estimated as 

C 
N(2) 

where 

Ci = estimated number cropped by. entrainment during 
the ith interval 

N a adjusted1 average standing crop during the ith 
interval as measured through field studies.  

Estimation of C. involves the volume of water pumped 

by the power plant, the organisms' density in the region of the 

power plant, the ratio of intake densities to river densities, 

the proportion of organisms being re-entrained and the in-plant 

mortality of entrained organisms. For the estimates developed 

here, actual water volumes pumped are used; recirculation is 

taken at 10%; the ratio of intake to river densities used is 

0.5; and factors used for the in-plant mortality of eggs, larvae, 

and juveniles during entraiment are 80%, 60%, and 70% respectively.  

IThe standing crop is adjusted by methods given in Environmental 

Report, Supp. 2 at VII-6, VII-7, to account for recruitment 
Q of eggs over a fairly long period of time, and thereby assures 

that the estimates of mi are made with respect to the entire 

population rather than only with respect to the recruited 
portion of the population.
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The choice of 0'10 for recirculation was based on 

the knowledge that some recirculation of cooling water does 

( occur at Indian Point during flood tides, but the amount is 

low (Larsen 1969); and upon the NBC staff's statement that 

10 percent is probably a realistic value (USNRC 1975).  

The ratio of density of organisms in power plant 

intake to density in the river in the immediate vicinity of 

the intake is influenced by the non-uniform vertical and lateral 

distribution of ichthyoplankton in the river, the relatively 

restricted area from which cooling water is withdrawn, and 

the potential of more motile life stages to partially escape 

entrainment because of swimming ability or choice of habitat.  

Studies of vertical and lateral distribution over time indicate 

both non-uniform distribution and some swimming ability for 

yolk sac larvae and older striped bass life stages.  

A value of 0.5 for the ratio of intake density to 

river density in the vicinity of the plant was selected as a 

working approximation.  

Preliminary data from studies of striped bass cropping 

during entrainment at Indian Point (NYU 1974) suggested the 

mortality values of 80% for eggs, 60% for yolk sac and post 

yolk-sac larvae, and 70% for early juveniles (see also Indian
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Point 3 FES at v, V-215). More recent studies indicate that 

the 1974 values are high, I.e.., they Overstate the number of 

( organisms that are killed.  

Exploitation rate is estimated from mT  and n (con

ditional rate of mortality from natural causes) as follows: 

FA 

z (3) 

where 

u = exploitation rate 

A = total mortality rate (mn+ n - mni) 
77 

Z = instantaneous rate of total mortality (-lOge(l-A)) 

F = instantaneous rate of total mortality due to power 

plants (,lOge(1-mT)) 

The value of n is derived from composite field data and is 

estimated to be 0.999 during the entrainable stages of the 

life history.  

Percentage reduction in equilibrium stock size is 

estimated using the following equation which accounts for 

compensation developed from the Ricker stock-recruitment 

relat ion ship:
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loge(O, (1-u)) S% Impact - oo 

where 

uE - an equilibrium level of exploitation 

- parameter of the Ricker stock-recruitment curve 

R =cPe

Impingement impact estimation is-approached somewhat 

differently: 

(1) exploitation rate is estimated directly from 
population size1 at the beginning of impinge
ment vulnerability, and number impinged.  

(2) reduction in equilibrium stock size due to 
impingement is estimated by again using 

( equation (4) based on the stock-recruitment 
relationship.  

The impact estimates-for Indian Point Unit 2 on striped 

bass are. 0.76% in 1974 and 0.97% in 1975. The multiplant impact 

(Indian Point 2, Bowline Point and Roseton) was 2.10% in 1974 

and 1.84% in 1975. This means that if the same plant operating 

and natural ecological conditions as -actually occurred in 

these two years were to persist through the operational lives 

of the plants, the striped bass population would be reduced 

1 Initial pipulation size has been estimated for the August

September time period.by the use of extrapolation type estimates 
from beach, shoal, and channel bottom samples. Previous esti

mates had represented October-November when much of the popu
lation had apparently migrated from the bounds of the sampling 
program.
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by the above given percentages below the average level. which 

characterized the stock before the new power generating units 

were activated. Indian-Point 2, which went into operation in 

October 1973, operated at levels mostly above 80% of full flow 

during the 1974 and 1975 entrainment seasons; Bowline Point 

for which Unit 1 was activated in September 1972 and Unit 2 

in May 1974, operated about half the time in 1974 at levels 

greater than 70% of full flow and most of the time in 1975 at 

greater than 67% of full flow; Roseton, for which Unit 2 was 

activated in September and Unit 1 in December of 1974, operated 

at greater than 75% of full flow during most of the 1975 entrain

( ment season. The impact estimates apply to these specific 

cooling water flows.  

For Indian Point 2, the entrainment impact on striped 

bass was about the same in both years, but the impingement 

impact on striped bass was considerably higher in 1975 than in 

1974. These impacts are summarized below: 

1974 1975 

Entrainment 0.52% 0.54% 

Impingement 0.24% 0.43% 

Total 0.76% 0.97% 

The estimated total reductions in the striped bass 

population of 0.76% and 0.97% are small enough to be of no
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1974 

Entrainment 0.76% 

Impingement 1.34% 

Total 2.10% 

The total multiplant impact of about 2% is 

an ecological and economic point of view.

1975 

1.13% 

0.71% 

1.84% 

trivial from both
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practical significance from either an ecological or economic 

point of view.  

For the multipiant case, entrainment was higher in 

1975 but impingement was higher in 1974, so that total impact 

was nearly the same in both years:

-- -- - - -
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D. Mathematical Models 

The mathematical models developed to provide predictions 

of power plant impact on the Hudson River striped bass population 

Jare described in Con Edison's June 1975 Environmental Report, 

Section 3-3, pages 3-20 to 3-23. To date, three mathematical 

models have been developed. These models, in order of increasing 

complexity, are referred to as: 

(1) Life Cycle Model (or Completely Mixed Model) 

(2) Transport Model 

(3) Real-Time Model 

9 The Life Cycle Model and the Transport Model were 

applied in the Indian Point 2 hearings held in 1972-1973 with data 

collected during 1966-1968 and 1971-1972. The Transport Model, 

with input parameters calculated from 1973 data, was employed in 

Dr. Lawler's October, 1974 testimony before the Federal Power 

Commission. In the June 1975 Environmental Report, the Transport 

Model with the same data analyses presented in October 1974 was 

used to provide predictions of effects on the striped bass 

populatLon due to a delay in the construction of a cooling tower 

at Indian Point 2 from May 1, 1979 to May 1, 1981. A copy of 

Dr. Lawler's 1974 summary of f factor computational procedures is 

attached to this testimony to illustrate how the f factors in the

Environmental Report were calculated. (See Attachment A)



Due to the improvements in the data base for striped 

bass abundince as discussed in Section I.A. above and the new 

0 information regarding f factors developed from the 1973 data 

base (see items I.E. and I.F. below),: results from the Transport 

Model presented in Con Edison's June 1975 Environmental Report 

are based -ore firmly on data and much less on assumptions than 

the result:t presented during the original Indian Point,2 hearings.  

During 1974-1975, LMS developed the Real-Time Model 

designed to address particular points of contention regarding the 

models which were discussed during the Indian Point 2 hearings.  

The Model included a real-time simulation of the tidal action in 

the Hudson and its effect on the temporal and spatial distributions 

of striped bass eggs and larvae. The model is divided into two 

vertical liyers to allow direct simulation of the diurnal movement 

of larvae between the upper and lower layers of the river and the 

interaction of this migratory phenomenon with the inter-tidal* 

hydrodynamics in the upper and lower layers. In the Real-Time 

Model, the mortality rate of adult fish is expressed as the sum 

of natural mortality and a non-linear fishing stress similar to 

that included in the Staff's model. Each of these features of 

the Real-Time Model addresses a particular point of contention 

raised during the Indian Point 2 hearings. In addition, to improve 

the simulation of the different biological and behavioral 

characteristics of the young-of-the-year life stages, 
the yolk



sac and post-yolk sac stages are modeled separately so that 

different mortality, distribution and migration parameters can 

be specified for each of these life stages.  

The Real-Time Model is described in detail in "A 

Report on Development of.a Real-Time, Two-Dimensional Model of 

the Hudson River Striped Bass Population," October 1975. This 

report also contains preliminary predictions of impact from the 

Real-Time Model based on the 1973 data. These results sub

stantiate the predictions of impact from the Transport Model which 

were presented in the Environmental Report of.June 1975.  

.n the 1977 report, a comprehensive integration of the 

empirical lata collected during 1974 and 1975 into the real 

.7 time model is achieved. The 1974 and 1975 data regarding the 

temporal and spatial distribution of the early life stages of 

the striped bass throughout the estuary from the George Washington 

Bridqe to the Troy Dam, and the f-factors associated with each 

life stagE as well as plant operation data, and river hydraulics 

will be ii.put to the model. That report will also include a 

calibration of the compensation function in the model to re

flect quantitative estimates-of the compensatory reserve in 

the Hudson striped bass population as derived from commercial 

ishery data and classical fishery management methodologies.  

The evaluations contained in the 1977 report of plant 

impact are accordingly entitled to greater credence than the
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early-estimates provided to the Board in the Indian Point 2 

hearings. This is because, among other reasons, there is much 

less need :o place reliance on simplifying conservative 

Qassumptions,

0r
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SE. Entrainment Mortality of Striped Bass 

Total entrainment-mortality was assumed to be 100% 

Q by the Staff and HRFA in the Indian Point 2 hearings (i.e., 

f = 1.0). Preliminary NYU studies at Indian Point suggested, 

however, that some survival could be expected, and in the Indian 

Point 3 FES, the Staff recognized this (see pp. v, V-215).  

Literature studies (Marcy, Kerr) suggest survival would vary as 

a furction of several factors, including species, life stage, 

plant configuration, and ambient water temperature.  

A substantial body of additional Hudson River data 

collected during power plant operation now supports Con Edison's 

position in the 1972-73 Indian Point hearings that f for some 

of the entrainable life stages for striped bass was significantly 

less than 1.0. Data developed during 1973 and 1974 are reported 

in the foll3wing: 

(M) New York University. 1974. Effects of 
Entrainment by the Indian Point Power Plant 
on Biota in the Hudson River Estuary. Prog
ress Report for 1973 to the Consolidated 
Edison Co. of New York. pp. 226-251.  

(2) New.York University. 1976. Effects of 
Entrainment by the Indian Point Power Plant 
on Biota in the Hudson River Estuary. Prog
ress Report for 1974 to the Consolidated 
Edison Co. of New York. pp. 261-281.  

(3) Lawler, Matusky & Skelly Engineers. 1974.  
1973 Hudson River Aquatic Ecology Studies -
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Bowline Point and Lovett Generating Stations.  
Vol. III, Chap. IV., pp. 111-7 through 111-16.  
Prepared for Orange and Rockland Utilities, 
Inc..  

(4) Lawler, Matusky & Skelly Engineers.  
197 (-Hudson River Aquatic Ecology Studies at 
Bowline and Lovett Generating Stations, Vol. III, 
Chap. IX, pp. IX-15 through IX-17. Prepared 

for Orange and Rockland Utilities, Inc.  

.(5) Lawler, Matusky & Skelly Engineers. 1974.  
1973 Hudson River Aquatic Ecology Studies 
at Roseton and Danskammer Point, Vol. II, 
Chap. V., pp. V-36 through V-39. Prepared for 
Central Hudson Gas-&.Electric Corporation.  

(6) Lawler, Matus & Skely' Engineers. 1975..  
1974 Hudson ARiv A atic Ecology Studies at 
Roseton and Dan er Point. Chap. VIII, 
pp. VIII-13 1rough 11-21. Prepared for 
Central Hu son Gas & Dlectric Corporation.  

OD All of the NYU data and the 1973 LMS data were obtained using 

nets in the intake and discharge. In 1974, LMS developed an 

alternative sampling approach, "the larval table," in an effort 

to reduce sampling mortality. The purpose of the larval table 

was to reduce the velocity of water passing through the capture 

mesh so as not to damage entrained organisms. Preliminary data 

using this technique were reported by LMS in its. 1974 reports.  

Work was continued in 1975 and 1976 by NYU at Indian 

Point and by Ecological Analysts, Inc. (EAI) at Bowline Point 

i 'and Poseton. EAI used the LMS larval table approach while NYU 

continued co use nets as specified by the Environmental Technical
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specifications Requirements. NYU also conducted flume studies 

during 1975 in an effort to assess sampling mortality, due to 

the net sampling at velocities comparable to those found in 

both the intake forebay and discharge canal at Indian Point.  

Results of this study indicated that sampling gear could be 

contributing up to 40%_to the estimate of mortality depending 

On life stage entrained. Results of EAIandNYU studies in 1975 

will be contained in the 1977 report. The 1976 data have been 

collected and are being analyzed. In general, as the techniques 

of sampling, examination, holding and analysis have improved, 

mortality due to plant passage has been found to be significantly 

lower than the 100% originally envisioned by Staff and HRFA.  

The lower values found in 1975, by comparison with those of 

1973 and 1974, are considered to be more complete and more 

.accurate.  

This observed entrainment survival is shown in Table 

E-1. Values are all based on initial mortalities. Latent 

mortality results are discussed later. Values are reported 

alternatively categorizing the stunned organism as either live 

or dead. Recent analyses show that if the ratio of stunned to 

stunned-plus-live is the same in intake and discharge, the 

categorization of stunned as either live or dead is immaterial;
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i.e., the resultant calculation for f6' the entrainment mortality 

factor, is identical for either case. Further, statistical 
(.j analysis of the 1975 data on post yolk-sac larvae for all three 

plants shows no statistically significant difference in this 

ratio between intake and discharge. The calculated values in 

Table E-I show that this observation generally applies to most 

of the data sets for other years and other stages.  

The fc values for eggs and post yolk-sac larvae and 

juveniles clearly indicate the entrainment mortality factor is 

substantially less than unity. The 1974 and 1975 data on eggs 

show the entrainmentmortality factor isapproximately 0.5.  

Data indicate that juveniles do not appear in large numbers in 

the withdrawal zone, and, for the most part, are not vulnerable 

to entrainment. The few data that do exist show a range in the 

entrainment mortality factor for early juveniles of 0 to 0.7.  

The 1975 data on post yolk-sac larvae are extensive 

and have been subjected to statistical analysis. No statistically 

significant difference between intake and discharge survival was 

found at Bowline Point. Differences at Roseton and Indian Point 

were found to be statistically significant. Using the mean as 

the best estimate, the value for the entrainment mortality factor 

for this stage at Roseton is 0.3 and 9--5-at Indian Point.
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The fate of yolk-sac larvae through the plant is 

unclear. The NYU data, uncorrected for differential net mor

tality, appear to yield relatively higher values for fc, ranging 

from 0.6 to 1.0.  

Latent mortality has been studied by NYU and ElI, by 

holding and observing initially alive and initially stunned 

organisms for periods up to 96 hours. Most striking is the fact 

of significant survival after 96 hours, showing clearly that 

plant-induced mortality is not 100%. Statistical analysis 

(contingency table analysis) shows no significant difference 

<in the latent mortality between intake and discharge at all 

three plants. In fact, even at risk levels ranging from 0.1 

to 0.5, no significant differences are detected. Graphical 

representation of survival versus holding time shows clearly 

that the mortality rate is virtually identical for intake and 

discharge, the only difference being due to the difference in 

initial mortality. Therefore, calculation of fc using initial 

mortalities, as in Table E-1, is valid.

K)
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Table E-1 

Summary of fc Factors for Striped Bassa

Larvae

Data Source 

NYU-1973 

NYU-1974 

NYU-1975 
(preliminary)

Eggs Yolk-sac

0.78 

0.49 

0.54

0.63 
(0.57) 

- 7

1.00 
(1.00)

Post 
Yolk-sac

0.52 
(0.57) 

0 .- ft-b 

&_'. ?3) 

0.48 
(0.45)

Juveniles 
(JUVENILE I)

0.51 
(0.69) 

0.16 
(0.68) 

0.53 
(0.53)

Bowline EAI-1975 c d 0.09 e 
Point (0.00) 

Roseton EAI-1975 f 0 .77g 0..25 0.00 
(0.69) (0.34) (0.00) 

a. Values in parentheses represent fc values computed with stunned 
organisms considered as dead. Non-parenthesized fc values 
were computed with stunned organisms as live. Stunned category 
not used with eggs. All samples collected with nets except 
EAI 1975. Net sample fc uncorrected for differential net 
mortality. The calculations are all based on initial 
mortalities.  

b. Corrected for differential net mortality between intake and 
discharge.. The uncorrected value is 0.73.  

c. No data available.  

d. Data limited; only two YS were collected at intake, none in 
discharge.  

e. Data limited; only three juveniles collected at discharge, 
none in intake.

0

0
Plant 

Indian 
Point
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f. Data limited; only two.dead eggs were collected at intake.  

g. Data limited; total of five collected at intakes and sixteen 
at discharge.  

h. Data limited; four out of seven collected at intake were 
alive. Three were collected at discharge; two alive and 
one stunned. Computed fc = -0.75 when stunned considered 
as live and (-0.17) when considered as dead.  

0
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F. f Factors Other than* f 

1. General 

Since the adjournment of the Indian Point 2 hearing in 

mid-1973, extensive sampling programs: have been conducted for 

Con Edison, Central Hudson Gas and Electric Co. and Orange and 

Rockland Utilities to collect data which can be used to calculate 

the various f factors required in the models used to predict power 

plant impacts on the Hudson River striped bass population. In the 

June 1975 Environmental Report in this case, data collected during 

1973 in the vicinity of the Indian Point,.Bowline Point and Roseton 

plants were used to calculate the f factors required in the modeling 

studies. Data from 1974 and 1975 will be utilized in the 1977 

report.  

As discussed below, the 1973 data for the fl and f 

factors were more complete and comprehensive than that available 

previously. In fact, no data were available for the Roseton and 

Bowline Point plants for the Indian Point 2 hearing. In the f 

factcr calculations presented in the Environmental Report, two new 

f factors (f' and fw) were included in the calculation of the 

compcsite f factor in order to account for possible day/night 

distribution and plant operating schedules, respectively.  

The f factors and model predictions of impact derived from 

the 1973 data were first presented in Dr. Lawler's October 1974 

testimony before the FPC. During the hearings, following the sub-
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mission of this testimony, the f factor calculations were 

closely examined by all participants and the raw data and 

computational procedures used were made available. The raw 

data, computational procedures and numerical values for the 

f factors presented in the Environmental Report areidentical 

to those applied in Dr. Lawler's October 1974 testimony.

©-

2. flFactor 

Description 

The fl factor accounts for the variations in the 

distribution of the entrainable life stages of striped bass with 

the vertical and lateral dimensions of the river. This factor is 

defined as the ratio of the daily average river concentration of 

organisms in the vicinity of the intake to the overall cross

sectional average concentration.  

Data Available During Indian Point 2 Hearinqs (1972-1973) 

The data available for calculation of the f, factor 

during the Indian Point 2 hearings (1972-1973) were collected in 

the general vicinity of Indian Point during 1967, 1970, 1971 and 

1972. Some of these data sets did not contain information for ail 

entrainable life stages and there were no data available for 

( calculation of f factors at the Roseton and Bowline Point plants.  

In orcder to make estimates of multiplant impact, assumed values 

based on the results of the analysis of the Indian Point data were
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used for the Roseton and Bowline Point stations.  

Data Applied in June 1975 Environmental Report 

The data used to calculate the fl factors presented 

in Tablas 12-18 of the June 1975 Environmental Report were 

collected during 1973.: 

For convenience, the fl factors presented in the 

Environmental Report are summarized in Table F-I below.  

The data sets used in the calculation of these f 

factors are identified as follows: 

(1) Indian Point data collected by New York University.  

(2) Bowline Point data collected by QLM Labs (now LMS).  

(3) Roseton data collected by QLM Labs (now LMS).  

These data, in conjunction with the 1973 longitudinal 

river survey conducted by Texas Instruments (TI 1973a,b, 1974a,b, 1976a 

provided the first comprehensive data base for the calculation of 

lateral, vertical and longitudinal distributions of entrainable 

striped bass.  

3. f Factor 

Description 

The f2 factor accounts for possible differences between 

the concentration of organisms in the intakes of the power plants 

and the near-field vicinity of the intake. Such differences may 

be due to currents and eddies near the intake, localized spawning
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or schooling and avoidance of the intakes by the more advanced 

early life history stages of striped bass. The f2 factor is 

defined as the ratio of the daily average concentration of 

organisms in the power plant cooling system to the river con

centration in the vicinity of the intake. It should be noted 

that the denominator of the f 2 factor is the numerator of the 

f, factor. Consequently, the product fl - f2 gives the ratio 

of the intake concentration to the overall river cross-sectional 

average, the desired end result. In practice, when suitable 

intake or discharge data are available, this ratio can be computed 

directly without the intermediate fl calculation. However, the 

fl factors can still be helpful in the interpretation of the data 

and were presented in the June 1975 Environmental Report to permit 

comparison with previous studies.

Data Available Durinq Indian Point -2 Hearing (1972-1973)

At the time of the Indian Point 2 hearings, the only 

data available to compute the f2 factor were those collected by 

LMS at Indian Point during July 1972. These data were speciated 

to the Morone levels only (i.e., white perch and striped bass were 

not separated) and contained only juveniles. The f2 factors were 

assumed to be equal to 1.0 for eggs and larvae because no data 

were available. Since no intake data were available for the 

Roseton and Bowline Point plants, the f2 factors at these plants 

were assumed to be equal to those calculated for Indian Point.

0

-I

ii
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Data Applied in June 1975 Environmental Report 

Data collected and tabulated during 1973 by NYU and 

LMS at plant intakes and discharges were specific to striped 

bass and used to calculate the f2 factors presented in Tables 

12-18 of the Environmental Report. These f2 factors are 

summarized in Table F-2.  

As mentioned earlier, the denominator of the f2 factor 

is identical to the numerator of the f1 factor. The data used 

in the evaluation of the f, factor were tabulated above in sub

section D.2. Data used to calculate the concentration of entrain

able organ.sms in the power plant cooling systems (i.e., the 

numerator cf the f2 factor) are summarized below: 

* (1) Data collected by NYU in the Indian Point 
discharge canal.  

(2) Data collected by LMS in the intake and the 
discharge of the Bowline Point plant.  

(3) Data collected by LMS in the intake and 
discharge of the Roseton plant.  

It should be noted that, although the 1973 data base was 

more comprehensive than that used during the Indian Point 2 hearing, 

no data were available for computation of the f2 factors for the 

egg stage tnd sufficient juvenile data were collected only at the 

Bowline PLnt. Studies conducted during 1974 and 1975 help to 

Q fill this data gap.
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4. f and fw Factors 

Explanation of These New Factors 

(2 The f' and fw factors were first introduced in 

Dr. Lawler's October 1974 testimony before the Federal Power 

Commission in connection with the Cornwall Pumped Storage Project.  

The f factor accounts for possible day/night-differences in the 

cross-sectional average concentration of organisms in the vicinity 

of the plant (i.e., the denominator of the fl factor). The individual 

f' factors computed for the day and night periods serve as weighting 

factors in the computation of the composite f factor. This assures 

that if more organisms are found in the plant vicinity during 

either day or night, f factors computed for that period will carry 

more weight in the computation of the composite factor.  

The fw factor was developed to account for differences 

in day and night operating schedules at the power plants. This 

factor is most important for pump-storage plants. For the thermal 

plants, the day and night operations during the entrainment period 

are typically the same.  

These fw factors are based on the average hours of 

daylight (15) and nighttime (9) during the entrainment period.  

Consequently, the fw factors presented in the Environmental Report 

are 15/24 = .625 and 9/24 = .375 for the day and night periods,

respectively.
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Further information regarding the definition of the 

f' and fw factors and their computation may be found on pages 

14 through 20 of Appendix A of the Environmental Report and in 

the Appendix A to this document.  

5. f3 Factor 

The f 3 factor accounts for possible depletion of the 

organisn concentrations near the power plant intakes due to 

drawdown effects and/or recirculation of water which has already 

passed through the plant. No data were available to quantify these 

effects in the Indian Point 2 hearing or the Environmental Report.  

Since 1975 model studies of the nearfield hydrology in 

the vicinity of the Roseton and Indian Point plants have been 

conducted and now provide new information regarding recirculation 

at these plants. The f3 factors applied in the 1977 Report to 

the NRC will be based on these new data.  

6. Composite f Factor 

The overall objective of all the f factor analyses 

discussed above is the generation of the composite factor which 

becomes input to the Transport Model to permit the estimation of 

entrainment impact.
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The composite f factor is the sum of the products of 

f' fw fl, f2, f3, and f for the day and night periods.  

Table F-3 compares the f factors input to the model 

for the mu]tiplant runs presented in the Indian Point 2 hearing 

and in the EnvironmentalReport. For the egg stage, the f factors 

computed from the 1973 data are either very close to or consid

erably less than the values used in the Indian Point 2.hearing.  

For the larval stage, the life stage which is most important in 

entrainment impact, the f factors computed from the 1973 data 

are considerably less than those used previously. In fact, 

the 1973 la.cval f factor at Indian Point (.13) is less than 

one-third the value used. previously (.4). The 1973 f factors 

for the juvenile stage are either very close to (Roseton) or 

much higher than (Indian Point and Bowline Point) the values 

used in the Indian Point 2 hearing. However, the higher 1973 

f factors for the juvenile stage at Indian Point and Bowline 

Point are more than compensated for by the lower values for 

the egg and larval stages.  

Recognizing these offsetting increases and decreases 

in the 1973 f factors in relation to those previously applied, 

the f factors computed from the 1973 data substantiate very well 

Con Edison's estimates and assumptions derived from the rela

tively sparse data available during the Indian Point 2 hearing.
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Table F-1 

SUMARY OF f1  FACTORS 

(Based on 1973 Data)

DAYTI (0600-2059) NIGHTTIME (2100-0559) I LIFE METHOD DIET OD METHOD METHOD PLANT STAGE, A(C) B(c) AVERAGE A(c) B(c) AVERAGE 

Indian Point Eggs 0.716 0.626 0.67 0.254 0.412 0.33 
Larvae 0.890 0.686 0.79 0.899 0.605' 0.75 

__Juveniles 0.626 0.473 0.55 0.969 1.500 1.23 

Bowline Eggs (d) 0.200 0.200 0.20 0.200 0.200 0.20 
Larvae 0.155 0.159 0.16 0.689 0.592 0.64 

__Juveniles 0.019 0.026 0.02 2.670 2.365 2.52 

*_ eton Eggs(d) 0.200 0.200 0.20 0.200 0.200 0.20 
Larvae 0.996 0.495 0.75 1.819 1.421 1.62 

__Juveniles 0.564 0. 742_, 0.65 0.213 0.010 0.11 

(a) Ratio of intake quadrant concentration to river cross-sectional concentration.  

(b) Larval stage includes both yolk-sac and post yolk-sac larvae.

(c) In the computation of 
assigns double weight 
lateral weight to all

river cross-sectional average concentrations, Method A 
to channel transect values whereas Method B assigns uniform 
transect values.

(d) Striped bass eggs data are not available at Bowline and Roseton. The value of 0.20 is 
based on river average observation of striped bass egg behavior surveyed by Texas 
Instruments in 1973. Since the duration of the egg stage is approximately 1 to 3 days, 
the exposure of eggs to entrainment is much smaller than the larval stage.  
Consequently the fl factor for the egg stage is relatively unimportant and application 
of overall river behavior is appropriate.

jN

D
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Table F-2 

SUMMARYOF f2 (a)FACTO 

(Based' on 1973 Data)

DAYTIME (0600-2059) NIGHTTME (2100-0559) 
LIFE(a )  METHOD. METHOD METHOD METHOD 

PLANT STAGE A(c) I B(c) AVERAGE A(C) B (c) AVERAGE 

Indian Point Eggs(d) 1.000 1.000 1.00 1.000 1.00 1.00 
Larvae 0.316 I 0.416 0.37 0.106 0.179 0.14 

_ _ _Juveniles(d) 1.000 1.000 1.00 1.000 1.000 1.00 

Bowline Eggs () 1. 000 .000 1.00 1.000 i.000 1.00 
Larvae 0.218: 0-.218 0.22 0.308 0.308 0.31 Juveniles 0.182 0.182 I 0.18 0.372 0.372 0.37 

Iii-eton Eggs(d) 1.000 .0001.000 110 
1..000 i.0000[11000 

Larvae 1.265 2.956 I 2.11. 0.041 0.057 0.05 
Juvenlles(d) 1.000 1.000.-! 1.00 1.000 1.000 1.00 

(a) Ratio of plant concentration to intake quadrant concentration 

(b) Larval stage includes both yolk-sac, and post yolk-sac larvae 

(c) In the calculation of intake quadrant concentrations, Method A includes both channel 
and east (for Indian Point only) or West (for Bowline and Roseton) transect values; 
Method B includes only east or west transect value.  

(d) 1.00 assumed because of lack of data 

C) 

-. _ . .'@- ~-



Table F-3 

COMPARISON OF COMPOSITE f FACTORS 
PRESENTED IN 

ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT (JUNE 1975) AND 
INDIAN POINT. UNIT 2 HEARINGS (1972-1973)

Indian Point 

Roseton 

Bowline

s 
1975 '1972-73 

.44 .4) 

.16 (.4) 

.16 (.4)

Larvae 
1975 (1972-73) 

.13 (.4) 

.10 (.4) 

.05 (.4)

Juveniles 

1975 (1972-73) 

.57 (.2) 

.22 (.2) 

.41 (.2)

* Numbers in parenthesis are the f factors used to 

estimate multiplant impact in Lawler's Indian Point 2 

testimony of March 30,. 1973 (Table 11-4).
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G. Compensation 

During the Indian Point 2 hearings, Con Edison recog

nized that compensation plays an, important role in determining 

the populat..on dynamics of the Hudson River striped bass popu

lation. Compensation was described as the operation of density

dependent processes which cause ever-decreasing fractional 

mortality in the stock as stock abundance decreases and vice 

versa. Dr.. James T.. McFadden testified that striped bass 

populations typically fluctuate widely in abundance and have 

a substantial compensatory reserve. He further concluded 

that: ".. . a significant compensatory response which would 

appreciably reduce postulated percentage losses in the striped 

bass population of the Hudson River due to operation of Indian 

Point, Units #1 and #2 would occur." However, Dr. McFadden 

also stated at that time (1972): "No empirical observations 

on ope-:ation of compensatory processes during different life 

history stages for striped bass in the Hudson River per se are 

known. by- me to exist.," 

Since those hearings,, evidence of the occurrence of 

compensation (d ensity-dependent growth, predation; cannibalism) 

has been, found' for the Hudson River striped bass population.  

(Environmental Report,



Supp.. 2). Stock-recruitment estimates were derived from corn

mercialfishery catch/effort recordsavailable from 1931 
to 

1972. Density-dependent growth, data were derived from July

August beach-seine catch/area values 0btained during 1965-1974 

(excluding 1971).  

Preliminary analyses of comercial fisheries data 

for the pears 1931-1972 indicated a close approximation of a 

Ricker (1958) stock-recruitment curve (Environmental. Report', 

Supp. 2). The probable biological basis for this strong relation

ship using a 5-year lag between stock and recruitment is that 

the majority of the Hudson's female striped bass mature at age 5, 

and these 5-year-old females contribute the predominant fraction 

of the population's total natality. These data indicate a 

population with a significant compensatory reserve.  

Density estimates from July-August beach seine data 

were correlated with growth as measured by the change in mean 

total length between July and August. The unadjusted correlation 

coefficient relating density and growth for young-of-the-year 

striped bass (r = -0.719, p y 0.05), indicated a. significant 

negative-linear correlation (Environmental Report, Supp. 2).; 

An. adjusted correlation was also calculated using a partial 

correlation to hold temperature effects constant. This
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resulted in an even stronger negative relationship (r =-0.866, 

p-= 0_.0117).. Therefore,.-density-dependent growth appears to 

be one of' the compensatory mechanisms operating on the Hudson 

R:.ver striped bass population.  

Subsequent to the submission of Supplement:-2 to the 

Environmental-Report, other compensatory mechanisms.were 

investigated and will be addressed in. detail in the 1977' report.  

These included cannibalism (Stevens.1966, Thomas 1967) and 

predation by other species.. Juvenile striped bass are preyed 

upon by at least four Hudson River fish species: bluefish, 

white-perch,. Atlantic tomcod, and yearling striped bass. Of 

these., the effects of bluefish have been most studied.  

Young-of-the-year bluefish are almost entirely 

piscivorous by mid-July,. preying on many of the fishes found 

in-the estuary, including, striped bass. When latent root re
0 

gression ana.ysis was applied to a variety of environmental 

variables, a. predator index dominated by bluefish predation 

was among, the three, variables: selected as significantly 

influencing the abundance, of juvenile striped, bass in July and 

August. This predation factor has a' strong negative relation

ship tc year class abundance, indicating that bluefish predation 

may be a density-dependent regulatory mechanism..
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Further evidence of compensatory mechanisms operating 

on juvenile striped bass in the Hudson River include six years of 

standard.station beach seine catch-per-unit-ffort data taken 

during:August, September,- and October. While-a wide difference 

in mean abundance values among yearsaexists for August, all 

values tend to converge in September and October. This-con

vergence could be caused by density-dependent mortality(from 

predation or other factors),.. or by density-associated migration 

from the beach areas or downstream out of the survey area in 

September and October. 'It should be noted that such density

dependent migration may subject those fish which live-±n nursery 

AWNareas of the: river to higher levels of mortality from predation 

and other sources in the marine environment. Thus, density

dependent migration can lead to density-dependent mortality.  

In preparation for the 1977 report, compensatory 

capacity has again been calculated by fitting stock-recruitment 

curves to two different estimates of stock and recruitment.  

Commercial fishery-catch/effort data have again been used for 

one model, with various lag and lead times between spawning 

stock and recruitment estimates. However, only recent com

mercia-l fishe!ry data (1955-1975) have been used in the new 

analysis. This eliminates such problems as the change from
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linen to nylon nets which occurred in the early 1950's (and 

resulting efficiency differences),, as well as questionable 

records during some of the earlier years (see Talbot 1954).  

Another modification from former analyses is the use of only 

stake and anchor gill net effort for the effort values in 

striped bass abundance estimates. Use of drift net effort 

was shown to be misleading due to the gear's low efficiency 

in capturing striped bass. A second method is also being 

developed for stock and recruitment estimation wherein egg 

production of the spawning stock is reconstituted from the 

commercial fishery data and related to lifetime egg production 

of recruits.  

The first method assumes the commercial yield/effort 

data are an index of the size of the spawning stock, and that 

this spawning stock is dominated by five- and six-year old 

fish. Therefore, the yield/effort data of a particular year 

represents the parental generation and the yield/effort observation 

of several years later (the lag time representing age of sexual 

matur.Lty) represents the progeny generation. Using this method 

and a lag time averaged betweer five and six years", a negative 

correlation is again revealed between spawning stock and 

recruits.
0
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In addition to the stock-recruitment analyses, a

simulation study illustrates the fact that relatively small.  

increases in natural survival can offset considerable levels 

of mortality due to power plants. Changes in natural mortality 

necessary to offset various levels of mortality due to power 

plants are greater for high levels of power plant mortality, 

but lesser for high levels of natural mortality. At a natural 

mortality rate of 0.999, a 0.1% reduction in natural mortality 

to 0.998 can offset a 0.5 power plant mortality rate, while 

at a 0.95 natural mortality rate a 5.3% change would be re

quired to offset the same power plant mortality rate.  

0



II,., Contribucion of' the Hudson River to the Middle Atlantic
Striped Bass Fishery 

A. "Ind: an Point 2 Hearing 

k major question during the. Indian Point licensing.  

proceeding wasowhether the impact of the- Hudson River power 

plants on striped bass would cause a concomitant impact on the 

middle Atlantic fishery for this species. Fundamental to the.  

development of an answer to this question was a determination 

of the relative contribution of the Hudson River spawned striped 

bass to this fishery. The Licensing Board recognized the 

significan;:e of this issue as follows (6 AEC at 768): 

"The kind and urgency of measures taken, to.  
Aaaintain the population might be entirely 
different if protection of the Hudson River 
fishery were the major consideration." 

The probable sources of striped bass for the mid

Atlantic fishery, which were defined by the National Marine 

Fisheries Service for the purposes of compiling commercial 

catch data, as the coastal waters of Delaware, New Jersey 

and N(:w York, were considered to be (1) Hudson River, (2) 

DelawLre Bay and tributaries, and (3) Chesapeake Bay and 

tributaries.- The bulk of the testimony presented during the.  

licer sing, proceeding identified the Chesapeake system, and the 

Hudson River as the,. primary contributors to the coastal
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f ishery; the contribution from the Delaware system was con

sidered minimal, basedzon available literature.  

The available data with which the assessments of 

thef relative contributions of the various water bodies were 

being attempted consisted of the results of recaptures of 

marked fish and data analyses conducted by various researchers 

during the past four decades (Merriman, 1941; Vladykov-and 

Wallace, 1952; Alperin, 1966; Schaefer, 1968; Porter and Saila, 

1969; Koo, 1970; Raney, 1972). These researchers generally 

concluded that the Chesapeake system was the major contributor 

of striped bass to the coastal fishery from Virginia to Maine.  

However, it was also stated that the Hudson River is the source 

of most of the striped bass that are caught in the western 

quarter of Long Island Sound, the New York Bay, the western 

end of the south shore of Longlsland and northern New Jersey 

.(6 AEC at r768-9). Data from Clark (1968), Raney (1954), 

Schaefer (1968) and Alperin (1966) provided the basis for 

this conclusion.  

ConEdison presented testimony which demonstrated 

that 89 to 93 percent of the mid-Atlantic commercial catch 

came from :he areas of eastern Long Island, southern New 

Jersey andDelaware and concluded that the Hudson contribution
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to the mid-Atlantic fishery was at most only 10 percent. This 

was supported by Dr. Raney who testified that the Hudson con-

tributed no more than 5 percent outside of its immediate 

vicinity.  

A. different conclusion was reached by the Staff and 

the Hudson River Fishermenes Association relative to the origin 

of striped bass in the mid-Atlantic fishery. Dr. C. Phillip 

Goodyear, a witness for the Staff, after analyzing striped 

bass tag return data concluded that the Chesapeake contribution 

is small because only a very small percentage of Chesapeake 

fish (2 percent) leave the bay and only a small fraction of 

these are 2-year-old fish which comprise the major portion of 

the annual recruitment to the Middle Atlantic stock. The Staff 

further contended that a close correlation existed between 

Hudson River commercial landings (spawning stock) and mid

Atlantic commercial landings five years later (recruitment 

to the Atlantic fishery).  

Con Edison contested this argument with similar 

analyses of Chesapeake spawning stocks and coastal fisheries 

landings, but the Board concluded" that such analyses were not 

a suitable basis for debermining the primary source of striped 

bass in the middle Atlantic fishery (6 AEC at 768-69). The
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Board further concluded that whereas there were many plausible 

arguments• -.hat each water system (Chesapeake, Hudson) could be.  

the major :ource of striped bass in the mid-Atlantic fishery, 

the "truth of the matter is that the type and magnitude of data 

collection program needed to provide clear and statistically 

supportable answers to many questions about striped bass origins 

has never been undertaken" (6 AEC at 769).  

B. S tudy P rogram 

Since the Indian Point 2- licensing proceedings, Con 

Edison has developed a study program through which an assessment 

of the river of origin of' striped bass caught in the middle 

Atlantic: fishery could be made. This study was,, done in two 

phases:• the first phase being an' assessment of the feasibility 

of the approach,-and the second phase being the definitive 

determination of the relative contribution of the Hudson River 

to the mid-Atlantic fishery.  

The premise upon which the study was conceived was 

that fish that, are spawned grow and develop in distinct water 

bodies should develop characteristics specific to that waterbody.  

These characteristics, upon identification and delineation 

0 from comparable characters of fish spawned in other waters,.



would constitute innate: tags..  

An innate or natural tag is any character (or set 

of characters) found in a group of organisms that identifies 

members of that group as being: different from another group, 

i.e.,, a group fingerprint.  

They may be (1) meristic (countable,: e.g., rays, 

spines,, digits, etc.), (2) morphometric (measurable but not 

countable, e.g.., length, certain body part ratios, etc.), 

and/or (3) biochemical (antibodies, enzymes, blood type, etc.).  

The prospect that innate tags were available was• important 

as it would mean that all striped bass in the coastal fishery 

would be marked.. Upon analysis of these characters for any 

fish caught in the coastal fishery, and comparison of the 

characters with the specific characters for fish from specific 

water ,odies, the fish could be classified as to its river 

of origin.  

Phase I of the study produced very promising results 

which indicated that through the use of four characters' and 

discriminant analyses the river of origin for striped bass.  

caught in the mid-Atlantic fishery could be correctly classi

fied as to river of origin with approximately 80% certainty.  

Using additional characters derived from electrophoretic
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analyses of sertw-proteins, the overall correct classification 

as to river of origin could be increased to 83 percent (TI 1975c, 

1975 Final Report of the Synoptic-Subpopulation Analysis, Phase 

I: Report on the. Feasibility of Using Innate Tags to Identify 

Striped Bass (Morone saxatilis) From Various Spawning Rivers).  

This report. was provided to the Staff and parties on October 22, 

1975.  

phase II of the study was conducted during 1975, and 

had two fundamental aspects. The first aspect was to collect 

stripad bass on spawning grounds in the major river systems 

along the Atlantic Coast from New York to North Carolina.  

(There are no known spawning populations in river systems along 

the coast northward of New York, nor spawning rivers south of 

North Carolina which contribute striped bass to the mid-Atlantic 

fishery.) For each fish collected during the spring in the 

Hudson, Potomac, Elk, Choptank, Rappahannock, Roanoke River 

and the Ch,!sapeake and Delaware. Canal, a total of ten meristic 

and morphol ietric measurements expected, to have discriminative 

potential v'ere made. These measurements were: number of 

lateral lire scales; left pectoral fin ray count;, right pec

toral fin Yay count; second dorsal fin ray count; anal fin 

ray count; upper gill raker count; fork length;. snout length;



head. length; and internostril width. In addition, tissue 

samples were collected for determination of two specific 

enzymes, -O glycerophosphate-dehydrogenase and isocitrate 

dehydrogenase, using starch gel electrophoresis. These two 

enzymes had previously been determined to have discriminative 

potential and could be used to strengthen initial classifications 

based on the meristic and morphometric measurements.  

The second aspect of Phase II of the study was to 

collect representative samples of striped bass from the popu

lation distributed from Maine to North Carolina. Samples from 

the oceanic population of striped bass were obtained from the 

10 geographic strata presented in Figure 1 during each two-month 

interval of 1975. Because of their migratory nature, striped 

bass were not available in their entire range during all six 

time intervals.  

C. Study Results.  

A-special report describes the results of these studies.  

Frou two 7,ea of sttdy, £t was concludedtht the Hudson River 

contributes approximately 7; percent of the striped bass in. the 

Atlantic fishery. This, estimate is based: on an overall correct 

O classification of approximately 75 percent (TI 1976b).  

The- NRC Staff in the FES for Indian Point 3 identified
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an "inner zone" and an "outer zone." to which. the Hudsoncon

tributed striped bass. The Staff concluded that the Hudson 

contribute(. 90 percent to. the inner zone which was defined 

as the western half of Long Island Sound and the New. York Bight 

westward of a line between Barnegat Inlet, New-Jersey, to 

Moriches Bay, Long.Island (FES IP-3 page V-169). The outer 

zone was, defined as extending from Maine to the southern tip 

of New Jersey less the inner zone previously identified (see 

Figure 2). They concluded the contribution to the outer zone 

could not be determined from. the available data, but for pur

poses of, economic impact assessment, they assumed values of 

10 percent and 50 percent (FES IP-3 pp. V-176-177).  

The data. i. the =pocial ropr show that the Hudson 

River contribution to the NRC-defined "inner" and "Outer" zones 

(Figure 2) are approximately 15 percent and 0 percent* re

spectivel i. contributions from each river system to the Atlantic 

fishery and NRC zones are presented. in Table- 1. Estimates of 

approximately zero percent represent actual, proportions which are 

very low but obviously the Hudson River. contributes to the outer 

zone to a. slight extent' as striped- bass tagged, in the Hudson River.  

havebeen, recaptured from this- zone.. From Table, 1, it .is obvious
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that: the' Chesapeake Bay river systems contr'ibute most of the 

striped .)ass in the Atlantic. fishery as well as the inner and 

outer zcnes of the NRC. These findings confirm testimony by 

Dr., E. C. Raney before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board 

for Indian Point 2 on October 30, 1972 that the Chesapeake Bay 

contributes most of the striped bass harvested in the Atlantic 

fishery and also substantiate conclusions on the origin of 

striped bass. from the other investigation referred to in §. II.A 

above.
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Table 1

Estimates of Percentages 

River 3ystems to the

Hudson

Coastal Fishery 

NRC Inner Zone 

NRC Outer Zone

of Contribution' from Three Spawning 

Atlantic Striped Bass Fishery

Chesapeake Roanoke

7 

15 

0

S
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III., Impingement 

In the Indian Point 2 hearing, estimates of the number 

of all species of fish likely to be impinged were made by the 

NRC Staff (2 to 5 million young-of-the-year) and HRFA (6.5 

millior young-of-the-year). Con Edison estimated approximately 

1.3 million young-of-the-year with an average weight of 0.2 

ounces and length of 2-5. inches,, would be impinged.  

The research program-has obtained the data necessary 

to evaluate the effect of impingement on the adult population 

sizes of the fishes selected as indicator species by the Hudson 

River Policy Committee. In June 1972, TI began an impingement 

monitoring program. TI has counted fish of all species 

impinged at Indian Point 2. Daily counts of impinged fish 

were made at the time of screen washes to determine the number 

of fishes impinged. The total number of fish collected during 

1973-75 at Irdian Point 2 was: 

19731 19742. 1975 

White perch 75,510 319,056 256,659 

Striped bass 1,816 4,568 4,924 

Atlantic tomcod4 27,754 297,582 76,523 

Other species 23,510 128,976 308,326 

Total 128,590 750,182 646,432 

It is estimated that 100% of the striped bass,-90% 

white perch, and 100%O Atlantic tomcod impinged were young-of-the

year fishes.

j 
f

0
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The 1977 Report will present estimates of the effects 

of impingement on the equilibrium Sizes of adult populations in 

terms of the percent reduction of the, equilibrium stock sizes 

Q of striped bass, white perch, and Atlantic tomcod. (Analyses 

to date indicate that the effect of impingement at Indian- Point 2 

as a reduction of the equilibrium stock size on the 1974 year 

class of striped bass, white perch and Atlantic tomcod is 

0.24%, 4.2%, and 0.280, respectively. On the 1975, year class 

of striped bass, the effect is- 0.43%.) 

I. Reported in Indian Point Impingement Study Report for the 
Period 15 June 1972 through 31 December 1973 (1975) (see 
Environmental Report pp. 2-47 et sec.) (TI 1974c) 

2. Reported in Indian• Point Impingement Study Report for the 
Period 1 January 1974 through 31 December 1974 (1975).  
(TI 1975b) 

3., To be reported.  

-©_
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IV. Other Fish Species 

During the Indian Point 2 licensing proceedings the 

Staff suggested that the impacts of once through cooling on 

species of fish other than striped bass were likely to be 

adverse. The species most likely to experience these impacts 

were tomcod,. bay anchovy, white perch, blueback herring, 

alewife, American eel, smelt and.American shad. With the 

exception of some impingement data on white perch,. no data 

were offered in support of the position taken with regard to 

these-other species and the Staff properly concluded that the 

available evidence then was not adequate to reach any clear 

conclusion.  

Con Edison argued that on the basis of the staff's 

projected impingement of from 2 to 5 million fish annually at 

Indian Point 1 and 2,: these impacts could not be considered 

significant in terms of the relative productivity of the 

estuarine environment. The projected impingement loss was 

anticipated to represent less than 8 pounds of fish per acre 

from only a four square mile (2560 acre) area in the vicinity 

of Indian Point. It wad further stated that removals at this 

level of cropping are within the ranges-regularly sustained by 

fish populations in estuaries,, andin any event the- impacts on 

these species would not be substantial. or irreversible during 

an 8-year period beginning in 1973. It was also stated by 

Con Edison's witnesses that the striped bass population might
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benefit by the cropping of white perch which were considered 

to be competitive with the bass..  

The Licensing Board found that the data presented 

* didnot permit firm conclusions about the impact on-other 

species.- They-went on to conclude that to the extent other 

species use the vicinity of. Indian Point as a spawning and 

nursery ground, one must expect that the impacts will be similar 

to those on striped bass:. The Licensing Board indicated that 

Con Edison's' studies should provide the answer to this concern.  

The NRC Staff in its FES for Indian Point 3 reviewed 

the available data on other species and concluded, based on 

entrainment and impingement records, that the species list 

should-be revised to include the following: white perch, 

tomcod,: bay anchovy,, alewife, blueback herring and striped bass.  

The Staff recognized that, except for striped bass these 

species carried no social importance and the significance 

of impacts of power plants upon them would be from the standpoint 

of the integrity of the ecosystem. These species represent 

the various niches present and constitute, the basis of the 

fish community. The Staff concluded that as much as 20-25 

percent of the white perch population might be cropped annually 

through impingement;, however, the impacts on-all these species 

were not considered irreversible..
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ConEdison's research program has obtained substantial 

new data on the spatio-temporal distribution and abundance of 

other species of fish and the relative! vulnerability of these 

species'to power plant impacts. This information has been 

provided to the Staff periodically as it has become available 

since 1973.  

With respect to the assessment of impact on fishes, 

Con Edison has :ioted that the life history characteristics of 

individual spec:Les determine to a great extent its overall 

susceptibility to power plant impacts. Key factors in this 

determination are (1) location of spawning, (2) type of eggs, 

(3) behavior during larval stages, (4) movement to shoal areas, 

and (5) overwintering areas.  

Con Edison has reviewed the potential for power plant 

impacts on Hudson River fishes, and believes that the data 

demonstrate that the impact on these other species are 

insignificant from both a; social and ecosystem viewpoint. It 

suffices at this moment to state that substantive information 

on other species of fish has been collected through the 

research program and that this information has been provided 

to the Staff and the parties. Further analyses of the

potential impacts on these species will be contained in the 

1977 Report which will quantify impacts on white perch, 

Atlantic tomcod and American shad, and will summarize impacts 

on other species of interest.
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V.. Other Aquatic- Biota 

A. Indian Point 2 Hearing 

The potential effects of Indian Point 1 and 2 on 

bacteria, phytoplankton, microzooplankton and macrozooplankton 

were review.3d during the Unit 2 licensing proceeding. Poten

tial impacts on benthic organisms were not reviewed. The 

primary conE2ern relative to biota other than fish was whether 

significant changes in species composition,- abundance and 

distribution might: occur. A secondary question pertained to 

the effects of any changes in composition, abundance and dis

tribution, directly or indirectly, on the fish populations in 

the river, particularly in the vicinity of the-power plants.  

Both the Staff and the HRFA contended that poten

tial adverse effects on bacteria, phytoplankton, and zooplankton 

populations could occur as a result of. entrainment through the 

cooling system at the plant, particularly during the periods, 

when the intake water was being chlorinated to remove slime 

growths on the condenser tubing.. HEPA presented no evidence 

to. support its contentions, and the Staff provided conflicting 

data from other power plants.as to the effects, of entrainment 

on. phytoplankton and zooplankton..  

Con Edison submitted data and analyses of effects7
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of entrainment on these groups- of organisms which had been 

collected at Indian Point. The studies concluded generally 

that there would: be no effect on bacteria,. phytoplankton and 

microzooplankton river populations as a result of entrainment 

or thermal discharges. Bacterial populations generally 

remained active upon passage through the plant as noted by 

adenosine triphosphate production._ andphytoplankton popu- -.  

lations- were general productive in _the discharge canal as_ 

determined by. carbon-14 uptake. Analyses _of microzooplankton 

showed relatively littlemortality, with the only exceptions 

occurring during periods when maximum summer temperatures in 

the discharge canal exceeded 900F, and during chlorination, 

which was anticipated to be conducted on not more than 4% of 

the circulated water.  

The Staff expressed more concern about the entrain

ment effects on macrozooplankton,. particularly on three species, 

Gammarus, MZonoculodes and Neomysis. Most concern was expressed 

relative to Neomysis which was the most temperature sensitive 

of the three species. Neomysis has a temperature tolerance 

limit of 87-890F for a, 30 minute exposure, and a- 90.5°F - toler

0 ance limit for a 5 minute exposure when ambient temperatures 

are at 78°F. Neomysis, however, were expected to be present



ins.ignificant. numbersin thevicinity of the-plant only when 

the salt content of..the water was above 0.5 parts per thousand.  

Entrainment of this species was also .expected to be low during.  

daylight,-hours as.-these organisms exhibit vertical diurnal 

migrations in thewater column; being in the l-ower strata 

during-the day. The-significance ofthe concern about 

was that it could be an important food-item for juvenile 

striped bass,, and ifits populations were depleted as a result 

of entrainmentn the basspopulationst could potentially be sub

jected to food shortage at the salt front.  

AM- sal TheLicensing Board concluded that the, direct adverse 

effectsof operation ofUnits 1 and 2 on aquatic biota other.  

than fish did not constitute a manisr issuein the licensing 

proceeding, 6 ABC at. 772.  

B. Stud' Program, 

After the close of Indian Point.2 hearings,, Con 

Edison continued to study these impacts in addition to study

ing the impact on benthos. The data already published confirm 

theconclusions, ofCon Edison'stestimonyin the Indian Point 2 

hearinc- that therenis no significant impact on these organisms.  

1.,,. Benthos 

Con Edison has submitted reports on the effects of
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plant operation on benthic organisms (TI 1974d,_1975d) which.  

indicate that the populations of invertebrates had increased 

in . the vicinity of Indian Point. With respect to the annual 

variations in species composition and abundance which had 

occurred between 1972-74, variations in freshwater flow and 

the relative position of the salt front appeared to be the 

controlling factor, not the operation of Indian Point 2. The 

Environmental Report (at pp. 2-3 to 2-5) concluded that the 

plant operation has no significant effect on Benthic organisms.  

2. Bacteria 

NYU concluded that the overall effect of:normal 

plant operation on river populations of bacteria would be 

negligible (NYU 1973, p. 64). No further work was done on 

bacteria since this conclusion has been accepted by the NRC 

Staff (FES. Indian Point 3, p. V-119).  

3. Phy plankton 

NYU concluded that the effects of entrainment on 

phytoplankton were minimal and would have little or no effect 

on populations and primary productivity in the river (NYU 1976, 

p. 108). This conclusion was also accepted by the NRC Staff 

057P (YES, Indian, Point 3,; p. V-214).
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4.. Microzooplankton 

NYU concluded that there were little or no effects 

of entrainment on several species of microzooplankton, and 

some damage to one species of copepod at temperatures above 

80F (NYU 1976, p. 156). NYU also noted that comparisons of 

pre-and-post-operational data showed no changes in seasonal 

variability of species composition, species numbers, abun

dance and areal distribution of microzooplankton. (NYU 1976, 

p. 136). The NRC Staff concluded that entrainment of micro

zooplankton is not expected to have-any measurable effect on 

the acquatic ecosystem, (FES, Indian Point 3, p. V-214)..  

5. Macrozooplankton 

NYU concluded that- entrainment had little or no 

effect on survival of several species of macrozooplankton 

tested except for damage to Neomysis. NYU stated further 

that the impact on Neomysis population in the river was 

beli!ved to be minimal (NYU 1976 . p. 213).  

The NRC' Staff concluded that entrainment of macro

zooplankton would not be expected to have any measurable 

effect on the aquatic ecosystem except for Neomysis.. The 

impact on Neomysis' might have an adverse effect on striped 

bass and white perch growth (FES, Indian Point 3, p. V-214-215).
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However Con Edison submitted data on the stomach analyses of.  

striped bass juveniles which indicate that Neomsis is not a.  

dominant food item (TI 1974d,. pp. IV-43 et seq.). Furthermore, 

oi the basis of the TI's stomach analysis data for striped 

bass and white perch and on the fact that Neomysis tend to be 

at the limit of their range when at the salt front, it is 

extremely doubtful that power plants will have any measurable 

impact at all on this species of invertebrate throughout its

range in the Hudson River.  

0. z



VI. Mitigation Measures 

A. Rearin and- Stocking Striped Bass 

In the Indian Point 2 operating• license hearing, 

Con Edison put forward the concept of rearing Hudson River 

striped bass from.the egg stage in 
hatcheries, and, when 

the fish had attained a length of 2-5 inches, stocking them 

throughout the Hudson River as a means of offsetting power 

plant induced impacts. The Company further indicated that it 

planned to study the feasibility of this concept along with 

the implementation of a pilot hatchery. It indicated that 

by January 1977 it should be possible to make a reliable 

determination of the success of stocking striped bass in the 

Hudson River.  

The Licensing Board found the concept of rearing and 

stocking striped bass to be interesting, but of uncertain value.  

The Board further expressed its doubts that significant new 

information on the technique and procedures could be attained 

in only a few years. 6AEC at 777. The Board recognized that 

if stocking of up to a few million• striped bass would compensate 

for the adverse impacts of once-through cooling, then stocking 

merited serious consideration as an alternative to the installation 

of a cooling tower. 6 AEC at 777.  

Con.Edison has kept the parties advised of the progress 

of the hatchery rearing and stocking program through the 
sub-.  

mission of several reports. The program-has compiled the 

following statistics on the number of adult fishes utilized



and the number of fingerlings stocked:-.  

Year Total Adults Number Stocked* 

1973 89 28,674 

1974- 71 101,524 

1975 35 188,387 

Fish stocked in other States, 
are not* included in Table.  

Tab.e. B-7 of the TI 1974 Hatchery Report identifies 

the requirements for production of one million striped bass 

fingerlings, based on production records from thestriped 
bass, 

hatchery at Monck's Corner, S.C. Similar production records 

would be expected for a Hudson River-based striped bass hatchery.  

This evidence shows: that,. based on the identified level of 

plant impact, the hatchery program can probably produce striped 

bass fingerlings to offset power plant impacts. This evidence 

provides strong support for the Licensing Board's conclusion 

that a hatchery program should be given serious consideration 

as an alternative to closed cycle cooling if the level of 

stocking needed is at most "a few million" fish. 6 AEC at 777.  

Re".ative Survival. Survival of hatchery-reared fish 

following release has been evaluated:since 1973 by comparing-

changes in recapture frequency of marked hatchery-reared and 

marked wild1 fish. This procedure does not provide an absolute 

survival rate, but relates survival of hatchery-reared 
fish 

to that of wild fish., Marked 1fish were recaptured primarily 

by beach seinet, but sampling with epibenthic sleds, box 
traps,
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and trawls," as well as impingement collections: at Indian Point' 

also produced some-recaptures. Most recaptures were made within 

two months of release; some were made more than a year after 

release.  

Survival of hatchery-reared, fish relative to wild 

fish marked and released at the same time was estimated by 

the change-in-ratio method of Paulik and Robson (1969). The 

estimator can be presented in its simplest form as: 

Sh - _%2 

h 1 "w Rh Rwl 

where 

Sh= survival of hatchery fish 

W  survival of wild fish 

Rh1 = number of hatchery fish-recaptured- during:

time interval 1 

Rh2 = number of hatchery fish recaptured during 
time interval 2 

RWl = number of wild fish recaptured-during time 
interval 1 

R = number of wild fish recaptured duriag time 
w2 , interval 2 

A value of' Sh/Sw greater than one indicates better survival 

of hatchery-reared fish. Conversely,, al value less thanone 

indicates better survival of wild fish. Changes in recapture 

'frequency for both hatchery-reared andwild fish reflect not 

only mortality, but also variation in vulnerability-to recapture.



Survival of_ Uatchery-Reared Relative

Table VI-1 

to Survival of-Wild Striped 0B a- the -Hudftn-ver

year of 
Stockin g 

1973 

1974 

1975 

(Sept. Release) 

1975 

(Oct. Release)

Recapture 
Period 

11/12/73 - 11/18/73 

11/26/73 12/ 2/73 

12/ 3/73 - 12/ 9/73 

10/27/74 - 11/ 9/74 

11/ 3/74 - 11/ 9/74 

11/17/74 - 11/23/74 

10/12/75 - 10/18/75 

10/19/75 - 10/25/75 

10/26/75 - 11/ 1/75 

11/ 2/75 - !i/ 8/75 

11/ 9/75 - 11/15/75 

11/16/75 - 11/22/75 

11/ 9/75 - 11/15/75

11/16/75 

11/23/75 -

11/22/75 

11/29/75

Recaptures of 
Hatchery Reared Fish 

4 

3 

2 

10 

19 

14 

84 

75 

88 

31 

31 

53 

41 

70 

3

Recaptures of Relative 
Wild Fish Survival 

12 
1.29 

7 
1.55 

3 

2 
1.9 

2 
1.5 

1 

,1.1 

50 
1.65 

27 
1.98 

16 
1.13 

5 
1.00 

5 
4.27 

2 

27 
2020 

21 
0.90

..................................... *~*,7-;.*'~**~*;3 *'~~

Data Source

1974 

1974".  

1975 

1975 'J 
'  

1976 

1976 

1976 

1976..  

1976 

1976 

1976

IWO.

.0 
0
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However, it is not necessary for the- validity of the estimate 

that both groups be equally vulnerable to recapture, but only 

that the relative vulnerabilities of hatchery-reared and 

wild fish be the same in both recapture intervals.  

Aelative survival estimates made during all three years 

show little difference ihi survival of hatchery-reared and wild 

fish in the weeks following stocking (Table VI-1). The 1975 

estimates are the most reliable because the number of recaptures 

is much larger than in 1973 or 1974. The consistency of all the 

estimates (8 of 11 are between 1.0 and 2.0; 10 of 11 are greater 

than 1.0) indicates that any real difference in survival is small, 

but hatchery-reared fish may survive somewhat better than 

wild fish through the first-months after release.



The- number of hatchery-reared f'ish that are recaptured 

in the years following release is a good indication that many..  

hatchery-reared fish do survive the winter., Table VI-2.

- Table vi-2 

Verified Captures of Hatchery-Reared 
Striped Bass 

Year Year Number 

Stocked Recaptured Recaptured 

1973 1973 4.6 
1974- 3.  

1974- 1974 164 
1975 444 
1976* 5 

1975 1975 926 
1976* 237

* Includes-recaptures through June 30, 1976.  

The first months following stocking are probably 

the most critical period for the hatchery-reared fish as they 

adjust to the natural environment. Good survival' through the 

first Winter suggests that long-term survival will occur.  

Table VI-3 contains survival rates of hatchery fish relative 

to wild- fish., 

Table VI-3 

Survival. of Hatchery-Reared Relative to. the Survival 

of Wild. Striped" Bass Released in Fall, 1974 and Recaptured in 1975 

Recapture Recaptures of: Recaptures of Relative 

Period Hatchery-Reared Fish Wild Fish Survival 

January 7 2 3.14 

... . 44 4. 0.82

27 3

0

- 0. W -. .

ray 

June-.
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In response to Mr. Briggs. .question. concerning the 

mitigation of impacts., if any ,, during interim operation. with.  

once-through cooling.,. Con Edison will fbl~ow the. Plan of Action 

that was filed with. the Commission- as required by the operating 

license. In addition, Con Edison has-demonstrated that stocking 

of hatchery-reared striped bass is feasible, that the survival 

rate- of'these fish is as good, if not better, than that of 

wild fish,. and, if-deemed necessary upon a balancing of'the 

benefits and costs, stocking.of. striped:bass could be continued 

during the interim cperation period as a measure to offset 

impacts.  

B. Louvers and Angled Screens in Intakes 

Research conducted after the: Indian Point 2 licensing 

proceeding. included the feasibility: of using: louvers- or angled 

screens in intake systems as a means of. reducing fish impingement.  

The principle investigated was whether fish, when confronted 

with. a louver or angled screen in the path of-their movement, 

could be guided into a: diversion channel for safe removal 

and. return to the river..  

This study was, conducted in. a flume during May 1975 

to January 1976. Fish-were- placed- upstream of the test device 

(screen or louver)- and. observed as they were swept downstream.  

Upon approaching the device,, set at an angle of 250 to 450 to 

the.flow, the fish moved along the upstream side of the. device, 

and entered the diversion channel. The efficiency of the
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devices were determined by-the combination of. the number of 

fish diverted and the mortality attributable to the device 

itself.. Angled screens were found to bypass 95.5% of the fish, 

and. louver systems were found to: bypass 86.6%. The study 

design, equipment and test results; are contained in two 

previously-submitted reports: First Progress Report, Indian 

Point Flume Study. (August 1975) (:submitted in September 1975), 

and the 14-79- 1eport: Indian Point Flume Study (July 1976) 

(submitted in September 1976). It was concluded that "the results 

of these studies have shown that, under the environmental and 

engineering conditions evaluated, angled screens and louver 

diversion devices are highly effective in guiding striped bass, 

white perch and tomcod to a bypass with low resultant mortality." 

(Stone-& Webster 1976 at P.. 3.5-3 (emphasis added)).  

Con Edison believes; that with respect to impingement 

impacts on striped bass, white perch and tomcod, the use of 

angled screen or louver guidance systems represent another 

significant zUiternative for use in mitigating power plant 

impacts on fish populations.  

C. Air Curtains 

Con Edison has examined the feasibility of' using air, 

bubble curtains as a means to reduce fish impingement, 
and 

has found this system ineffective. Discussions of the results 

of this' mitigation measure have been submitted to the Commission 

in. impingement reports for 1973 and 1974. Based' on this



examination, Con Edison has. concluded that air curtains are 

not a feasible method for reducing impact., The New York State 

Department of. Environmental Conservation has concurred with 

© this. conclusion.., 

D. Future Mitigation Research 

Other-study programs in impact mitigation to be, 

continued in 1977 include (1) an assessment of'a submerged 

weir to reduce the impingement of bottom-oriented fishes, and 

(2) a continuously rotating traveling screen. The submerged 

weir will. be tested as a means- to reduce the impingement of 

bottom-oriented fishes such as-tomcod and white perch.. In 

another test, a continuously rotating traveling screen, outfitted 

with special troughs,, spray washes and special fine mesh (2 mm) 

screens will be tested . as'a means of reducing mortalities of.  

fish impingeable on standard 3/8 inch mesh screen as well as 

some of the organisms entrained, through the-standard screen..  

Similar traveling screen systems have been tested elsewhere with 

reported high survivalrates for.impinged fish., Comparable 

results.are expected at Indian.Point. Information developed 

from the mitigation tests will be provided in early 1978 as 

it becomes available.
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Comutational Procedures for f-Factors

Detailed descriptions for the computation of f-factors can be found in the 

recent Cornwall Testimony by Dr. John P. Lawler of Quirk, Lawler and Matusky 
(1) 

Engineers. In essence, transect data, collected at the plant intake vicinity 

over a 24-hour period for several sampling dates in conjunction with the plant 

intake and discharge samples were analyzed to evaluate the number of organisms 

that may be subject to plant entrainment) withdrawal.  

A series of f-factors were implemented: to- account for the heterogenous 

distributions of organisms, both spatially and temporally,. the possible avoidance 

of organisms from intakes, the replenishment of organisms to the intake area, 

and the cropping of organisms after passage through the plant cooling systems.  

These factors consist of f, f, fi, f 2 , f3 and fc and are defined in detail in 1)1 

the Cornwall Testimony as well as in Dr. John P. Lawler's October 30, 1972 
(2) 

Testimony before the Atomic Energy Commission. The product of these factors, 

the composite f-factor, defines the overall possible plant impact upon the 

organisms in the r:.ver. The computational procedures for each of the individual 

component f-factors are discussed below. Calculations for the Bowline plant are 

used as an example for illustrative purposes in the description of the computational 

method. Before the description of f-factor calculations, however, procedures of 

data reduction frcn sampling efforts are briefly discussed.  

(1) Testimony of Dr. John P. Lawler, Quirk, Lawler and Matusky Engineers, on 

the Effect oC Entrainment and- Impingement at Cornwall on the Hudson River 
Striped Bass Population, October, 1974.  

(2) Testimony of John P. Lawler, Ph.D., quirk, Lawler and Matusky Engineers, 
on the Effect of Entrainment and Impingement at Indian Point on the 

WPopulation of the Hudson River Striped Bass, October 30, 1972.
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- Data Reductions 

In general, three or four longitudinal transect samplings were made in the river 

in front of the plant intake for a 24-hour jeriod to obtain the tidal-averaged 

river cross-sectional distributions of organisms in the area in front of the 

plant. These transects are designated as West, Channel, and East transects, or 

West,. est Channel, East Channel, and East transects if four transect samplings 

were made. For Bowline, three river transects were made. However, since all 

the plant cooling water is taken from the Bowline Pond, additional samplings 

in the pond in conjunction with the river transect samplings were made at 

Bowline.  

The raw transect data were first reduced to express the concentration of organisms 

collected in each sample in terms of number of organisms per thousand cubic 

meters. These concentration data are shown in the August 1974 report to 

Mr. Woodbury of Consolidated Edison Company of New York for forwarding to 

ORNL along with the summary of composite f-factors.  

The next step in the data reduction process was the grouping of the transect 

data for each sample date into day and night samples, using 06:01-21:00 and 

21:01-06:00 as the defining criteria for day and night, respectively. Each of 

the day and night samples were further grouped into surface, mid-depth and 

bottom samples, based on the, sampling depth and the corresponding river depth.  

Average concentrations of organisms at each of the three depths in each transect 

were then computed,, with each sample given the same weight. Concentrations of 

the yolk-sac larvae at Bowline in each block of the 12-block spatial grid are shown 

in Table l-a.. Similar presentations or the average concentrations of post yolk-sac



larvae, and juvenile I's at Bowline are shown, in Table 1-b and Table 1-c, 

respectively.. In these tables, however, only the samole dates in the period 

bet?.:een the first appearance of a given life stage in either the plant or river 

sarmles, through the last appearance- are included, although the actual sampling 

period was longer than the period shown in the table. The approach precluded 

the inclusion of zero concentrations measured outside the-period when organisms 

were present at a given plant. Inclusion of.these values would lower the average 

concentrations and generate lower values for the composite factor.  

The following sections describe the computation of the individual component 

f-factors.  

fl-Factor 

Average concentrations of each life stage such as those shown in Tables 1-a 

iD through 1-c were used in the calculations of fl-factors for each life stage.  

To compute f actors, two methods were employed in the calculation of the 

river cross-sectional concentrations. Method A assigns double weight to channel 

transect values. Method B-assigns uniform lateral weight to all the transect 

values. Both methods were used in calculating the fi factors at all plants.  

In Method B the surface and mid-depth samples in the appropriate portion of the 

transect were used to evaluate- the concentration of organisms susceptible to 

plant withdrawal. Method A includes the surface and mid-depth: samples of both



TABLE 1-a,

I-

",GE CO; :" .ON, : (N'..TC:1) OF OR: .. :S',S 
BOWLINE-YOLK SAC LARVAE

DATE

5/23-24/73:

6/6-7/73

6/13-14/73

T2I-,E OF 
DAY*

Day

L2_;AT1TON

Surface 
Mid-depth 
Bottolm

22 
4 
14

I.  

- , 1 - .  

.752 22.571 2.848 12.129" 

.566 35.888 9.602 

.532 4.409 12.080 I 17.075

I -- - -I.  12.632

Night

Day

Night

A.

Night

Day

SUrface 
,'iI-depth 
Bottom ..  

S t. face 
.L .:-deptlh 
BottOm.

Surface 
i.4id-dept: 

Mi.-depth Bottom 

_,ur.-ace.  

'o r-tom .

Surface 
Mi.'-depth 
L(_ ctom

suri~~~ac30 3L.I. .30*~

Bod-ttmi 
:Bottont

15.000 

.13.399 

0 
0 
0-

4.338 
0 

4.500 

0 
3.366, 

210.961

60.778 
41.667

1.912 

1.621

12.632 6.581 
18.811 

2.501 
0.  

14.523

I -

66 .142
66.142 

142.400 
7.133

3.550 
.387.246 

166.256

51. 47351.4.73 
404.578 

8.136

0 
73.712.

.1.

o 94.418 32.926 -

14.800 i119.8661 
I _ 

3.164 0 

24.727 j -

121.603 16.016

27.748, 12. 783' 
0 ~ 

7.035 I 9.278 

2,.498 j 0 
109.148 I
327.453 6.001 

14.922 32.215 
254.893 

" " 

253.954 318.C09

l.J 23.669 
116.733

SLlrfaCe 28.150 I 0 0 

Night id-dept.h. 3.152 85.687 0 

Do.tto n 9.060' 151.583 71.006 

srae 2'0010 14.460 41.620 

Day N.: Ld-..ti t 0.709 j 32.442 406.018' 

.Eot.m'ia- 18.325. 38.949 325.400 

6/27-28/73 --
21.360, 6.977 28.643 

.ght" t.'.d-.i 'th 0 I11.834, 4.810 

. 0 t .Ll 0 70.339 32.873 

TCM = Thousand cubic meters 

*Day- 06:01-21:00; Night 21:01-06:00

0

13.115

-088 7. 8 

45.562 

57.161 

97.614 

15.120

F97

I

!

L
I

I

, . i I • i

I . A i A q A

D-ay,



TABLE 1-a (continued) 

SC C . . . I0 , . OF O ' 

BOWLINE-YOLK SAC LARVAE 
(continued)

-I.

LOCA'TION

Srface 
Mid-depth 
Bo ttom

T R A N S F C' S $ 

POND U WEST .. "-SiT 

o 0 0 0.  

O 0 0 -

0 0 0 4.121 
I__________________ ______________ ____________________

Mid-de.th 
Bottom 

Surface 

Mid-dc!Dth 
Bottom 

Suvface 

mid-depth 
Bottom 

- Surface 

Mid-depth 
Bottom

surlace 1 
mid-dcpth 
Botr.:rqr 

Surt .c 
Mid-de~pth 

Bo ttom 

S -. 1:f LC 0 

Mid-depth 
Bo Lorn 

Sur iace 
Mi tL1ti 
Bo Lt LQom

I-0 L LO',il 

Tim = thousand cubic meters 

*Day 06:01-21-:00; Night 21:01 - 06:00

*0 
0 
0 _4

____ --4

DATE

4

7/4-5/73

TIME" OF 
DAY*

Day

Night.

Night

Day

Night

Day

Night

Day

0

/%

I

(D



TABLE, 1-b

AVIRAGE oC0NCEWR!ATIO:. (NO./TC.) OF ORANIS"tS 

BOWLINE-POST YOLK SAC LARVAE

...P.I.G TIME.OF OF'.T R A N S E' C T. S, 

DATE' DAY*7" LOCATION. POND WEST CHANNEL .  

Surface 0 0 0 0 

Day Mid-depth 0 0 0 -

.-Bottom- 0. . 0 0 0.661 

•5/23-24/73 -Surface 0." 2.526 0 1.369, 

Night Mid-depth, 0 0 1.689 ..  

Bottom 7.933 0 0 11.312, 

Suzface 0 .0 0 2.8M 
Day .id-depth 0 0 0 -

Bottom 0 0 6.429 .0 

6/6-7/73 Surf;.-e. 0. 0 2.425 0 

Night. Mid-depth 0 0 0 ..  

Bottom 0 0- 7.035 0 

Surface 0 9.467. 0 0 

Day Mid-depth 5.050 442.949 65.703 -

Bottom 352.174 133.120, 324.827 2.000 

6/13-14/73 Surface. 0 74.215 55.958 37.186 

Night Mid-depth 110.512 381.938 290.374, -

Bottom .229.991 32.544 253.954 414.378 

Surface 14.894 2.958 1.461 8.687 

Day Mid-depth 8.783 0 4.438 

Bottom 4-.864 45.126 208.846 24.736 

6/20-21/73 Surface 100.490 0. 0 49.615 

Night Mid-depth 165.998 146.059 5.917 229.824 
Bottom 555.580 037.885 88.757 0 

.1. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r I A~ 111I3.0

6/27-28/73

Day
Surface, 
Mid-depth 
Bottoma

1.120 
15.593 
28.102

187.178 
417.077

926.465 
1946.907'

1 4 - I -.-. -.- , t.~A 9 ~.4ib LI £~ * ~ I J .1.

Night Mid-dcpth 
BotLtom

99-.316 
326.138 
515.097

.757.396 
L598.604

I _________ L ______

57.715 
295.859

101.787

152.11.7 
i408.1.91

STC, = thousand cubic meters 
*Da%= 06:01-21:00; Night = 21.:01-06:00



TABLE 1-b (continued)

AVERAGE' CONC .iTRATIOINS (NO./TCM) OF' ORGANISMS 

BOWLINE-POST YOLK SAC LARVAE 

'(continued)

KY

Day

Night

Surface 
Mid-cic; th 
Bottom

Surface 
14idc-dopthl 

Bo ttom I
TCM = thousand cubic meters 
*Day= 06:01-21:00; Night = 21:01-06:00

SAMPLING TIME OF R A N S E C T S 

DATE DAY* LOCATION POND WEST CHAI-.-IEL 

Surface 2.177 0 0 9.244 

Day Mid-depth 7.079 9.862 56.636 -

Bottom 2..820 13.367 23.669 15.874 

Surface 0 1.694 0 11.546 

Night Mid-depth 2.528 16.527 0 -

Bottom 28.781 11.206 0 5.544 

Surface 0 0 0 0 

Day Mid-depth 0 1.972 3.944 0 

Bottom 0 0 2.397 6.637 

7/10o-11/73 
Surfae 0 1.684 0- 0 

Night Mid-depth 2.786 0 7.890 -

Loc tom 0.986 3.945 0 2.518 

Surface 0 0 1 0 0 

Day Mid-depth. 0 0: 0 -1 
Bottom 0 01 0 7.187 

7/17-18/73 Su-face 
Srae0 0 1.972, 0 

Night Mid-depth 0.660 . 1_479 5.917 -

Bottom 0 0 1.972 0 

Surface 

Day Mid-depth 
Bottom 

Surface 
Night Mid-depth 

Bottom

.~z

.......... f- ,



TABLE: 1-c

AVERAGE CONCENTRATIONS (NO. TcM) OF ORGANTSMS

BOWLINE-JUVENILE I

SAMPLING TIME OF L POND R A N : S E C T S 
DATE DAY* !;LOCATIONI POND' WEST CHANINEL : E;.ST 

Suxface 0 0 0 0 
Dly Mid-depth 0 0 0 0 

Bottom o. 0 0: 0 

6/20-21/73 Surface 0 0 0- 0 

Night •Mid-depth 0 0 0 0 

Bottom 13.342 0 0 0 

Surface 0 0 0 0 

Day Mid-depth 0 0 0 0.  

Bottom 0 13.313 93.998 0 

6/27-28/73 Surface 1.227 13.954 0 12.110 

iLght. Mid-depth 47.619 17.751 14.429 -

Bottom 87.825 159.860 19.395 39.110 

Surface 0 0 0 0 

Day Mid-depth 0 0 4.977 -

Bottom 1.097 4.455 0 0 

7/4-5/73 Surface, 1.185 3.515 0 0 

Night- Mid-depth 22.810 1.972 0 -

Bottom 49.366 2.801 .0 61.865 

Surface 0 0 0 0 

Day Mid-depth 0 0 0 0 

Bottom. 0, 0 0 0 

7/10-11/73 Surface 0 0 0 0 

Night- Mid-depth 11.507 0 5.064 -

Bottom 13.313 3.945 1.479 0 

. ...._ e ,,, rn 0

7/17T-18/73

Day

Night

Surfrace.  
Mid-depth 
Bottom 

7alrfac C 
v.lid-dcr th 
Bottom "

2.250 
4.067 
1.306:

0 
0 
0

___________________ J _______________________ - - ___________--

0 

0 

0, 
0 
0

0 
0: 

0.  

3.623

TCM = 
* Day

4

thousand cubic meters 

= 06:01-21:00; Night = 21:01-06:00

AVERAGE-:'CONcr.NTRAIrIOLiS(NO./TCM) OFI
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the Channel-transect and either West- or East- transect, depending on the plant 

location, in estimating the susceptible portion of the cross-sectional concentration.  

o The fl factors, for day and night were calculated according to: 

n 
(Upper East or west Quadrant Concentration)i 

i=l 

n = n 

n 
E. (Cross-sectional concentration)i 

i=l 

n 

where n= number of sample dates during period of abundance.  

For the larval stage, the fl factor was computed by adding the average quadrant 

concentrations for the yolk sac and post yolk sac:stages and dividing by the 

sum of the average cross-sectional concentrations of these two stages.  

In computing the average quadrant and cross-sectional concentrations, only those 

samples taken during the period of abundance for a given life stage were used.  

The sample datcs included in the average began with the first appearance of a 

given life stae in either the plant or river samples and ran through the last 

day on which the life stage was captured.  

The fl-factor calculations for the larval and* juvenile Ij, stages for Bowline 

by the above mentioned two methods are shown in Tables 2-a and 2-b, respectively.  

Th(. data in Tables 1-a through 1-c were used in the' fl-factor computations.  

Avt-rage concentrations in the pond and the river cross section for each 

sample date were computed first.. To compute the average concentrations in the 

pond, mid-depth values were assigned double weight. The averace concentrations



of yoLk-sac larvae in the pond for the sample date 5/23-24/73, for instance 

were computed as: 

(2.752 + 2x4.566+14.532)/4= 6.604 for daytime: 

and 

(15.000 + 13.399)/2 = 14,.200 for nighttime 

as shown in Tables 2-a and 2-.b. No mid-depth concentration in the pond was 

available for the nighttime of 5/23-24/73 and thus the simple average of-the surface 

and bottom concentrations was taken. When data for all three depths in the pond 

were available, the average concentration of each life stage in the pond was 

computed by following the equation: 

Pond Conc.= conc.) + 2 x (mid-depth conc.) + (bottom conc. ) 

In the computation of river cross-sectional concentrations for each sample date, 

quadrant concentrations for day and night were first computed msing the following 

equation s:_ 

(A) Method A 

Quadrant A (West Surface,+ West mid-depth + Channel surface + Channel 
mid-depth) /4 

Quadrant B (West mid-depth + West bottom + Channel mid-depth + Channel 
bottom) /4, 

Quadrant C (Channel surface + Channel mid-depth + East Surface + East 
mid-depth)/4 

Quadrant D = (Channel mid-depth + Channel bottom + East mid-depth + 
East bottom)/4, 

River cross-sectional average conc. = (Quad. A + Quad. B + Quad. C + 
Quad. D)/4



TABLE 2-a 

1973 Bowline Point, Calculation of "fl" Factors by Y.- .!. Weight Mid-0htnnel

~*w.

Values (Method A)

Yolk Sac Larvae 
(i:/TC:: ) 

Uiver 
Pond CInw3 Section 

D a I'li._ht Day ,l'ight.*1-73)

5/23-24/73 

6/ 6- 7/73 

6/13-14/73 

C,'2)-21/73 

6/27-28-73 

7/ 4- 5/73 

7/10-11/73 

7/1.7-18/73 

Sums

6.604 

0 

54.423 

1.654 

5.438 

0 

0 

0 

68.119

14.200 

2,710 

40,806 

10.879 

5,840 

0 

0 

0 

73.935

27.806 

139. 471 

31.977 

187.899 

0.343 

0 

0 

401.080

32.407 

29.291 

197.037 

31.131.  

23.604 

0 

0 

0 

313.470

Post Yo1,-S- l.nrvae 
(r/TCH) 

River ..  

Pond Cross Section 
Day Nicht Day Night

0 

0 

80.569 

9.331 

15.102 

4.789 

0 

0 

119.791

2.640 

0 

112.754 

247.017 

316.672 

8.459 

1.640 

0.330 

689.512

0.055 

1.172 

130.981 

37. 755 

624.514 

24.132 

1.947 

0.599, 

821.155

1.707 

1.380 

221.933 

127.528 

364.003 

4.296 

2.863 

2.486 

726.196

Juvenile I 
(#/TCM) 

River"

Pond' 

Day_ Niqht

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.274 

0 

0 

0.274

0 

0 

0 

4.447 

46.073 

24.043 

9.082 

2.923 

86.568

Cross Section 
N~~!ighrt

0 

0 

0 

0 

12.592 

1.730 

0 

.0 

14.312

0 

0 

0 

0 

24.388 

5.797 

1.939 

0.302 

34.426

.ote: #/TCM - number per th:usane. c:ubic meters.  

Average concentration of larvae F Average concentration of yolk-sac larvae + average concentration of post yolk-sac larvae 

Clarvae = Cys + Coysi C Clarvae ) pond 68.119/6 + 119.791/8 - 26.327 ...... Daytime 

( Clarvae ) pond 73.935/6 + 689.512/8 98.512 ....... Night time 

( Clarvae ) river-401.000/6 + 821.155/8 -169.491 ....... Daytime 

(Clarvae ) river=313.470/6 + 726.196/8 '143.030 ....... Night time 

(f1)larvae . [(Clarvae) pond]/I(Clarvae) river] (1) larvae -'26.327/169.491 - 0.155 ...... Daytime 

(fl) laa.vae 99512/143.020 - 0.689 Ni.... oight time 

31 [E(C 1 ) pondJ/[T.(Cj 1 ) river ; (fr) I U 0.274/ 14.312 - 0.019 ...... Daytimn 

(f!6 ,' 1 P.,../ 32.4?6 w 2.(.70 .... I 0I: Ino

r -,

- ~ - ,-..,,... s.d Si



TABLE 2-b 

1973 Bowline Point. Calculation of "fl" Factars by Uniform Lateral Weight Method (Method B)

Yolk-Sac Larvae 
(#/TCM) 

niv r 

Pond Cross Section 
!la'_ Night Day Night

Post Yolk-Sac Larvae 
(#ITCH) 

River 
Pond Cross Section 

Day Night Day Night

Juvenile I 
(I/TO)

Pond 

Day Night

.. .River 
Cross Section 

Day Nigjht,

14.200 

2.210 

40.806 

10.879 

5.840 

0 

0 

0 

73.935

17.298 

19.333 

166.245 

25.093 

153.211 

0.344 

0 

0 

381.524

31.587.  

46. 278 

221.419 

40.561 

23.737 

0 

0 

0 

363.582

0 2.640 

0 0 

90.569 112.754 

9.331 247.017 

15.102 316.672 

4.789 8.459 

0 1.640 

0 G.330 

119.791 689.512

0.055 

0.770 

166.281 

25.303 

596.626 

21.804 

1.661 

0.599 

813.099

1.690 

0.788 

240.431 

161.655 

429. 820 

6.631 

2.005 

3.287 

846.307

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.274 

0 

0 

0.274

0 

0 

0 

4.447 

46,.073 

24.043 

9.082 

2.923 

86.588

0 

0 

0.  

0 

.0 

10.559

0 

0 

*0 

28.414 

6.175 

1.718 

0.302 

36.609

t:ote; #/TCM number per thousand cubic meters.  

Average concentration of larvae averageconcentration of yolk-sac larvae + average concentration of post yolk sac larvae 

Clarvae F Cys + Cpysl (Clarvae)pond = 68.119/6 + 119.791/8 - 26.327 ...... Daytime 

{Clarvae)pond - 73.935/6 + 689.512/8 - 98.512 ...... Night time 

(Clarvae)rivcr= 381.524/6 + 813.099/8 165.225 ...... Daytime 

(Clarvae) river= 363.582/6 + 846.307/8 - 166.385 ...... Night time 

(f!)larvae - t(Clarvae)pond] / [(Clarvae)riverl (fl)larvae - 26.327/165.225 - 0.159 .. .o Daytime 

(fl)larvae 90.612/166.385 = 0.592 ..... Night time 

(fl) J -M((C I)pond) / [i(Cjl)river I (fl)jl = 0.214/ 10.559 0.026 ..... Daytime " 

(F3) VI 0 6.56fl/ 36.609 - 2._5 . itfjht tmu

Date 
(1973)

5/23-24/73 

C/ 6- 7/73 

6/23-24/73 

6/20-21/73 

6/27-28/7 3 

7/ 4-5/73 

7/10-11/73 

7/17-18/73 

Sums

6.604 

0 

54.423 

1.654 

5.438 

0 

0 

0 

68.119
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(B)

Using the concentra.tion cf or!anisrs in s s -onle and in the river cross section, 

f factors for each life stage at Bowline 
were computed by:

f= (pond conc.)i / 
i=l i=l 

where n = number of sample dates.

(river cross-sectional conc.)i

The step-wise calculations of fi factors 
for the larval and juvenile I stages at 

Bowline by Methods A and B are 
shown in Tables 2-a and 2-b, 

respectively. No 

egg data was available at Bowline'. Estimate of f factor equals to 0.2 based 
on 

river average observation of 
striped bass egg behavior surveyed 

by Texas Instruments 

in 1973 was made.  

f2-Factor 

The f 2 -_ :tor is the ratio of the-concentration of organisms 
in the plant intake 

S0 and/or discharge samples to that of 
the organism concentrations in the 

quadrant 

immediately adjacent to the intake. The calculation of average concentrations 
in 

the intake and/or discharge samples 
may be represented by:

Method.B 

Quadrant A = (West surface + West mid-depth)/2 

Quadrant B:= (West mid-depth + West bottom)/2 

Quadrant C = (Channel surface + 
Channel mid-depth)/2 

Quadrant D =. (Channel mid-depth + Channel bottom)/2 

Quadrant E= (Iast surfade 4 East mid-depth)/2 

Quadrant F = ('ast mid-depth + East bottom)/2 

River cross-sectional average conc. 
= (Quad. A + Quad. B + Quad. C 

+ Quad. D + Quad. E + Quad. F)/6



•Ni 21 
CAVG = I N1 i =-7 

*=l 17 J 

where: 

= number of samples 0 iNi= number of organisms of a given life stage captured in the ith sample.  

Vi= sample volume for ith sample.  

For the larval stEge, the yolk sac and post yolk sac organisms captured were 

added together in determining the total number of larvae captured. When field: 

data for both the intake and discharge were available and applicable, the CAVG 

values calculated from the intake and discharge samples were averaged with equal 

weighting to give the final estimate of the concentration of organisms entering 

the plant. In any case, the goal was an estimate of the numerator of the f2-factor.  

Averaging of data from several sample dates was performed over the same period 

.. of abundance as used. in computing the f, factor.  

The denominator of the f2 factor was set equal to the numerator of the f, factor.  

The product of f, and f2 becomes simply the ratio of the intake concentration to 

the river cross-sectional concentration.  

The calculations of f2 factors for the larval and juvenile I stages 
at Bowline 

are shown in '.Iables 3-a and 3-b. The total number of yolk-sac and post yolk-sac 

larvae captured at the Bowline intake during the period of abundance shown in 

Tables 1 and 2 was 14 for-the day and 38 for the night. The total water volumes 

in which thEse organisms were captured were 1.899 and 2.044 thousand 
cubic meters 

(TCM) for the day and night, respectively. Thus, the concentration of larvae 

at the. Bow]ine intake was 14/1.899 = 7.372/TCM for the day and 38/2.004 = 18.962/TCM 

for the night. Similarly, the concentrations of larvae at the Bowline di.scharge



TABLE 3-a 
1_-11% .. .r BL~q I ,": 97 . "' r ' 2". . . . .+. ,., €- :+,++L '" 'T " TA,;'.; COr.:C,."II f * C O

(6 /olk-ac larvae May 23. a,,d July 5 ) 
sampling dates between 

(8 LFost yolk-sac larvae -lay 23 and July 18)

DAY 
Method A m.othod il

NIGHT 
:.,thoi A !.2Ut. &

piver Cross-sectional 
Concentration (#/TCM) 

Weighted River- Cross-sectional, 
Concentration (U/TCM) 

kiver 24-hour Average 
Concentration (ItT/TCM) , 

River Concentration 
near Intake -Pond (#/TCM) 

Intake: Uo. of larvae (ys + pys) 
Volwme strained (TC1L) 
Concentration (I/TC) 

Di; ch.arge:, 
No. of larvae (ys + pys) 
Volux-e strained (TC.  
Concentration (#/TCM) 

ID P!:nt Concentration

169. 49 

105.93 

159.56 

26.327

165.22 

1 03.26 

165.66 

26. 327 

14 
1.899 
7.372 

29 
10. 027 

2.892

143. 02 

53.63 

159.56 

98.512

166. 39 

62.40 

165.66 

98. 512 

38 
2.004 

18. 962 

318 
7.977 

39. 865

Discharge) (T/TC4) 5.132 29. 413 

1.062 0.997 0.896 1.004 

fw 0.625 0.625 0.375 0.375 

f 0.155 0.159 0.689 0.592 

f0 .218 0.218 0.308 0. 308 

1.,000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
3

f ".0600 0.600 0.600 0.600 

V'" fw" f" f2 f" f .0'. 013 0 013 0.043 0.041 

Cozi.,pite ,,f,, Methiod ' A 0..056; Method B = 0. 054 

* Ca'pcitc "ff I (f''fw'fl'f 2 "f 3 "fc)Day'+ ('' fff 2 "f 3 ' D :icht 

S/Tc.= nu,..r of or-gaLliZmiI per: thousa.nd cubic ter, 

yt = yolk-Sac ]arvu; pVs = po:;t yoi:-zac a'
1.0 iL Azsu;icd ±t"' 1 .:c: of daLZa.  

Conservativt..-stimaL, based oni NYU studics.



TABLE 3"b 

BOWLINE: 1973"STRIPED PASS JUVE:ILF I STAOE CON*'OStTC "f" F ..CTOR

(5 Sampling Dates Between June 20 and July 18) 

PAY
Mthod A

River Cross-sectional 
Concentration (,#/TCI-)., 

Weighted:River Cross-sectignal 
Concentration ( /TCM) 

River 24-hour Average 
Concentration (lT/TCM) 

River Concentration 
near Intake - Pond (t/TCM) 

Intake: No.of Juvenile. I 
Volume strained (TCM) 
Concentration (#/TCM) 

DischTarge: 
No. of Juvenile I 
Volume strained (TCM 
Concentration (#/TCM) 

Plant Concentration 
(Average of Intake and 
Discharge) (#/TCM)

fs 

fw 

f2 

f -w- fV' f 2 f3-*f 

Composite. "f"'

2.862 

1.789 

4.221 

0.055

0.678 

O.625 

0-019 

0.182 

1. 000 

o.700 

0.001 

Method A

1-k Uiod ~I 

2.112 

1.320 

4.066 

0.055 

0 
0.622 
0.01

0.01 

0.519 

0.625 

0.026 

0.182 

1.000 

0.700 

0.001* 

=0.401

N,!t. i-100

6.485 

2.432 

4.221 

17.314

NTGUT 
IA *t:

7.322 

2.746, 

4.,066 

17.314 

3 
0.466 
6.438

6.438 • 

1.536. 1.801 

0.375 0.375 

2.670 2.365 

0.372 0.372

1.000 1.000 

0,-700 .0.700 

0.400: 0.416 

Method B = 0.417

* Comuc'o ite ' C(f'.fw-fl'f 2 ,f3 fc)DY + (f'f 1 3*f2f3 fC) 

#/TC:. = number of organisns per thousand cubic menters 

• , 1.0 is assiuncd for lack of data., 

Conservative-estimatc, based on*NYU studies.

(9



were. 2.892/TCM and 39.865/TCM for the day and night, respectively. The average 

concentration of larvae at the Bowline plant is the average of the intake and 

discharge concentrations, i.e.-, (7.372 + 2.892)/2 = 5.132/TCM for the day and 

(18.962 + 39.865)/2 = 29.413/TO for the night, as shown in Table 3-a. Since the 

average concentrations of larvae in Bowline pond for the day and night were 

26. 327/TCM and 98.512/TCM (also shown in Table 3-a), f 2 factors for the larval.  

stage at Bowline for the day and night are 5.132/26.327 = 0.218 and 29.413/98.512= 

0.308, respectively. These values are shown in Table 3-a.  

Similarly, f2 factors for the juvenile I stage at Bowline for the day and night 

are 0.182 and 0.372, respectively, as shown in Table 3-b. It should be noted, 

however, that the juveniles captured at Bowline discharge were not included in 

the estimate of the juveniles entrained through the Bowline plant. When the 

striped bass reached the juvenile stage, they possess swimming abilities and 

may be capable of avoiding the sampling gear in the plant intake and the river.  

The water velocities in the Bowline discharge are approximately 8 to 10 fps as 

compared to 2 to 3 fps in the river and 0.2 to 0.3 fps in the intake. At the 

much higher velocities in the discharge, the juveniles can not avoid the sampling 

gear and this makes the sampling efficiency in the Bowline discharge much higher 

than in the river and the intake. Consequently, the average Juvenile I concen

tration determined from the- intake sampling was used as the plant concentration 

and subsequently the computation of the f2 factor.  

f3- Factor 

No information is available concerning this factor. A value of 1.0 is selected 

for this parameter for all three early stages. This means that orga.oims



withdrawn by the plant are replenished from other river segments. It is unlikely 

that organisms: near the intake can be replenished immediately once they are with

drawn by the plant. A value 6f f3 = 1.0 is E conservative estimate..  

f"- Factor 

The f'-factor recognizes the day-night differences of the river cross-sectional 

average. concentiations. Thus, f6' the f'-factor for daytime is the ratio of 

the river cross-sectional average concentration in daytime to the river cross

sectional average concentration" over the 24-hour period and f' is the analogous N 

f-factor for tIe nighttime.  

The computation of f' factors for larval and juvenile I stages at Bowline can 

be seen in Tables 3-a and 3-b. Take Table 3-a for an exbolanation of the calculation 

procedures. The first line of Table 3-a, the river cross-sectional concentration, 

wa:3 obtained from Tables 2-a and 2-b. The second line, the'weighted river-cross

sectional concentration, was obtained by multiplying the first line by 0.625 for 

the day and by 0.375 for the night. The factors 0.625 (=15/24) and 0.375 (=9/24) 

are the ratios of daytime and. nighttime hours to 24-hours, respectively. The 

third line in I able 3-a was obtained by summing up the day and night weighted 

river cross-sec:tional concentrations in the second line for each method. For 

example, the weighted river cross-sectional concentrations computed by Method A 

are 105.93 and 53.63 (second line) for the day and night, respectively. The 

river 24-hour average concentration by Method A is thus 105.93 + 53.63 = 159.56 

as shown in the third line.. The analogous value for Method B is 103.26 + 62.40 

= 165.66. The f' factors as shown in Table 3-a were then obtained by dividing 

the values in. the first ]ine by thri corresponding values in the third line.
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f-Factor and fw-Factor 

These are weighting factors which recognize possible differences between daytime 

and night-time plant operations. Periods of 15. hours and 9 hours were considered 

for daytime and nighttime, respectively. Thus, fD, daytime f-factor, of 15/24 

= 0.625 and fN, nighttime f-factor, of 9/24 = 0.375 were used.  

In addition to the difference between the hours of daytime and nighttime operations, 

plants such as the proposed Cornwall pumped storage facility would have different 

plant flow rates during day and night. An f"-factor was thus. introduced in the 

Cornwall Testimony (Reference 1) to recognize such a difference. The overall 

weighting factor, fw, would thus be the product of f and f". For the thermal 

plants such as Bowline, Indian Point and Roseton, f" = 1.0 is applied, i.e., no 

day-night variation in plant circulating water flow rates is assumed and fw=f 

as shown in the tables contained herein.  

fc-Factor 

The fc-factor was evaluated according to the defining formula as: 

f = ( Alive in plant intake-% Alive in plant discharge) 
(% Alive in plant intake) 

Data from NYU 1973 and 1971-1972 studies at Indian Point were used to compute 

fa factors. The data showed no significant difference in fc with and without 

AT (temperature increase through the condenser). The fc factors calculated from 

the data and used in the evaluation of f factors were: 

f fc 0.8 for egg4staqe 

fc= 0.6 for larval stage 

fc= 0.7 for juvenile I stage



The Composite f-Factor 

Composite f-factor= f. f + 

ffi f3  fc day 

f •2 fw- f fC night 

The composite f-factor was evaluated by Method A and Method B as described above 

and the results from the two methods were averaged to give the final value.  

Tables 3-a and 3-b present the individual values of each of the individual component 

f-factors as well as the composite f-factor for the larval and juvenile I stages 

at Bowline. Similar presentations for all three early life stages at Indian Point 

based on the data given by New York University are shown in Tables 4-a, 4-b, and 

4-c.  

Indian Point Plant and Impact Parameters 

To evaluate the impact of Indian Point operation on the Hudson River striped 

bass population, plant and impact parameters for Indian Point, along with other 

parameters, are required as input to the Hudson River Striped Bass Life Cycle 

Model. The plant parameters include the location of Indian Point on the 

river, the plant flow rate, and the number of years of plant operation simulated 

in the model. For Indian Point, a full flow rate of 0.0026916 cubic mile per 

day (or 4,585 cfs) for three units was used. The impact parameters include 

entrainment and impingement parameterst. The entrainment impact parameters 

use: the average; composite f factor evaluated from Method A and Method B. The 

results are shown in Table 5.



TABLE 4-a 

IND AN.. POTNT 1973 STRTPE.D SA S. .C , STAGE CO.'OSITE,' f* FACTOR: 

(3 Sampling Dates Be,_.-.cen !.*.,y 29 and June: 13).

DAY 
Neth'od A M.lethod it

NIGHI.T 
M.ethiod A 14thod! Bi

River Cross-sectional 
Concentration (f-/TC.) 

Weighted River Cross-sectignal 
Concentration (tI/TC,'4) 

River 24-hour Average 
Concentration C"T/TCM) 

iliver Concentration 
near Intake (#/TCM) 

Intake: No. of eggs 
Volume strained (TCM) 
Concentration (#/TCM) 

Dis charge: 
'to. of eggs 
Voltune strained (TCM 
Concentration (#/TCM) 

D Plant Concentration 
(Average of Intake and 

Discharge) (#/TC1) 

f fw 

f2 .b* 
2 

":3 

C 

Comp.osit&. f

24:.155 

-15. 097 

23.147 

17. 295•

1.'044 

0.625 

0.716 

1.000' 

1.000 

0.800 

0.374 

Method'

23.850 

1A4. 906 

22.567 

14.930

1.057 

0.625 

0. 626 

1. 000 

1.000 

0.800 

'0. 331 

A= 0.,445;

21. 466 

8.050 

23.147 

5.452

O. 927 

0.375 

0.254 

1.000 

1.000 

0.800 

0.071 

Method B=

.. Composite "f" = (f'fw"ff 2 f 3 "r)DIY + (f'*f -f-f-ffc). F ;ht 

#/TM- nu:-)cr of organisms per thousand cubic mre:ters 

** 1.0 is asswiuind ror lack of data.  

* Conservative estimate, based on NYU stidies.

20. 428

7.661 

22. 56.7 

8.416

0.905 

0.375 

0.412 

1.000 

1.000 

0.800 

0.112 

0.443



TABLE 4 -b . .  

I!IDIA: POINT -19-73 LTWED BA s; LARVAL S'rAGE COMPOSTT7 " f
"* " FACTOR 

(3 Sa ,'lin;: D:tc; bt .*t en ;av 29 and. J une 13)

DAY

River Crons-sectional 
Concentration (/TCM) 

Weighted River Cross-sectig
nal 

Concentration (,/TCM) 

River 24-hour Average 
Concentration (#T/TCI) 

River Concentration 
near Intake (#/TCM) 

Intake: No. of larvae (ys + pys) 
Volume strained (TCI/) 
Concentratilon (#/TCM)

M:ethod A 

269.47 

168.419 

292.589 

239.91

c'eVhod B3 

260.50 

162.813

I NIGHT" A.:t zhod A i 3 

331.12 289.89 

124.170 108.709

271.522 2921.589

178.74 297.58

271.53 

175.44

Discharge: 
No. of larvae (ys + pys) 

Volume strain.eA (,C,", 
Concentration (4/TCM) 

Plant Concentration 
(Average of intake and 
Discharge) (#/TC-M) 

fi 

2.  

f 
3 

C 

Composite "f"

74. 346 

74.346 

0.921 

0.625 

0.890 

0.310 

1.000 

0.600.  

0.095 

Method At

74.346 

74. 346 

0.959 

0'.625 

0.686 

0.416 

1.-000 

0'600 

0.103 

0.119;

31.420 

31.420 

1.132 

0.375 

0.899 

0.106 

1.000 

6.600 

0.024 

Method

31.420 

31.420 

1.068 

0.375 

0.605 

0.179 

1.000 

0.600 

0.026 

B =0.129

* Compositc "f" = (f'.Cef1 .f 2 "f3
"f,D ay + (f 'wl'2" 3 "c Uight 

/TCM = nu -xr of or j,-i:r;s per thousand cubic rctcrs 

YS ol):-r.-.c 1:rve;+ p 0r. to ylo2k-sac larvae 
** 1,0 is -ansui',.d fcr lackof data.  

*** Coilservo.ve e Vtulma, b:(.rud on UYU studic.



TABLE 4 

INDTAN' POTNT 1973 S T!T PED BA."--r!E~jf 1,r. I STrAGE comrPOSITR "f~* 1'ArTOR

(4 sampling dates bct:.uu June 26 and July 18)

"o AAY 
1.4ethod A17 1-1,2t ho! B[ NTGHIT 

i,:tl-o , h., : t .• I

River Cross-sectional .  
Concentration' (;i/TC.) 

Weighted River Crc.ss-sectignal 
Concentration ( /' CM) 

idver 24-hour Ave: age: 
Concentration (irT,/TCM) 

River Concentrati,n 
near Inta-ke (#/TCM) 

Intake: No. of Juvenile 1 
Volume strained (TCM) 

Concentration (#/TCDI)

Dis chrg e: 
No. of Juvenile l 
Volume strained :(TCI.1 
Concentration (#/TCM) 

Plant Concentration 
(Average of Intake and 
Discharge) (C/TCM) 

fw

0. 994 

0.625

f 0.626 

f *e 1.000 

S** .1.0001 -3 
.3.  

S** -O. 700 
C 

f ' fw f 2" f 3". fc 0.272 

Com-posite "f" aethod A =.  

* Co~i it 'f"" (f _f! f 3f2 f3 .c)DtY (f 

i;~/TC14 = nu ;1,,r Of 3rgun3 ,.w pcer t!.ousnd cul 

' * 1. ~ ±is ui' d fc..r lack, of dita.  

t** Ccnscrvati.Vc. eA: , basCd on NYU studics.

0.977 

0.625 

0.473 

1.000 

1. 000 

0. 700 

0..202 

529;

1.010 

0.375 

0. 969' 

1.000 

I. 000 

0. 700 

0.257 

icetho

1.039 

0.375 

1. 50C 

1.000 

1.000 

0.700 

0.409 

B = 0.611

1..327 

0. 829 

1.335 

S 0..831i

.1.269 

0'. 793 

1. 299 

0.600

1.348 

0.506 

.. 1.335 

1.306

1.350 

0. 506 

. V,...  

1.299 

2.025

''fw'fl'2f"u C Night 

bic~3 fn r



Life 
Staqe 

Egg 

Larvae 

Juvenile I

TABLE5 

Indian Point Entrainment Impact Parameters 

C om P ois i t e f f- a c t o r s 

Method A Method B 

0.445 . 0.443 

0 .119 . .0.129 

0.529 0;611

The averaged-composite f factors were used as input to the striped bass model.  

The impingement impact parameters use the number of fish impinged on the intake 

screens multiplied by the gear efficiency in the river. For Indian Point, an 

additional 25% upward adjustment was applied to the impingement numbers to account 

i- for possible losses. of specimen in the impingement collections. Table 6 shows 

II these, procedures.

Life 
Stage* 

Juvenile I 

Juvenile.I

TABLE 6 

Indian Point Impingement Impact Parameters 

(Impingement Rates of Striped Bass Juveniles II &III) 

Estimated Absolute 25% Upward Adjusted I 
Impingement Rate** Impingement Rate Use 

(no./Vear) (no.,/year)

I 

II

2,648 

21,856

3,310 

27,320

mpingement Rate 
d in the Model*** 
(no./year) 

331 

2,732

' Juvenile II = Fis]i impinged between May 8 and November 30th 
Juvenile III= Fish impinged between December 1 and May 7 

** Impingement rate under 60% full flow in winter months(Oct.-Mar.) 0 and 100% full flow in summer months (Apr.-Sept.) 

***A gear efficiency factory of 0.I applied.

-12-

Average 

0.44 

0.13 

0.57



• 

The impingement rates. shown in .Table 6 are for Indian Point Units 1, 2, and" 3 

and are estimated from impingement collections at Unit 2 in 1973 with the 

assumption that the impingement rate is directly proportional to the plant 

flow-rate.. The impingement rates shown in the last column of Table 6 were 

input• to the mbdel.  

Example Model Run for Indian Point 

Using the above calculated composite f factors, averaged from Methods A and 

B, for all three early life stages and- .the impingement rates for Juvenile II 

and Juvenile III at Indian Point along with other parameters as input to the 

Striped Bass Life Cycle Model, the model predicted that the percent cropping of 

the striped bass adult 1 population in the Hudson River would be 2.04%,. 2.37%, 

3.26%, and 5.68% after Indian Point Units 1, 2 and 3 were operated for I, 7, 10 

'and 40 years., respectively, if there is a low level of compensation (Ko/KE = 0.8) 

for all the early life stages, except the egg stage for which no compensation 

was assumed. The model also predicted 1.42%, 2.26%, 3.16%, and 5.66% cropping 

of the total adult population in the Hudson River after three unit operation at 

Indian Point for 1, 7, 10. and 40 years, respectively.  

Table:7 sho..is .the input data to the striped bass model to the Indian Point run.  

In the model the-Hudson River is divided into twelve 10-mile segments. According 

to. the. segmentation,. Indian Point falls in the 9th segment., 

The outcome of the model run for Indian Point is- shown in Table! 8.



Job #115-47

PROCEDURES FOR THE CALCULATION OF 1973 CORNWALL 
EGG STAGE fr FACTORS 

Detailed descriptions of f -factor calculations can be found in Dr. John (1) 
Lawler's Cornwall Testimony. The procedures contained herein describe the 

(2): 

step-by-step method of using Texas Instruments 1973 Cornwall transect data 

to compute the f -factor for the striped bass egg stage at Cornwall.  1 

1. Data Reduction 

As shown in Tables l-a and 1-b, the first step in the data reduction involved 

the grouping of Cornwall transect data into three transects (East, Channel, 

and West), three depths (Surface, Mid-depth, andBottom), and day-night samples.  

D The designation of East, Channel or West transect followed Texas Instruments' 

designation of Site 3, 2, and 1, respectively. Separation of Surface, Mid-depth, 

and Bottom samples was determined by the relative sample depth to the river 

depth, with the latter divided into three equal depths. As for day-night 

sarmples, those that were sampled-between 06:01 and 21:00 hours were designated 

as Day samples and those between 21:01 and 06:00 as Night. samples.  

(1) Testimony of Dr. John P. Lawler,. Quirk, lawler & Matusky Engineers, on the 

Effect of Entrainment and Impingement at Cornwall on the Hudson River 

Striped Bass Population, (October, 1974.) 

(2) Texas Instruments Inc., "1973 Hudson River Program-Fisheries Data Summary, 

May-July, Volume I", A report prepared for Consolidated Edison Company of 

New York, Inc., (October, 1973).
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CORNWALL TRANSECT DATA, MAY 21-22,: 1973, 

-- ... ~Pu ' T ur Egg 

_YOL__'SAC VOLK SACE 
AlV'k w S..,, 6 luG LANVAE LA.VA. Conc. Loca

Tt " SITE TI'rE-0 0 -f" OJr &T$ .E Cr.t: P i.-C.UNT r.OuirT COW. VOLU / .M__Tion__Timhe 

16 3., 1 u., 32 32 1 S 1 36. 175 0 744 o 8 

East 56, 3 I1.o ?. 25 1 s 1 10 48. 0 299 P 

S6 3 112i 3 1 32 1 - 1 0 0 0 610 0 .  
_____ 3-1 314u 32, 1 1 2T,1 1 , 0 0 0b5 .  

6 2 U "ib- - - . 1 S i . . 8 0 306 0,o.$Sa 
5: Z 213- S I 3 O 730 o.o08: 

56; 2 4. , 7.I.- 25 2 1 1: 0 16 0 46 0- ,.St 

_____,_ 21., l "L 13. T 1 0 ,. Da 
S61 13-- 0 3 2V S. 1 0;. 2 0. 728 0 

Channel s6 2-- l35- U; 70 2 S 1 I. 0 o 377 0 45 
56 1 141j 32 1 2 . 452 

SE. 14.1 70 3 '2' T'' 1 0 051 

S& 2 144.0 0 51 2- T 1 0 17 O: 547 0 
5 .- 2, 1. . 25 2 T. 1 O 16 : . 426. 0 

W6 2 U163 SO 11 2 T 1' 0- 2 0 S76 0 Day 
T 1 0 . 0 363 _ 

00 34. 2- . I 

6 1"4 3 j 30w 2 S 1 01 
1  261 0 , 

c6 n I5 1.2 252 2S 2 S 1 01 0 499 

S6 1 - I057 3b 25 s 1 03 40 0 209 -5 
S6- 1: 1615% 3o 16 2 T 1, 0, 0:: "I// 

S6- 3 !520 30, 16 2' T 1 . 0 1 0 60 

West 56 1 163 JO 11 2 7 1: 0 0 . 0 14I, 0 

56o 1 1643 3 11. 2: U 0 217 a4 

6 2 .1638 2 11. 2' T 1 0 0 0 232 /4 

56 1 1703 25 11 2 T 1 0 1 0 542 

S 1 18b3 24 20 4 1 1 0 0 O 181 

1 12 31 3: 30 4- S 1 0 0 0 313 

cha n 1936 3-) 30 S 7 I 0 0 0, 30 A 
17 I 192 a 60 60 .. 1. 0 .3 0 311 

01 .. 2 31 T
° 17 _ 223 3 ___4 70 .. 0 ... T: ... 5-- "1........0: - .... 3 ......... 0" 

ST' 1. 236 30!k 11. 
0 ' 10 1 

S7 2 2007 75 75 4 S 1 0 a- 0 11O 0P 

Channel 1. 10 3 0- * 1 0 3 0 3 9S 

.... .. 1T 112 .. 30 . ...30 .... - 1-- " . . 1 ... . 53 . . , 0 311 S. ~ 

Est s 2 1 20 b 1 0 -1 0 1 0 59 .  
ST 3 ?04!i "30 30- S 20 -- .... o 

- 4... ' V 33 0 

7 1 213 o 30 4 S 0 0 0 254 5 Ngh 

57 1 3 1. 16 15 1 S 0 0 0, . 14 9 

67 13 112 .4 30 2 I 1 3 0 29 04 A4 

S_ *2 2137, 30 30 .4 -- 0: 0 0 22 0 M8 

S? 2 2209- 70 60 4. T. 1 0 602 

Channel 57 2305 ?U 30 4 T I V 6, 0 830 A

S7 2 210, 30 0 ,.2 S 1 0 12 0 5.9 

ST 2 2334; 70 0 2. T . .0 .._.23 . .0 238 .. . ...  

57 1 2355 30 1 2 T 1 o 0 0 21 o 
57 1 3o 30 0 4 2 1 1 0 1 0 37 S 
57 1 0 30S 2 2 T 1 . 00 311 -p 

West 57" I 2-V 15- a 4 T V o, 1 o; S93, 

57 ] 3,, is o 4 T 1: 0- a 254- .5 Night 
57 1 1 is 1is I s- 1. a a- a, 23, 

t7 IM . is is 1 I S 1 0 4 

57 1 13 3 30 2 5- 1 0 0 0 384 0 ,a 

ST 1 13 31 30 2 s' 0 0 0 128 01 

0 '_ _2 57" 12 7u 70J .. ... 3... ....... i.0- 1- 3 .... 33 - 424 .. "1 0 e 5, 
Channel S?._ 

2  
-.,7I 70 7O- 2: S _ 3 0

L  
320 .?. . ...,' 

S T 3 2 4 5S 3 0 .. .. 3 0 , " " .. .. . . 0 :. . . . . . . 3 1 4 1- .0 ' 

.13 9 0 .128 _0 oz . p .. ... .. .. .. .. . ... . .... ....... .2 57 -........ ___ __ _ 0, '.. . .0 -..... 274 - 0 , 

17 1 343 17 4- 21 T 
1 

S? 1 349, '- 17 1b. 2. T I 000.5 

57 1 404 30 3 1 , o784: A4

57 1, 1#o9 30 a' 2. T 1 o 0o 38 

West 5 1 424- 1 24. 2 , T- 0, 0 0 . 693 M 

Channel 57' 2 .I6 81, 40 2 T 1 O. QG _ _ 

Note:,. Average volume = 382 m3 e) #/CM=number per cubic meter 
S=Surface; M=Mid-depth; B=Bottom 
Day=06:01-21:00; Night=21:01-0

6 :00

services group
IIC-2



CORNWALL- TRANSECT DATA, MAY 21-22, 1973(continued) 

% . T,: EggVOLK SAC 'ICL!'. S ' ' 
* I~~~IFFOIG- L G~iVAf Lt."VA Conc. Loca-w Transect HILf SITE TfrE urT- utp r TIDE GE4& M WEflCOUNT rou.,T .Ou,.TV':L.r CMtion Time U . 91 2 5u3 63 12 2: -0 o ez a / , .  Channel 57- 2 s24 7s 62 2 - 1 0 22 0 8?' £ Night S7' 2 SZ9,' 74 38. 2 T 1 0 27 0. 272 Ni ght _97 2934. 82" 14.2 7 T 1 0- a 0- 173 0 S.  

S? 3 5 - .7 9 T y ! O. 10 0. 306 0 .4 S7 3 .611 24. 13 2 T 1 0 O 0 .. 3 U 0
S7 3 616 . 2,- 8 2 1- 0 7 0 33t, . 0 S S7 3 631 21 2p. 3 s 1 0.. 2 0325 , 

East s, 3 636 2o 20 3 S 1 0 2s9 0 104. a 97 3-. 654 2s. 15 T 0 31 0 0 0 
S7 3- 6b , ?A P0 ' 7 1U 0 13 0 260 0 -. , 57 3 2 . , *2 3 . 1 S; 21 0 280 07. , S7 3 713 bw S0 4 S S 0 9 02_.i 0 

-S ? 3 7 3 b 6 3 3 4 . 1 0 , 4 0 4 8 0 
IS 8 4 S 3, 6 0 232 S 7 2. 7t. 7b 7. 4 , US, 0 0 0 17 

S? r.0 7oa 6! 66 fb T a 0 5 ' 235 
97 2 813 75 33 4 T 1 3 a 0 44 0,. A Day Channel 57 2 81- 7, 16 T 1 1 13. 0 1656 peo6 S 97 2 837 72 60 T 7 " 0 0 0 292 0 S7 2, 842 70 3 4 T i 0 0 0 197 0 S7 2 047 64 1 4 y 1 11 9: 0 399- 0028 1 7 1 - -3 - - I  0 0 123 - o 

ST 1 930. 35 3S " 1 11 0 209 O.097 1 944 40 29 . T 1 0 2' 0 307 0 ,* S7 1 9-b9 37 24 4 2 1 2. 3 0. )8sZc ao o jw - West 57 1 959 33- 6 4, 1 0 1 0 316 0 5 97 L 1004 3S to 4. T 0 0 0 42 
S7 1 lO1 20 20 4. S 1 0 3 0; 230 0 5? 1- 020 19 19- 4. S 1 4 1 0 207 0.0/f 
7 1 1030 c 8 4k6 " 2 2 0 34S aen- 'i 

- ~ ?1 10J - 26 10 .47 1 @ 367' O - I

Note: Average volume = 382 m 3 

#/CM=number per cubic meter 
S=Surface; M=Mid-depth; B=bottom 
Day=06:01-21:00; Niqht=21:01-06:00 

@

services groupIIC-3/4
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CORNWALL TRAN~;ECT DATA, JUNE 28-29, 1973

KCSU Egg.  
YOLK SAC '0LIC SlC Conc. Loca-, 

RIVt 'ot I F mSAMPLE EbG, IaWvAE La0VAE 
Transect uLF SITE TI-E ut rTs4 Ut r* TIOf 4E t o Fm. C(f..¢ ,T _U!,7. COUj.T -OLu / . _

*1

services group
I IC-6

15-

C NW X..TAS.- DAA JUNE ..2910 17, -.

S67 1 1121,hU . 80- 2 S 2, o o 23- 323 5 

West SS- 1 1128 80 o e 2 0S I. 2z 

55 I 1131 d90 bo. Z. S. 1" 0 0 4- 525 C '5 
SS 1 1210 .0 . o. 3 S_ 20 6 970, e 
55- 12I15 o 80 3 S 1 0 o. .: 143 
56 1 1220 80 0 3! S 1 0 0 2 3e.  

53 1121 - " 0 3 S' 1 - 0
-  36 

s. 2:
+ 

1250 60 60 3 S, 1 0 0 - 36 
Channel 6 2 13(0 o0 0 3 S 1 0 . o 121 . Day 

SS 2- 14C .3 o " o0" 3 S ? 0 0 100 0 
SS.- 145 60: 60 3 S 1, 0:, o0 3 173 ..  

5s 2 14.0 60. 0 3 S It 0 0 3 384 1 . _ 
5S 3 1 4 85 854 S P 0 0 11 733+ 

55 3 15k2 5 8 5 4 S 1. 0 O 5 193 
SS 3; IS0: bS S O 01 o. )43 o- C, ._.  

55 3 1530' do0 O S 2 .0 0 56 793 
East ss, 3813 ow 0 4 S z o. 0 34 41 4

5S 3 15#0 so b0." 4 5 1 0 0 3 ' 
54 3 1623 60 4 1 1 0

.  
0 76 j$ i p4 

94 3 162 d 0 40 4: T; 1 0. 0 21 Mfri 

SS 3 1633 0 _ 20. 4_ 1. O 45- 859, -7 819 

54 2 0 0.I . V 1 . . . .0'. 0 6 13 

54 . 2 1715 .3 20'. 4 T 1 0 0 9 o672 A 

5S- 2 1720 . 6O. 0 ... . 1 . 0 0 . ._S 94 
5 3 175 80 o. # " 0. 0; 0 0 717 5 

- - 5 .-- -4 a__ 0- -- 23 -1- 0 __ 
5 I 1815 80 80 2 t do 0 0, 13 . 39 V 
56 1 1jdS 40 40 2 t 1 0 0, 34 43;3 A 
56 1 1111, 8s 40 2 T 1 0. 0 2? pfr1 
56. 1 2010 o 0 20 a 1 0 0

-  
. I " 0 

56- 1 201S 8O 0 Z T 1 0 0 0 321 5 
561 1 2020 b0 0 2 1 1 O. 0 14" 

West 56 1' 30 90 90 2 5 1s 0 0 1 314 ' 
56 1 35 9o *u 2 S ; - 0 8 i11 I 
56 1; 101, h0 60 4 S I 0 0. 2 so Q 
56 t 107' 60 60 4 S P 0 0. 0 94 
56 1 43J% 00 00 4 S- .1 0 0 64 363 B -~ .___ 56. . i49__ o'_---..... A._-S____ ....... -0_. . -........ 3--*- - . . ... .

56 2 9 6u 40 3 T 1 0. o 0 666 
96 2 I4 60 10 3 T I 0 0 13" 883 $ 
56 2 J.9 I 0 3 T V 0 0- 03 J&S (1 

Channel 56 2 44 .6 10 3 T 1 0. 0. 3a 55 Q ) 
56 2 10 'o- 0 3X S - 1 0 0 5 gd S 8 W 
56 2 111 I',- 60 3 S L 0 0 0 " 7 

56L 1 137 b!,- 85s 4 S *i 0 0' 14: ~I 
West - S6 1 14 65 "s% 4 S 2f 0. 0 0 39

56 2 203 b 80 3 S 0 0 21 g8 £ 
_____ ____ 0 0 21 

Channe 5620 80--o 3 S 2 0o
+  

0 ?5 06o 
56 3 23? 7( 70 3 S I 0 -T 
56. 3 244 b3 , 0 3 S 2 0. o, 1 160 a, 
56 3 304 100 40.3 T 1 0 0 .2 iS 0 -i Night 

East 6- 3L 11 '40 40, 3 , 1 00 0 61 
S6 3 33 1 lO 10. 3 T 1 0 0 4 ' 1 

56 3 36 PlO 10, T 1 0 0 0 .  

S6- 2, 3S5 N L 40 3 T 1 0 0 2 62 A

Channel S6 2 400 60 40 3 T .1 0 0 2 CS ID3A 
S4 2 419 60 10 3 7 1 0 0 6- 381. S 

5 - _L .+ %__ ... 1 .. .____---_._ ____ _I _+. '3.L .,4 

56 1 4#3 70 40 3 o 1 0 3 474 -M

56 1 448' 7s 40 3 T 1 0 01 1 .368 .  

West, 56' 1- 505' 60 10, 3- T , o o o 509 
____S0

1  10 3 1 o 0 2 279. .  

55. 2 620 7 . 5o ... , . 0. 0 0 730 ..  

S6 2 625 75,- S0' 1
,  , 1 0. 1 o 894 Day 

Channel SS 2 65o 60 0 1 T 1 0 0 3 

chn6 l2 650, L$ 6" M I 01 0. 30 m.  

Note:, Average volume = 368 m3 

#/CM=number per cubic meter 
S=Surface; M=Mid-depth; B=Bottom 

Day=06:O1-21l:00; Night=21:01-06:00

L 

.1.
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CORNWALL TRANSECT DATA, JUNE 28-2. 1971 l-antin ,1iP) 

Egg: 
VOL" SAC VOLK Soc Conc. Loca

FUlaG LA V E LI-ViA #/CM Tion Time 
Transect POILF SITE 7Z'C, *Ao- LP mf TIDE UE& PE C~u',T CLIIJI rcy... V #/M Ton inl 

55n 2 720 6 6o 1 S 10- 76 2 C 0 le 11 Chanfl- -S W72 5!a a z1 0 0e-- 0 8 _ 13-__ __ 

55 3, 758, t6 6S 2. S 1 0 a 2 6 zi-i. E~ 
East 55 3 R03 b 65 2 S 1 0 0 23 7, O p 

Chlannel e i' ~ os 20 1 ~ S 
56 2 d22 6 S 5 2 S 1 0 0 17 27 " 

55 1118 7.. 70JS ?. 2- S . . 0 0.-- 20 252 c P 

West 56 1 o'o . ao 2 S 1 0 0 16 205 0 1 Day.  
.55 I. 905 1, bO 2.

°  
T 1 0 0 9 8.66. C 

56 1 91 -) 0 2 T I -; 0 16 39a '-I 

-E~ 55 0 2O 2: T I 07 4&4 1 
56 31 929 -- 0 2 T 1 _0 0 320 
5S 2 9.5 t- 50 2 1 . . 0 28' 797 - ' 

55 2 4.0 bo 50; 2 T 1 0 0 21 '3S - A-f 
Channel , 5 2 Do& 6, 0 2 T I 0. 0 

56- 2 1013 of 0 2 TL 1 0 0 3 3 9 7' 3 
-- Y-i -- T - 0192 T. 1 61E.~ 7 5 k d' o 50 -i . . .....  

East 55, 3 10o, Po 50 2 T 1 0. 4-is 7 

55 .3 1054 6b 0 .2 71 1 0". A); 491 

7- VF I ..- "-Lr IS9 D SIL1i,'TY Td- 4 I0ITY 

56 1 1121- 80 60 2 23.8 7.9 7 . 0. 0. 12.0 

23.5 0.0D . 6 0. 0. .1.  

55 1 1131 i0 b 0 2 .23.S 7.6, 7.5 0. 0. 7.  

.55 1 1131 O 0 2" 23.7 7.6 7.4 0. 0. 10.5 

55 1 1210 i I S 3 23,. ?.8 7.4 0. 0. 12.0.  

"" 5 I 1 125 ti c 0 3 23.5 7-.7 7.6 0. 0. 14.0 
56 1 1220 ec b0 3 23.8 7.& 6 .5 0. 0. 7.7 

53 ? 12bd 60 60 3 23.0 7.q 7.5 0. 0. 9.3 

5S 2 12-S 61 60 3 23.2' 7.8 7. 0. 0.1 8.9 
S6 2 13ti0 cO a0 3 24.0 7.8 7.4 0. 0. 14.5 
55; 2 14?0 bO 60 3, 2-1.0 7.9 7.5 0. 0. 12.  

SS 2 14's 6,; t0 3 23.8, 8.0. 7.5 0. 0. 10.5 

55 2
+ 

14 0 t0 60: 3' 23.8 7.4 7.4 0. 0. 10.1 
55 3 1.57 k i4 4 23.8 8.0 7.5 0. 0. 15.5 
55, 3" jS2 e " 4 23.8 7.7 7.5 0. 0. 24.5 

S5 3 1507 5 ,05- 4 24.0 7.6 ?.* 0. 0. 13.5 

S; 31 1530- eO 60 4 23.9- 7.R" 7.6 o. 0. 16.0 

55 3 1555 e,) aO a 23.9 7.7 7.5 0. 0. 22.0 

55 3 1540 ).I 60 . 24.1 7.8 - 7.6 0. 0. 11.5 
54. 3 lo23. tc 60 4 24.0 6.0 7.6 0. 0o 14.0 

5. 3 162al 44) '0, 4 2*.1 7.- 7. 0.. . 10.1 

ss5 3: 1643 f; -0 4, 

64 2 1710 v0 40 4 24.5 7.9 7.' 0'. 0. 10.2 

54 2 1716 bo 20 4 24.0 7.9. 7.4 0,. 0. 12.5 

65 2 17J0 60 0 • 24.5 7.7 7.5 0. 0. 8.' 

64 3 175 8 0 4 24.7 7.8 7.5 0.. 0. 12.5 

4 3 17'SO bO 0 4 2..9, 7.&, 7.3, 0. 0. 5.6 

56 1 115 bi, bO Z 25.0 7-.6 7.3 0. 0. 6.3 

S6 1 1hS5 4C 40 2' 24.5 T.6 7.4 o.. O. 8.1 

b6 1 1417 C-!- 40 2. 24.5 7.6 7.3 o.. O. 8.6 

56 ? 010 b0 0 2 24.0- 7.6 7.4 0. 3. 7.9 

56 1 2015 60 0 2 24. 7.6 7.4 0.. 0. 10.0 

5i 1 2020. 00; O' 2 23.5- 7.- 7.3 0.1 0. 10.S 

S. 1 30 S0 90 2 23.6 7.' 7.4 0. 0. 9.5 

S6 1, 35 4. '0 2 23.5 7.4 7.3 0.. 0. 9.7 

56 1 1%:2 bo 60 4 23.0 7.4 7.3 0. 0. 9.2: ,j 5" 6,- 1 -137 - 0' 60; 4' 

Note:+ Average volume=368 m
3 

#/CM=number per cubic meter 
S=Surface; M=Mid-(Iepth;. B=Bottom 
Day=06:01-21:00; llight=2:01-06:00 

1Cd.  

7 IIC-7



The egg. concentration of each. sample. was. then computed by dividing the number 

of eggs captured by the volume of water strained through the net. The results, 

expressed in, terms of. number-of eggs per. cubic meter, are shown in Tables 1-a 

and, l-b..  

As shown in Tables 1-a and l-b,. the average volumes of water strained for 

May 21-22 and June 28-29 sample dates were 382 m5 and 368 m 3, respectively.  

Because of possible erroneous meter readings, sample volumes that exceeded 

3, 1000; m3 and those equal to or lower than 1 m3 were replaced by the average 

volume for the sample date. The egg concentrations for these samples were 

calculated based on the average volume.  

2. Transect Average Concentrations 

After the grouping of samples, average egg concentrations in each group were 

computed to evaluate the river cross-sectional egg distributions in front of.  

the proposed Cornwall intake. The results are shown in Table 2. Here, the 

concentration is expressed in terms of number of eggs per thousand cubic 

meters (#/TCM).  

As an example of the calculation procedure, the egg concentration for West 

Mid-depth in the Day of 5/21-22/73 was calculated as: 

Total concentrations = (0.+0.005+0.006+0.003)=0.014 

Total number of samples = 9 

Average concentration- 0.014/9 = 0.0016 per m3 

= 1.6 per TCM



TABLE; 2

1973 CORNWALL TRANSECT AVERAGE STRIPED BASS EGG CONCENTRATIONS

Sample 
Date

Time" 

of.  
Day

Day

5/21-22/73

Location 
Surface 
Mid-depth 
Bottom
Surface 

Night Mid-depth

T r a n. s e c t 
West.  
0.0 
1.6 
1.8

Conce 
Channel 

5.7 

0.0 
9.8

ntrat i o n S (#/TCM) 
East 
0.0 
3.3 

317.6
0.01.8 

0.7
Bottom 1.8 20.4 11.0 

Surface 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Day Mid-depth 0.0 0.0 0.0 

6/28-29/73 Bottom 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Surface 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Night Mid-depth 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Bottom 0.0 0.0 0.0

06:01 - 21:00 
21:01 - 06:00 
Number per thousand cubic meters

Note: *Day 
Night 

#/TCM

0



w-3.  

3. f 1 -Factor Calculations 

The f factors for day and night were calculated according to: 

n 
Z (Upper West Quadrant Concentration)i 

i=l 

n 
Z' (Cross-sectional .Average.Concentration)i 

i=l 
n 

where n= nuuber of samrle dates during period of abundance.  

To compute quadrant and cross-sectional average concentrations, two methods 

were employed. Method A assigns double weight to mid-Channel Values while 

Method B assigns uniform lateral weight and only those samples taken during the 

period of abundance for a given life stage were used.  

Using the data in Table 2, Tables 3-a and 3-b illustrate the calculations 

of average quadrant and cross-sectional egg concentrations by these two methods.  

The results were transcribed into the format as shown in Tables 4-a and 4-b 

for Method A and Method B, respectively. Average quadrant and cross-sectional 

concentrations were then summed up and fl factors computed for the day and night 

separately. Table 5 summarizes the results of these computed Cornwall egg 

stage fi factors..



TABLE 3-a 

1973 CORNWALL EGG STAGE fl - FACTOR

CALCULATION OF RIVER QUADRANT CONCENTRATIONS BY METHOD A

Method A: 

Quadrant A 

Quadrant B 

Quadrant C 

Quadrant D

Assigns double weight to mid-channel transect values.  

conc.= (Concentratiors of West surface + West mid-depth 
+ Channel surface + Channel mid-depth)/4 

conc.= (Concentrations of West mid-depth + West bottom 
+ Channel mid-depth + Channel bottom)/4 

con-.= (Concentrations of Channel surface + Channel 
mid-depth + East surface + East mid-depth)/4 

conc.= (Concentrations of Channel mid-depth + Channel 
bottom + East mid-depth + East bottom)/4

3) For 5/21-22/73 Daytime 

Quadrant A conc.= (0.0 + 1.6 + 5.7 + 0.0)/4 = 1.83 

Quadrant B conc.= (1.6 + 1.8 + 0.0 + 9.8)/4 = 3.30 

Quadrant C conc.= (5.7 + 0.0 + 0.0 + 3.3)/4 = 2.25 

Quadrant D conc.= (0.0 + 9.8 + 3.3 + 317.6)/4 = 82.68 

Cross-sectional average conc. = (1.83 + 3.30 + 2.25 + 82.68)/4 = 22.52* 

For 5/21-22/73 Nighttime 

Quadrant A conc.= (0.0 + 0.0 + 1.8 + 0.7)/4 = 0.63 

Quadrant B conc.= (0.0 + 1.8 + 0.7 + 20.4)/4 = 5.73 

Quadrant C conc.= (1.8 + 0.7 + 0.0)/3 =.0.83 

Quadrant D conc.= (0.7 + 20.4 + 11.0)/3 = 10.70 

Cross-sectional average conc.= (0.63 + 5.73 + 0.83 + 10.70)/4 = 4.47 

*Due to a computational errcr, this number was reported as 23.080 in 

line 1 of Table 14 in Lawler's October 1974 Cornwall Testimony.

1) 

2)

r



TABLE' 3 -b:, 

1973 CORNWALL EGG STAGE f - FACTOR 

CALCULATION OF RIVER QUADRANT CONCENTRATIONS BY METHOD B

Method B: 

Quadrant A 

Quadrant B 

Quadrant C 

Quadrant D 

Quadrant E 

Quadrant F

Assigns uniform lateral weight.  

conc.= (Concentrations of West surface + West mid-depth)/2 

conc.= (concentration of West mid-depth + West bottom)/2 

conc.= (concentration of Channel surface + Channel mid-depth)/2 

conc.= (concentrations of Channel mid-depth + Channel bottom)/2 

conc.= (concentrations of. East surface + East mid-depth)/2 

conc.= (concentrations of East mid-depth + East bottom)/2

3) For 5/21-22/73 Daytime 

Quadrant A conc.= (0.0 + 1.6)/2 = 0.80 

Quadrant B conc.= (1.6 + 1.8)/2-= 1.70 

Quadrant C conc. = (5.7 + 0.0)/2 = 2.85 

Quadrant D conc.= (0.0 + 9.8)/2 = 4.90 

Quadrant E conc.= (0.0 +.3.3)/2 1.65 

Quadrant F conc;.= (3.3 + 317.6)/2.= 160.45 

Cross-sectional average conc.= (0.80 + 1.70 + 2.85 + 4.90 + 1.65 + 160.45)./6 
= 28.725

For 5/21-22/73 Nighttime

Quadrant A conc..  

Quadrant B conc.

Quadrant C conc. = 

Quadrant Dconc.  

Quadrant E conc. = 

Quadrant F con- . = 

Cross-sectional av

(0.0 + 0.6)/2 = 0.00 

(0.0 + 1.8)/2 = 0.90 

(1.8 + 0.7)/2 = 1.25 

(0.7 + 20.4)/2 = 10.55 

(0.0)/l = 0.00 

(1.0) ./ 11.00 

-age. conc. = (0.0 + 0.90 + 1.25 + 10.55 + 0 + 11.0)/6 
= 3.950



TABLE, 4 -a.

1973 CORNWALL EGG STAGE fl - FACTOR CALCULATIONS 
(METHOD A)*

Time 
Sample of 
Date Day 

Day 
5/21-22/73 Day 

Night.  

Day 
6/28-29/73 Day Night

Quadrant Concentrations (#TCM)** 
B C D

1.83 
0.63

3.30 
5.73

2.25 
0.83 

0 
O

82.68 
10.70 

0 
0

Cross-sectional*** 
Average 

Conc. (#/TCM)

22.52 
4.47

Sums Day 1.83 
22.52 

Night 0.63 4.47 

(fl)Day = Z (Quad. A conc.)Day/Z (Cross-sectional conc.)Day
= 1.83/22/52 = 0.081 

(fl) Night =E (Quad. A conc.)Night/Z(Cross-sectional conc)Night
= 0.63/4.47= 0.141 

Note: #/TCM = Number per thousand cubic meters 
* Method A: Assigns double weight to mid-channel values.

** Quad. A conc. = 

Quad. B conc. = 

Quad-. C conc. = 

Quad. D conc. = 

***tZross-sectional

(West surface + West mid-depth + channel surface 
+ Channel mid-depth)/4 
(West mid-depth + West bottom + Channel mid-depth 
+ Channel bottom)/4 

(Channel surface + Channel mid-depth + East surface 
+ East mid-depth)/4 

(Channel mid-depth + Channel bottom + East mid-depth 
+ East bottom)/4' 

Ave. Conc. = (Quad. A Conc. + Quad. B Conc. + Quad C 
conc. + Quad., D Conc.)/4

0



TABLE.4-b 

1973 COrZNWALL EGG STAGE' f1 - FACTOR CALCULATIONS 

(M--ETHOD B)*

Ouadrant Concentrations (#/TC1) **

A B C D: E

Cross-sectional*** 
Average 

Conc. (#/TCH)

5/21-22/73 Day 
Night 

6/28-29/713 Day 
Night

0.80 1.70 2.85 4.90 1.65 160.45 
0 0.90 1.25 10.55 0 11.00

Sums Day 0.80 28.725 
Night 0.04 3.950 

(fl.'Day Z (Quad. A coInc.)Day/Z (Cross-sectional conc.)Day = 0.80/28.725 = 0.028 

(fl)Night = Z(Quad. A conc.)Night/ (Cross-sectional conc.)Night 0 
(fl)Nigh ')Nght/ (Crss .04/3.95=0.01 

Note: #/TCM.= Number per thousand cubic meters 
*Method B: Assigns uniform lateral weight 
**Quad. A conc. = (West surface + West mid-depth)/2 

Quad. B conc. = (West mid-depth + West bottom)/2 
Quad. C conc. = (Channel surface + Channel mid-depth)/2 
Quad. D conc. = (Channel mid-depth + Channel bottom)/2 
Quad. E.conc. = (East surface + East mid-depth)/2 
Quad. F conc. = (East mid-depth + East bottom)/2: 

***Cross-sectional Average Concentration = (Quad. A + Quad. B + Quad. C 
+ Quad. D + Quad. E + Quad. F)/6

Sample 
Date

Time 
of 
Day

28.725 
3.950 

0" 
0

. ... . .. ... r ---- "
.



TABLE 5 
1973 CONWALL EGG STAGE fi FACTORS 

TfME METHOD A METHOD B AVEPAGE 

Day 0.0811 0.028 0.05 

Night 0.141 01.010 0.08
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is there any cross-examinatio0n 

:of the panel at-.this time? Hudson Rivc-_"? 

MS *CHASIS:1 I believe ha .d ag r e aong 

-the parties to an order'for crbssexax".nation, ayrd i-t will 

begin with Mr. King, then Mr. Shemiin, a then. my self.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCE: All11~ 

MR~. TROSTEN: Fir. Chaim4 n:'2 a ti 

question?.  

In submitting the docurmtsn -ue9~: as' :eA 

that the parties identify -- be prepare:2 t-- idc- -iy &tA 

the opening of the session the areas of.r~rmi~in 

.1 ..would like to take a inoment, if emigh_-, to ar I.; ~. t J1Y~ 

the areas of cross-examination so that -e c-ld 1 Y 

an order not only of wh±i'ih Darty c~ ija ~~bt 

which witness would ba cross-exained fiurst%, ~iaSb: 

matter would be cross-examined first.  

So could. v- 'take'a tomnent t.iuz .  

area" of cross-examination the various t~az'tiaz t take

'we owill tak6. notes. on this,~ ther, we can es-c-nzi -an ord -or.  

We would. like to do this to conser-ve witnevs iz~'s and do 

it in the miost orderly fashion, Mr. Chai=iri.  

CEAIR4AN 3ENSCH: Well, if 11C vill ep1Ithn 

"-that'-s inib. I think I sometimes wonder whcether_ it .might. not 

get too limiting. -Supposing they say we'd like to take up 

Subject-A,, and pretty oon they are iLito C, but6 they Want -",C,
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come back to A -- that throws havoc into the schedule.  

MR. TROSTEN: Well, what I think is this, 

Mr. Chairman, I think that-

.CHAIRMAN JENSCH: They are all here.  

MR. TROSTEN: They are all here, but there are 

several things: in the first place I think it would be help

ful if we could -- from the standpoint of the transcript 

and the record -- if we could cross-examine on an issue 

basis rather than on a party basis. I think this is one 

thing I would submit the Board might consider.  

I think that we would also like to establish 

an order in which the particular witnesses will be cross

examined, rather than just going back and forth from one 

witness to another and so on and so forth. I think we could 

just take a few minutes to find out what is going to be 

cross-examined on, and who we intend to cross-examine, I think 

in 15 minutes we probably could get this worked out.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: All right, if it will help, let's 

do it; what do the parties say about this? 

MR. SHEMIN: The problem I would have with that 

would be quite simple:, bad we had separate .!ndividual 

testimony without any intervening - we were just told that 

this. was a joint effort, and- there would be joint, 

testimony; and, indeed, -I dd not - because it was presented 

this way -- I have not organized my questions according to
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a particular subject matter. I just ranged through the 

entire testimony rather than focus on one view.  

MR. TROSTEN: fay I offer this, Mr. Chairman? 

I would hope that the cross-examination couid proceed on an 

issue basis. We have identified certain key issues in here; 

we have identified who is available for cross-examination 

on those issues. And I think that would be preferable, rather 

than simply marching through the testimony: that perhaps 

we could have a few minutes to Sit down and decide well, 

who will be cross-examining, -what are tt.e subject matt.rs.: 

of the cross-examination?.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I don't see it. For instance, 

you go through and pretty soo you've got me here, and 

Marcellus giving the answers in a schedule tht: fits the 

cross-examiner's presentation. When yo,. get to cross

examination you think of the examiner.  

Now, we have your suggestion as to where these 

persons might be especially prepared on these subjects; you 

have identified'what I think is clear.  

MR. TROSTEX: Could we have a prestatcement from 

the parties as to the areas in which they wish to cross

examine, and the persons they wish to crosa-e.amine; would 

.that help, sir,. do you think? 

CEAI mm JENSCH: My guess is that the table of' 

contents sets forth that, and if the witnesses have any

258
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different answers from that, then we'll get it* 

Is that essentially the answer?, Start at the 

beginning and move to the end? 

MR. SHEMIN: I haven't prepared any other way.  

MR. KING: Mine is prepared chronologically 

according to the number of pages.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: You're going to start first.  

Let's sta:.rt, maybe you can help us with the pattern.  

MR. TROSTEN: All right.  

CROSS-EXAMINATION 

BY MR. KING: 

Q My first question is to Doctors Campbell, 

May and McFadden: On page 19 of your prepared testimony, 

in the last full paragraph it is indicated that a value of 

0.5 for the ratio of intake density to river density 

in the. vicinity of the plant was selected as a working 

approximation.

Would one of the members of the panel please 

explain the basis for this selection? 

A (Dr. Campbell.) Right. " 

The seleation was made after inspection and 

analysis the NRC Staff. presented in the FES for Unit 3, in 

which they analyzed data provided then by LMS -- I believe 

that was the correct name at that time. The results of these 

analyses of the Staff's suggested to them, well, showed
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.rb5 1 that sometimes they managed to get this factor to be less 

2 than .5 and other times it was greater than .5.  

.3 e .So we chose .5 as a working approximation of the 

/•4 figure, of .the truie. value.  

5 .(Dr. McFadden.) It is important to distinguish 

6 between the use of this value, which is taken as a working 

7 approximation, at a time when a fuller set of data which 

8 further impact estimates are based upon had not been developed.  

9 and to see where this particular exercise fits in the 

10 chronological event of the several different approaches to 

"estimation of impact.  

12 In this case the worki.g value oZ .5 was chosen 

13 because all the data at the time these things were carried 

( • out, which subsequently have come to be available pointed 

1 to it.  

16 Q IS it correct, then, LMS were retained by .the 

IT. NRC Staff with respect to the PES at Indian Point 3? 

Q (Dr. Campbell) 'I think you" just provided them 

*with the data in that r~equest; isn'It that riht,, John

20 A (Dr. Lawler.) Yes, we've never been retained 

..by NR.C.  
b R CEAIRMAN JENSCI: 1Mr. King.is neW, also.  

22 

(Laughter.) 

BY MR. KING: 24 

Q Have you done any studies to.determine whether 
2.
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! the data you have obtained since 19-- since the previous 

2 Indian Point 2 hearings confirm whether this value of .05 
i jrb6. • 

jr - 3 is a reasonable value?, 

4 A (Dr. McFadden.) The value is a reasonable working 

5 approximation. It is not the same number as has been 

6 dexived from subsequent emperical data, and the moreJ 

I7 accurate nperically-based numbers are-reflected A this 

a8 testimony in the sunmary of F factors.  

9 " Are you referring to the table F-3, the 

10 composite F factors, or the prior tables.  

11 A No, the prior tables.  

12 MR. TROSTEN: What page is that on# please? 

WITNESS C ? ADDEN: It would be around page 36, 

( 4 in that general vicinity.  

15 MR. TROSTEN: Bear with us a moment, Mr. Chairman.  

(Pause.) 16 

7 WITNESS MC FADDEN: Page 45 are the empirically

based figures which are analogous to the working approxima18 

19 tion of .5 that is oited on page 19.  

BY MR. ]KING: 20 

Q . Is not the description given on page 19 in that 21 , • 

last full paragraph, is not that a description of one of the 

particular F factors? 

A (Dr. McFadden.) Yes, sir, the 'data in the last 

paragraph on page 19 referred to the factor ientified
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iden tified elsewhere in this testimony as Fh, :hv crepping 

factor.  

Q I am talking about the t.--lne paragraph? 

A I'm sorry. Would you 'restate th,_ ucstion, 

please? 

Q The first question I had asked the pat~el w1.ich 

begins with the sentence, "a value of 0.5 for the ratio 

of intake density to the river density in the vicinity of the 

plant" -- is that what you are describing as the PC factor? 

A No, no, I misunderstood. I thought your cuestion 

referred to the last paragraph, not the lat full. pnragraph.  

The last full paragraph containc a fi-,rZC 

0.5 whidh is analogous to the empirical set o! figuj r!' 

presented on page 45.  

A (Dr. Lawler.) I think _: an elucidate on th. " 

a little.  

.The table F-3 to the best of my k.nowr.':dg3 

-- subject to checking, but I'm pretty Ccrt ai I -..  

includes not only the so-called F-I, '-2, whic as a .p::od!ct 

would be equivalent to the parameter that ir. b.zi -,, :zd 

to in that paragraph on page 19, but it woud alo i'1 .n-.e 

the cropping factors. Those cropping factors tat were used 

In 1973 were .8, .6, and .7, respectively for larvae and 

juveniles; so if you were to divide the values given in 

Table F-3 by those ratios I just gave you, you would gat
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back a ratio of the intake density to the river 'density.  

Q I have not performed those calcaulations. I am 

wondering if anybody on the panel can contrast or compare 

the value of 0.5, which is given on page 19, with the 

resulting figures based upon, say, the 1975 data? 

A I can comment on that.  

First of all, this is not 1975 data that is 

referred to here; it is the data reported in "chz report of 

1975, which is actually 1973 data.  

But, Mr. Campbell stated-before, thz value .5 

was selected because upon examining the rati+z thiit you are 

concerned with, some of them were higher and1 some of them 

were ;lower; and that is exactly what you find if I-or divide 

-- well, i most oases with these particular va.lues, with 

thet exception of Indian Point juveniles, yot will get val s 

less than .5.  

And I would say that by and large r-re found th= 

same experience in 74 and 75 that for the m=ot part the 

values of this ratio tend to be somer-hat less than .5, but 

from time to time there are values that exceed .5.  

Q Is it your testimony then that sampling the 

data that has been collected in prvparation for the January 

1977 report, the figure of - the figures given for this 

ratio of intake density to river density in the vicinity of 

a plant will be roughly .05, som-times lees and somdtimes

I
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A (Dr. McFadden) That's correct.  

The actual overall average will be something less 

than .5.  

Q Let me direct the panel's attention to page 

20; it is indicated that mortality estimates for various 

striped Lass life stages due to entrainment are high in 1974; 

what are the approximate new estimates for these figures 

based upon the recently collected data? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Are these questions directed 

at all to what will be expected in the 1977 report? 

MR. KING: Yes.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: If so would you care to defer 

your questioning until you have it, so we are not asking 

him to reach out into something that is yet to be produced? 

MR. KING: Well, I would like to have the questions 

directed to this panel now because a major effort, I believe, 

that is the basis for this testimony is what additional 

information will be available in the 1977 report.  

Now, even though we don't have the full and 

complete report before us, say for this particular instance, 

the 1974 values are characterized in relative terms, namely, 

.high; and I would like to know whether in fact 75 bears 

that out.

CHAIRMAN 3ENSCH:- Proceed.

264
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WITNESS LAWLER: I'll answer that question, 

Mro King. It can best be answered by reference to the 

text beginning on page 30, actually 29 or 28, I'm sorry -

:"Entrainment, Mortality of Striped Bass". 

This entire section deals with that question; and 

if you turn to page 33, the table, the values you are referni r 

to are the values obtained by NYU in 1973, reported in 

1974, in a pair at the top of the page for eggs, yolk-sac, 

post yolk-sac-- well it was presented in the case of larvae 

and juveniles.  

And the values used refer to the 80 percent, 60 

percent and the 70 percent are rounded values for the tWO 

decimal place values you see in the .first row in Table E.4 

on page 33.  

Now, there have been rather extensive studies 

on this question of the cropping mortality, the actual 

mortality that takes place due to plant operat"ons as the 

small organisms pass through the plant. And studies have 

been made bolhby NYU in 1974 and in 1975, and by Ecological 

Analysts in 1975 and 1976.  

The 1976 data is not -reported here. I ci not 

sure at the moment whether it will be reported in the January 

77 report.  

But in any event, we find that- the values tend 

to be lower than the values observed in 1973. For example,
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the Egg values at NYU in 1974 and 1975 are rounded to 

about .5, a value of .49, and a value of .54; this is a value 

if you recall a few moments ago in correcting the testimony, 

the actual number that we used for eggs now is .6, because th 

late mortality studies show some additional differences 

between the ability of the discharge eggs to hatch by 

comparison to the intake sampled eggs.  

The yolk-sac egg larvae, it is difficult to say 

too much about at this time, We have a lot of trouble gettinc 

enough yolks out of the larvae to make a good analysis.  

There's been a lot of good information developed on the 

post-yolk-sac larvae. These are larvae that range in age 

from some 14 to. 15 days after hatching - no, no -- 12 days 

after hatching - to some 30 or 32 days after hatching.  

And you see that both in the 1974 and 75 data 

NYU obtaLied at Indian Point, as well as the data EAI 

obtained in Bowline and Roseton, the values are substantially 

lower than what was found earlier.  

And the footnote here points out the fact that 

in the NYU samples corrections have to be made due to the 

different velocities of catch In the nets in the intake and 

the discharge associated with that different philosophy is 

a different Mortality. The studies done by NYU in:75, so

called flume studies, show the relative survival that takes 

place when you hatch'these oganisms at low velocities in
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ce versus higher velocities. which occur, in te 

.The most complete data that exists in. this area 

ing factor is on the post yolk-sac larvae, because 

be able to capture more oF that than catch of any

The juveniles, it's very diffilMt to catch -

don't see them; but the survivals on the juveniles I.

1973.  

In addition to the data reported hare, T have 

had some conversations witch the EAI people on t1-is 1976 

data, and they are finding that the juvenile mortality 

is somewhere in the neighborhood of .1 to .3, duri, that 

.1976 period.

CHAIM2AN JENSCH: Do you have azother qUe-ion,

Mr. King?

MR. KING: Yes, I do.  

BY MR. KING: 

Q Has the panel or any of its mebeL : 

estimated what-effect these new estimates have. on the c ,I 

output as to the percent reduction of striped bacs population 

in both the licensee' s models? 

A (Dr. Lawler.) I'll answer that question, yes; 

we have; both models currently yield extremely low estimates.
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of mortality in the striped bass population, or reduction in 

the stripad bass population, if you will, not only due to 

the resultant lower values that I just discussed as far as 

the cropping factor goes, but also due to the fact that 

those results in the models -.operated with the compensation 

term; and there is commentary at other points in this 

testimony as to the support for the compensation term.  

Even without the compensation term, I don't have 

a number to give you at this moment, I would offer that it 

is less than 15 percent, subject to some checking by myself 

for the s:'tuation where no compensation was used in either 

model, but these lower cropping factors are used.  

Q That is a less than 15 percent estimate? Do you 

have a greater percent estimate? 

A No, I don't., 

I simply have to check that. Normally most of 

the runs were made with the compensation factor, because 

we believe compensation is operative in the river. The 

question is, well, suppose you ran them without compensation? 

Here tyou can do that. To the best of my knowledge, based 

on runs that were made previous years with other values, 

cropping factor and the other distribution factors, *w are 

talking about a number less than 15 percent.  

I can check that point, though, and be more

specific torrw.

Ii
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jrbl4. 0 1 would appreciate that, thank you.  

2 Let me direct your attention to the reflection of I 
.3 copensation in an equation which is given at the top af 

S4 page 21; this. is quation 4.  

5 Would you please describe in laymen' s tems 

6 how compensation is accounted for in this equation? 

7 A (Dr. Campbell.) Yes, sir.' 

8 This equation was developed from Rickqr-nstok', 

4. 9 recruitment model as developed in the subsequent equation 

10 below.  

11 Dr. Ricker, in his latest edition ciE the -

12 I believe it's called -- well, Handbook of Comiputations 

13 for Biological Statistics in Fish Populations, has develope'.  

14 equations for many of the critical statistics which can be 

15 developed from a stock recruitment curve.  

16 Equation '4 was developed by combining two 

17 of his critical statistics, those being, tha equaio .for 

is the replacement value in the absence of exploitation, and 

19 t1e equation for the level of stock under a given level of 

20 exploitation.  

at Now, those three factors, those two factora, 

ZZ were combined to assess .impact very si.ply like. thia: we 

Q( t .lake the difference between what the equilibrium value of 

.24. the stock.would be, we're going to take the equilibrium value 

Q " of the stock without any exploitation. subtr ct from that
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the equilibrium value in the presence of exploitation, we 

will get the difference.  

In order to make that a percentage you divide 

through by the level'of the stock and in the absence of the 

exploitation equilibrium levels. What we have, then, 

essentially is a percent of reductibn in equilibrium.  

And this equation is really developed from those 

three items and some algebraic substitution and cancellation.  

Q Have the compensation values used in the .  

licensee's models changed since the Indian Point 2 proceed

ings? 

A If I can refer to this particular model, it was 

not in existence at that time; yes, they have; and the 

particular parameter of interest here is the alpha parameter.  

0 Would you please describe for the record how 

the compensation values have changed, or how they affect the 

overall output of the model? 

A (Dr. McFadden) At the time of thie initial Indian 

Point 2 hearings, there were no actual parameter values 

for compensation. An argument was developed on a number of 

grounds that compensation was operative, but it was not 

quantified at that time...  

One of the tasks thatwe have set ourselves to 

subsequent to theu Idian Point, the initial Indian Point 2 

hearings, was to quantify comVensation.
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jrbl6 ! MR. BPIGGS.: Excuse me just a minute.h 
I. !.  

2 1 hesitate. to interrupt, but, Dr. Law4ler us 

some numbers in his calculations in Indian Point 2 could 

4 you describe how the compensation .factor that -is used now.  

5 @ differs from that tha* was used in Dr. Lawier's calculations? 
it . . .0 

6 WITNESS LAW-ER: I will begin the response, 

7 Mr. Briggs.  

8 You will recall that in th6 72 hearings tbe 

g form of compensation as used -in our model required a 

to. ratio or a parameter which was briefly described as the 

ratio of the minimum mortality rate in the ealy stages to 

12 the so-called equilibrium mortality rate or actual mortality, 

13 rate under a different Set of. conditions -

.14 . CHAIRMA' JENSCH: Keep your voice up. Sdmetinies 

I have a little difficulty hearing you.  

26 WITNESS LAWLER: Fine, Mr. Chair..nn.  

17 The values.that I used for that ratio wera 0.5 

. and 0.8, and you will recall that I characterized th ,se 
19 as a relatively high level compensation and a relaticeiv low* 

20 il.evel compensation; the high level being the 0.5 value, al-d' 

and the low level value being the 0.8 value.  

You will reqall, also, t-t there was sub'tantive 

Q donversation on this topic as to the Support for the choice 

24 oTf those values, since we did not have actual evidence in the 

.lidson River at that time, I offered that the low level 
! • .25
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of compensation, the value of .8, did not require very much 

change at all in the unit mortality rates to see that level 

occur.  

What we have done based on the information that

has been developed and Dr. Campbell just described, is 

to calibrate the model so that it will yield a level of 

equilibrium adult population that will be obtained via 

the model that is developed by Mr. Campbell.  

When you do this, you end up with a compensation 

level in the model of very close to 0.5 value, which was 

characterized as high; but you recall, high and low are 

simply relative matters. We simply didn't have any informatio 

as to how high was high and how low was low.  

But as I say, calibrating the model to agree 

with the results as found by Texas instruments, you end 

up with a level of compensation that had previously been 

characterized as high.  

WITNESS MC FADDEN: It's also the case that 

in comparing the arbitrarily-designated high and low compen

sation levels.that were originally employed by Dr. Lawler, 

it turns out to be the case when one compares those numbers 

with the amount of compensation that is commonly emperically 

demonstrated to be operative in a variety of fish 

populations that what he calls the low level of compensation 

turns out to be an extremely low level; in fact, much-lower

'I
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than is normally shown to be operative in those fish stocks 

from which data has been developed, and what he characterized 

as a high level, if you look at the evidence of the fish 

populations in general, it turns out to be pretty much an 

ordinary mid-range level of compensation.  

BY MR. XING: 

You think this compensation value that has been 

developed, 0.5, first of all will this value be used in the 

models with respect to the data collected during 1971 and 

75 which will be submitted in the January 77 report?

A (Dr. Lawler.) Yes.

Do you Jnow what the overall effect is with respect 

to the percentage reduction of striped bass population 

given the use of this compensation value? 

A I will give you my recollection of the nh.bers 

we are dealing with now, and I will check that point, also.  

At this level we are something less than 1 perceht.  

*At the level of'what was previously scored low, 0.8, we're 

soomething on the order of 2 percent. I will check those 

points for you.  

0 I would appreciate that.  

You indicated previously it was less than 15 

Iercent reduction in the population when compensation Was 

not a factor, and you have indicated that there would be a 

L to 2 percent impact on the population levels when
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compensation is reflected.  

hat kind of sensitivity tests have beenzzdone 
on these models to verify that thase co-...s.. -a l 

are accurate? 

A Well, I don't know that it is q'te ccrrGct 

to describe sensitivity tests in terms of ve-rifying that 

the compensation levels are accurate.  

The verification of that is -- goss back tQ the 

calibration I referred to a few moments ago. We take the 

information developed by Texas Instruments and calibr:ate 

them in order to yield a result obtained.  

Now, I can say this: that the model is relatively 

insensitive to the other parameters when compenasatiin is | 

operative, which you should expect, because that's what.  

compensation is all about. It says it wyiill offset the 

changes that are imposed on the systezi. t 

When you don't impose compensation on the system.  

then the system is fairly sensitive to the values of the 

so-called F factors, the cropping factor and the dist.ibution , 

whether or not you have juveniles in the. area, and thugs 

of this nature.  

is that satisfactory? 

S Q Thank you.  

Let me direct the attention of t.a panel to pages 

28 through 34, and I believe, Dr, Lawler, you would be

I
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responsible.

On these pages you present fc factors significantly 

less than 1 fo the various striped bass life stages.  

Are these fc factors less than those employed in the earlier 

version of the applicant's model? 

A Yes, they are.  

Q Could you please give us the range Within which 

or below which this new f value has decreased? 
C 

A Well, I don't recall the fc values that we 

used in 1972; but since we had virtually no information on 

that question at that time, they certainly rere not much 

different.  

In 1974, in tbe hearing before the FPC, that is 

referenced here, the same information is provided in the 

environmenital report for 1975; the valuesthat we used were 

8 percent or .8, 0.6 for larvae, and 7 percent is juveniles.  

Now, what we are finding is a value based on 

the 1974-75 results at Indian Point which takes into account 

as I indicated earlier the latent mortality question as 

well. We are using a valuer of .6 on the yolk-sac larvae.  

That question is still subject to some decision as to just 

what to do there.  

we are using in current runs values on the order 

of .7 to .8. But as I indicated before, we don't 

have a lot of information on yolk-sac larvae or on post
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yolk-sac larvae, we are using values of 0 to 0.4; that's 

based on the findings in Roseton and Bowline and Indian 

Point, which are shown in this column headed Post Yolk-Sac 

Larvae.  

At Bowline we find essentially no significant 

difference between intake and discharge samples; Roseton 

we find a value in the order of .3; Indian Point, well, 

1974 value once we corrected it for the differential- net 

mortality, it's on the order of .4. And in 1975,.the NYU 

values entitled "preliminary' have not been corrected for 

net mortality -- I can't do that until I verify the velocity 

in the Indian Point intake and discharge during the period 

of entrainment sampling in 1975.  

Now, with respect to juveniles: in addition to 

the information which here ranges from zero at Roseton, 

although the sample size at Roseton was essentially small 

well, let me say this: it was smaller.  

None of these sample sizes for Juveniles are.  

very large, because we simply don't find ma'ay juveniles at 

the plants.  

In addition to the zero value computed on the 

Roseton information, we determined just recently from EAI 

values on the order of 0 to 0.3-for 1976 for juveniles. And 

you see the NU data there, 0.5, and the question whether 

these NYU data on juveniles should be corrected for net
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I mortality is open right at this time.  

Jrb22 2 I don't have information on that. Basically 

3 these numbers are all smaller than the numbers that we 

C 4 used in the so-called transport model runs back in 1973 

5. and 1974.  

i 6 MR. TROSTEN: I might add, Mr. King, according to 

7 the Appeal Board - I am quoting from 7 AECat page 383, 

I8 "the Applicant concluded that the f0 factor could only 

9 be considered as less than 1 per juvenile one fish." 

10 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Based on that report? 

11 MR. TROSTEN: Based on the information presented 

12 in 1972.  

13 WITNESS LAWLZR: Mr. King, I should point out 

14 some of the things that have been developed since that 

15 tims-.  

16 First of all the sampling procedures, there has 

17 been a whole metamorphosis of how you capture these animals, 

•18 at Bowline, at Roseton, we have some fairly well designed 

19 devices that are directed at keoping the velocities as low 

20 as possible as you concentrate what you have to do is concen

21 trate these organisms in an enormous quantity of flow in a 

22 cup, as it were.  

( And the problem is just using a normal net 

24 is the larvae are effectively impinged on the nets. Now, 

due to requirements, .as I understand it, of the tech specs 
25+
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jrb23 I this type of device has not been used at Indian Point. S 

2 get around the problem of differential net mortality to 

3 the high velocities in the discharge and the low velociti 

4 in the intake at Indian Point, a special study was run to 

5 determine just what those levels of smapling mortality Vel 

6 the velocities.  

7 So I have made a statement to the effect that 

: as time has gone on our ability to sample, our ability to 

9 hold the organisms, our ability to analyze all of the 

10 information has improved markedly over what it was back 

11 seven years ago.  

12 The other point that was a very open question 

13 some years ago was the effect of so-called latent mortalil 

14 the normal way of examining these larvae is to examine tho 

15 instantly upon hatching. But then the question is: well 

16 are there long-term subtle effects that are not seen in 

17. live organisms upon initial catch? 

Is And what has been done are studies that, well, 

19 four-day holding studies have been made to examine 

20 differences that may or may not exist between the intake 

21 and discharge samples after they have been caught.  

22 As I pointed out earlier, with the exception a 

( 23 t 0he eggs where the level of hatching in the discharge was 

24 about 10 to 15 percent lower than the level of hatchings 

the intake, none of the other samples, the juveniles and C 25
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post yolk sac larvae show any statistically dif feren"Cs in 

•-the intake and discharge. They were very tight. Zll Lo a ,.--i 

to do is look at the curves and sea how clos-Iy the discharge I 
and intake survivors remain, as you go'doi.n in t4 Me.  

So that is the basis for the stateenmant.
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Let me direct your attention back to Table F-3 

on page 45. Previously you corrected my reference to 1975 

as being corrected to the 1975 report.  

I'd like to ask you whether you are sufficiently 

aware of the analysis that has been dona in preparation of 

the 1977 report to indicate whether there are any significant 

differences in the values given on a composite basis on this 

chart for the 1974-1975 data? 
(itness Lawler) 

I. I would say that the values for juveniles are 

probably lower now than they are reported here. The reason 

for that is that if you look at all the juvenile information 

the one fact that you're impressed with again and again is 

a virtual lack of juveniles in any of the samplea, either in 

the plant or, for that matter, in many places in the river 

at this particular time of the year when this size juvenile 

exists in the water.  

All this information has not been put together 

yet, but would say at this time the values that were used 

for juveniles would be less than the values that appeasi here 

under the colmm "1975." 

The values for larvae, these are composites and 

include both the s0-ca! led distributional factor as well as 

the cropping factor,. They're probably not much different 

than what you see here.  

The values for eggs, that may be higher. I would

if

~j~1 
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say at the moment the only -- well, I've used th6 value of 

0.6 for eggs. The only really good information Ve hv- on 

eggs as far as the cropping factor gos is at Indian Point, 

and, as far as the distributional factors go, I don't thi&d 

.they'll come down this low. They may at Bowline.. In fact, 

we find very few eggs at Bowline, but it's conceivable that 

the Roseton egg factor may be higher. The Indian Point value 

is probably the same as given here. I don't think I'll be 

too far of f, based on what we've seen in the final report.  

But is it your understanding that the report is 

not sufficiently finalized for you to be any more specific 

than you have been? 

I. That's correct, because we're in the pro es: 

of sorting a lot of these questions out right now.  

Let me turn to page 48 and your discussion of 

bluefish predation as a possible density-dependent regl ._ 

mechanism.  

Can you tell us if the percent of the total. stripe 

bass populations taken by bluefish increases with striped 

bass concentrations? 

A (Witness Campbell) We can't determine that with 

certainty. We had two years of data on this, and there was 

some indication that that might be true.  

but at this time you cant make a fiiu conclusion 

on that?p
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That 's correct.  

MR. KING: I believe that completes my cross

examinatic.n of this panel.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Do you want to start, Mr.  

Shemin, or should we take a recess now? 

MR. SHEMIN: Why don't we start for a while and 

then take a recess so that I can get an indication of what 

I have left? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: All right. Proceed.

BY MR. SHEMIN: 

Q. I would like to follow up on the bluefish. It 

was my impression that you stated -- the question you were 

asked was whether or not predation of bluefish on striped 

bass increased with the increased concentration of juvenile 

striped bass abundance, at least as far as you could tell.  

And your response was that the data you had was not enough 

to let you make a definitive statement along those lines? 

MR. TROSTEN: Is that the way you understood the 

question? 

WITNESS CAMPBELLz X understand in the question 

that we are referring to the actual predation itself. We 

.have, as I stated, we have two years of data on the feeding 

habits of bluefish. -With those two years of data, there 

is no possibility of doing a correlation or any such analysis 

because the degrees of freedom would be lacking for that type
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of analysis.  

lay MR. SHHMIN: 

CL Which two do you refer to -- _the '73 .ad '74 

data ?

A. (Witness Campbell) I believe so.  

Now, looking at the same page 48, yo. discuss 

compensatory mechanisms investigated subsequent to the sub

mission of Supplement 2 to the Environmental Report 'which 

was a report submitted in June of '75.  

I assume that the investigations related to data 

collected shortly before that.  

And in the next paragraph you discaZ5 the biLu

fish, and you state, on the third line in the last paragraip h 

on page 48;

"When latent root regression analysis was 

-applied to a variety of envircnmental v-ri1le, 

a predator index dominated by bluefish predation 

.was among the three variables selected as sienifi

cantly influencing the abundance of juvenile strips.2 

bass in July and AuguSt." 

Now, could you please explain to.me tha differeznc 

between this statement and what I thought you had said a 

little while ago, which appeared to Oe the opposite of this.  

A uCertaielyn 

Your earlier stAtement referred, as I undezrstood

28 ~
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it, directly to the evidence that we had for the rate of 

predation,. how the- rate of predation might be affected by the 

abundance of striped bass. And we did not have that specific 

information which we'd get from the stomach3 of the blvuafish.  

However, we have indication here of a negative relationship 

between the abundance of bluefish and tife abundace of striped 

bass. It's kind of an inverse typn question.  

Q I understand what you're saying.. it seems to 

me-- I think I understand it -- it seems to me what you're 

saying is you could not correlate a higher juvenile abundance 

of striped bass with the presence of striped bass junveniles 

in the stomachs of bluefish, but you could correlate the 

presence of bluefish themselves in the river negatively with 

a higher abundance of striped bass. Is that what you're 

suggesting? It's the bluefish themselves and not striped 

bass in their stomachs that was one of the two variables 

tiat you correlated.  

A. I believe that's correct. We've related here 

the density of bluefish to the density pf striped bass, and 

it was in fact a negative relationship.  

What other variables would be. present in that, 

type of relationship besides the presence or absence of 

bluefish as a variable that might or might not. affect-the 

abundance of juvenile striped bass in a given year? 

A There are many.
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There are many? 

Yes.  

Thi is a 2-year data period, wasn't it? 

No, it was not. This analysis refere to, I 

a 9-year .or a 10-year period of data.  

Bluefish data? 

Yes, sir, bluefish abuxidance data.  

Do you know offhand 'which report those data were

in?

A. This data may appear in the Multiplant Report.  

The analysis does not appear in the Multipl nt Report and 

will appear in the January report.  

It's your opinion that 9 years of 4ata, assumizg 

for the moment that you had 9 years of data, is suffic3 .ent

to be able to do an analysis of variance with as muany 

variables as there are in this situatiox.? 

Ai This is not an analysis of variance, ,and let m.w.  

comment on the statistical procedure that was used.  

When thers are in fact many potential variables 

which- 4ould affect the changes in abundance of the ye'r 

class, we need to perceive and determine which one of those 

would be most appropriate to study. In tec1iique the 

.principal components analysis was used. This is an analysis 

which determines how much the variability is due to a certain 

item. This was used to determine which factors should be
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entered in as a part of the regression model, and this was 

done in the regression framework.  

Could you explain to me the interrelationship, 

if there-is one, between a regression analysis and the 

concept of degrees of freedom? Do they relate to each other 

at all?

L Certainly.  

Q. Could you tell me the relationship between those 

two terms? 

. Very simply, in a linear regression analysis 

let's just take a simple case where we're comparing one 

variable with another -- the number of degrees of freedom 

would be equal to the number of sample data points minus 2.  

When it has proceeded to the multiple regression framework, 

we then begin to use more degrees of freedom.  

Would you say the degrees of freedom are the 

number of different samples minus the number of variables 

you're oisidering in a multiple regression, is that correct? 

Or is it more Complicated than that? 

L I believe that's pretty close to being accurate.  

Q If you'had, for instance, ten samples and six 

variables, would that give you four degrees of freedom? 

A. That's correct.  

Q. rwhat would the. significance of four degrees of 

freedom be? What does that moan?

28(
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. That would mean that the level of, let's say, 

correlation of .: the regression coefficient viou.L hzve to b 

higher in order to detect a significant re I ch 

Are there different calculated level.' for dif

ferent degrees of freedom? Is that what you're 3ug45sin-? 1 

L In,.other words, if you only had one de gree of 

freedom, for a simple correlation you may need a coafficient 

as high as .99,. whereas if you had ten degreeL- of f 

o correlation may only need to be - I don't have a table 

in front of me, but it may only need to be .7. 1 
That's what Im wondering; is there a -d 

table, a standard degree of freedcm table? 

s Yes, there are standard tables relating t-±e 

degrees of freedom to the correlation cSffic±-Cits.  

Are the standard tables on page 7-7 of tt.  

Final Environmental Statement in thIS proceeding %,ap .e._ b 

to this type of analysis, or is it a diffe~rent t'pae of tz-ble , 

different numbers? 

L A&I recall, that table ref er direcly to t 

simple correlation..  

MR. TROSTEt: May I exhibit this to Dr. Campbell? 

(Document ha&nded to the witness.) 

BY MR. "SHEMIN: 

. That's what I'm Wondering about. In other wrds, 

there are tables for a simple correlation in regard to
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multiple relations? 

. (Witness Campbell) This is a correlation table, 

and the degrees of freedom go along the togy. Thev level of 

correlation which would be needed to achieve signifianc8_-..

at the 5 percent probability level is in the second row of 

the table.  

I take it, then, when you discuss the predator 

-index in the sentence I quoted previously as significantly 

influencing the abundance of junvenile striped bass-

A In a standard statistical sense.  

L Right.  

What is latent regression analysis? 

b. It'ci a particular statistical technique. I 

can't comment on that as an expert in statistical tecluiques, 

but this is one which was recommended to us by our statis

ticians aE the best possible approach.  

Are they the ones who also applied the degrees 

of freedom methodology to determine whether -- and -th,. rpmirLus 

other methods of correlation to determine whether it was 

statistically significant? 

L We' re referring particularly to this analysis 

on the young bluefish? 

Yes.  

That s correct.  

Coud you tell me whether or not of the 9 years--

I 

I 
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-and we're working with an-assumption at this tiMe -- of the 

9 yea s that you think may have beern used ix, this, wore'the 

last two in '73 and '74? -Is. that what we 1re talking about.

'65 th.rough '74 or '66 t h.rough '74?> 

S I think ;the last two were '74. and '75.  

Not '73? Does it include '73, all three years? 

A. it does include '73, '74 and '75, 1 believe, 

g. Would you-check whether or not you could get a 

statistically signifi~ant index just by using the "ix years 

prior to the Texas Instruments study? 

A. Do you ztan was the same analysis done with .only 

those years prior to the Texas Instruments study? 

Right.  

A. " No, it was not.  

0. Working backward while I still rea-e-wer it, 

Dr. Lawler, I'm confused. Wasn't it Dr. Laiier who origi

nally worked on the entrainment mortality work? 

(Witness Lawler) Well, there's been a lot of.  

people who worked on the entrainment mortality work. Dr.  

Lauer did the first entraihment mortality wbr at NYU; and 

the firm EAl that's referred to here is Dr. Lauer's firm, 

so he has done the studies at Bowline and Roseton in the 

last two years on the latent mortality, both the initial and 

the latent mortality, and the 1= studies are cotinuing.  

0. Is. he still at MU?
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NA. 1o, he's not.  

O. Who is in charge of that program at this point? 

L. To the best of my knowledge, Dr. O'Conner, Dr.  

Joseph O'Conner, is the individual who took Dr. Lauer's . -

place and is responsible for the NYU proqram.  

Q. Why is it considered accurate to use only 96 hours 

to determine whether or not there is any latent mortality? 

That's four days. Is that sufficient to make that determina

tion? 

Well, one question at a time. Who made the de

termination that 96 hours was sufficient to determine latent 

mortality? 

L. I think, subject to some checking, that that 

determination was probably made by Dr. Lauer in ths case of 

both the NYU studies and the RAI studues -- let me correct 

that.  

The NYU latent mortality studies have gone at 

least 72 hours, I think that one set of them, and possibly 

more, has gone 96 hours.  

The EAI studies have all gone 96 hours. Ninety

six hours is a standard testing time for studies of this type 

on fishes.  

In studies of power plant inflicted injuries to 

fishes? 

A. Studies of mortal ity .eeto whatever, such as
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is used.

MR. SHEMIN : We'll put that aside, than.  

BY MR. S=i-MIN: 

'" Footnote a. on Table E-I- on page 33 s 

the values.,in parentheses include stunned orgi, a. ->.  

and the. values without-parentheses abov. tW--, i the 

stunned organim.s as live, putting asidc eggs, vin.1zcL you 

didn't do that with.  

I L. (Witness Lawler) You don't have a stuned cat-3

gory, for eggs.  

"--- I

toxicity.

291.

Q. To small organisms, juveniles and larvae az 

well as to regular fish? 

L WEll, it's done on both, y es.  

Could you tell me what the concept of morbidity 

is with respect to this? 

MR. TROSTEN: To what page are you referring? 

MR. SHEXIN: It's not hera. I seerm to recall it 

being used as part of these reports to describe injury zather 

than death.  

Isn't there some somt of concEpt of morbidity 

rather than mortality? 

it's possible I'm mi.staiken. It jart zs-;z- to Eva 

I recall that.  

WITNESS LAWLE : I don't recail '
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You mean that there's-no way of determining that? 

A. That 's ;Aight.  

My impression is that if thes.- are mortality 

figures in effect and you're including stunned organisms as 

dead in oz.e situation, and live in the other, that the 

parenthet:.cal numbers would be definition almost be larger tha 

the nonparenthetical numbers, or doesn't that follow? 

A. Tha answer to that is in the mortality that's 

Impo ei cni. th orgazLisms in the intake as well Ajs in the 

discharge.  

. I understand. It depends cn 'howi m-any stum~ned 

In khe intaka versus the discharge in any 

given sam.kle?, 

A. That's correct. And basically what we're saying 

here is that for the most part we find that you get th, 

same resu-t no matter how you calculate it, which is helpful 

because w-.thout it you really would be pressed as to how 

you should categorize.  

91 On page 5, 1 gather this was written by Mr.  

Marcellus. The statement is made, four lines from the bottom, 

that: 

*These data -- " I assume it's the data 

referring to prior to the TI study. "Theae 

data were never intended for use in the type of 

mathematical models discussed in the Indian Point 2
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hearing.  

Mr * Marcellus, is that yotir stateme u.7 

A (Witness -Marcellus) That's cor-to 

Isn't it true that when you .60 your analysis C.  

1965-1974 analysis of preoperational-postoel rtio'nai, or 

shall we say analysis designed to see if there i ahy cor

relation between abundance with power plant withidrawals that 

you in fact use this data and in fact model it to some 

extent? 

-That data may be applied in certain categories, 

but the basis. for the collection of that data was not-- that 

data was not collected with the intent of application to 

these direct mathematical models.  

A. (Witness Lawler) Mr. Shemin, the models re

ferred to were not even contemplated at the time the data 

were collected.  

I understand that.  

Is there anywhere in this testimoy that you 

specificaly address -- and I don't know which one o2 you 

can reply. You can all take a shot at it. Is thare anywhere 

in this testimony where you specifically ad'fre us tihe nine 

criteria presented in your Environmental Report of Indian 

Point 3 submission and Supplement 9, Section 13, the nine 

criteria set forth for assessing the impact of plant opera

tion on the Hudson River striped bass population?

I
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MR. TROSTENI: I can say, Mr. Shemin, that there 

ia no one place in the testimony where all of the nine 

criteria are listed and then a particular assessment is 

stated.  

MR. SHEMIN : Okay. Let me be a little less 

literal, 

BY MR. SHEMIN: 

Q Did you in preparing this testinony seek to 

respond to each of these nine criteria? 

S .(Witness McFadden) We have in preparation of 

the final report on the research program due ia early 1977 

taken pai:as, as we have throughout the conduct of the re-.  

search program, to address those nine criteria.  

The intent of this report, the stz'o.: n . , before 

you, is not to present the entire case in all its dltail; 

and for that reason we didnt choose to specifically respond 

to each of the nine criteria' in this document.

Are you willing to state nowi that t -;e Janua r 

'77 report is going to provide statistically sigjificant 

information regarding these nizza criteria? 

L I'm willing to state that each of the ni.ne cri

teria has been addressed in our research program in so.mte 

appropriate way and that the program has been faithful to 

the commitment expressed in the McFadden-Woodbury testimony 

of 1973.
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scientific discretion and substitute the approc-h that we 

thought was superior to soma of ths specific a -poaches 

proposed in that initial research outline. i. otk1. z cases,.  

some of the approaches that were proposed th-ar- jrved to br.  

unworkable for various technical reason-.  

In each case, however, we ara alb&'Wt presehn 

some useful and new evidence in response I to coca of those 

criteria.
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That, of course, is the Applicant's position in 

2 this procedure.  

L I beg your pardon, sir? 

4. You don't have any data to support that at this 

Point?- Tat Is what you're sayinij 

L ul of the data, btnot al i sIsi 

7 previousl., is exxtacted and presented in this testimony.  

8 Do you have any figure as to how many independent, 
varlables you consider to be significant in affecting the 

10 striped bass population in- the Hudson? 

I can respond to that question better if you will 

1 Indicate to me what you mean by Usignificant." 12 

3 Variables that should be taken into account in 13 

14 trying to determine any cause and effect relationships betwed 

relating tovariations in the population, and the variables.  15 

16 L Yes. In addition to the direct biological parame

tas, .1 would take the example of the striped bass population, 
17.1 

and the obvious dir t parametars related to power plant acti18 
vities such as entrainment, impingement of parametars . It has 19 

een necessary to take into account such natural environmental 20 

va2raables a temperature, fresh water discharge through the 

estuarine system, the changes from season to season and year to 

year, and various diesolved solids turbidityj pg, dissolved 

I ZY911DI etcetera, aecmiedapoieo te cagsi 
24 

so, we have mpiled a profile of the Changes in 
25
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I chauges In the,,physical system which acc__mPainy# anl.,p i1

2 could be related-to,, the biological changes that:,- jwfve Ja 

3 Measuired.  

.4 (Pause.) 

5 Did you consider, in this analysisp whae:br riot

..6 the- cae rcial and sport fisheries should be pl.ugged -in.? 

7.1 Which analysis, please? .  

9 p1opulation from year to year.j 

10 L. We have explored'the relationship betv.* poplatiom 

-1size-.and variations in :)vrenile abumdaace, if that's W44t you 

12 mean. We have also just recently explored the car relati In 
13 between the catch per unit msas eomant of-1 the spawning stock, 

'14 and the b~ nel of juveniles as measured by the Catc~h -P=Z 

15 =nit area four years later, with a four-year lag tim. So we 

16 have, as nearly as Vm able to iintopret your qnusstion from Ch 

17 w bsttdit,,ve have carried out e=1 lorations of .the kind.  

18 that yousve asked about4. ' 
19 Q. I Understand that. What I was ai.ugstig. it that, 

.20 whp you exaMin Variaticns SA, Juvenile abundant^ fiawyear to 

21 _Year. in an -attempt to segregate out the different- vartables.

Sand decide- which one are causing how madh of: the .variation 
.22.  

A. Yeei1 91jy, w've; dealt with that question 

24You did Include in that variable a variable rolated 

25 to exploitationi by ouercIAT ind sport: f isheries?

1.  

~Q.
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L Yes sir.  

IJ 2 (Pause.) 

3 In making some of these comparisons from year to 

4 y ear, your testimony on page 12 suggests that you used Indies 

5 of vbundawe developed from riverside beach seine collectimw..  

6 This is starting at six or seven lines up from the bottom, Is 

7 that thd 'basic data that you used for these types of analyse 

8 over the last months or years? 

9 1. (Witness Campbell). This is our basic data on the 

10 V ner-class fluctuations in striped bass$ yes, sir.  

II NO ow many different organizations did this beach 

12 ! S ~o collection over that period of time? 

13 L I belie"e the anaiver is three.  

14 Texas Instruments, Raytheon# and NYU? 

15L Yes, sir.  

16. How many different types of nets were used during 

17 that ti ? 

IL " hree types of nets& the SO-foot beach seine, 75

19 foot *beab seine, and the 100-foot beach seine.  

20 Were the vinga the savA aixe m the age nets? 

21 uld you be more specific? 

1 L arge beach seines have a central portion, and wings 

an the, edes. Mrse t y te.,sam beach seine nesh? ftsh si: 

24 differs in wa of these uins. Do they all use the s.am beac 

25 seine not size fo Us central not and the side nots?
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I believe the mesh size is different. I don't have 

the specifies right now.  

Now, isn't it true that Some of this beaqh eeinei 
.ork was done with the nets, being drawa prp ja t the 

shoreand sm of it was parallel to tbe shore, some joining 

a semicircl, to '.the shore? W#ren't they Aifferent seining 

techniques? 

L There wr two seining techniques used, and- one was 

the parallel-to-shore technique. The other was the perpendi

Culadr to shore and-towd around, as you described.  

Wan't also sOof the sei ning done at different 

depths off share; some, I think, at 10 feet, and s6ia at 20 ".  

feet, for instance? 

L. Well, :"tha perpendicular type of net set will have 

variation in the depth at the extreme end of the net,' depen

dant upon the degree of slope of the sh=rline. NoWver, the 

parallel sets re taken from, I believe, a uniform .pth of 

approximatel~y foR feet. I'm not exactly sure onthat.  

* . In other vordst did youfTeel it necessary to elimi-.  

1)atm any variations in your effiliency caused by the different 

not sixes, the different mesh sizes, and the differen -towing 

tecniqez used by the three different concerns CKe= thfat peria 

of time? 

L We thoght that *ight be a" possibility. fo %e have 

an ducte an 't the - comparing the 50-foot beadh
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seine with the 100-foot beach seine, the 50-foot seine being 

towed in the parallel manner, and the 100-foot seine being 

towedLn the perpendicular manner which you referred to..And 

that experiment was a paired type of test whi h resulted in

there mw +no significant difference in the catch per unit 

area.' And the area was measured for each of the tows.  

How many of those tests did you do? Bow often did 

you make those tOWs? 

x There- was a single test an a single dats, that 

cosisted of 16 town, 

Now, how did you arrive at the methodology for 

converting -I think it .. was mne of these methods; on..used 

CM and one used CMA Xsu*t ther ea need to convert effort 

to concentration an the different methodologies used?: 

L I believe for the Nov tork UnLversity data, me had 

a measured variant for each of the tows. For the Raytheon 

and T. I. tL, chvere made in a perpendicular manner. that 

area was estimated as fro the results of samplLn, e.v 

determined the distance between the two ends of the pet and 

the and of the sampling that athe are . .TAt same 

area -va then applied to all town., 

Distan between the two. ends of the not laid flxt 

an a beach? 

L Not laid flat on a beach after the tow had been

I
I
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Nas .11 this inforeatoc that I've gathered from yo 

p resentd in the0 '77 report? 

•. I don'"t know.  

9, Could"we have that infor nation if it'so not I.n that

301 

where is, the net at that point, after the tow has 

been accomplished? 

I The not is in approximately it' r. ift the uter, 

in a' semi-Circle type posttion.. And as I recall, the averatge 

distance between the ends of' the nets is approximately 60 feet 

Is that the 100-foot net ok the 75? .  

L That's the 10-foot ,'net. 75-foot net- is slighl 

ly different., 

9,"We l, if the not is 100 feet, wouldnt it- be 

possible for your people an either ew to increase it from 60-" 

feet considerably moe just by moving it apart? 

L You're limited primarily by the water, which is ton

di .nq to6 keep .yufrom being able to strtch the not. be .yond a.  

certain point. We have made s=6 mea=seunts of the entire 

beach seine survey, consisting of approximately 100 samples.  

I believe that's how manY4*ve have in a week. And this approxi 

mately 60-foot distance holds up prtty well throughout the 

in that the same crew doing all that? 

L No. 'ir.' 

ts good to hear you anticipating all" this,
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report? Could s provide it to us at 

is Provided to us? I just want to make su 
Z information, because it's obviously quite 

3; MR. 2'USTON: Well, we certalnl 
41 

provide working papers that will help this 

Shemin.  
6 

BY MR. BIIM: 
7 

1_ wasn't aware that this was ju 
8 

Thr res no report going through this, in c 
9 

a. (Witness Cabell). with respe 
10 

analysis, where we. were measuring an entir 

I don't belie" that it appears in any par 
12 

particular report had been planned.. That' 
13 

tation check that vehave done, and it just 
14 vorking papers.  

15 X. believe the other analysis, t 

16 included -in the report.  

17 (Wn.) 

18 . Vzm assuming that when you go t 

19 in detail in you= 1977 report, explaining 

years it is, With respect to the use of tb 

21 
are going to set, forth specifically, how Imu 

22 
a riveide basis, and how much of the dat 

23 
=3aeas. is that carret? 

24 S i ot, in tat report, perhaps 

251 know whether that's the case. D. Mioadde 

91. ..

st vwrkiug papers.  

ther words? 

ct to the latter 

a beach seine survey' 

ticular report,or an 

a an internal docwiej 

appears in som 

bough, is planned for 

brough this analysis 

over however many 

is data, that you.  

tch data you have ov 

ais limitad tocrt 

in aMother.. ::j don't 

acould yo.i. czuzint

302 

the time that repo 

re that we have this 

relevant.  

*y will be prepared 

testimony, '.
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on that? " 

I. (Witness Mcadden) Mweiever we use data in the 1%7 

report, we indica'e the nubkar of observatious involved, and t 
the source of the data. Is that 'the qastion you raised? 

Q, Yes, that was the questiozL.  

aL Yes.  

Dr. Lawler, Ilm puzzled. On that report whieh is 

fou d in two places, one of which is on page 85, which it va$ 

stated wasn't c=spletedyat, or is about to !-ba cam-.leted, or 

whatever, how can there be a cita-.io to chapter e, pages 813 

through 821,of a report that wasn't CCmplktd?-.  

. (Witness Lawler). Well, obviously, it's a draft 

report.  

SWe1l, that's what I wanted to knoc . I got the 

impression that it really just hadntt bzzea crmple-el ye, .  

was awaiting -in Othar' wozrds, ii hialnt been of ficially 

released. Is that the sitation? " 

L WelX, I'll check exactly where it-is, since tii 

point has been bronoht up. It has not bea relea sd yet, and.  

I do know wether it's printed, whether it'sf "been finalize 

or what have you. There was ame delay in getting that report 

out.  

mR. ?Ron, we win state f- tha rwod torr 

what the status of' this- reprt- is. 0 

WITSS ZWMIR You can be Sr. m that at this'point,

I

Q 

0
I

303
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though, its fairly voluminous.  

BY M. .II- .  

Referring t this, ltent rot.multple linear 

regression analysis.referred to on pge13,*yo .stt. i the 

ast" sentence an that page that- tree variable in. this -pr 

liminary analysis: wee found to account for 79 percent of the 

variatiqon inl theT abundane of Juv9enile stripe4, ba Ss dUrinIa.g' 196! 

'75, and:'you -list predation by blutefish- an yearlin n le 

BYpe b Rassfegg +  ..  

stripe bas xg roduction, and rate of temperature ices 

of Certain, values.  

Sow, initially, aren't predation. by bluefish on 

Yearling ar: older striped basst which is one of the three 

variables listed in the previous paragraph as two differe

variables, predatin and- cannibalism? 

1. (Wltnesa Campbell). Perhaps. they- are.4 Con t2 you: 

refer us to that? 

Well, at- ncaw Point My refer to predation and car rn 

bOliam4 I'M. tryinqg to keep nr variables se .parate: for. certain, 

purposes

Far this analysisi ther threw variables, wereiin fact,, 

Isegg prodution a reflection. of utriped .bass9 

.Ire nin d:tocke !e. teds used, designating Of he 

aWvir8 pental faftwoas investigated as ,abu%,a. of suiped
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I. bass Spawilng stock?.  
. COU ldyou.repea 5..r?: 

ill U at ..  

3 yes, 
At one point, you list var-ous eUVironmnta fActor.  

, listed. And tban, in the ne t paragr ph ou refer it6 seft.al 
5, 

variables which apparently seem to be drawn from those various, 

factors investigated. One of the factors listed 'as being invei 

an 7 igat,'onpage-13, is the abundance of striped bass. 'pawnin 

stoc,- and ow page 14, when. you listedthe three variables, yoz 

list egg productions' 

SNow, is. egg production in effect the Swe variable, 

as abundance of striped bass spawning stockI or is that a' 12 

13 different ...variable? 1 3 td *. a4d 
E 1: thin rith regakd to what was meant. to be. .  

here it would in fact be the same thing.  
15 .' ° . Now, whe you say 79 percent of the variation is 

Sccounted for by, in essence, predation and canniba.liap, egg 

17 
production and egg temperature change,: are you determining hic 

of 'those accounts for that 79-percent?
19 

4w In other words;, ?ou lump ._'hose togeter, for .the 

:* purposes, of prormng your- multiple: latent root. Mltilinear 

rr o and' factor, all th 1Others out "and :found that these 

I Q three togetheraaime for 719 percent? 

L Wtne % to not .Correcti

. tatio,* f.Smin. ft fact, th variabls' are eneed
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' [ are entered( separately..: But in the aggregate, in the: analysis 

2 thay account for, 79 percent of the variation in abundance of 

( 3: ju-ezdles. The proSedure amounts to predicting the abundance 

4 1of uveniles, or accounting formiether way is a correct, way to 

verbalize it. by-taking into account the correlated valuet of 

6 these other factors. Each of the other 'factors is entered 

7 separately, but the statement about 79 percent of the variato 

8 in abudanze of juveniles being accounted for by the factors 

9 Meang all Of the .PUt together. There, is. a way to parcel out 

10 thei.separate contributions.  

*1 11' O. Okay.  
At1 

12 " Fiest off, then-, you have the three differe t num

13 bexs that add -up to 79 percent.  

14 NO.

15 no P NO fot herej, or no, period? I thought you said yoV 

16 did have. then.  

17 L. No, not here.  

Ie Ml, first., we' d like to. be provided with those 

19 nunbers. Secofdly, why did y1 lump the three of them together 

20 inthe sentenae? 

21 L its n-effect, standard proce 

22- dure. for enpessing: the =tun of variaility in a dependnt.  

va iablni iw this- cam, young'. striped bess; andance, whbida is, 

24 accounted for- by- am tllto of enionetl factors., 

M Vere these: the only three for which you cou W finda
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correlation? j 
L those arqk the_ three- that the'analygis: admitted. asi 

most significant., All other -factors, plus sai. pling,; p;us ra 

variability in this oase~would' acount for the r - a-ng- 21: 

percent of the variability..  

In other words, you're sugfuestinii therefor~e tha 

predation by bluefish in-.yearling and oldmr 3triped baszs aceo 

ted for Juvenile abundance more than freshwater flo?" 

L, In thiszoase, yes.  

Well, what do: you maan, in-this care, yes?.  

L In this analysis, yes.  

(Pause.) 

Do you know what. the range of error was in this, or 

the range of confidence which you assigned to it? 
. (Wi~tness Campbell). Are you referzin" to the pro

bability of.;the type 6f error on the alpha levels, o -

S- Let me reduce that to tems that I'm. happier, wit:,.  

Now far. from. the 79Percent can one be C c411 re~i r 

go with reasoA ale accuracyTTe 79 perceict -- is that i, or.  

.culd this be, for inta e,'5s percent? C.ould it b 0. p rce al 

tsnt". there a ran4e.'t this number'?-' 

.: (P'ause.) 

. (Wit.ess MW:aaen.) Yes, there, is a- r-geof values, 

pnvhich the trthe valueo thai is, tbab true value of. :thoe 

percentaqe; of the -variation, in Juvenile-abuudance acconted for

iF
y
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the other -variables entered in this. analysis; -- there.. iS- a.  

range in which the true parameter value can be-inferred to lie 

The most likely, the sample value which is most likely to be 

the true value, is 79 percent. .-That's true for all statistical 

numbers that are, produced in analyses of these types..  

QL But what is the range? Do you know that? 

L No, I don't.  

QL: And would it not be true generally, or in this case 

that the range -whatever the range would be for the 79 per

cent would there be a greater proportional range for each 

of the thrae variables individually than there would be forth 

combined percentage? 

A Yes, I think that would be true. I'd have to go 

and get some advice, probably from a mathematical statistician, 

to be absolutely certain about that. I think that that would.  

be the cave., 

L. Now,. I'm-trying to determine why, even though you 

4etermined these, three werei the, three. highest. numbers, why 

especially when you're discussing negative correlation between 

abundance, of predators and striped bass abundance, and the 

bluefish populations -- why didn' t you specifically set out th 

percentage that related to predation and cannibalism? :1 mean,, 

Ln" t this 79 percent number really maningless for the purpo 

of this hearing? 

L No, sir, not at all.- The way in which you phrased
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your last question leads me to suspect you may not understand 

the meaning of the 79 percent variation. But I may be presu

.ming something in that.  

4 Well, I think you can Presume that generaly ith 

respect to everything here, unless you.hear otherwise frovC my 

mouth. Apparently, i'vve been •misled somewhere. What is, 
exactly, that 79 percent; and why isn't it 'more relevant to la

bel exactly what the figure was for the predation and'canni

balism variables? 

A. Well, one way of answering that would. be to say, We 

want to know how well we understand the causes of variation in 

abundance of young striped bass. Now, potentially, almost 

every factor that you could name could be related. Those that 

are related in such a' way as to account for only a very small 

amount of the variability cannot be detected statistically 

through the usual techniques that depend on the magnitude of 

association, to determine significance. Therefore, we are in 

part asking a categorical question; how good is- our ability to 

explain; variations in the population of .ourg. striped baSs fr' 

Year to year?

NoVw total ignorance would equate to the ability to 

Predict 0 .percent of the variations from year to year. In 

fact, we have reduced the ranqe of ignorance down to a residual 

21 percent, That is, if you plotted - the bumps and troughs over 

aperiod of, in this case, I guess approximately nine or ten
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years, if. you measured that variation - and there are conven
i tional statistical measures of the amount of jumping around amun oonain a or 

that a lina. plotting striped bass abundance would generate -

3 
you can say that 79 percent- of that variability is accpunted U for by the variables listed here. And that gives you a clear 

measure, of our abiliiy to understand those variations, or our 
~6 

* ability to define a set of parameters which are responsible 
7 

for that-variability.  

Now,. to the extent that this analysis can be 

generalized to,.sa the nine years of observation, or is there 
10,i 

some broader universe of time, we can say that the unmeasured 

variables can't account for more than the residual 21 parcexlt.  

So,. that'sthe sense in which it's a useful measurement of our 
I.*13! So.ta' 

understanding of variation in the striped bass population..  
14'.  

S I understand that. Let me direct my question a little 

differently.  
16 

To the extent that that understanding is only u3efu 
17 if you. can derive certain meaningful results from it - parti
183.  

cularly in a proceeding like this one, where quantification 
19: 

seems to be the name of the game -- and given that you don"t 

have to go very- far from your zero ignorance level to know that 
211 egg production has a positivee correlation to abundance;. and,.  

while it's above.that level, a preliminary reading of most

reports will indicatw. that. temperature is very :Strongly c arrela 

ted to abundance - given that, and given that with respect ;to 
25 the remaining percentages, there are- a number of variables whicl
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but. for your statement here, lead. you to be unable to segregai.  

Pat what one might call compensatory mechanisms, it becoes i 

very crucial to take. away this egg production: and temperatpre 

change which we all know are. dominmit factors anyway - and.  

state specifically, look; we discovered, somithing for predation 

and cannibalism, and here is our percentage.  

.Now, while I understand wat yoL say,. and the, 

validity of it, isn't it really more important. in the conaextf 

of this proceeding, to set forth that specific number, if, 

as you say, it's been arrived at? 
MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairma, there are a great may 

assumptions 

CHAIRMAN JENSC9: Let's let the witrss see what he, 'I 
can do. He tried to explain the .background. Conpar; t 

other questioning, I think, this is clear. .There' s not many 

assumptions. He's just trying to ask the fina.. 20 words of hi 

question.  

MRS TROSTEN. Well, as 3: say,. obva-ously D=.Yo~a~iden 

can attempt an answer. But. I would just like to. emphasize that.  

there, i& a series of aiswaptions and hypothe-ses. in .the question.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Can you. haid'e it, Dr. McFaden?; 

*WIBSSI MC FADDEN:. .Mr.. hemin.: the last part of y1.1r 

questions, yoir .;referred to. sa=e specific .number at that point? 

• By MA. sN . ..  

The numbe I was looking* for - T was suggesting* t.-

Q•
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for the purposes of this" hearing, the 79 percent number indi

cates that you've arrived at a certain degree of predictabilit 

in the river. But the more relevant number is the- extent to 

which that degree of predictability relates to a measurement o 

a campensatory process on the river.. And that is prsumably.  

the predation by bluefish on yearling and older striped bass 

has been researched for.  

And therefore, given the importance of that number, 

I would have thought that, at least in addition to the 79 per

cent .number, which might be a good background figure, you voul 

have specifically set.out the figure for predation by bluefish 

on, yearling arA older striped bass.  

L (Witness McFadden). The reason for not doing that, 

I think, would be that. what we have sought to do here is to 

establish the reality of the predation by bluefish. It isn't 

immediately obvious to me how one would quantify that in a way 

on the, basis of the present data thatwould directly and quant

tatively relate to the-compensatory capacity . of the striped.  

bass population. We have,, in- fact,. addressed that latter 

question through a different avenue.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, while there's a pause, you 

addressed a different value. What was that different avenue, 

and& what was the figure.. you reached?

WITNESS MC FADDEN: The different avenue, sir,, is an 

analysis of the stock relationshi; between the spawning stock
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and recruitment and.: quantification.; On that basis, other

Compensatory reserves- of striped bass population with that,.  

exercise. reinforced by the. empirical de-monstration from other 

bodies of data,such as the negative relationshiP between abun-' 

•dance and growth of young striped bass -- using that type of 

an empirical demonstration-of the reality of the compensation,! 

and that kind of identification of some specific mechanisms, to.  

buttress the general approach of the stock, recruitment analysis.  

CHIRMAN JENSCH: Did you come to an ultimate figure! 

about that? I think. that's, what he' s. seeking,.  

WITNESS MC FADDEN: Yes, sir, we did. It s- reftect 'I 

it' s already been reflected, in the discussion of tile compensa

tion parameter, as .exercised in the life-cycle model by Dr.

Lawler. And it is also a measure of compensatoryr capacity 

which is .exercised in the impact estimates preserted in this.  

report under the section begnning on. page 17.  

CHAIFUAN JENSCH:" Would you pick it up foml there?.  

BY MR. SHMXIN: 

How do you know that the seine thing that caused the 

abundance of bluefish was not also causing a decrease in abun 

dance of. striped: bass? 

L" (Witness McFadden). In any type of correlation 

analysis, there is. always the possibility of what could, be 

oonstrued to be a cause and effect relationship between two 

variables actually .being the effect reflected in both of the 

operation of some third. variable. So that is- a possibility tha -
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is .always open when one looks. at nothing more than correlationi 

type data.

In-this case,we had erected the argument that there 

is a predazory relationship between bluefish and striped bass, 

on the basis both of that correlational evidence, and supplemet

tary evidence in which we have found striped bass in the sto-

machs of bluefish.  

(Pause,.) 

Do you disagree with the previous testimony that 

there. wasn't enough data on the presence of striped bass-in 

bluefish stomachs to derive a correlation along the lines that 

you used for an abundance of bluefish themselves? 

I. Yes,.. sir, I agree with the statement in the context 

in which it was made. The fact that young striped bass are 

discovered in the stomachs of bluefish seems to me to be irre

futable evidence that striped bass are eaten by bluefish..  

(Laughter.) 

L And the validity of that evidence need not rest 

upon some correlational foundation." 

That was an answer. I'm not sure what the question 

was* 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: That seemed a very keen analysis., 

Do you have any further questions?' 

MR., StaliN:m Yes., I was abandoning that area. for 

the mAent.

I l
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BY MR., SHEMN: 

0. What s the. behavioral, characteristic. of blu.ish? I 
They're not anadromous. Do they live in the ocea.- andl come .  

back up the Hudson looking for food, or. what do they do? G s 

the behavioral name for that. speeies? . ..  

A. (Witness Campbell). Dr. MKFadden said, perhaps 

they're coming back to look for striped bass. But yes, they':r.  

an ocean spawner,, and we find the juveniles in the .UdSon RiVai 

estuary; occurring, as r recall, around. June or July' during th.  

summer, when you first begin to see the 3pung bluefis 4 enterilj" 

the river. And perhaps they're using this -as a nursing.  

ground and a feeding ground.  

DR. DAIBER: Is this just young bluefish? 

WITNESS CAMPBELL: These are. just young . I 

comonly known as snapper blues.  

BY MR. SHEM.N: 

Q. Now, as to this equilibrium reduction ecuationCi mthci 4 

for impact assessment, on page 17, the resporsi.iiity' c'z 

which was assigned to, Messrs. Campbell,. May, and 4,- .:., i E 

this type 'of ana lysis similar to the analysis I C i- ..-- az 

viously, as found' in. the multi- lant report re ,ating tD. ir.iix-: 

sustainable yield, and the-derivation of a Rcke- curve froe .  

commrcial fishery statistics? -Does_ this 'basically employ 

.the- swe type of information. i a similar way?.  

A (Witness: Campbell). I would: say that it' s similar,.  

in. the sense of kind of the sense of the .i.ulti4-plant impac.tl in.

I - - K. ________
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report. We have improved the data base on which we're estimat1 

the compensation.  

. .Okay.  

N6w, you earlier tried to explain an equation. I.1 

trying to find it, but I don't thik I need It for the-mcm 

On page 21, you explained it as a combination of two curves, ri 

yca seem to be suggesting it was the relationship of a Ricker

curve der.-ved from a population without the presence of exploi 

tation by the. commercial fishery, and a Ricker curve derived 

with that present. Is that true? 

L No,. that's not correct. It' s both, based on the 

same Ricker curve; both statistics. But one statistic is the 

equilibrium population size, in the absence of' exploitation; 

an4 the other is the equilibrium population size that would 

reault after. some number of years of an equilibrium exploitat.4 

rate being applied to the population.
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Q On a given curve is the equilibrium. population 

fixed? Is it not the one that would pro&s-:a a pepulation 

or a stock X-number of years later of the s me size as "the 

one you had? 

A All things being equal, that's t..ze; however, 

when you add an additional incremenlt of expioitation, what 

happens is this: you lower the equilibrium population size 

and after some number of years th p opulation is then.  

characterized by a curve of a slightly different form; 

that is, some of the compensatory capacity hzs beer used 

up by that exploitation.  

Q So that what you said earlie - .when you said it 

was one curve, .ou are saying that the constant exploitati 

in fact does lead you to another curve? 

A It will in fact lead you to ancther curve., And 

what we have estimated here is -,hdw the eploitstion rate 

will give you a new equilibrium population leve±, 

Q Where did: you get ,the-data to del-ive this ne-.w 

curve from?, 

A No.new curve was derived, okay? 

Both- letls see -- you start wLi an initial 

stock recruinent, curve. This has been darived from. several 

types of ways: of looking at commercial fishery data. and 

we determine the parameter alpha of' that stoakh recruiLlment 

curve,

nWb

I
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Power plant exploitation is what I have been 

to. It would work equally well for a fishery.  

Except for the fact the curve itself is derived 

fishery data itself; isn't that true? 

That is corre-t.  

Can you validly modify the curve with exploitation 

was used in the first place to establish the

curveT

A. Exploitation data is not used to establish the 

curve., 

0 You. don't consider connercial fishery data as 

exploitation data?

318

A 

referring 

Q 

from the

A 

0 

data, that

Then we have atteapted to measure the exploitation 

rate due to the; operation of the power plants. When you 

jnwter .the exploitation rate into this equation,, it then gives 

you a percentage of reduction in the equilibrium spawning 

stock size.  

Q In other words, the modification of the curve you 

just discussed before was the :mbdification caused by power 

plant exp.oitation, is that correct, not conmercial fishery 

eploitation? Once. you establish your initial curve, you are 

talking about a modification to the curve caused by 

e.cploitation? 

Is-that power plant exploitation you are-referring 

to?
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A Exploitation data would refer to the percentage " 

of population- which is. being. withdrawn by the fishery,.:the' 

sport -fishery, the cdmerciial fishar,- or the. power. plants,.  

Q, Dr.. Lawler, what was the critiism, of- the.midl 

r Urt model yuin thelast Indian Point proceedin4 tht., 

'led you- to believe it was necessary to develop a furtther

,refinement in yormodel? 

MR. TROSTEN: I object to the form of the question.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: For what reason? 

MR'. TROSTENc Because it assumes there" was, a, 

criticism..  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is that the basis for your 

question? Where is the. reference here? I thought the witness 

had referred to the fact in his on explanation; so I don't 

agree with you.  

MR.. TROSTEN: What Dr. Lawler has testified, 

and can certainly testify to, is the reasons his mode1 was.  

changed:. I object to ths form of the question.  

BY MR ZINC: 

Q Dr. Lawler, why, J given there were cezrtain improve

merts you felt would result from correcting your model, 

would: it not be relevant to see whether or not those improve

ments would be noessary in. the conteLt of these pro6ceedings 

before one woul4 go to the length you've gone to correct 

this?'
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BY MR, SEMIN: 

Q Don't you mention in your portion of the testimony.  

that comparing the results you got from the real time model 

and the results. you got from your seconcd-generation model: 

which was uded in the Indian Point proceeding, there don' t 

appear to be any significant differences in those results; 

is that true? 

A, (Dr. Laler.) I don't know that. I- ntioned that 

in this report.  

Z I read it samewhere; let me see if I can find it..  

(Pause.) 

Well, I can't spot it in this one.  

Is that tue?.  

A Well, I would say this, that in general when you 

incorporate the compensation.-

Q Page 26. it's in the first full paragraph.  

A Well, it says that the results substantiate the.  

!predictions of impaok from transport model which were 

presented.  

That doesn't necessarily mean they were equal.  

.I.'m not trying to quibble ith you.• 

The results that we obtained in the real time model 

for percentage reduction in striped bass population .are.  

:ertainly on the. sameorder as the results we obtained in 

.the transport *odel ; and that is, particularly so when youL
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use. the compensation processes that we have discussed.  

The:- going back to your, eakrier question 

what are the primary reasons for going to the detailed model, 

"1Ewas to- determine whether the: ttansport model, hr: that 

matter, any of the other models that had so many simplifying 

assumptions in them, were in fact proper representations 

of what was going on.

The fact. that we found that the results in the 

transport model are by and- large similar to the results in the 

real time model simply says that the assumptions that were,.  

made in the transport model were not so -- how shall I say 

it? - well, the assumptions that wer'e made were not a 

problem as far asL the prediction of impact went.  

But you would nevc have known that without, you 

know,. havingL gone to. the, lengths that we-did go to in the

real time; model.  

Q As it turns out you proved it waSn'tL nece3sary, 

but YO.u wouldn 't havekknown that if you hadn't done that? 

k 2osteriori, perhaps you can say that.  

I 1_woUldn't even agree with that: there' s no way 

you. would. have. know,. or :could have had- thew degree of confidenct 

n- the transport model that you. now can have unless, you went 

to these extrees.." 

Q: Looking at theaompmsation reported on page 8-11 

of the multi-plant report, also. known as- Volume 1 of.
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2 me-- page 8-11, that is discussed in part, or the data that 
-is in itas set forth in the multi-plant report is discussed 

4 in your testimony at page 47, the! bottom paragraph..  

Now, both your testimony and in this repoLt 

6 you refer to changes in mean total length. Is it proper to 

7 draw any conclusions along these lines without first 

8 ascertaining what the absplute length of thase young oE. the 

9- year were in a given year? 

10 X. (Dr. Campll.) I'm not sure that oint .is 

absolutely clear.  

2Q Suppose you had fish in one year that grei from 

0 13 size one-inch to two-inches; suppose you had a. fish in another 

( 14 year that grew from five-±nches to sevcn-inches; your chart t 

15 would have a two-inch growth the second year, a one-inih 

16 growth the first year; and it seeuis to me th . you woUd hav 

17 to know the size of these fish in two years to maklea a 

* comparison to growth rates.i 

Is that clear? 

A Okay.  20 "• 

21 YOM are talking about the ideas of looking at 

instantaneous- growth rather, than incremental gro-th? 

- My recollection of what X've been talking with 

various experts in this proceeding and others-is that 

( Youn of the year aow at different rates in different ages;
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the extent of ages is reflected by the size they. are at a 

given point in. time; and" the. growth rate from one inch to 

two inches, for instance normally would be faster or slower 

-- I'm not sure which - than the growth would be at size, 

or age five inches,..  

Given that, if you had a fish that was one inch 

and grew to size, two inches, it would have a mean change in..  

total length of one inch. If you had a fish that was five 

inches, and grow in,t he- same period. of time, in another year, 

to size seven inches, .you would have a mean change in 

total length of two inches., 

Now, unless you have a constant growth rate, 

over that whole size range, you have to look at the sizes of 

the, fish in those years to determine Whether or not in fact 

the two-inch growth in one-year was a faster growth rate 

than the one-inch growth in another year; is not that true? 

A. Yes, in terms of percentage growth, or 

instantaneous ratw of growthp that is true.  

0 But where is that. done in Figure 8-4 of the 

report, and the resultant discussion relating, thereto? 

A, It s . obviouly- not. presented and was not done at 

this time, Thisp is the- only, analysis that had been done at 

this tim..  

SDO you knv if it has been done now? 

A Yes, We have disanse with, an additional year of

I.
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data; we have lookedp at all three methods of analyzing growth, 

the incremental .growth, relative growth and instantaneous.  

growth rates versus density. The same type of relationship 

appears with all three methods..  

S Is. your final report going to present us with 

the sizes - I'm not sure. of the terms you just quoted to 

me-- so put it back in my language? 

A It is simply to take care of the idea of the 

sizes, like a.. percentage type increase in size.  

Q Don't you still have the assumption that the rate 

of growth is the same when you use relative growth? 

A That is .a measure of relative growth,,.  

Q A fish grows from one to tw.o inches has grown 

100 percent; if a fish grows from four to six Inches, it's 

grown 50 percent? 
A If a fish grows from four to eight inches, it's 

also- grown 100 percent. Relative growth ratw ill b& in 

terms of' the. percentages.  

Oz One, to two inch fish, '400: percenti a four to eight, 

100 percent; don It you havo to know about the normal rates.  

of growth of, striped bass during. the- point in their life 

Cycle when- they are oe and: two inches and four, to. eight 

incheer in. order to know• whether there is some other variable.  

that has affected their-growth ratesbetme-e those two.  

periods?
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A .1 don't, see why, no.  

Q Are- you responsible at all for Chapter 5 of this 

report? Mr. Cooper wrote this report; he is no longer with 

the, ompany.

A Where. are we now? 

Q Chapter 5 of that report, the same exhibit, OT-l, 

Vb lume 1 Supplement 2.  

A Would you repeat your question? 

-Q Yes.0 

You have Dr. Cooper listed as the author of, 

the historical data base discussion; he is no longer with TR; 
4 

you are now the expert in that area? 

A That! s: right.: 

Shave. been responsible for this report from the 

outset.  

o Responsible for hi- section? 

A, For the entire-report., 

o . In Table 5-1. on page.-6, you. 86t out .6ozue rcial 

f ishery statistics of striped bass, American shad * Hudson 

River. 1931 to 1972; what is 'ourI opinion of the quality 

of the.. white, yech data. rlative to, te shaddata, and the 

striped bass data, the, three- of thw, in. other wo~rds? 

K Well, the white. exch data sincev the time. e'Ve 

done this report,. we have found a number. of inconsistencies 

in the white- perch data. In mae years I understand
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the yellow perch were also included in this. category, so 

that. would in fact. be, a problem.  

Also,. as was stated in the report., zch of the ] 

white.,,perch - many of the white perch, say -- are taken.  

in gear other than gillnets, so therefore, tha indeX of 

abundance which we use may not be entirely indicative of 

what is going on with the white perch population, 

We also indicated in there from o=r psrsonal.  

commicationt with fishermen that many coze.rcial 

fishermen are now attempting to avoid capturing white perch.  

. Do you have any ranges of confidence for the 

striped bass data reported in this table? 

A What do you mean by "xange of confidendce"? 

Do you have a number? 1961 says there Were 

70.700 landings in pounds of striped bass; 4cw. exact4Q did ' 

you treat that number? 

Did, you assume that was it, that we now know the 

truth is that 70,700 pounds were' caught? Or is t heze so-Z.  

eror, margin of. eror,: stated- there? 

.A nAoubtecly, there it some -margin of erre;- hawaver., 

uis have: taken. each Vait of 'the landings- inforrnatior, &s braing_ 

.iepresentative, of the .andings in that year.  

" You don't have sufficient. information to. d'etermine 

how much Might the margin of error be? 

.A No,, we do not.

. : ....., : .. . --, . 3 2 7 . -
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This data is the data we have obtained from the 

National 4arine- Fisheries Service.  

Q Dr. Sloss=?' 

kA Yes, air,., 

0 Did you ask him how accurate this data was? 

A I have not personally, no.  

0 Anyone you. know of who has? 

A Our staff? We have had a, few people talk to 

Mr.. Blossum. We know essentially what his collection 

procedures are, and how-the data is collected, It's pretty 

much like most commercial fisheries in terms of the way the 

data has been collected.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I don't think that was quite thek% 

question., I think he was trying to ask did this gentleman 

indicate to you or- some associate of. yours: his, degree of 

confidence in these. data..  

Do you know? Does he think it's, lousy data,. or 

good? What do. hes think? 

WItNESS CAMPBELL: I don' t have any personal 

knovw,-dge of Mr. Blossm saying anything one way or the 

other.* 

BY MR-0 SUflI: 

Q Who made the, determination this data was 

sufficiently. accuate to. be, able. to7 use Ito derive, equilibrium 

levels or rates and precise o.mipsation curves as has
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apparently been done in your latest reports..  

A. (Dr.. Campbell.) Well, first of all I would like 

to point out perhaps a misconceptiom: we have improved 

this data- base-since the time it was put together,,.  

particularly -

.-CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Eiouse me for interrupting.  

I think one of the things that is taking so long here is .4 

you start to :tell us about a lot of things he's not asking 

you about.  

NOW# I think the question was: who made the 

determination these data were sufficient for inclusion; do, 

you know? 

WITNESS C&MPBELL: I think he is und.er a miscon

ception; these same data were in fact used in the analysis 

which appears in the testimony.  

BY. MR., SHBrN: 

O No, your report explains you eliminated 

something in order to improve the data, and knooc-kd off the 

pre-1950s data because of the questionable records, and a 

shift from linen to nylon nets.  

Was there anything beyond that you did not mention 

in this - "testimony? 

DA D. Capbel.), If those are the only two things 

that are mentioned; we"ve also, found there-are some errors 

in the numbers of hours., of fishing allowed per year; and that
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was a correction.  

That would be the general run of corrections.  

Q Putting. those corrections aside, because they, 

were used -- this data was used for your maximum yield 

numerical modification of the report- - put that aside.  

After making these corrections, who looked at 

this dat&a and made the determination that it was sufficiently 

accurate to permit you to use it to establish your equilibrium 

reduction equation and to plug a compensation curve derived 

from this into Dr. Lawler's model? 

A (Dr. McFadden ) I am going to respond to that 

initially, Mr. Shemin.  

As a consultant to Con Ed responsible for the.  

design of the research program and for participation in the 

analyses, and for the development of conclusions from the 

research, especially those that are applied to the central 

hearing issues, I directed the contractor, Texas Instruments, 

to explore every possible source of data from which the 

compensatory reserve of the striped bass population might 

be. estivated..  

One obvious such possible source was the fairly 

long records of catch and effort from the comercial fishery.  

This was a: fairly obvious source to explore, for the 

simple reason 

CWIMM jBSOI:% Excuse me, Dr. McFadden. I hope
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I you don't misunderstand me. We do like to hear you talk.  

2 But the question is: who made the determnation?-Name the 

3 individual -- not how he did it -- y6u didit? 
4---• WITNESS MC FADDEN: The =etermation was made 

8 .jointly between myself, Dr.. Cap bel., and. his scientific 

6 associates.  

7 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Thank you ery. much.  

8 BY MR. SHEMIN: 

I Q Who chose five, years as the number-of -years to 

10 be applied for the ordinate value - t being the abscissor 

11 in this curve? 

12 Ae (Dr. Campbell) I initially made that determina

I3. .tion based on simple plotting of the data.  

14 Q Did you.. check out excuse me.  

15 You, initially made that determination based on 

16 simple plotting of the data? 

17 A- That is correct.  

10 Q That wasn't my question. My question is: 

A i'm sorry.  

20 rn a recordcurve those aresupposedto represent.  

21 Stock improvement; correct? 

2ZA. correate

Q3 In order to determine. from fisher j data, cm- merdial 

24-. fishery data, which year represents the recruits from-the 

2 initial stock, stock, being year Tr, recruits being in year.
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T-plus some unknown year, you, have to decide how, many years 

later the recruits are going to show up from a given stock; 

who detemined that five was the number of years to use? 

A I looked into this and made certain assumptio"nI 

based-on the amount of data that we had at the time, and.. I.  

made that decision. We are talking about the multi-plant 

report where we have the lag of five years.  

Since that time and in the January report we 

explore sme alternative models.  

Q You use a, lag time average between five and six, 

is, that correct? 

A That is one of the alternatives, yes.  

Q What made you decide to switch to between five and 

six? 

A We have some preliminary information. We took a 

case that the survival rates we hypothesized in the multi

plant report may be higher than what we had anticipated back 

in the mult±-plaht report. Merefore you would expect to have 

a higher percentage of the egg contribution coming from the 

next oldest age group.  

And also ves have acme additional fecundity and, 

age and maturity information still being developed that leads 

us in that direation.  

S Did yOU- attempt to plot T-plus-,. in other words, 

the six-year time, nag using the sa methodology?
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A Based 

CHAIRMAN JENS.C: Yes or no? 

WITNESS MSPBELL:. I can give you. a yis 4ma: no 

answer based on the data in the. multi-annual report and 

the answer for that one is -yes.  

I could give you an answer foir the report to come 

out. in January, and the answer to that- one is no.  

BY MR. SHEMIN: 

What you did in the multi-plant report, did you.  

get a record curve or did you get something that would be 

more scattered? 

A We got a. scatter.  

Q In other words, on the ulti-plant report 

when you attempted to apply the six-year lag period, the 

•period you didn't use ultimately in the report, you got a 

scatter diagram, but in the final period when you aver'c-1 

five and six years, you are finding six a little .bit mOre 

valuable than originally? 

X thought you did not bother plotting it for the 

six, yearsi • is that, because the first time around you didn't 

get a. good'fit?" 

A: Initially we-are talking about the January report; 

is. that: correct, what we've done now? 

Q Tes..e 
•. A. The January-report is. tO run an. entire- series

JP:
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of lag in lead. times and then to determine those which had 

the lowest residual mean squares to get the best fits, and to.  

use. them as, the estimate. in, that one alternative.  

Q Best, fits, to what? 

A" Best fits to a Ricker model.  

Did you attempt to account for the fact that 

striped bas. are mature., and therefore producing recruits.  

for several years of their maturity; and by factoring those 

different years in to the model, model a multi-dizensional 

model of a Ricker curve arrangement? 

A Yes, we've done that, also.  

Q Is that in your reportp too? 

Ak Yes.  

Q It is not mentioned in your testimony, is it? 

A I thought it was..  

Q Well, maybe it's described in a, way I don't 

.notice it.

Do you know where it might be found in-here? 

A It should be in the section on oompensation.  

Page 50.  

0 Yes.  

A Yes, -page 50, the last. sentence- in the- first

paragraph.  

0 

stock from

Wiow,. you reconatituted wn.,. production of. the spawni 

oom rcial fishery data; bow did you do that?
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A okay.  

We -- based' on what's. preliminary data, now,. plus 

length frequency analyses of actual commaercial .fishery 

catches, we determined that the approximate age of recruitment 

to' the fishery, is four, years, four years of age.  

Q Excuse mO.  

-Does that tean that the dominant fish in the 

catch is normally four years old? 

A Yes, sir.  

And then using that, applying a mortality rate 

of 60 percent -- I'm sorry - survival rate of 60 percent, 

which is. higher than what We had in the multi-plant annual' 

zrport, using that 60 percent survival rate, and using 

eight specific fecundity values which we calculated for each 

of the age groups of striped bass from samples, we 

reconstituted the egg production that would be produced 

by the spawning stock in any given year, and then the 

recruitment was also determined on the baais of eggs., 

And this. was done as suggested, by Dr.- Ricker 

in his 1973 paper in the large volume on sto k and recruitment 

in the absence of fishing... So: we? are comparing actual 

egg production, what we believe to be actual egg production,.  

to egg production in the abse nce of fishing for recruits.L.  

Q. going to have to read that-in the final 

report to understanid you.

7, e
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A Okay.  

Q 1 think I know what you:. said; I'm not sure, but 

what I am talking, about is a different method.  

A, It is pretty much a major construction of. t e, 

fish population., 

Q First, let's get something clear: the Middle 

Atlantic fishery is the fishery - New Jersey, NewYork, 

and Delaware:; is that correct? Is that how the term is 

generally used.  

A (Dr. May. ) Mid-Atlantic, as we are looking at 

it'in our study encompasses there from Cape Hatteras, 

North Carolina, to Maine. The area that you may be describ

ing as the Mid-Atlantic may refer to what is called the 

winner zone" there.  

Q I was referring to the Middle Atlantic fishery 

as the term is employed by MPFS as noted in the. .ALB" 

original decision.  

A Okay.  

Q Looking at. these numbers you come. up with, I 

wantr to' get this right: when you say 'coastal fisheriil.",: 

TableL 1,. page 63, what, does 0oastal fishery* mean,- the 

Mid-Atlantic fishery, as you characterized it' from Cape 

atteiras to Maine? 

A Yes.  

0 Looki. at figure 2 for the mment the coastal
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fishery, there' aCapt Hatteras about an inch above the 

bottom of the page, presumably Maine is-at the northern end 

of the outer zone; is that correct?, 

A: Right.  

Q What you are. suggesting is that- the Hudson River 

fishery contributes 7 percent of the fishery rurang from.  

Cape Hatteras all the way to the north end of Maine? 

A That is the average, right., 

Q That is, it contributes 15 percent of the fishery 

within the inner zone, which is basically the Hudson, New 

York Bay, running out to the western Long Island areas.  

and Barnegut Bay? 

. A Right.  

0 It produces about zero in. the outer area? 

A Fewer percent, yes,.  

Q now,. Iam trying to: visualize what seems to me is 

that you have - well , let, me back up.  

Do you know what. percentage the fishery in the 

inner zone is of the entire coastal fishery? 

A Right off the bat X do not know- that figure.  

Q Could . you ball-park. it at-. all? 

A It's. a . small percetaqe, particularly of the 

conmmrcial fishery.  

Q In-, bell-pek estimates, are we talking of 10 

percent, 5 percent?

. 1- 1 - 1.-...I- "- . -:, .i'., -;'* . .: : 
' ,

- - I ~_ -_ _ - _ - -1 1--, ' ,y- -- ' \! ; _t '.. __ __ -1 - 1 --- l _- 1 3- 1: . ; - - -.-- if
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A r" would say around 5.  

Q The Chesapeake-alone is 20 timps:, as large as 

the inner fishery, is notL that the, case-with respect to

the commercial. fishery?.  

A. Are you talking about Chesape k Bay or omtside?-.  

Q The Bay? 

A We did. not use that figure in the stimation of 

this, lust the irnier, inside the bay was not Used' to calculate 

Q If the- inner fishery-- let.s look -at the outer .  

zone; how-much of the outerzone is within the coastal 

fishery? 

In other words, what percentage of the coastal 

fishery does the outer. zone compris'e? 

A Off the top. of my head type of estimation 

1.'ll have to check on this for you --- I think we are .talking 

• ultimately 60 percent. You are talking: about Delarare.Bay 

on up.  

Q Ye..  

A- -'l1 oheck on that.  

Q. Could you te1l: me how you canmor.- or less have 

: no contribution from the Hudson to the outer zone fishery,.  

and yet have a7 percent contribution to the entir-e .coas tal 

fishery? How can" that -be! Matew? 

K 1. ibink, part of -this is -going to% be -explae by

338. ,
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the possible variation in the number-that we have.. We are 

talking about the inner zone being, you know, a five percent 

figure - m sory - a 15 percent figure--.we do. find 

nomv representatives of. the oceanic fishery that are classifie4 

as Hudson River throughout the entire fishery area; but when 

we make the comparisons here, the group is so small it gives 

us an average value for the entire area of about 7 percent.  

Q If the inner zone represeAts 1/20 of the coastal 

fishery, and you have 15 percent accounted for by the sudson, 

and that portion of the fishery, the coastal fisheyin the 

inner zone would represent 15 divided by 20, or a little less 

than 1 percent, about 3/4 of 1 percent of the totel coastal 

fishery 

Those fish, in other words, ftom the Hudson found 

in the incer zone, would account for about.75 percent of 

the Rudsor- fishery and the coastal fishery; would that 

follow? 

A. I m not sure I follow you.  

Q The inner zone is part of the coastal fishery, 

we'discussed that previously? 

A That' right.  

0 1We11, from the CCmnrital fisheries statistics 

from which these: ere derived, there is 1/20 of the coastal 

fishery is in the inner soner is that true? 

A I missed that,.
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340 

'One-twntietb of the coastal fishery h

A I got that far, right.  

It's the- 5 percelit.  

Q_ Now,: this 15 percent of the total inner zone which 

is Hudson fish, in order to determine the extent to which 

that constitutes the coastal fishery, can't you just divide 

the 15 percent by the extent to which the inner zone consti

tutes the fishery-- a simple mathenatic figure'-- and get 

.75 percent.  

A (Dr.. Campbell) Can. I interject? 

Q Sure? 

A. The figures you see here I don't believe have 

been weighted on the basis of fishery landings in each of 

the regions. These are simple average figures. Okay? 

These are simple averages of the contribution to each of 

the strata.  

Your question to me was how much of the fishery 

was in a. certain area, and I ball-parked you an estimate 

of around 5 percent. We have in fact also made. same estimates 

using data on landings from the, -Mational Marine, Fisheries 

ServIA.e for all the various counties up aid down the coast.  

- nd; they have been weighted on the basis of how much .the 

landings are in any one of those coties, 

Bo What you see before you here, is simple averages,
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and we are talking about fish here, and not the fishery 

per so; the actual landings may be different in different 

regions; and that can be causing some of the reason.  

Q Wouldn't the effort be different in.. different 

regions largely because of what would cause the ooncentration 

of fishery in-that region? 

A Two items: one would be concentration of thw 

fish, of course; and the other would be the difficulty-of 

employing couaercial fishery gear, particularly, say, for 

instance, on the north shore of Long Island. It is very 

difficult to employ the standard haul seining that is 

employed on the south shore of Long Island.  

Q Let as ask you this, then; we'll put that aside 

for the moment.  

How much of the 7 percent figure Hudson River 

has in the coastal fishery is- accounted for by the Hudson 

River fishery rather than the inner zone? 

A It. looks like practically all of it.  

Q What you are saying is it is herd to- see how there 

could be anything outside of that,. sane in the outer zone 

th e' nothLnq is that what ymu .are suggesting? 

A, in general. terms., yosl ymu know, obviously zero is 

not zero:. it is close to. zeo. That's what I am- saying.  

, If that is th. case, if thd Hudson'; contribution 

to the, inner, sanet is. 15, percent, ad -its Contribution to the
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coastal fishery is 7 percent, and if that fisher~y co.Sftitutes a 

all the fish- that make up that 7 percent, dOes .nct that mar. I 

-that the coastal fisheries is about, twice th size of 'the. 

inner zone? Doesn't that follow? i 

A Go back to the fishery again, versus the fith 

population.  

Q I excluded that.  

A You are talking about the fishery, right? 

Q Let's exclude, fisher., and talk. about fish I 
population? 

A All right.  

Q If 15 percent of the population frcm tha.. i1.7r 

zone was from the Hudson, that fish popul&tion, tbut 15 

percent of the fish population in the.inner zono conzIt:ites I 
7 percent of the fish popusition in the coa.tMai fishe-;; j 
15 versus 7 does not me an that the inner zone fiZ.L poap.lm .!.on I 
is slightly more thanhalf of the fish populatioa i. the 

coastal fishery, based on, these data., 

A Well, a&a long: an we dould k-ap tChc word 'ihr 

-out of. there,. I think', that is close to being ri±.t" 

In oth er worfds, 'many -fish were collected ia that r:g-.on.  

Ihe, specific, figures for all of this strata and weig-kted by 

-all of the landings aet catea, I .believe vill appear in the 

January: report., 

A (Dr. (cFadden) Yes, that's correct.
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0 There was no annual stocking report for the last 

year, as there; is that going to be produced in the January 

77 report?

A. (Dr. May) The hatchery? 

0 Stocking is what I am talking about. We always 

have this failure of communication. I am not talking about 

hatcheriea;; I am talking about stock.  

There was a report out on propagation.  

A A 73- and 74 and there's a 75 in progress, and also 

this will be discussed and presented in the report in

January.  

Q Including- the final data, the latest data?.  

Right, it will. be available.
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The hatchery fish were about 2 to 5 inches in 

length as opposed to the: about 2 to 3 inches for the wild 

type fingrlings. Is-that the case in all three years? 

Well, they are larger. They are about 

105 to 108 minlimeters compared to about 80, I be'lieve. I'd 

have to divide those out for you.  

L.: (Witness Campbell) About 4-inch fish.  

Has anyone examined the extent to which hatchery 

fish of thlat size would be more likely to survive because 

of- the la:ger size? 

L (Witness May) We have examined the relative 

survival. of hatchery to wild fish.  

Have you examined the relative survival of 105 

millimeter fish to 80 millimeter fish? 

A. Of hatchery? 

Both hatchery or both wild fish, or either.  

A. Of' course, there would be a differential compari

son because you're comparing them at the time 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Would you keep, your voice up, 

please? You're talking directly to him and we don't hear 

youe.

2 WITNESS MAY.. I'm sorry.

There: would. be, a comparison between the wild 

2 and the hatchezy at that time. but if you're talking about 

an experient,. no.  1~ 2541
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2 Don 't you consider that an indepe.,dent variable 

( 3 which should be eliminated from this study, the potentially 

4 greater survival of the+ larger hatchey-reared fingerlings 

5 than. thesez smaller wild type fingerlings? 

(Witness Campbell) Why is that? 

S7 Q Why is that? 

8, I A. Yes.  

9 Can I be- sworn? 

0 I am asking you whether you consider that an 

independent variable that should be factored out.  

12 A. Size being important in dete.-mizing the sur-, 

13 vival and.. the fact that the hatchery fish survive as wrell 

14 or better than the wild fish, that liJcely has to do w&th 

Sis: the way in which they were reared.  

16 I~~~t Is pretty WlelX a cormon type- bfi thing.,to. ex!c

17 pect larger fish to survive better than smaller fish.  

SEactly. wduldnt. think ah experLi-.at wil.  

be needed.  

Now. No, what-I want o know is, to the e-xent -that 

.. 21 the hathery .fish that. ,ou studied were larger than . wild 
fish that were tagged, how did you factor out that greater-".  

.urvival rAt of, the, surviving fish? 

"" (Witness. May), We did not factor it out.  

'"m.i sIMIN: I n't any .o questions. * 
i X dn 

.2 5 • - " . '. .. '
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CWARMU JESCkt: Uudson. River Fishermen, do 

it 3 i.  

a you have questions? 

( 3 . CASS: Yes. -One of the things that I' d 

like, to. asi this p~1L .i.. eh'h" any of them had any input 

oveubss ion, the submission that was made inotheN r.0sbiso hsu 

6 on behalf of Consolidated Edison, which set forth the essen

tial findings of the ALAB and then compared the data which 

6 had been developed and was to be developed by the research 

9 program.  

MR. TROSTEN: I can answer that, Ms:. Chasis.  
10.  

0 They did. If you want to ask particular ctucstion.5 about 

11 
it, we ca&l certainly go into t~iat.  

S._ CHIASIS: I would like to have this document 

13.  ( identified. I do not have a clean copy, wuifortunatelY." 

IM. TROSTEN: Let's be sure we're all together 

i5 
here. Ara you referring to my letter to thLe Chairman dated 

16 :oveld-e r 10? 

17 

CIDURII JUNSCU:Z You'd like to have the document 

'j. identified?
20 14S,., CWASS,- Yes ..  

211 
CUAIR1MAM. JMISC : iU:o mny sheets are involved? 

22 !l. TROSTEN There is a 2-page letter to the 

(..23, 

Chairman. and. then a 10-aqe attachmentv which is identified 

as "Essential Findings of AL3- 
188 .O 

25

-- 
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~
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CIIAIJTAU JENSCi: Is that what you'd like to 

put into the record?

bt4 .  

a 

4

5 

7 

9 

10 

11 

12 

23 

14 

15 

16 

17 

•21 

22 

23

£J, JIASIS: Yes, it is. 

C1IAIM'A JENSC3I: .Let' S Lavn it copie33 by .the 

Reporter into the text..  

Can you furnish a. cleani ccpy? 

?IS. CJIAISIS: Can you do that. Mr. Trosten? Mine 

is marked.  

MR. TROSTEN: Yes, we will furnish a clean copy 

of that document.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCII: The transLi'ittal sheets nea3d 

not be included, but the section entitled "Eseaitial Findin~s' 

should be given to the Reporter.  

Is there any objection to hi.viig thi:t .ade a 

part of the record? 

Regulatory Staff? 

R. LE'IS: No objection.  

CHAIRMM\ JENSCII: State of New York? 

MR. KXING:, No objection.  

CHAI!4A1U JENSCI: Thiere being no objection, the 

Reporter is directed to type into the t anscript t-le sheets 

which Mr. Trosten wiil now hand to the Reporter for typing 

.Into the transcript.  

(Document follows.)
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blt 5" Essential Findings of ALAB-181 
(7 AEC 3:23 (1974)) 

1.. Corntr.bution of the Hudson River to Mid-Atlantic striped 

b.3s6 fish. y: 

a. ':We will consider first the issues concerning the 
effects of once-through cooling operation on. the id-Atlantic 

subject which the Licensing Board recognized is 
7 

I most significant in determining the 'kind and urgency of 

9 measures' to be taken to maintain the striped Lass population 
9 

A(PI-73-9 at 7618)." (7 AEC at 361) 10.  
b. b. Jccordingly, we must reject the stafVs cIlam thlat 

J tha Hudson River is a major source of the Mid-tlantic striped 
12 

bass- fishery and, also, therefore, its prediction of the 

I | damage that is grounded thereon. (footnote omitted)" 

(AECat 365) 

esults of tagging studies were presented in the 
16 

following reports: Hudson River Ecological Study in the Area 
17 

of Indixn .oint- 1973 Annual Report (July 197.) see Section 

1: III, pp, 39-46; Hudson River Ecological Study in the Area of 

Indian: Point 1974 .Annual Report (July 1975), see Section .X, 2Oh 
pp., -8.  

21 In- accordance with a commitment made in the Indian 

2 P6int 2 hearinq, Con Edison investigated the. feasibility of 

21 using- innate" tags to identify the origin of striped bass.  

This work was summarized on page 3-17 of the Environmantal 

25 eport., This required a two-stage program, first to determine
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feasibility of tle use of innate tags and secondly to' obtain 

specimens from the: Mid-Atlantic fishery for idehtificaion of 

oriqin..  

The first phase was successfully completed i- 1974 

and was reported in the, following report: Final Report of 
the Synoptic Subpopulation Analysis, Phase 1: Report on te 

Feasibility of Using Innate Tags to Identify Striped Bass 

From Various Spawning Rivers (September 1975). This report 

concluded that it was possible to identify the origin of 

striped bass collected in coastal waters- with a greater than 

80 percent certainty.. Section V describes the experimental 

design for the second phase of the progra.. which involved 

collection of striped bass samples from nine sectors of the 

Atlantic fishery extending from Maine to North Carolina.  

The secondphase of the study was completed in 

1975; the final report will be available in December 19Gs.  

The data in this report will show that the overall 

contribution. of tqe Uudson River striped bass to the Mid

Atlantic fishery is approximately 20 percent. This confirms 

the Appeal Board conclusion and -constitutes a finding of 

impact far less than was predicted by the AMC Staff and the 

Hudson River Fishermens Association in the Indian Point* 2 

hearing.  

2. The amount of time that should be allowed for environmental 

study of once-through cooling operation at Indian Point 2.

N

II
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a. Objectives of short-term period of once-through 

operation. "The short-term. period of operations with-

adequate safeguards to protect the environment should result 

in the gatherinq of additional. :information which will .permit.  

an informed. re-evaluation of the proper choice for a cooling 

system for long-term operations. Empirical data from 

operation of the once-through system could possibly answer 

some of the uncertainties which exist concerning the predicted 

impact of such a system." (7 AEC at 375) 

As discussed in the Environmental Report, pp.  

3-27 et seq., tests were perform-cl to evaluate the appli

cability of various fish diversion devices frx alleviating

fish impinqement at the Indian Point Genernat.Uig Station. A 

description - tests and their resul.t are contained

in the report titled: 

Final Report - Indian Point Flume Study 

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, 

Inc. - July 1976 - prepared by Stone and 

Webster Engineering Corporation.  

which was sent to the NRC in August 1976.. Results of the 

study-indicated-that angled screens effectively guided 96 

percent of the test fish and louver systems: guided 84 percent 

of the fish. The data- supporting these conclusions are 

contained- in Table 31.4-2 for the angled screen and Table 3.4-4 

for the lou"'r system...

350'
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. Effect of short-term operation. "We so -conclude 

on. the basis of our understanding of the record, including 

the initial decision,, that the envirorment, includinq, en- • 

vironmental. amenities which are. unquantifiable, will be 

protected against significant ' adverse impacts durinq- shcrt.  

term operations .. , .lf the observed impacts are within 

the range of acceptability, the record does not sugaest,; a nd.  

we do not believe, that it is likely that those impacts will.  

nevertheless have substantial long-term implications."' 

(. AFC at 375) 

Con Edison has submitted data and aiialyzes re

Suiti.ng from studies performed in 1973 a.id 1974 following 

the Indian Point 2 operating license hearing. The data 

gathered during the 1974 striped bass spav-ninq season are 

noteworthy because the facility operated at Subs'tantial power 

levels duringthat season as well as durihq most of the 

balance of that year. Results of analyses of the actual 

impact. of power plant operations (including Indian Point 2 

on the striped bass and -certain other, species dur'izig 1973 

and 1974 are. presented in Appendix- D (particlarly pp.  

I-13-16 and. Section VII)" of the Envirohn; ental Report. This 

assessment complements, the prediction of impact anticipated.  

as the result of" the requested extension which is contained 

in. Appendix A of the, Environmental RIeport. These analyses 

confirm the Appeal Board's conclusion that the environment.

... ' El1

... . . . i '

.. 35L
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blt 9 f will be protected aqainst significant adverse effects during 

at short .}-erm: operations. See also Environmental Report 

C 3j (pp.. 2-18 through 2!18B) and Section 2,1.3.1.2 (pp. 2-4 et 

6 3. Model predictions of damage to the striped bass fishery.  

7 due to er trainment and impinqement.  

& a., Ceneral. 'le believe .the weight of the evidence.  

presented shows- that the applicant' s model usinq the three

10 hour averaqing more nearly conforms to reality and is su

ii perior tc, the staff's i;odel. Therefore, we concJude that, 

12 the staff's estimate of entrainment due to their endless belt 

13 Iiconcept is- too high.", (7 AEC at 383) I 
14 "The.record does not support the, HRFA and staff' 

157 position on the- percentage of striped. bass eggs, larvae and 

16 juveniles which it is reasonable to expect will be- entrai.-ed 

17 in. Units Nos., 1 and 2: during the spas-ming season." (7 AEC 

18 at 406) 

19 Ther: Environmental Report for the-Extension 

20, i Proceeding (OER"), Section 3.3., pp. 3-20 et seq. describes 

2 the evolution of the ma-thematical models in the Indian Point 

211 2 proceedinq. The. model used in. Appendix A is the same 

( model, the transport model, used in the Indian Point 2

24. hearing with revised, inputs: discussed" below.. As is discussed 

in, the RR at page 3-21 et seq. and in Appendix. Ap p. 2, 

Con Fdison's consultant,. Lawler, Matusky and Skelly, has



blt 10 , developed a real-time 2-dimensional mode",l. ThisWa .  

2 described in the following report: 

Report on Development of a Real T e Two-: 

4 Dimensional Model of th e, Hudson Rive ......  

5 Striped Bass,• Population.. October 1975.L 

6 This model will he used with inputs from the- , 

7 1974 and 1975 fishery data to make projections of power plant 

8 impacts in the January 1977 report..  

" •he f' factors for the purposes of the extension 

10 proceeding are described in detail in Appendix A to the -7. R 

11 The evolution of the f factors is described on pp. 14 tirough 

12 26 with detailed presentations of data on Tables 12 through 

13 19. Impacts are summarized in Tables 21 through 26.  

14 A major-difference from the Indiar Point 2I 

IS proceeding is. the existence of data from Boyz,.ine and Rose t3n.  

• 16 No data from these:plants were available in t-ie indian Point 

17 2 proceeding. In, addition 1973 data frm indian Point r.re 

I •S presented.  

19- b.. f Factor. 0Our review of the record does not 

20 reveal any- sound evidentiary basis to suppott tha position 

S . in the staff brief (that the staff evidence and cross

examination demonstrated that- there was no substantial basis' 

n. for estimates that such., factor (.f) is le-s than 1).  

*Our review of. the, testimony indicates that at 

25 least with respect to th depth distribution, both the 

-_ _ __._ _._ __ __ __
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blt 11 1 applicant and staff data support an f' factor of considerably -1 
2: less than 1." (7 AEC at 383-84) 

3 "We are convinced, from these considerations that 

4. the intake will draw water froma zone-which contains popu

5 lations of larvae and juvenile fish which are significan-r-ly 

6 lower thaia the average population in the river water." 

7i (7 AEC at 384, 

8 1 Appendix A to the ER, Tables 12 through 18, sh;w 

2 the "calculations of f' factors for various le stages. in 

10 all cases the fl factor is based on data otained since t;he 

11 Indian Po:Int 2 hearing. The data were s ,;,arizs. and tne 

12 coliectio:. i methods used were described in "-. foilc:.ing report;.  

13 Fffects of Entrainment by the Indian Point 

1411 Poer Plant on Biota in the Hudson River 

15 Estuary- Progr:ess Report fcr 1973.  

16. Septem'ter 1974.  
17 A Preliminary Analysis of the A-n ,c o£ 

18 if Four Life History Stages of Striped Bass 

19. (Morone saxatilis) Collected in the Intakes 

---of Indian, Point Unit 1 and in the 1!i.son 

River in front of Indian Point.  
22 An Analysis of the, Abundance of Four Life 

Q 23 History Stages of Striped Bass (Morone 

24 saxatilis) Collected in the Intakes and 

25 Tiischarge, Canal of Indian. Point Unit 1 and
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19 
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22'

in the- Hudson River at Indian Point.  

1973 Mudon. River'Aquatic Ecology, Studes 

Bowline Point and Lovett Generating Stations.;; 

December 1974.

Central Hudson Gas and Electri. Corporation

1973 Hudson River Aquatic Ecology Studies at 

Roseton and Danskammer Point -October 1974, 

(Aevised April 1975).  

The raw data used for calculations are available 

for inspection upon request.  

The calculations confirm the Appeal Board finding 

that tiis factor is considerably less than 1.  

c. Combined fFactors. "The other majorfacet in, 

the f factors for which there is an evidentiary basis for 

assigning an f value less than unity is the intake avoidance 

factor for juveniles which are capable of swiruming against 

the intake flow. This is the only intake avoidance factor 

which the applidant takes to be less than 1, and it assumes 

a best estimate of 0.5. Intervenor HRFA assumes that in the 

early juvenile staqe the entrainment factor would be between 

0:.5 and zero, which is consistent with the applicant's use 

of f2 .as 0,5.

I

(_ 60n the basis of these data, as warranted by the 

24j evidentiary record, we must conclude that a value of 

! 25 considerably less than 1 for the combined f factors has 

If

355 1.
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been -justified by the applicant, 
"hile uncertainties of the data may be too great 

to support fully the applicant's 'best estimate,' we are 

convinced that the evidentiary record. particularly the 

portions discussed above, clearly support the applicant's 

'apparent maximum' value of the combined f factors.-* 

i. f2 Factor. The Appeal Board said (7 AEC at 

383) that the applicant concluded that f 2 could only be 

considered at less than.l.0 for .Juvenile I fish. The 1973 

data permitted calculation of f 2 factors for other life 

stages, and these "are presented in Tables 13, 1r5,, 16 and 17 

of Appendix A to the ER. The data were sumxwarized and the 

collection methods used were described in the reports listed 

above for f1l" The raw data used for calculations are avail

able for inspection upon request.  

ii. f Factor. The Appeal Board said (7 AEC at c 

383) that the applicant concluded that f could only be 
C 

considered at less than 1.0 for Juvenile I fish. The tables 
referred to above show the calculations of fc for different 

life stages at substantially less than I based an data 

collected at Indian Point during 1973. These data are reporte 

in the first report referred to above fcr fl' in particular 

Table 7-4.  

" Testmony of Lawler, "Effect of Entrairn9ent a-ad Impingement 
at Indian Point on the Population of Hudson River Bass,' 
October 30, 1972 (after Tr. 6254). Table 20 (after p. 63 of 
this testmony) give the apparent maximum combined f factor 
values ass eggs. O.57 larvae, 0.55; -Tunveniles, 0.2.
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iii. Other f Factors.. Appendix A to- the ER indicates 

that other factors, designated f1 and fw have been added 

to take account of: day/night differences indicated by the 

data-. These are described on-.page 20 of Appendix A.  

Con Edison considered the ne-v data on f 3 to be 

insuffici-nt to indicate a difference from the values presentc 

in the Indian Point 2 proceeding.  

4. Compensation.  

'We conclude from the record that compensation 

during the entire life cycie of the striped bass can be 

expocted :0 be a factor in offsetting losses incurred by 

the operation of the Indian Point facility." (7 AEC at 387) 

Con Edison has submitted data which confinm this 

conclusio-n of the Appeal Board. The data ars discusse1 in 

the ER at pages 2-40 through 2-47, More detailed discussion 

of the data is contained in Supplement 2, Volur 1, Section 

VIII..  

TWO independent analyses were presented which 

indicated the existence of compensation: one based on stock 

recruitment and another based on density dependent groiwth.  

The data utilized to assess stock' recruitment are contained 

in Table V-l, p. V-6t- of Supplement 2, Volume 1. The data.  

utilized to assess density dependent growth are contained 

in.. Table v-3, p. V-26 of Suppelew t 2,. Volume I and in the.  

response to: Question A.25 annexed to the letter dated August
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6, 1976, fromMr. Carl L. Newman to the:.Director *of Nuclear 

Reactor Regulation.  

These data were not presented in the 
contcxt cf 

compensation by any party to the Indian 
Point 2 proceeding.+ 

Furthermore, in view of the time lag in publishing fishery.  

statistics, the- datal for the later years used in Section L 

VIII Part would not have been available at the time of the 

hearing.

These new analyses confirm the e::iitence of 

compensation in Hudson River striped bass. Further research 

on compensation will be presented in 
the January 1977 report.  

5, Rearing and stocking of striped bass.  

*in these circumstances, we do not view the 

record as requiring a conclusion at 
this time that stocking 

cannot be a viable alternative either as a mitigating measure 

for: short-term impacts or as -a viable permianent alternative 

to blBsed-c!cle. cooling. The research program nowr unrder x-ay 

could -- esut in -aninfjl data on the magnit'e of. the 

impact of interim operation. That information, coupled with.  

-the resultof applicant's stocking experiment in the Hudsofn 

'iver starting in 1973, - will probably permit a better 

.Assessment of the scope of the rearing and stocking programs 

which will have to. be =mdert8aBfl and thie likelihood of' 

a'success". (7 7EC at . 402) 

CM. Rdisonl has obtained substantial data which

358
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indicate that the rearing and stocking 
of audson River 

striped bass are feasible. These are-discussed in the 

ER,. Section 3.4.1,: pp. 3-25 et seq..  

Data on thin vrograr have been submitted" in the 

following reports: 

Feasibility of Culturing and Stocking Hudson 

River Striped Bass- 1973 Annual Report.  

Texas Instruments Inc. July 1974.  

Second Semi-Annual Report Related to the 

Feasibility Study for Spawning, Hatching and 

Stocking Striped Bass in the Hudson river.  

Texas Instruments Inc. November 1974.  

Feasibility of Culturing and Stocking Hudson 

River Striped Bass - 1974 Annual Report.  

Texas Instruments Inc. November 1975.  

The most recently published summary of the 

stocked fish recapture data is contained in the last report 

listed above. Th- data are suwarized in Section VI, pp.  

8 et seq., Appendix B Tables B-I, B-2, B-3 and B-4 contain 

the stocking and recapture data. These data shcox the re

capture in April 1974 of fish stdcked in the fall 1973.  

This study was continued in 1975 and similarly 

successful results will be reported'in -the 1975 report.  

This report will show recapture of fish as much as 22 months 

after stocking.
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to Mr. Newman.

CHAIRMAN JENSCIi: A.11 right. Lt's go 

and take that now.  

MIS, CHASIS: I believe we--re waiting on a cop 

of this for the witness" use.  

(Paiuse.).  

MR. TROSTE: Did you wish us to go fo2ard 

right now, Mr., Chairmani, wile we' re waiting to get the 

other document with, W., Netman? 

C RMAN J M.SCi: If there's going to be some 

delay in obtainK the, document, let's do. that. Lt s go

-..--- ,-.-

.. 1 I. . _ " _

BY MS CHASIS.  

OL Do each of. you have copies of that documan t? 

L, (Witness Capbell) No, m,'am.  

M. TROSTEN: Give us a moment, please: Ms.  

Chasis, and we'll get another copy of that dOcampent.  

(Pause.) 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: We've certainly gone beyond 

our usual afternoon arrangement here. Perhaps we should 

begin looking for a convenient place to stop.  

MR.. TROSTEN: Mr.. Chaiman, while we're teking 

a moment here, we do have one very minor and very short 

piece of redirect testimony we would like to offer by ;r.  

Newmwan, who will not be here after today.  

This is simply one question thatwa w-.l ipnt

Y
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MR. TROSTEN: By way of introduction, let-me 

say that we have referred on a number of occasions to the 

application that was filed for: the extension, and we'd just 

like the record to show that the application was submitted 

in June of 1975 rather than July of "75, and Mr. Sack has a 

very. short amount of redirect testimony for Mr. Ne .-man.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCq: Will you proceed? 

REDIRPECT EXAMINATION 

BY MR. SACK: 

Mr. Newman, earlier this afternoon reference 

was made to an expedited cooling tower construction schedule.  

What was the basis for that schedule when it was submitted 

in June 19757 

A (Witness Newman) The basis for the expedition 

was .an as-sumption of reduced review period by the Staff, 

and it assumed that 7 months could be taken out of the schedui 

somehow by the review period.  

That was very similar to an assumption we made 

inour preferencva Environmental Statement, where we showv;ed 

a 4-month review period.  

In all cases the schedules envisioned exactly 

. sara period of construction.  

So the schedule iS-set: forth in, the cooling 

:-tower report, which is in- the preference proceeding?
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A. No,_ I didn't say that.  

There is a very much foreshortened schedule, 

-which assumes that we would go forwar-d with cooling towers..  

In. all of the Subittals, the actual construction period.  

for all. the schedules has remained the same.  

Q. So the interval between co- encing the cooli-nq 

tower program and the termination of operations with the 

once-through cooling system is the same in the .sceduls you 

were. referring to this morning as well as thJe others which 

you have submitted? 

A From the start of the finalization o the site 

preparation specifications to the start of the cutovcr, it 

is the same in all the schedules.  

CL Thank you.  

MR. SACK: That s all we have.  

MR.. BRIGGS: Could I just ask a question about

that? 

WITNESS NWM'PN: Yes,, sir..  

MR. BRIGGS::. You assume that the, Staff" review 

period, would be 71 months instead of 12 mc.nths, is that 

right.. Li your expedited schedule?: 

WITNESS NEWAAN: We, assumed as low as 4. months 

just to show; where the effort would be required in order 

to shorten the schedule..  

n .the actual report, in the Environmental Report,
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dated June 1975, we have a total activity of 16 months, of 

which about 12 months was Staff work and the other was 

really allocated in -ur minds to any appeals that. we might 

have to take because the whole, :predication of the schedule 

was a failure to prove our point and therefore going forward 

with the cooling tower schedule.  

So, if you look at the schedule, Figure 1-2, 

we had 16 months in that schedule; and in order to come back 

to a winter shutdown, we would have to take 7 months out 

somehow.  

rM.; BRIGGS: So on your expedited schedule 

preparation of site would start December 1, 1977 if we look 

at Figure 1-27 

WITNESS N WN: Evaluation, preparation of 

site, would be - well, are you referring to the engineering 

activity or the actual construction activity? 

MR. BRXGGS: I'm referring to-the actual con

struction activity,.  

WITTNESS NEWMAN: That vould be 5/1/78.-, That's 

footnote 1647- That would be- the start of mobilization in 

the field.  

MR.p BRIGGS: Well,.-- 1 don't. quite understand here, 

your item No. 2820. In your schedule here, your prepared 

schedule, it says "Preparation of. Site,' 9and. it begins on 

6//78.
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ow, as I understand it, in order to expedite 

things, you're going to have to sta-rt the Preparation of 

site about 7 months earlier than that. Is that right? 

WITNESS NW4AN: I don't see th±e 2 SZ you re 

referring to. I'm still looking for it. *.  

Oh, preparation of site? TC1t's a differet .  

preparation of site. That' a not prior to excaration, but 

the preparation of site for the footing and rebar and forms.  

MR,. BRIGGS: Thatts the begining of excavation, 

is it not, 2820? 

WITNESS NIM1N: All right. But therels a 

pre-activity there, which is a mobilization of the equipment.  

MRn. BRIGcS t Yes, I understand that. But 

order to have the winter outage rather than the suTrZ.-1i 

outage,, is it not required that the 6/1/7S date be mcve.? 

WITNESS NEWMAN: Yes. All that woud - to 

move up by 7 months.  

-MR,. BRIC-G!: By 7 months. So that would have 

to come at 12/1/77? 

WITNESS INMMIX: I at is correct. 111 o~tier 

words,, this whole schedule would have to move. tihe 

way that we would consider at this. time that it could move 

would be to move the node.1436 to aa earlier date, which 

puts a hold on all those other activities.  
MR y=LA'Irctt ine.

364.
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You say that all t a.:F things have to move, and 

I won't wonder about whether the winter lag ,orves or doesn't 

move. But, as you see the situation now, you would be sub

mitting the report in January of '77? 

ITNESS NEWMAN: Yes, sir.  

MR. B1-IGGS: Is there any reason to believe that 

the steps in the proceedings that follow, that can be 

accomplished in 4 months or 6 months?' 

WITNESS NEWiN: No. As a matter of fact, when 

we submitted the original Con Edison preference schedu!.  

Volume 1, back in '74, we put down 4 months; and a critical 

appraisal said that that was very much wishfuil thinking_ 

It's somethinq we would like to have had, bnt id didn*t 

appear possible.  

So when we put in this document, we moved it 

to aomething that we felt was more realistic.  

MR. BRIGGS: Well, as I. understand 1r,. Trosten 

today, he thinks a more realistic time might be a year from 

now .that oie might have a decision as a result of the pro

ceedings following the Staff evaluation..  

Is, that right? 

MRO TRMMWE?:: That is, correct, sir. I think 

a year' s review following the receipt of the January report 

would be a very accelerated and optimistJc schedule, given 

the-requirements for the preparation of the Final Environnenta
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" 23 I Statement and the hearings which I assume will ensue... T 

think that's quite an optitistic schedule.  

(3 MR. BRIGGS: Well, in looking at the cost

4 benefit balance here, should we more or less iqnore the 

5 expedited schedule and the $250 kmillion benefit that, one 

v would get by having the expedite6 sche.ule? Should we just 

7 assume that it will not be expedited? 

8 WITNESS NEWMAN : I think that is an assumption 

that we must make.. and we are having prepared a cost

benefit analysis for the summer shutdo.wn.  

MR. BRIGGS. I see.  

12 I don't have any more question.  

*(13 CiIAIRMW.N JENSCH: Are there any oti'-er questions 

" 14 Ifor the witness? 

* (No response.) 

If: not, thank you, Mr. Nev.man.. You're t en,

17 porarily excused j subject to recall.  

18(Witness Neir.za temporarily IS- ] excuse A.) 

19- CAIRMJ4N JENSCU: We're back now. to the essen

20 tial findings as prepared by Con Edison and which should 

2- be now included in, the transcript.  

22, Are you ready to proceed? 

2, MR. TRSSTEN: Yes, we are.  

24: "rs. CHASMS - I'd like to have identified the 

25' -individuals on this- panel who worked on providing the
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blt 24 t answers to these questions or addressed these issues.  

Ze 2 MR., TROSTEN:. Dr.. Marcellus will. respond to 

3 yourque.:tions, Ms-. Chasis.  

. 4 Let me say,, since I was responsible for working 

5 with Dr. Marcellus and others, that. I looked to Dr., 

6 Marcellu.. to coordinate the effort of the various persons 
S7 j who helpvd prepare-this. But he can respond to you.  

6 BY MS. CHASIS: 

Q. Dr. Marcellus: did you draw the information 
10 i contained in this document from did you draw on the 

j xpertis of the members of this panel? 

S12 (Witness Marcellus) I was in consultation with 

13 severaL people relative to material that's contained in 

14 this doctamnt.  W4ti c ehat I have particular interest in is the 

16 answer to Issue No. 1, and in. the last paragraph on page 2 

17 0 there seems to be a very significant variance between the 

•18 ~ answer provided here and in the material included in the 

* 9- testimony of' December 7..  

20 . It states that there is-.approximately a 20 per

2 cent c6ntribution of Hudson: River striped bass to the 

22.. Mid-Atlantic fishery. Id Like to know what happened be-

(9 tween November-10 and December 7 to account for this dise

U crepancy.  

X. Okay.  
!25
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A. ;(Witness lMay) Wotld you like ne to pick this

up?

Was:-'hat you, -Dr. May? 

A .. -Yes, that's correct.  
As you probably know, we are finishin u --e 

second year of this study.. Work was done in 1974 Fn .*-- Iw75.  

'The analysis for the contribution to the oca&-.-i. c . .  

was done on the-samples that were taken irn. 1&7_ -

analysis wbw done during the beginninq of this yeaX:. . nd, 

of' course, an initial reportwas in preparation .an dwIIis pre

paredo 

As a result of our observations-, it. waa obvious 

th.t certain misqlassifications were occurring. We did not

3 -8 

The difference between what appaars in the 

November 10 letter and what appears: in th .

testimony -- December 2 resulted frw-. a -,:r ysis hy-.the 

contractor in examining the data that hc had coliccted. _ 

He found that there were certain inherent biase; 

within that data that he had: and he wen throuqhi analyses 

to remove some of that bias. The estiate o th ccntribu

tion to the'Mid-Atlantic fishery by the lluiason was rceduced

from 20 percent to a 7 percent value.  

. Who was that individual? 

A. The contractor? The con-tract c. tfas TEas
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knovw which direction or what the effects of this miscalcu

lation . or, misclassification, I'm sorry - were. AT the 

time that this 20 percent was calculated, that was based 

on our first and initial calculations; and this, of course, 

was prepered in the report that yott received a copy of last 

Friday, I believe, the December '76 report.  

Obviously, that report-was not written the night 

before. It couldn't have been. It was information that 

was put together. It takes time for printing and so forth.  

Of course, at that time the figure came out of 20 percent; 

but our analytical staff, recognizing that there was mis

classification in this, proceeded to investigate this bias 

and consider ways to eliminate the bias or to minimize it 

or red-ace it.  

As a consequence of this, we have sinace come 

to the figures that are presented in the testimcay, and-the 

computational procedures and everything are discussed in 

the report that's coming out in January.

-T
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Does this indicate a high degree of uncertainty, of 

variability, in your ability to classify samples? I mea , whai 

accounts for the problems you've had? 

. It was not-necessarily a problem, in that the level 

of classification is comparable to other work that has beer.  

done in the literate. Most work that has been done on the.  

types of procedures that we have used has been able to classif, 

in the range of 75 percent or so, as we did.  

As it turned out, in making the first classIf at"" 

using the spawning stock, we were aLle to. -.make these. cla si

fications, of course, from doing the teat. We. wae able to 

determine that, in dertain. cases, we got certain percenatages 

of classification. Of course, then, testing this against know 

stock, we did realize that some of these fiphn weze being mis

classified. We of course at that time did not know in which 

direction they were being misclassified, and a a coaseqqence, 

the statistical procedures that we have developed in using7 we 

have. since been able to reduce that bia- and move 'into the lowe 

percentage.  

Di-d -most of the ones which you finally de nixiind 

to be misclassified, end up being .classified fish Of any 

particular origin? 'Or did they go through an uncIassifiable 

cateqory? 

-They were not reclassified..  

They were notrereclassified?

K_ .11 ~
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NO' 
2 So that heJightined the numes, the pexcentag that 

• ( Jr was: unclassif ed , ...  

ii 

6 h wen you-take the stockfOrL which we determine the function, or I 
7- the use oc alassifiaation, if we took all the knolm spavming 

8 s areas,we wcalculated the functions for that. Then we took the 

ij stocks and put them into the function, and 75 percent of them 

were correotly classified -- or 80 percent for one gr-oup, and 

so on e hich suggested to us that 25 percent of them were 

12 . misclassified.' 

13. From this, we eveloped our initial percentages.  

14 Then, going back--which was done: after this report -- we 

5 looked at fther procedures whereby we could get a handle on 

Sthat perceatage of bias. We executed: those, and began the

:7 computation. to- see: what the results-would-be. Aasi 

turned out# it, reduced the percentage.  18' 

You. indicated: that your analyses were based" on one 

20 y ear,-- namely 197S, or your sampling, your collection.  

21 h. he, sampling: from, the oceanic fisher.ies was one 

S year, that's correct.* 

( And' how-did your sampling, vork? Unfortunately, I 

24 have not had an opportunity to review the report that came on 

Friday. We've had a plenitude of documents, so it's been
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pretty hard. But ho-dAid you sample? Did you samdple.. all 

your classes, or - .  
A. We sampled from the commercial and the sports fishery, 

which would amount to-almost all-year classes. And we have sao 

what we,- call s1,-169al in there that were taken in New York 

Vaters. They're not calculated in the percentage, by the Way, 

but if you were talking about a smapling, re sampled the enir 

coast from Cape Hatteras to Mine. e divided this up into 

geographical and time strata, so that we sampled along the 

coast on two-month intervalstaking into consideratiot, the 

fact that there may be variations of contributions to the varic 

zones of the coast through time, and also the various zones 

based geographically; .  

And then, from these samples, we did our extrapola

.tiona.• 

• I see.  

Now, this question in really direzted at tha full 

panel. 0n the basis of both the Nove-br 10 submission and tit 

December 7 testimony, I developed a listof wVnel T unde-'stand 

to be the new datawhfth has not yet: -been provided .to the sta-fl 

the Board, andthe other parties, which will be contained in 

! this 1977 report. And I'd like to read this to you, and if 

there are any data sources which I' m missing, I'd like you to 

tell me. But I want to make sure that I'm clear on this.  

The new data ta'"be included in the 1977

___.____. ...._ -I
( I
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report include the 1975 distribution and abundance data, the 

1975. NYa and ecological analyst f-factor data, including the.  

f data, and the 1975 stocking data.  
a 

Mt. TROSTEN: Me. Chasis, I vant to sugges that ve 

will take down this list, and we will consider this, and- reopo 

to your question.  

MS . CIASIS: s I would. appreciate that.  

C-AIRIIA JENSCH: If this is something that. could. be 

done after a recess -- my thought w, it's getting pretty far 

along,- could you, wuld you confer with counsel, and tbken 

prepare a list that you could give to the Reporter in the mor

ning? 

KSO'. CUASIS: I have completed it.  

oCAIRMN JENBCH: Oh, have you completed it all? 

4S.* CHUSISs Thatls my understandinq of what now 

data, will be forthcomng.q 

CEARMAN JEMSCH: All right.  

Well, then, if Applicant can save the matter, and 

respond! in the m=ningW befove we close,. hoeverlot m0 ask 

i it Dr.. May? 

WITNESS MY. Yes, eir.  

CaIMRN ins: If You wrote this Noveber letter, 

or this portion? 

WITNESS MAY: I did not testify to the fact that I.  

wrote that, sir,

I,
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CHAIRXAN TENSCH: putroids 20-percent f figure 

.WITNESS MAY: This is provided information from con

Ed.

CEAIRMAN- JENSCH: Just let me ask the questi?=n, and 

then you'll answer me.. If you'll: wait till I .get done,'" then 

you could give your answer..  

Did you furnish the 20 percent figure to Dr. Marcell 

WITNESS MAY: Yes., 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:. What did you look at? What data 

did you examine before you derived that figure of 20 percent? 

WITNESS MAY: We looked at the classification.  

CHAIMN JENSCH: Did you look at the draft of Janus 

1977 report? 

WITNESS MAY: No* 

CHAIRMAN JENSCE: What data did you look at? 

WITN2SS- MY: We looked at the results of the 

studies, 1974 and '75.. The '75, we had -taken samples from the 

Atlantic oceanic fishery,, and had classified them according to 

the functins that ve had developed from the spawning stocks 

of the gudson, of, the striped'bass fishery along the Atlantic 

coast* 

From that, information, we then classifiedethe sample 

we had taken from the-Atlantic Ocean, and from that calculated 

our percentage., 

CHAIRMAN JNSCH:" And you gave the 20 percent figur

I
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I I to Dr. laroellus? 

2. WITNESS MAY:. Yes, sir.  

3 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: ANd he. reported that the 20 percew: 

4 figure would- be contained within the January 1977: 

5 ! MR. TROSTEN: No, sir,, that's the misconception., 

6 CHAIRMAN JENSCHO This is the December 1976? 

7 MR, TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I think I may be able to 

8 c 3.ar this up.  

9 : The fundamental ground rules that we were operating 

- prepared this.was largely because of the time ' 10 iiunier whenw A.p~d -ti 

constiraints that we were operating under -- we interpretedi the 

ij quastion, and we proceeded an the assumption, that wo were to 

IT iprepare a docuncat for the Board that showed what had happened 

,4 from the time- of the Indian Point 2 hearings up to th&-.date c Io 

1,5 'th, subnLsion of. this document. We did not attetapt in. this 

?6 document to do. what wet did. in the. 'December 7 document, which: 

17 was really to reach forward into the McFadden report. This 

8 i waa the, basic ground rule -we . were operating under..  

' In other wordzs, we were looking, to those reports tha 

had- been prepared and submitted' as, of that time, basically.  

ii CHARMAN JENSCE: I think- the- problem- I had "is that 

the November submittal says that the data in this report -tha 

23 is the December 1976 reoprt -- will show the overall contribu232 
tion. to the 'Hudson River striped bass - to the mid-Atlantic 

'.fisheries as approximately 20 --.percent. And iI understand,
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in cantrast thereto, the December '76 report has dropped it 

d4mome I donft know what it is; the indication from this state

ment is Conveniently down to a lesser figure.  

WITNESS MAY: No, sir. The 1976 report, the Decem

be.: reportq is- 20 percent. That analysis was completed for -

in a draft report in the sumer. At that time, we had the 20 

pe:cnt. Since that time, in which we do not change the 

rewrt - ince that time., we have proceeded to work on the 

report tha.', is coming out. in. January, which has done additional 

analysis of that same data, and. we have givena preview of a 

percentage coming .in the January report.  

CHAIRMAN JNSCH: I think the thing that worries me; 

it looks like you cranked up some figures to get a lower figur 

and you call it analysis, -further refinement -- and it looks 

like a convenient adjustment. And I'm having difficulty Mder 

standing why or how you did it.  

WITNESS MAY: Well, a priori, we did. not know at the 

time w did the next adjustment whether it would give us a 

highe r percentage, or a, lo er percentage.  

C&I RMAN JENSC: It' s. just-,a fortunate coincidence 

that, it came out;. low, and. that. a, what- yQu want. Is that it? 

WITESS MA: NO, Sir.. I would have to come, back an 

say, that Texas. InstrMenMts- does. want either a lower or a 

higher figure. We want the correct figure.  

CHAIRMN JENSCH: It's a coincidence that all this

I
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I works out lower? 

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I'd like to say one fur-, 

a ther thing before we adjourn. The December 1976 report from 

( 4 which the 20 percent value that, was used in the November 10 

- submission is derived is available, has been circulated. It 

6 has the number in there.  

7 We would like at this tim, since this I think wouldI 

a. be a convenient-time to4.do it, to offer this report into evidery.  

9 CHRMAN JENSCE: Do you have copies for the partiA% 

10 MR.FIDELL: Yes uv do; not for binding in the record• 

Gir, but we do have enough so that it could be marked as an 

12 exhibit,, perhaps.  

13- CHAIRMMA JENSCH: All right.  

•(14 The document which is b6aring the cacaio-, R~jxof- ' 

I Relative Contribution of Hudson River Striped . .ass to tae Mel " 
16 oti Coastal Fishery, December 1976, Prepared for Consolidate.  

17 .diSon Company of New "Ybrk, Inc., 4 Irving Place, N w. York, 

I New York, 10003, by Texas Instruments, Incorporated, .colo0ical

S Servia es, P o. Box 5621,nDallas, Texas, 75222, naw be marked foQ.  

20 identification as Licenseees OT-2.  

21(The docuiment rezerted 'to Ifa.

.2 , •marked Licensee s. Exhibit OT-2 

( for identification.) 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Having thus been identified, perhap 

Syou could lay a. foundation in the4.!rning so it may be received
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in evidence. We'll proceed on that matter tomorrow. It's0 et* 

ting, on to 5:30.  

DR, DAIBER. Mr. Trosten, your panel vill be here 

o morning? 

MR. TROWEN: Yes, our panel will be here tomorrow 

morning.  

C H.Z IA JENSCHs Were not recssing at the moment.  

Mr. Briggs. has a quesltion., 

?a. BRIGGSt Mr.. Trosten,, several times :1've heard 

mention of Indian Point 2 operating during the wmer, and not 

operating during the summer. I wonder if, at some point, you 

could have someone tell us what fraction of the time INdian 

Point 2 is operating between the first of May and the first of 

October, lat's say, in each year since its operation started.  

And it wouLd be useful to know also, I believe, what fraction 

of the, tim Indian Point 3 has operated in those months..  

MR. TROSTEN: Between May and October from. the time 

the plant has started up,, both plants? 

MR. BRIGGSt From the time both plants started up, 

through this year.  

MR.S TROSTEN: Yes.,. Would you..accept the counsel's.  

statement in. this regard, or do, you ..wish to have some witnesst 

for this, Mr. Briggs? 

CHAIRMAN. ENSCH: Mr. Cahill, I think,, is a- frequent 

visitor as a witness. I don't; see him here now. He's thep
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m~egi e ,in c€.rge.  

MR. TROSTN: Well, it would either be-,- wel, we 

will have an appropriate witness, if you'wish a witness. We 

will have, one.  

MR. BRIGGS: I would just like a piece of paper that 

everybody agrees is all right, and states what the information 

is.

MR. TROSTW: Very good.  

CMH PM JENSCH: That' s the one proble-. is to get 

it all right. And the one way to have it all right is to have 

somebody here who would say it's all right.  

MR. TROSTEN: All right, sir.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: We have a little document here 

that was handed to us, and I didn't think we'd have :the plea

sure of meeting the deliverer of this document. We'd like to 

have it in- the record. it's a statement by way of limited 

appearance. Does anybody want to take a look at tha, r. or shou 

s 9ive it to the Reporter? is there any objection? 

(No response.) 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: There being no objection._ +o this 

statement -- I think it's another county board oZ legislaturs, 

or. somebody running for office, or some,1hing -- take a look at 

this statement. Is there any-objection to having this state

ment - who is this? 

MR., TROSTEN: This is a statement by the Westchester
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County Association regarding the cooling towers of Consolidated 

Ediso Comrany's INdian Point generators, submitLted for..the.  

Westchester County Association by Pete G. Mercurio, director 

research and. program activities, at the public hear ing of 

December 7r. 1976'.  

-CmmAN 3ENSCH: Is there any objection to having 

that in t.e record? Regulatory staff? 

MR. LEWIS: No.  

CHAIRMAN JMNSCH: Licensee? 

MR. FIDELL: No.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Energy Council? 

MR. KING: No.  

CHAIRMN JENSCI Hudson River Fishermen? 

MS. CASISS NO.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Village of Buchanan? 

MR. DIALVIA: No., 

CHI:RMA, JENSCH: Very well. The Reporter is 

directed- to physically type it into the record as a limited 

appearance statement,, 

(Document follows.)
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'The WEstchester County Association, Incorporated 

235 Mamaroneck Avenue

W1hite Plains, N. Y. 10605 

December T, 1976 

Statement by the Westchester County Association Regarding 

Cooling Towers at the Consolidated Edison Company Indian 

Point Generating Facility: 

Since the May 1975 public hearings regarding 

cooling towers at the Indian Point generating statin, no 

new information has been presented to cause this Association 

to alter the key conclusion of its initial testimony, nanely, 

"The Westchester County Association opposes the requirements 

of the Federal regulatory agenicies that ccoliinq towers te 

constructed at Con Edison's Indian Point generating station, 

unless it can be conclusively demonstrated that the opera.tion 

of the generating units will cause a significant harm=f 

effect on the aquatic life in the Hudson River.  

Voluminous, complex, and endless studies of the 

minutiae of alternative cooling systems obscuze what should 

be-the fundamental logic of these proceedings. Prior to 

mandating, aL cooling- tower solution, it first must be decided 

whether the current "onc'e-through' cooling system is harmful 

to aquatic life in the Hudson River; whether the degree of 

.potential adverse impact is so serious as to deny operation 

of Indian Point Unit No. 2; and whether the potential adverse
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impact can be ameliorated through systems other than cooling 
toWe3rs -(%which themselves pose environm~ental problems), ew.g-., 

through construction of hatcheries to replenish fish stock, 

or! by other means., 

-The Association notes that Consolidated Edison 

soona will complete a massive study of aquatic life in a 

140-mile length of the Hudson River including the effect 

of both- thermal discharge and water intake at Indian Point, 

which information will be thoroughly.reviewed and discussed 

by the appropriate regulatory agencies and the general public.  

TIere can be no rational basis to mandate a "solution" 

cooling towers or any other system,- inadvance of proper 

determination of the nature and extent of the problem, if 

indeed there is a problem.  

The Association therefore continues to oppose, a 

requirement for construction of cooling towers at Indian Point 

unless and until Consolidated Edison's research program, with 

review by the public, demonstrates that such cooling towers 

are absolutely essential. This position was expressed in 

our resolution of April 9, 1975, a copy of which is attached 

and resubmitted for the record of the current hearing.  

(Submitted Zor the Westchester County Association 

by P. G. Mercurio, Director, Research and Program Activities, 

at the public hearing of December 7, 1976, County Courthouse, 

White Plains.)
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The Wfestchester County Association, Incorporated 

235 Mamaroneck AVenue 

•White. Plains. N.1 Y. 10605 

May 6hth 1975 

To those named on the attached sheet, and representing.  

the following agencies: 

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

U. S. Environmental Protection: AGency 

N.YS, Department of Environmental Conservation 

Attached is a copy of a resolution adopted by 

the Board of Directors of this Association, opposing re

quirements that cooling towers be constructed at Con Edison' 
si 

Indian Point generating station, unless it can be conclusively 

demonstrated that the operation of the generating. units Will 

cause a harmful effect on the Hudson's aquatics. We re

spectfully refer you to the-extended statement of our po

sition and the underlying reasons therefor. We shall greatly 

appreciate receipt of any further information that you have, 

as well as reports of any actions taken by your agx.ncies'.  

Sincerely- yours, 

(se) s.: . Schula 

S* J. SC uLMq, President
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The Westchester County Association,, Incorporated 

235 Mamaroneck Avenue 

White Plains, N. Y. 10605 

April 9th 1975 

RESLAWiION OF WESTCHESTER COUNTY ASSOCIATION OPPOSING 

COOLING TOMER REQUIREMENTS 

The WCA opposes the requirements of the Federal, 

regulatory, agencies- that cooling towers be constructedl at.  

Con Ediso's. Indian Point generating station, unless it can 

he conclusively demonstrated that the-operation of th gene

rating units will cause a significant harmful effect on the 

aquatic life in the Hudson River.  

The Association acknowledges that operation of 

the generating units has potential for adverse impacts which 

requires careful and thorough examination.. However, it, 

also acknowledges the obvious adverse environmental and 

economic imacts that a cooling tower will have on the 

public, especially on, the. people living in- the area. of the 

plant., 

With electric, bills. in the New York metropolitan 

area, already. placing, a severe financial burden on indi

viduals and businesses, the Association does not believe 

that the additional financial burdens of constructing and

maintaininq cooling towers versus the questionable environ-.  

mental benefits that would be derived should be mandated
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until proper-ly Justified.. The. matter at hand is too serious- I 

•econoMically and ecologically to base a decision on, a"i 

array of assum"ptions..  

Con. dison.s $15 million ecological stud. of 

the Hudson River will. produce post-operational data that,.  

can be compared with pre-operational data to provide a-.' 

realistic: assessment of. the. environrental impact of the plant, 

Until such time that this research program 

demonstrates that construction of a cooling tover is neces

sary, the Westchester County Association believes that con

struction of these towers should not be mandated on the 

utility and ultimately upon. the Public which the utility 

serves .
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CHARAN JwNSCo:g Is!, there anything More: e, Mar 

ta~ve up before, we,

WITNESS MARCELLUS: May I speak a moment with my.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCE:. Surely..  

(pause&) 

MR. TROSTEM: Mr. Briggs,. Dr. Maroellus haspointed 

oui that there may be. an ambiguity in the question that; yo 

As:-ted that we: ought to get clarif Led now.. And' that is, arae 

yo conceraed with. the percentage of time it operated in ters 

of fractiow of days , or are you concerniA with a. particular

q eson.tage of the po.er level , or could you I be a little bit 

more specific about-that? 

MR. BRIGGS t Well., theL *ater flow., Presumably, in 

th 3 -==or months# yon have- a full- flow of pumps., And I "m 

interested-in the .timwthat the pumps are flowing, over -what,.  

45. pecent full flow? 

MR. TROSTEN: Right, 

M4. ERIOGSr Im not inter~ested in. it day _by cayf, 

but each mouth,. lot'Vs:say,. or zaction of the Month., 

M. TROS RBN: Mr. Briggs, we- ha%- prepared a documen, 

which lists the number of days in- whiich the, Indian. Poinit 3' 

plant- operated- at more- than, 40- percent,. or: 40 percent and under 

of full..flow, which-we-submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission. Does. that. infomration applied to Indian Point. 3 an

----------
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it didn't

1973 through 19762 

MR. SACK:'- This is. for the spawning. season of 1976.  

.It went down for refueling,I think,. t h end of .May or very 

early April of '76, and unfortunately for the cpmpany, it 

didn't come back up for a period considerably after the-end. of 

the spawniing season.  

MR. TROSTEN: If you.0re interested really, Mr.  

Briggs, as 1. undestand it, in the:j'5-y. . May through Octobex

~7.

S

ypdur . inquiry? ' 

MR.. BRIGGS: As far as I'm concerned,yes.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Are you saying that ycMw have a, 

for Indian Point 2? 

MR. TROSTEN: I don't believe we do have such.a do

MR. SC: Indian Point 2 was shut down for the 

priod. It didn't operate at all. We havre filed 

rhich indicate that monthly, with both the Nuclear.  

.y Commission and all parties. Hopefully, wea can all 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Can you. crankr out another set of 

.MR. SACK: I have a set here. Hopefully, all the 

rilL agree as far as Indin Point 2 is concerned that 

operate- at all.  

MR. BRIGGS: That isn't for the full period from

1~
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of, '74., May through October of '75 for IP 2 

MR. BRIGGS: From, the time it first. operated' at full 

po' mr through the-year that it operated at full power.  

MR. SACK: Im scrry. I thought, you just meant '76.  

MR.. BMIGSs No, but '76 will be .a very easy-year to 

do.  

(laughter..  

MR. TROSTZ: So really, we're basically talking abo, 

In'm: Point- 2 from May through. October of 1974 and 7S, and 

Inrirm Point 3 from May through October of 1976and 1975.  

WI=SS MARCLUS: May through October 1.  

MR. BIRGGS: May through October l.  

MR. SACK: We filed monthly reports which would 

inli,-3ate the power level per day..X think we-have those in 

tht r-ecord' , the actual pump operation we could, not provide 

withmt- actually going through the plant logs and examining 

them.  

MR. BRIGGS:r Well, i. there any reason, that if you 

wr operating at-full power, you wouldn't be operating with 

the pumps at full flow, from the first of tay through.

MR. S]K: There have been problems with the- pumps, 

and sometiues aI. pump, is down- for either mechanical reasons- or 

environemnt al reasons, So 

MR.. BRIGGB,: About 40 percent flow, then?' You can't 

very well operatet at full power at 40 percent flow in Juiy.,

388



DV CHAIRMA- JEWSC He t s, uinging in an engineer on 

W 2 the operation of the plants. He'll pick out the timeas of days 

( 3 and flowsi and do all that. If there: "ae any Problems dcri

4. .hifig what we want 

MR. BRIGGS: I don't want to really make it very 

6 complicated. I'di just like to get some idea of how that opera

7 ted during low flow.  

MR. TROSTEN: All right.  

CRAIR MN JENSCH: Is there anything further 'w can 

take up before we close? 

1! -(No response.) 

12 CHAIRMAN 3ENSCH: If not, let's recess, to reconvene 

13 in this room tomorrow morning at 9:00 o'clock.  

14 (Whereupon, at 5:35 p.m., the hearing was recessed, 

15 to reconvene at 9:00 a.m., Wedneaday, December 8, 1976.) 
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